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DISSERTATIONS, &c. 

THOUGHTS 

PARLIAMENTARY REFORM.· 

AT the interval of about a generation from the 
passing of the first Reform Act. by a 80rt of 

univer:;;al consent the Legislature is about to employ 
itself in enacting a sec~nd. This.deter~ination has 
been adopted in circumstances strikingly contrasted 
with thC?se by which it is usual for constitutional 
changes to be ushered in, and, at least immediately, 
brought about. The change to which all are looking 
forward, has not been pressed upon the ruling powers 
by impetuous and . formidable demonstrations of 
public sentiment, nor prece~ed by signs of widEJr' 
spread discontent with the working 9! the exi~tiDg 
political institutions. It was thought a great'thing 
that the Reform Bill of 1832 could be passe! without 
an armed insurrection: to all appear:Lnce. that of 
1859 will become law without haying required, or 
occasioned, any unusual amount, even of peaceful 
agitation. And this is the mof. ~ot~:eable. 'be~ause 
there has been~ at Varioil~ times sin~e. '183:(, much 

• Pamphlet. February 1859. •. 
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2 THOUGHTS ON:.l'ARLlAMENTARY REFORM. .. 
,~ater dissatisfactiont1~~n at· present with public 
aJfairs; a much stronger ~ense, of practical grievances, 
combined with a far greater amount of physical 
suffering which could, with more or less truth or 
plausibility, be traced to defects in institutions or in 
the social system. Yet at none of these times had 
any ptoposal of a further Parliamentary Reform the 
smailest chance of success i while now, every party 
in the State, and almost every individual politician 
of mark, is pledged to the support of some such 
measure. An alteration is to be made in the con
stitution of Parliam('nt, rather because everybody 
sees such alteration· to be right in itself, than Lecause 
anybody e~ther vehemently desires it, or is expecting 
from it any great or conspicuous practical result. 

This state of things, so apparf'ntIy anomalous, 'is 
one of the most sllisfactory [igns of the times, and a 
significant exemplification of the new character which 
has been permanently impressed upon the politics of 
this empire by the great popular triumph twenty-six 
years ago. The Reform Act, and the mustering and 
trial of strength between the Progressive and the 
Stationary forces which filled the fifteen years from 
1832 to 1846, have inaugurated Improvement as the 
gener;a, law of public affairs: Improvement in itselF, 
Impro,\~ent for its own sake. not such particular 
improvements only as any section of the puLlic deems 
called for by its own immediate interest. And the 
result has confirmed the assertion always made by 
enlightened Radicals-that a government really in
spired. by -a 'spirit of Improvement, a government 
under which there is a-faii¥assurance that whatever in 
the laws or in their administration cornea to be widely 
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recognised as an evil. will be (by however gradual and 
cautious a process) ,C<tITected, satisfies the political 
cravings of the, British people; and that,they are 
not inclined to push for constitutional. changes, further 
than as these may flow, by natural sequence, from the 
workings of a progressive government. Such reason
able assurance the British people now have: and the 
effect is, that while the love of improvement for 
itself, apart from its connexion with special or 
personal interests, has a much more positive existence 
in their minds than it ever had before, they have 
so full a reliance that anything which they recognise 
as an improvement will in timG be obtained, that they 
seldom feel stirred up to demand it with loudness 
and importunity. This is-the onlyexplanation why 
Parliamentary Reform, . though there seldom has 
been-JJ. time when there was less of clamorous demon
stration in its behalf,· is felt bi the leaders of all 
parties, and all sections of opinion. to be a political 
necessity. . 

A constitutional reform brought forward in such 
circumstances j welcomed by a 80rt of unanimous 
concurrence of all parti~s, but not called for ardently. 
nor likely to be supported vehemently or enthusiasti
cally, by any j cannot,be expected to make more than 
a very moderate change in the existing distribution 
of political power . No considerable section of ex
isting political men desire more; and the active force 
out of doors is wanting to enable them to carry it if 
they did. Whatever is proposed, e~ther by the present 
Administration, or by any who are likely to succeed 
them, will be a half-measure j will be of the nature of a 
compromise; and will appear to many, probably to the 

• B 2 



4 THOUGHTS ON PARLIAMENTARY REFORM'. 

whole body of Democratic Heformers, to be far short 
of their just claims. A recons~~tution of the represen
tative system on fixed and" definite principles, is not at 
present to be looked for. It is not what is promised i 
and the state of opinion, and of European politics, is 
not favourable to its being "carried. It is, however, 

. indisp~nsable that the Reform should not be merely 
nominal; that it should be a real change, a substan
tial improvement, which may'be accepted as a step 
by those whom it will by no means permanently 
satisfy, and may hold' out sufficient promise of good 
to be really valued. The point for consideration, 
therefore, is, what are the qualities most valuable in 
a half-Jrieasure: for with less tban these, no Ueformer 
ought to be even temporarily satisfied. Now, in a 
good half-measure of Reform, there ate at leas~ two 
essential requisites. In the prst place, it should be 
aimed at the really worst features of the existing 
·system. Since it does not profess to do everything, 
it should do what is most required: it should apply 
a corrective where one is the most urgently needed. 
Secondly. it 'should be conceived with an eye to the 

. further changes which" may be expected hereafter. 
This does not mean that it should necessarily be 
framed with a view to accelerate (urther changes, but 
rather to guide and regulate them when they arrive. 
A legislator is bound not t9 think solely of the 
present effects of his measures; he must consider what 
influence the acts he does now, may hav~ over .those 
Qf his successors. Whatever change~ he introduces, 
should be a step. in the direction in which a further 
advance is, or will hereafter be, desira,ble. His half
measure should be 'so constructed as to recognise and 
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embody the principle Ii which, if no hindrance ex. 
isted, would form tht! ~est.foundation of a complete 
measure. 

The first condition, that of breaking in upo~ the 
existing system at its worst point, will be in a. con
siderable degree fulfilled by any measure which' clears 
away the small constituencies. 

The most peccant element in the present state of 
the representation is not .the small number of the 
electors, taken in the aggregate. They are too few, 
doubtless. and they will a.lways be too few while any 
are excluded whose admission would not deteriorate 
the quality of the mass. At pres~nt, too, admission 
and exclusion are capricious j the same description of 
persons are admitted in cities and parliamentary bo. 
roughs, who are excluded in all other towns and in 
the rural districts. 'Wl!atever qualification, or variety 
of qualifications, may be fured upon, it is reasonable 
that they should be 'the Same in one place as in an· 
other. But these are not the crying evils. 'fhey 
might be removed without making any very material 
difference, either in the composition of the House of 
Commons, or' in the inducements ac.ting on its mem~ 
bers. The most serious mischief is, not that only a 
fraction of the community .~ave the right to vote, but 
that the majority of the House is returned by a very 
small fract.ion of that fraction. The small boroughs, 
those which number fro~ 200 to 400 electors, are the 
seat of all the evils which the Reform Act of 1832 
intended, and was believed, to annihilate. . Many of 
them are still pocket boroughs j the members they 

-return are almost as much the nominees of some 
great family in the neigh~ourhood, as were the mem-
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bers for Gatton and Old Sarum. The others are 
mostly the prize of the hfghest' bidder. If recent Ie
. gislation has rendered direct bribery a more hazardous 
experiment than "the candidates like to veuture on, 
success belongs to him who expends motlt money 

,in opening the public-houses, or in hiring agents, 
canvassers. printers, and committee-rooms. Local 
interests being ,divided. the worst portion of the 
electors. those who are corrupted by money or by 
drunkenness, turn the scale. Between the nomina
tion boroughs and the corrupt boroughs, a large pore 
tion of the House are still what they were before 
183:2, either the delegates of individuals, or the repre· 
sentatives 9f their own purses. Wherever these petty 

. constituencies are not under the thraldom of Kome 
o~e individual, every fresh contested election becomes' 
more .and more an affair of mere money. This is a 
growing mischief, even in the large constituencies; 

. from the very small ones it is almost inseparable: 
nor is anything else to be expected from them, than 
that they should become demoralized more and more. 
The theory professed by anti-refor~ers is. that poli
tical rights should be reserved for property and in. 
telligence. By upholding the small boroughs, they . 
dedicate a large and almost predominant portion of 
the representation to the needy, the dependent, and 
the uneducated. 

To c~rrect this evil, without throwing down the 
barrier between the borough and. the . county consti. 
tuencies. a change which, even if desirable. is not at 
present attainable, there is an obvious expedient; to 
unite the small towns into districts of boroughs, as is . 
already the case in Wales and in Scotland. The 
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• Parliamentary Representation. Bill' introduced by 
Lord John Russell in. 1852, adopted this expedient j 
but unfortunately in so per:erted a shape, as to satisfy 
nobody. and to create greater anomalies than it 
cured. . 

One of the declared ·principles of Lord .r ohn Rus
seU's Bill was, that there should be no disfranchise
ment j and in this perhaps he may have been in the 
right j since few, if any, of the small boroughs are so 
absolutely insignificant .as to require their entire ex
clusion from the representation. But Lord John 
Russell thought it necessary that every existing small 
borough should become the nucleus of a. separate 
aggregation of townships. He eked out the t!onsti
tuencies by annexing insignificant placeS) close by, 
instead of going a. little farther . off for considerable 
unrepresented town~ j ~hile in no case did he think 
it admissible to include two places which already re
turned mel'\lbers to Parliament, in one and the same 
district. Thus, to take the very first entry in the 
schedule, Berkshire possesses two small boroughs, only 
a few miles apart: Abingdon, with 312 electors j Wal
lirigford, with 428: .Instead of throwing these places 
and half a dozen others into one district. Lord John 
Russell looked out for two still smaller places at 
double the distance. and added Farringdon to one 
borough and Wantage to the other j making, instead 
of one good constituency, tWQ bad .ones-as bad as. or 
very little better than. the. present. The next county, 
Buckinghamshire, contains two boroughs still nearer 
together, each returning two members, though the 
'one(Marlow) has only 354, the other (Wycombe) 
but .346 electors. In forming a. district it would be 
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natural to throw 'these two into one; and one member 
is as much as even.then their jQint importance would 
entitle them to. Lord J obn Russell left to each of the 

/ bo~oughs its ~wo members, reinforcing them by four 
small places, everyone more distant from the present 
.bqroughs than these are from one !l.Dother. 

While the representation of the small boroughs was 
thus patched up, a host of towns, dispersed all over 
the country, far exceeding them ·in population and 
importance, were left, as at present, unrepresented. 
The new places taken in to form a district, never ex· 
-ceeded the smallest· scantling which, it was supposed, 

. w~uld afford the minimum of a presentable consti. 
tuericy. Thus .Reigate, at that time 0, nomination 
borough, requiring to be extended, the town of Dork. 
-ing was added to it,. 9n d nothing more; while Croydon, 
Kingston, and Epsom, towns 'ill the immediate neigh. 
bourhood, all of them with equal or greater claims to 
be represented, were J!Ut aside. 

Had this schedule been adopted,· it would have 
spotted the map of England with groups of small 
places so capriciously distributed as to bring the very 
idea of districts of boroughs into contempt,·o,nd with· 
out mitigating, but rather in some respects increasing, 
the present causes of complaint. The small consti· 
tuencies would still have remained small, while, in. 
stead of being what they professed to be, they would 
have been more than ever rural constituencies, in 
subjection, under any ordinary circumstances, to the 
neighbouring landed proprietors. The villages of 
1000 and towns of 2000 and 3000 inhabitants, which 
were taken to make up a number, would have been a 
clear addition to the agricultural influence in the 
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House. It is just possible, though scarcely probable, 
that bribery might il~ve ~een diminished; liut the 
10c3.I influences would have gained whateve~ the direct 
money-power lost, and the members for the districts 
would have b~en merely an inferior sort of county 
members. 

Yet, if ~he principle of combining several boroughs 
was once admitted, what course could be more obvious 
than to take all the present boroughs, and all unrepre
sented towns of more than ~ certain amount of popu
lation .(say, for example, 5(00), and leaving OlJ.t all 
those, whether existing as boroughs or still to be 
created, whose importance entitles them to one member, 
Dr more than one, of their oWn, to arrange the others 
in groups according to geographical convenience, care 
being taken to give to each group something like the 
same number of elector.. No reason is apparent why 
this plan was not adopted, except the misplaced scruple 
against merging two existing boroughs .into one. If 
what is now a borough, .is to become one' of a group, . 
what difference can it make to the electors whether 
they are bound ·up with existing, or o~ly with newly 
enfranchised co:electors? . What could be more 
absurd than that CaIne and Chippenham, Doth nomi
nation boroughs, and actually conterminous, should 
(as in Lord John RusseU's scheme) subsist as a sort 
of double star, with· each its separate system of 
planets; or that Amesbury and Downton should be 
recalled from Schedule A to furnish a supplementary 
constituency to the little borough of Wilton, instead. 
of adding it to the adjacent city of Salisbury? The 
proper aggregate number of members for small towns 
being first, after due consideration, determined, all 
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places of .such size as to be politically entitled, to the 
designation of towns sho,¥d be cadmitted to share in 
it. The greater the number of_ places included in 
each· district, the better prospect of a creditable 
choice. The local influences of families and corpora
tion~ would then have more <:hance of neutralizing one 
another; and with the aid of stringent meaSure. 
against all forms of corruption, there would be some 
prospect that the choice of ,representatives might 
occasionally be made on public rather than on private, 
grounds. . 

Subsequently to Lord John Russell', abortive 
attempt, another Reform Bill, to which he was also 
a party, was brought into Parliament, by Lord 
Aberdeen's Government. In this second Bill, the 
principle of grouping boroughs, which had been in
tl'oduced in so awkward amaIlller in the former Dill, 
was dropped altogether; and the older plan, a com
plete disfranchisement of some boroughs, and a reduc
tion of others from two members to one, was reverted 
to; the representation, withdrawn from them, being 
transferred to ~ingle towns not at present represented. 
or added to the -representation of· tho!!e constituencies 
which were -thought entitled to a greater number of 
members than they pos~ess. Most of the private pro
ject~ of Reform hitherto promulgated, proceed on the 
same idea, involving a large amount of disfranchise
ment. All such schemes are good and commendable, 
in so far as they get rid of the small and dependent 
constituencies; but they do so, as it seems to me, in 
a manner far more objectionable than that of merging 
those small constituencies in districts of boroughs. 
!-or, in the first place. many electors would be entirely 
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disfranchised who are I\s well entitled as other people 
to vote for representatives, 4hough not to, have repre. 
sentatives to themselves j and, in the next place, this 
method falls greatly short of the other in extent of 
enfranchisement. For the' improved repartition of 
the suffrage by grouping of boroughs provides also 
for a considerable extension. Even the ten·pouud 
householders of all the unenfranchised towns with 
more than 5000 inhabitants, would be a large addition 
to the numerical amount of the constituency. obtained 
without lowering the qualification, or introducing any 
change which could alarm timidity in the conditions 
for the exercise of the suffrage. 

If, indeed, every elector in the disfranchised 
boroughs, and every ten.pound householder in the 
unrepresented towns, obtains a vote for the county, 
by the adoption, in the new R~form' Bill, of Mr. 
Locke King's proposal (already once affirmed by the 
House of Comm"ons), the two objections just men· 
tioned will cease to exist. But in that case those 
objections will give place to a still more fatal one j 
for such a measure would be little less than the coni· 
plete political extinction 9f the rural districts. Ex-' 
cept in the few places where there is still a yeomanry, 
as in Cumberland, Westmoreland, and in some degree 
North Yorkshire and Kent, there exists in the agri. 
cultural population no class but the farmers, inte~me. 
diate between the landlords and the labourers. A 
ten-pound' franchise will admit no agricultural 
labourer j and the farmers and landlords would col. 
lectively be far outnumbered by the ten-pound house
holders of all the small towns in England. To enable 
the agricultural population to hold its fair share of 
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the representation und.erany uniform and extensive 
suffrage short of universa}. it seems absolutely neces
sary that the town electors should, as a rule, be kept 
out. of the county constituencies. And the sole alter
native is to form them, or the great bulk of them, into 
constituencies by themselves. 

It .has been stated as an objection to the formation of 
districts of boroughs, that elections would be rendered 
more expensive. The candidates, it bas been said, would 
require as many committees as there are boroughs, 
and other things in proportion. The objection cannot 
weigh much with reference to the particular question, 
since every other mode of formtng district constituen
cies would be liable to it in an equal, if not a greater 
degree. No elections are free from it, except those 
for single, and even for small towns: for if the town 
'is of ;tny size, the candidates-have almost always a 
plurality of. committees (or the different quarters or 
divisions. But the Temark points to one of the most 
conspicuous vices of the existing electoral system; the 
only one which can dispute pre-eminence with the mul • 

. titude of small constituencies; and one against which 
the new Reform Bill, if it is to deserve support, 
should contain· some decided and effectual provision. 
In a good representative system there would be no 
election expenses, to be borne by the candidate. 
'-{'heir effect is wholly pernicious. Politically, they 
constitute a property qualification of the worst kind. 
The old property qualification, given up by every
body, and at length abolished, only required· that a 
member of parliament _ should possess a fortune; thia 
.requires that he s]lould have spent one. Morally, it is 
still worse; not only by the profligate and demoralizing 
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character of 'puch of the expenditure, but by the 
corrupting effect of t~"Ilotion inculcated on the voter, 
that the pers~n he votes fo; should pay a large sum 
ofmc;mey for permission to ~ervethe public. Does any 
one expect his attorney to pay for liberty to conduct 
his lawsuit·? or his physician to pay fol' leave to cure 
him of a disease? On the contrary, he pays them:' 
at a high price for undertaking his business. . If the 
office of a member of Parliament were felt to be a 
public trust, which no one has a moral right to take 
upon himself for any purpose. but that of fulfilling its· 
duties, would it be endured for an instant that, in 
addition to performing those duties without salary, 
he flhould make a large payment besides for .the pri
vilege of p~rfot:ming them? Such a practice is the 
surest proof that to vote for a candidate is regarded 
either as help giv:en llim towards attaining private 
ends, or at least as a compliment to his vanity, for 
which he should be willing to pay an equivalent. 
They must be poor politicians who do not know 
the vast efficacy of such indirect moral influences; 
though there is .hardly anything which, in this 
country, is so little considered by statesmen and 
public functiollaries. The incidental circumstances 
which surround a public act, and betoken the expec
tation entertained by society in regard to it, irre
vocably determine the moral sentiment which adheres 
to the act in the mind of an average individual. So 
long as the candidate himself, and the customs of the 
world. 'seem to regard the function of a member of 
Parliament less as a duty to be discharged, than as a 
personal favour to be solicited, no effort will avail 
·to implant in an ordinary voter the feeling that the 
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election of a member of Parliament i. also a matter 
of duty. and that he is nQt at .. liberty· to bestow his 
vote on any other consilleration than that of per
sonal fitness, The necefil;&l'y expenses of an elec
tion. those which roncern all the candidates equally. 
should. it has often been urged. be defrayed either 
by the municipal body or by the State. 'Vith 
regard to the sources of expense which are personal 
tu the 'individual candidate. committees. canvassing. 
even printing and public meetings. it is iu every way 
better that these things should not be done at all. 
unless done by the. gratuitous zeal. or paid for by the 
contributions. of hi, BUpporkN. Even now there are 
several members of Parliament whose elections cost 
them nothing. the whole expense being defrayed by 
their constituents. Of these members we may be 
completely assured that they are elected from public 
moth'cs t that they are the men whom the voters 
really wish to see elected. in preference to all others. 
either on account of the principles they represent, or 
tbe services they are thought qualitied to render. 
Every other member. even on the supposition of Gn 
honest choice. may. for aught it is possible to know. 
be elected. not as the best man. but as the best rich 
man. who can be had. 

II it be asked. in what manner the object here 
pointed out is to be realized. I believe that there i. one. 
and but one, means which would probably be effl'Ctual. 
No mere prohibitory Jaw would accomplish the pur
pose. but it ",'ould probably be effected if every 
member of Parliament, previously to taking his 
seat, were required to make a declantion on honour 
that he had not paid. and a solemn engagement 
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not to pay, money or money's worth, directly or indi
rect]y, ~n account of. :his eJection. A declaration on 
honour is still not thought lightly of, by any who, 
unless by a rare exception, are likely to be returned 
to Parliament. I mIl quite alive to the fact_ that the 
veracity even of an affirmation thus sanctioned could 
not be depended on if opinion ceased to enforce it; 
and that-the declaration might, like political oaths, 
come to be considered a mere form. The great reluc
tance, however, invariably manifested to require such 
a disclaimer, even in the case of bribery, shows that it 
is considered likely to have some efficacy. And I 
believe that the. laxity which prevails on the subject 
of many of the public declarations required by law, 
arises from their ,being exacted for purposes which 
the public do not, and in most cases J>ught not, to' 
approve. Opinion to~rates a fal"e disclaimer, .only 
when it already tolerates the thing disclaimed. And 
I am not aware that the toleration extends to any 
case in which the obligation is further enforced. as 
it ought to be in this case, by the penalties of per
jury. Let law and opinion conspire to the end that 
election expenses_ be suppressed, and a denial on 
honour will be considered binding. 

It has already been remarked, that a Bill such as 
we may expect, a measure of compromise, which does 
not profess to make any alteration in fundamentals, 
but only to introduce such amendments as are con
sistent with the general outline of the existing 

. arrangements; a Bill, therefore. which cannot satisfy 
the wishes of those who think the present system 
radically defective-ought to fulfil two conditions: 
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it should reinov~ or alleviate the most peccant parts 
of the e~isting system; and,e a~ far ~ ,it goes, it 
should be a recognition! and' embodimen€of the 
principles which a;re fittest to preside over 'an entire 
renovation; 80 that it may nQt be an impcdimen~to 
further improvement, but, on the contrary, a stpp 
towards the quarter in which, if anywhere, further 
improvement is to be looked for. The former of 
these topics having been considered, the latter, and 
more difficult, remains. In order to judge how tbis 
partial reform may be made conformable to the 
principles of a thorough reform, it is necessary to con
sider what these principles are: a subject which for 

-a century past -has been often enough discussed, but 
on which, as on all great subjects, there still remain 
many things to be said. We should endeavour to sct 
before ourselves the ideal c~ncept.ion of a perfect 
representative_government, however distant, not to 
say doubtful, may be the hope of actually obtaining it: 
to the intent that whatever is now done may if pos
sible be in the direction of what is best, and may 
bring the actual fact near~r, and not further off from 
the standard of right, at however great a distance it 
may still remain from that standard. Though we may 
be only sailing from the port of I~ondon to that of Hull. 
let us still guide our navigation by the North Star. 

First, then, in every system of representation which 
can be conceived as perfect, every adult human being,-

• I pass over the question whether insane persons, or personll con· 
victed of crime, should be exceptions to this general provision. All far 
as the direct in:fluence of their votes went, it would .careel, be worth 
while to exclude them. But, BI an aid to the great object of giving. 
moral character to the exercise of the suffrage, it might be expedient 
that in-case of crimes evincing a high degree of insensibility to social 
obligation, the deprivation of thie and other civic rights ahould form 
part of the sentence. 
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it appears to ine. would have the means of exercising. 
through the el~ctQral j;ll.Bralje •. iI. portion of influence 
on the management of public &.ffairs. It may be said. 
that the largest. or a very Jarge portion of the people. 
in this and other countries. are not fit for political in
fluence j that they would make a bad use of it; that 
it is impossible to foresee a. time when they could 
safely be trusted with it. I am not prepared to 
contest all this; but I cannot look upon the necessity 
of withholding this (unction from any portion of the 
community otherwise than as a very great evil.; against 
which it is the bounden duty (If governments. of 
teaehers. and of individuals, each in his sphere, to 
struggle. and never to be contented unless they are 
making sensible progress towards getting rid of it. 
It is important that everyone of the governed should 
have a voicB.in the government. because it can hardly 
be ~xpected tha~ those who have no voice will not be 
unjustly postponed to those who have. It is still 
more important as CIne of the means of national 
euucr.tion. A person who is excluded from all par
ticipation in political business is not a, citizen. He 
has not the feelings of a citizen. To take an active 
interest iu politics is. in modem times. the first thing 
which elevates the mind to' large interests and con
templations i the first step out of the narrow bounds 
of individual and family selfishness, the first opening 
in the contracted round of daily occupations. 'l'he 
person who in any free couutry takes no interest in 
politics, unless from having been taught tbat he ought 
not to do so. must be too ill-informed. too stupid, or 
too st'lfish, to be interested in them; and we may rely 
on it that he cares as little for anything else, whicb 
. VOl •• Ill. C 
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does not. directly concern himself or his personal 
connexions. Whoever isrcapatie of feeling any com
mon interElst with his kind, or with his country, or 
'with his city, is interellted in politics; and to be in
terested in them, and not wish for a voice in them, is 
an impossibility. The possession and the exercise of 
political, and among others of electoral, rights, is one 
of the chief instruments both of moral and of intellec
tual training for the popular mind; and all govern
ments must be regarded as extremely imperfect, until 
every one who is required to obey the laws, has a 
voice, or the prospect of a voice. in their. enactment 
and administration. 

But ought everyone to have an equal voice? This 
is a totally different proposition; and in my judgment 
as palpably false, as the other is true and important. 
Here .it is t~at 1 part company, on the question of 
principle, with the democratic reformers. Agreeing 
with them in looking forward to universal ,mffrage as 
an ultimate aim. I altogether. dissent from their advo
cacy of electoral districts. understood as a means of 
giving equal weight· to the vote of every individual. 
They say, that everyone has an equal interest in 
being well governed, and that everyone, therefore, 
has an equal claim to control over his own govern
ment. I might agree to this. if control over his own 
governmeut. were really the thing in question; but 
what I am askea to 'assent to is. that every individual 
has an equal claim to control over the government of 
other people. The power which the suffrage gives is 
not over ~imself alone j it is power over others also: 
whatever control the voter is enabled to exercise ovtr 
his own concerns. he exercises the same degree of it 
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over those of every on~ else. Now, it can in no sort 
be admitted that all persoDfil have an equal claim to 
power over others. The claims of different people 
to such power differ as much, as their qualifications 
for exercising it beneficially. 

If it is a.~serted that all persons ought to be equal 
. in every description of right recognised by society, I 
answer, not until all are equal in worth as human 
beings. It is the fact, that one person is not as good 
as another; and it is reversing all the rules of 
rational conduct, to attempt to rilise a political fabric 
on a supp.osition which is at vari,ance with fact. Put
ting aside for the present the consideration of moral 
worth t of which, though more important even than 
intellectual, it is not so easy to find an available 
,test; a person who cannot read, is not as good, for 
the purpose of humaft life, as one who can. A 
person who can i'ead, but cannot write or calculate, 
is not as good as a person who can do both. A person 
who can read, write and calculate, but who knows 
nothing of the properties of natural ..objects) 0, of 
other places and countries, or of the human beings 
who have lived before him, or of the ideas, opinions, 
and practices of his fellow-creatures generally, is not 
so good as a person who knows these things. A 
person who has not, either by reading or cOIlversation, 
made himself acquainted with the wisest thoughts of 
the wisest men, and with the . great examples of a 
beneficent and virtuous life, is not so good as one who 
is familiar with these. A person who.has even filled 
himself with this· various knowledge, but has not 
digested it-who could give no clear. and coherent 
account of it. and has .never exercised his own mind. 

C 2 
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or derived an original thougbt from his own observa
tion. experience, or reasolling,' ira not t!0 good, for any 
human purpose,.lI.s one who has. There is no one 
who, in any matter which concerns himself, would 
not rather have his affairs managed by a. person of 
greater knowledge and intelligence, than by one of 
lells. There is no one who, if ha was obliged to con
fide his interest jointly to both, would not desire to 
give a more potential voice to the more educa.ted and 
more cultivated of the two. 

This is no justification for making the less educated 
the slave, or serf, or mere dependent" of the other. 
The subjection of anyone - individual or class to 
another, is always and necessarily disastrous in ita 
effects on both. That power should be exercised 
over any portion of mankind without any obligation 
of consulting them, is only tolerable while they ore in 
an infantine, or a semi-barbarous state. In any civilized 
condition, power ought never to be exempt from the 
necessity of appealing to the reason, and recommend
ing "itself by motives which justify it to the conscience 
and feelings, of the governed. In the present 1'tate of 
society, and under representative institutions, there 
is no mode of imposing this necessity on the ruling 
classes, as towards all other persons iJl the community, 
except by giving to every on~ a vote. But" there is 
a wide interval between refusing votes to the J:reat 
majority, and acknowledging in each individual among 
them a right to have his vote counted for exact!y 
as much as" the vote of the most highly educated 
person in the community; with the further addition 
that. under the name of equality, it would in reality 
~ount for vastly more, as long is the uneducatt!d so 
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greatly outnumber the educated. There is no Buch 
thing in morals as a riJht t~ power over others; and. 
the ele.ctoral suffrage il5 .that power. When allha.ve 
votes, it will be both just in principle and necessary 
in fact; thai some mode be adopted of giving greater 
weight to the suffrage of the more educated voter; -
some means by which the more intrinsically valuable 
member of society, the one who is more capable, 
more competent for the general ~ffair~ of life, and 
possesses· more of the knowledge . applicable to the 
management of the affairs of the community, should, 
as far as practicable, be singled out, and allowed a 
superiority of influence proportioned to his higher 
qualifications. 

The most direct mode of effecting this, would be to 
elltablish plurality of votes; in favour of those who 
could afford a reasonable presumption of superior 
knowledgo and cultivation. If every ordinary un. 
skilled' labourer had one vote; a skilled labourer, 
whose occupation requires an exercised mind and a. 
knowledge of some of the Jaws of ex'ternal nature, 
ought to have two. A foreman, or supelintendEmt ot 
labour, whose occupation t:equires something more of 
general culture,and some moral as well as intellectual 
qualities, shou,ld perhaps have three, A fatmer, 
manufacturer, or trader, who requires a still larger 
range of ideas and knowle4ge, a~d the power of 
guiding and attending to a. great number of various 
operations at once, should have three or four. A 
member of any profession requiring a.long, accurate, 
and systematic mental cultivation,-a lawyer, a phy. 
sician or surgeon, a clergyman of any. denomination, 
a literary' man, an artist, a. public functionary (or, at 
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all events, a member of every in'tellectual profession at 
the threshold of which there is'~ satisfactory examina
tion test) ought to have tve or six, A graduate of 
any university, or a person freely elected a member of 
any learned society, is entitled to at least as many. 
A certificate of having passed through a comple~ 
course of instruction at any place of education pub
licly recognised as one where the higher branches of 
knowledge are taught, should confer a plur.uity of 
votes j and there ought to be an organization of volun
taryexaminations throughout the country (agreeably 

- 'to the precedent set by the middle-class examinations 
so wisely and virtuously instituted by the University 
of Oxford) at which any person whatever might pre
sent himself, and obtain, from impartial examinenc, a 
certificate of his possessing the acquirements which 
would entitle him to any nuIl\ber of votes, up to the 
largest allowed to one individual. The presumption 
of superior instruction derived from mere pecuniary 
qualification is,' in the system of arrangements we 
are now considering, inadmissible. It ill a presump
tion which often fails. and to those against whom it 
operates, it is always invidious. What it is important 
to ascertain is education j an4 education can be 
tested directly, or by much stronger presumptive 
evidence than is afforded by income, or -payment 
of taxes, or the quality of the house which a person 
inhabits. 

The perfection. then, of an electoral system would 
be,that every person should have one vote, but that 
every well-educated person in the community should 
have more than one, on a scale corresponding 8.11 far as 
practicable to their amount of education. And neither 
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of the~e constituents of" a perfect ,representative system 
is admissible without tHe other. While the suffrage is 
confined altogethe; to a limited clalis. that class has no 
occasion for plural voting; which would probably. 
in those circumstances. only create an oligarchy within 
an oligarchy. On the other hand. if the tpost nu
merous ~lass, which (sal-ing honourable exceptions on 
one side, or disgraceful ones on the other) is the lowest 
in the educational scale. refuses to r~ognise a right 
in the better educated, i~ virtue of their superior 
qualification!!, to such plurality of votes as may pre
vent them from being always and hopelessly outvoted 
by the comparatively incapable. the numerical ma,;. 
jority must submit to have the suffrage limited to 
such portion of their ,numbers. or to have such a 
distribution made of the constituencies. as may effect 
the necessary balance between numbers and education 
in another manner." 

• One mode of effecting this h8.11 been urged, with .\lO'!lsiderable em
phasis, in a memorial addressed ta Lord Pahntlrstou, and bearing the 
signatures of many persons diRtiuguished in literature and science •• It 
consists in giving to certain cl8.llses and profesdions, considered as of 
an intellectual char<\Cter, a representation apart; the persons com· 
posing them throughout the oouutry being regiatered 8.11 a separate 
constituency. and having a large n~ber of representatives separately " 
...notted to them, to be elected by them. in local divisions. The object 
aimed at by this scheme is the same which I have in view; but, with 
sincere defereuce to Borne of those whose names are appended to it, 
I cannot think that they have chosen an eligible mode of enoouutering 
the difficulty. Nothing oould be invented more calculated to make 
the privilege assigned to education, and the educated cl8.lls itself. 1lI1-

popular, and to create a permanent opposition a'!ld rivalry between the 
represeutatives of the educated and those of the presumed uneducated. 
Neither should I expect that the specially and professionally educated 
classes. would be by any means 80 certain to return good representa-

• uves of their own, as they would be to form Ii valuable element in Ii 
miscellaneous oonstituency. It is Ii melancholy truth, but it is one 
w hioh the experience of all academies and learned or scientific bodies 
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Since the 'time is oot come for obtaining, Ql" even 

asking for, a representa~ve B.)"Stem founded on the 
preceding principles, the point for practical considera
tion is, what measure it is 'possible to adopt "now, 
,,·hich may in any degree conform to and recognise 
these principles. and facilitate instead of impeding a 
further application of them when circumstances may 
require or admit of -it. 

One means for this purpose very obviously presents 
itself. It is universally agreed that the expected 
measure, whatever else it may contain. shall include 
a considerable extension of the suffrage: the desirable" 
object will be realized if this extension be made sub
ordinate to an Educati~nal Qualification. Even in the 
most democratic lYstem of reprE.'sE.'ntative" gOVE.'rn
ment, some sort of educational qualification is re
quired by principle. 'Ve mast never losE.' sight of 
the truth, that the suffrage _ for a member of Par
liament.is power over others, and that to power over 
others no rigid can possibly exist. Whoever wishes 
to exercise it, is bound to acquire the necessary quali-

establishes, that the suffrages or a select cla98 of inteu"ctual men are 
rarely given to the m.:lst rea.lly intellect.ual of their own number. Not 
the meu of genius wbo are in advlUlce of the body, and who Compel it 
to advance, but tbe well·tutored and inoffensive mtliliocritiell who beet 
represent its average composition, are those wbom it delights to 
honour. The man of real eminence, on the contrary, is the candidate 
whom it could with most effect present to a mixed constituency. In 
this &8 in every other case, it is not IIt"paratmg cluee .. of pel'8OllS and 
organizing them apart, but fusing them with other ctane. 'Very dif· 
ferent from themselves, which eliminate. cl&88 interests and c1aaa 
feelings. One who desires to be a legislator should reat on recommen
dations not addressing thllmselvel to a claM, but to feelinl-'1I and 
interests common to WI classes: the simple aa well aa tbe learued 
should feel him to be tbeir reprellt"ntatiYe; otherwid8 hil worda alld 
thoughts will dD worse than even fall dead on their minda; will be 
"apt to roUde ill them a sentiment or oppositioa. 
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fications •. a~ far as their acqui;ition is practicable'to 
tirr! .... · I have expre8Sed IljY cOJ).viction that in the 

• hest possible system of representation, every person 
-~ithout exception would have a vote; but this d~8 
.!tot imply that anyone should have it uncondition
ally; only that the conditions should be such as all 
could fulfil. The greatest amount of education whi~h 
can be fairly regarded as within the reach of every 
one, should be exacted as a peremptory condition 
frOID all claimants of the franchise. 

Society is at present as backward in providing 
education, as in recognising its claims; and the 
general standard of instruction in. England is so low. 
that if anything more than the merest elements 
were required, the number of voters would be even 
smaller than atprescnt. But reading, writing, and 
the simple rules of ari.hmetic, can now be acquired, 
it may be fairly said, by any person who desires 
them; and there is 8urely no reason why everyone 
who applies to be rt>gistered as an elector, should not 
be required to copy a sentence of English in th~ 
presence of the wegistering officer. and to perform a 
common sum in the rule of three. The prin.ciple of 
an educational qualification being thus established. 
more might hereafter be required when morl3 had 
been given; but household, or even universal suf
frage. with this small amount of edUcational require~ 
ment, would probably be' safer than a much more 
restricted suffrage without it. Reading. writing, 

. and arithmetio are but a low standard of educational 
qualification; yet even this would probably have 
sufficed to save France from her present degradation . 

. The millions of voters who, in opposition to nearly 
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every educated person in the country, made Louis 
Napoleon President, were. chie'ilf" peasants who could 
neither read nor write, and whose knowledge of public 
men, even by name, was limited 'to oral tradition. 

If there ever was a political principle at once 
liberal and conservative, it is that of an educational 
qualification. None are so illiberal, none so bigoted 
in their hostility to improvement, none so supersti
tiously attar.hed to the stupidest and worst of old 
forms and usages, as the uneducated. N one are so 
unscrupulous, none so eager to clutch at whatever 
they have not and others' have, as the uneducated in 
possession of power. A-n uneducated mind is almost 
incapable of cleadj conceiving the rights of others. 
'l'here is a great abatement in the dread which people 
of property once entertained of universal suffrage. 
Recent example has shown that, if it subverts a con
stitution, it is as likely to do so in favour of despotism 
as of d~mocracy. But, whatever be the most pro
bable complexion of the evil to be feared, no lover of 

.improvement can desire that the predominant power 
,should be turned over to persons in the mental and 
moral condition of the English working classes; and 
no Conservative needs object to making the franchise 
accessible to those classes. at the price of a moderate 
degree of useful and honourable exertion. To make 
a participation in political rights the reward of 
mental improvement, would have many inestimable 
effects besides the obvious one. It would do more 
than merely admit the beRt and exclude the worst or 

'the working classes; it would do more than make an 
h'bT\ourahle distinction in favour of the educated, and 
cr~~ an additional motive for seeking education. 
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It would cause the electoral suffrage' to be in time 
regarded in a totally diJierenJ; light. It would make 
it be thought of, not as now, in the light of a pos
sr.ssion to be ~sed by the voter for his own intere~t 
or pleasure, but as a. trust for the public good. It 
would stamp the. exercise of the suffrage as a matter 
of judgment, not of inclination; as a public function, 
the right to which is conferred by fitness fOl'the in
teUigent performance of it. 

Nobody will pretend that these effects would "be 
completely produced by so Iowan educational qualifi
cation as reading, writing, and arithmetic; but it would 
be a considerable step towards them. "The very novelty 
of the requirement--the excitement and discussion 
which it would produce in the class chiefly affected 
by it-would be the best sort of education; would 
make an opening in tQeir minds that would "let in 
light--would set them thinking in a. perfectly new 
manner respecting political rights and responsibi
lities. That all should be admitted to the franchise 
who can fulfil these simple require~ents. is not to be 
expected, nor even desired. unless means were also 
taken to give to the higher grades of instruction 
additional or more influential votes.· Without such 
a provision, the educational test adapted for per
manency woulQ require to "be" much more stringent. 
What should now be pressed on the consideration of 
practical statesmen is, that any lowering of" the pecu
niary qualification for the purpose of giving the 
franchise to a greater number of the working classes. 
'should be combined with the further condition of an 
educational test. It would not be indispensable to 
aislranchise, on this ground. any electors already 
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registered; but upon all new applicants the test 
should be imperative. .It weuld be a most sub. 
s~antial improvement in the existing representative 
system, if all householders, or even all five-pound 

. householders, without distinction of sex-for -why 
should the vote-collector make- a distinction where 
the tax· gatherer makes' none P-were arlmitted H.i 

electors, on condition 'of proving to the registering 
officer that they could read, write, and .calculate. 

'I'his, then, is one important principle which the 
~xpected Reform Bill, without going to any lenbrth 
in innovation which need alarm anybody, may in· 
augurate. Another . principle, only second to this in 
value, which might also on the present occasion be 
admitted into the Constitution, is the representation 
of minorities. " 

I am inclined to think t1tat the pTl·judice which 
undoubtedly exists in the minds of democrats against 
this principle. arises only from their not haTing suffi
ciently considered its mode of operation. It is an , 
eminently democratic principle. The elem'entary pro· 

, positions of the democratic creed imply it as an in· 
evitable corollary. Even the government of m('re 
numbers requires that every number should tell in 
proportion to ~ts amount. What is anti·democratic 
is, that the minority should be allowed to outweigh 
the majority; but the, principle of universal sutl'rage 
requires that, as far as is consistent with practica· 
bility, every mino~ty ~n the constituency should be 
represented by a minority in the representative body; 
and a mode of voting which does not k.eep this object 
in view, is contrary to popular government; it does 
not sum up the opinion of the community correctly.' 
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There is no true popular rept;esentation if three·fiftha 
of the people return .1ie wlJ,ole Hous~ of CQmmons, 
and the remaining two-fifths have no representatives. 
Not only is this not government by the people, it is 
not even government by a majority of the people: 
since the government will be practically in the hands 
of a majority of the majority. A Parliament may be 
obtained by universal suffrage, which may ·represent 
the opinions of a bare majority of the people ; and 
again, when this Parliament proceeds to legi&late, it 
may 'pass laws by a bare majority of itself. The 
governing body, reduced by this double process of, 
elimination, may represent the opinions or wishes of 
little more than a fourth of the population. If num
ber!! are to be the rule, a third' of the people ought 
not indeed to have two. thirds of the representation, 
but every third of the people is entitled, to a third of 
the representation~; and though there is no possibility 
of securing this with any degree of precision, it is 
better to. make some approach to it than to ignore 
minorities altogether. 

If the Ho~e of Commons were elected by the 
entire population in a single list, everyone would see 
.that the mode of voting would entirely disfrauchise 
the minority .. The party which was numerically 
strongest would rule without o~position. until by its 
abuse of power it had provokeit a change of public 
sentiment; and then the whole party would be turned 

. out at once, and the same unrestrained rule would 
pass into the hands of its opponents. People do not 
fear any similar inconvenience in the present case, 
because they reckon that the party which is in the 
minority in some places will have the'majority in 
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others, and that the local minorities will he virtually 
represented by the nOnVnees "Of majoriti~s of their 
own way of thinking elsewhere. And doubtless this 
is to a considerable extent the fact; and it generally 
will be so in the case of those great sections of opinion 
whicn pervade all clas1es, and divide society nearly 
equally. But it will not be so with others. In 
France, for example, it is probable that the Pro
testants do not form t~e numerical majority of any 
constituency. If the politics, therefore, of the mo· 
ment ,were'to tum on any question specially interest. 
ing them as· Protestants, they would be entirely 
unrepresented. Under universal suffrage, tit" class of 
mere manual labourers wouM everywhere form a 
large majority in any electoral district grounded 
solely on a local division of the country. It might 
happen, therefore, that ever., single member of the 
Legislature would represent the opinions and feelings 
of manuallaboDreni alone. 

To enable minorities to. be represented \\;thout, 
placing them on an equality with majorities, it would 
be necessary that every constituency should return at 
least three members; and I venture to soggest that 
this 1s a sufficient number, and that no f'lectoral body 
ought to return more. 'Vhen men vote for a long 
list, they usually ad<.?pt entire that which is presented 
to them by some knot of politicians who assume the 
management. of elections. They have no personal 
knowledge or preferen.ce in the case of so large " 
number, and they consequently elect, as a matter of 
coursP., whoever are held forth to them as the candi. 
dates of their party. Assuming, then. that each con· 
stituency elects three representatives, two modes have 
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been proposed, in either of which II minority, amount
ing to a third of tIle 'C~nstituencYr may, by acting in 
concert, and determining to aim at no more, returu 
one of the members. One plan is that each elector 
.ll/)uld only-be allowed to vote for two, 'or even for 
one, although three are to be elected. 'fhe other 
leaves to the elector his three votes, but allows him 
to give all of them- to one candidate. The first of 
these plans was adopted in the Reform Bill of Lord 
Aberdeen's Government; but I do not hesitate most 
decidedly to prefer the second, which has been advo
cated in an able and conclu&ive pamphlet by Mr. 
James 'Garth Marshall. The former -plan must be 
always and inevitably unpopular, ~ecause it cuts down 
the privileges of the voter, while the latter, on the 
contrary: extends them. And I am prepared to main
tain that the permis.;io'b. of cumUlative votes, that is, 
of giving either one, two, or thrpe votes to a siugle 
candidate, is in itself, even independently of its effect 
in giving a representation to minorities, the mode of 
voting which gives the most faithful expression of the 
wishes of the· elector. On the existing plan, an 
elector who votes for three, can give his vote for the 
three candidates whom he prefers to their competi
tors; but among those three he may desire the suc
cess of one, immeasurably more than that of the other 
two, and may be willing to ·relinquish them entirely 
for an increased chitonce of attaining the greater object. 
This portion of his· wishes he has now no means of 
expre::;sing by his vote. He may satrifice two of his 
votes altogether, but in no case can h~ give more than 
a single vote to the object of his preference. Why 
should the mere lact of preference be alone considered, 
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and no account whatever be taken of the degree of it P 
. The !lower to give. se~eraJ votea- to a single canilidate 
would be .eminently favourable to'those whose claims 
to be chosen' are .derived from, personal qualities, aOli 
not from their being the mere symbols of all opinion. 
Fot if the voter gives his suffrage to a candidate in 
consideration of pledges, or because the candidate is 
of the same party with himself, he will not desire the 
success of that individual more than of any other 
who will take the same pledg-es, or who belongs to the 
same party. When he is especially concerned for the 
election of some one candidate, it is on account of 
something which personally distinguishes that candi. 
date from others on the same side. Where there is no 
overrJlling local influence in favour of an individual, 
those who would be benefited as candidateA by the 
cumulative v9te, would generally be the persons of 
greatest real or reputed virtue or talents. 

'In thl3 preceding review of the essentials of a new 
Parliamentary J~eform. no mention has been made of 
the BaUot. I hope to show sufficient reasons why this 
should be included, not among the th~ngs which ought, 
but among those which ought not, to form part of a 
IIleasure for reforming the representation. It appears 
to me that secret suffrage, a very right and justifiable 
demand when originally made,. would at -present, a,nJ 
titill more in -time to oome, produce far greater evil 
than good. ' . 

The operation of the Ballot is, that it enables the 
voter to give full effect to his own private preferences, 
whether selfish or disinterested, under po inducement 
to defe~ to the opinions or wishes of otllerll, except as 
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t\leSfl -Il\3.Y iPfluel\c~ his -own~ It follows t al)d the 
. frieiid, o(the l1allqt .lw~e al:ays il\id, thi,lt secrecy is 
~~i.rable, .in cases,· itt which the motives acting on the 
• vote~ through the will of others -are likely to mislead 
him; while, if left to his own preferences, he would 

-yote as he ought. It equally follows, andi~ also th.e 
doctrine of the friends of the ballot, that wheYl the· 
voter's own preferencell are apt to lead him wronO' 

• 0' 

but the feelinl5 of responsibility to others may keep 
him right, not secrecy, but publicity, should be the 
rule.· 

• This is the oriterion distinctly laid down by a philosopher who did 
more than an:y other man· of his generation towarda making Ballot the 
creed of Parliamentary Refo~erB :-

• There are occasions on which the nSB of the ballot is advantagE'Ous: 
there are occaaions on which it is hurtful. If we look steadily to the 
end, to which all institutions profess to be directed. we shall not find 
it very difficult to draw the Iioe of dAmorcatiou. 

• A voter may be considered a\ subject to the operation of two sete 
of interests: the one, interests arising out of the good or evil for which 
he is dependent upou the wilf of other men; the ~ther, interdSts in 
l'dBpect to which he cannot be cousidered as dependent upon any deter
minate man or men. 

• There are cases in which the interests for which he is not depen.Jent 
upon other men impel him in the right direction. If not acted 1>n by 
other intere~ts, he will, in snch cases, vote in that direction. If, how
ever, he is acted upon by interests dependent upon other meo, intel'astl 
more powerful than the former, and impelling in the opposite direc
tion, he will vote in the opposite directIOn. What. is necessary, there
fore, is'to eave him from the operation of \hose interests. This is 
accompli!ihed by enabling him to vote in secret; for, in that case, the 
man who could otherwise compel his vote, is ignorant in what direc
tion it has been given. In aU cases, thereColre, in which \he indepen
dent. interestll of the voter, those which. in propriety of langnage, may 
be called his OW" interests, would dictate the good and Jlsefnl vote; 
but in which cases, at the same time, he is liable to be acted npon in 
the way either of good or of evil. by men whose intereste would die. 
tate a base and mischievoull vote, thiDa.llot is a great and invalnsble 
security •••• :. • . , 

• There is, however, another set of cases, in which those· interests of 
the voter, which have their origin Prim&rill in himaelC. and npt. in 

VOL. Ill. D 
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It is for this reason that no one, either Conserva.
tive or Reformer,. apprarves of "Vote by ballot in Par
liament, itself. A member of Parliament, however 
secure against misleading influences from without,' 
would often promote' his private interest by voting 
wrong; and the chief security against this violation 
of his trust, is tho publicity of bis vote, and the effect 
on his mind of the opinion which will be formed of 
his conduct by other people. 

'l'hirty years ago it was still true that in the elec
tion of members of Parliament, the main evil to be 
guarded against was that which the ballot would 
exclude-coercion by landlords, employers, and cus
tomers. At present, I conceive, a much greater 
source of evil is the selfishness, or the selfish partiali
ties, of the voter himself. A' base and mischievous 
vote' is now, I am ~nvinced, much oftener given 
fro~ ,the voter's personal interest, or class interest, 
or some mea~ feeling in his own mind, than from any 
fear of consequences at the hands of others: and to 
these evil influences the ballot would enable him to 
yield himself up, free fro~ all sense of shame or 
responsibility. 

In times not long gone by, the higher and richer 
classes were in complete possession of the govern
ment. Their power w~ . the master grievance of the 

other men, draw in the hurtful direction, and in which be is not liable 
to be operated upon by any other intere8ts of other men, than those 
which each possesses in common with the rest of the community. If 
allowed, in this set of cases, to v.ote in 8t'Cret, he will be lure to vote .. 
the sinister inte'rest impels. If forced to vote in public, he will be 
subject to all the restraint which the eye olthe commnnity, fixed UPOIl 

his virtue or knavery, ia calculated to produce; and, in such C8IleIl, the 
ballot is oliIy an encouragement to evil.'-MiU', IIiBtory o/British 

-India. 
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country. The habit of. voting at the bidding of an 
employer, or of alandtord, Vt'as 80 firmly established, 
that hardly anything was capable of shaking it 
but a strong popular 'enthusiasm, seldom known to 
exist but in a good cause. A vote given in opposi
tion to these influences was t4erefore, in general, an 
honest, a public-spirited vote:. but in any case, and 
by whatever motive dictated, it was almost sure to be 
a good vote, for it was a vote against the monster 
evil-the overruling 'influence of oligarchy. Could the 
voter at that time have been enabled, with safety to 
himself, to exercise his privilege freely, even though 
neither honestly nor intelligently, it would have been 
a great gain to reform j for it would have broken the 
yoke 'of the then ruling power in the country-the 
power which had created and which maintained all 
that was bad in the i1lstitutions and the adminis
tration of the State-the power of landlords and 
borough mongers. 

The ballot was not adopted; but the prqgress of 
circumstances has done and is doing more ahd more, 
in this respect, the wor'k of the ballot. Both the 
political and the social state of the country, as they 
affect this question, have greatly changed,' and are 
changing every day. The higher classes are not now 
masters of the country. A person must be blind to 
all the signs of the ~imes, who could think that the 
middle classes are as subservient to the higher, 01'

the working classes as dependent on the 4igher and 
middle, as they were a quarter of a century ago. 
The events of that quarter of a cent~ry have not 
only taught each class to. know its own collective 
strenO'th, but have put the individuals of a lower class 

1:1. . 
D 2 
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in a condition' to show a. muc;h bolder fl'ont to those 
of a higher. In a majority of" cases, the vote of the 
electors, whether in opposition to or in accordance 
with the wishes of their superiors, is now not the 
effect of coercion, which there are no longer the same 
means of applying, but the expressio!l 'of their own. 
personal . or political partialities. The very vices of 
the present electoral system are.3 proof of this. The 
growth of bribery, so loudly complained of previous 
to the late Act, and the spread of the contagion to 
places formerly free from it, are evidence that the 
local influences are no longer paramount; that the 
electors now vote to please themselves, and not other 
people. There is, no doubt, in counties and in the 
smaller lloroughs, a. large amount of servile depen
dence still remaining; but the temper of the times is 
adverse to it, and the force -of events is constantly 
tending to diminish it. .A good tenant can now ft!el 
that he is as valuable to his landlord as his landlord 
is to him; a prosperous tradesman can afford to feel 
independent of any particular customer. At every 
election the votes are more :nd more the voters' own. 
It is their minds, far more than their personal cir
cumstances, that_ now require to be emancipated. 
They are no longer p~ssive instruments of other men's 
wiIl~mere organs for putting power into the hands 
of a controlling oligarchy .• The electors themselves 
are becoming the oligarchy. 

Exactly in P~'oportion as the vote of the elector is 
determined by his own will, and not by that of lIome
body who is his master, his position is similar to that 
of a member of Parliameut, and publicity is indill-

- pensable. So. long ~ a.ny portioll of the community 
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are unrepresented, the argument of the Chartists 
against ballot in con.janction with a restricted suf
frage, is unassailable. TAe present .ejectors, a~d 
the bulk of those whom any probable Reform Bill 
would add to the number, are the middle class; and 
have as much a class interest; distinct from the 
working classes, as landlords or grelJ.t manufacturers. 
Were the suffrage extended to all skilled labourer!!, 
even these would, or might; still have a class interest 
distinot from the unskilled. Suppose it extended to 
all men-suppose that what was forJUerly called by 
the misapplied name of lJniversll.l suffrage, and now 
by the silly and insulting title of manhood suffrage, 
became the law-the ,voters would still have a class 
interest, as distinguished from women. Suppose that 
there were a question before the Legislature specially 
affe.cting women; as whether women should be al
lowed to graduate at UniversitIes; whether the mild 
penalties inflicted on ruffians who beat their wives 
daily almost to death's door .. should be exchanged for 
something· more effectual; or suppose that anyone 
should propose in the British Parliament, what one' 
State after another in America is enacting not by a _ 
mere law, but by a. provision of their revised Consti
tutions-that married women should ~ave a right to 
their own property. Are not"a man's wife and daugh- ' 
ters entitled to know whether he votes for or agawst 
a candidate who will support these propositions? 

It will of course be objected, that these arguments 
derive all their weight from the supposition of an un
just state of the suffrage: That if the opinion 'of the 
non-electors is likely to" make the elector vote more 
honestly, or. more beneficially~ than he would vote if 
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left to. himself, they are more fit to be electors tbm 
he is, and ought to have the, franchise: That who
ever is fit to influence el:ctors, is fit to be an elector: 
That those to whom voters ought to be responsible, 
should be themselves voters; and, being such, 'should 
have the safeguard of .the banot, to shield them from 
tbe undue influence of powerful individuals or classes 
to whom they ought not to be responsible. 

This argument is specious, and I once thought it 
conclusive. It now appears to me fallacious. All 
who are fit to influence electors are not, for that 
reason, fit to be themselves electors. This last is a 
much greater power than the former, and those may 
be ripe for the minor political function who could 
not as yet be safely trusted with the superior. The 
opinions and wishes 9f the poorest and rudest class of 
labourers may be very useful Jis one influence among 
others on the minds of the voters, as well as on those 
of the Legislature; and yet it might be highly mis
chievous to give them the preponderant influence, by 
admitting them, in their present state of 'morals and 
intelligence; to the full exercise of the suffrage. It 
is precisely this indirect influence of those who have 
not the s~age over those who have, which, by its 
progressive growth, softens the tmnsition to every 
. fresh extension of the franchise, and is the means by 
which, when the time is ripe, the extension is peace
fully brought about. But there is also ati.other and 
a still deeper consideration, which should never be 
left out of the account in politic3J. speculations. The 
notion is itself unfounded, that publicity, and the 
sense of being answerable to the public. are of no use 
unless the public are qualified to form a sound judg-
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mente It is a very superficial view of the utility of 
public opinion, to suppose tllJtt it does good, only when 
it succeeds in enforcing' servile conformity to itself. 
To be under the eyes of others-to have to· defend 
9neself to others-is never more important than to 
those who act in opposition to the opinion of others, 
for it obliges them to have sure ground of their own. 
Nothing has' so steadying an influence, as working 
against pressure. Unless when nnder the temporary 
sway of .passionate excitement, no one will do that 
which he. expects to be greatly blamed for,' unless 
from a preconceived and fixed purpose of his own; 
which is always evidence of a thoughtful and deli
berate character, and, except in radically bad men, 
generally proceeds from sincere and strong personal 
convictions. Even th!3 bare fact of having to giye an 
account of thei'r.jConduot, is a powerful inducement to 
adhere t9 conduct of which, at least, some decent 
account can be given. If auy one thinks that the 
mere obligation 'of preserving decency is not a very 
considerable check on the abuse of power, he has never 
had his attention called to the conduct of those who 
do not feel under the necessity of observing that 
restraint .. Publicity ·is inappreciable, even when it 
does no more than prevent that which can by no 
possibility be plausibly defended-than compel deli
beration, and force every one to determine, before h,e 
acts, what he shall say if called to account for his 
actions. 

But if not now (it may be said), at least hereafter, 
when all are :fit to' have_ votes,· and when all men 
and women are admitted to vote, in virtue of their 
:fitness,-then there can no longer be danger of class 
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legislation; then the electors, being the nation, can 
have no interest apart frrm die general intercst: even 
if individuals still vote a<!cording to private or class 
inducements, the majority will have"no liuch induce
·ment; and as there will then be no non-electors to 
whom they ought to be responsible~ the effect of the 
ballot, excluding none but the sinister influences, will 
be wholly beneficial. 

Even in this I do not agree. I cannot think that 
even if the people were fit for, and had obtained, uni. 
versal suffrage, tIle ballot would be desirable. First, 
because it could not, in such circumstances, be supposed 
to be needful Let us only conceive the state of things 
which the hypothesis implies: a. people universally 
educated, and every grown-up human being posscssed 
of a yote. If, even when only a small propol"tiun are 
electors, and the majority of the . population" almost 
uneducated, public opinion is already, 81 everyone 
now sees that it is, the ruling power in the last resort ; 
it is a chimera to suppose that over a community who 
all read, and who all have votes, any power could be 
exercised by landlords and rich people against their 
own inclination, which it would bea.t all difficult for 
them to throw off. Dut through the protection of 
secrecy would then be needless: the control of pub
licity would baas needful as ever. Tha universal 
observation of mankind has been very fallacious, if 
the mere fact of being one of the community. and not 
being in a position of pronounced contrariety of in
terest to the public at large, is enough to ensure the 
performance of a public duty. without either the 
stimulus or the restraint derived from the opinion of 
our fellow-creatures. A man' _ own particulu ILare 
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of the public interest, even if1ough~ he may have nO 
private interest drawingJUIi in the opposite direction, 
iSllot:ail a"general rule, to11pd sufficient to make him, do 
his' duty'to the puolic· without other external induce
men ts. Neither can it be admitted that even if aU had 
votes, they would give their votes as honestly in . 
secret as in public. The proposition that the electors, 
when they compose the whole of the community, can
not' have an interest in voting against the interest of 
the community, will.befound on examination to ha.ve 
more sound than meaning in it. Though the com
munity as a wbole can have (as the terms imply) no 
other interest than its collective interest, any or every 
individual' in it may. A man's interest consists of what- . 
ever he takes interest is. Everybody has as many 
different interests as he has feelings j likings or di$
likings, either of a selfish or of a better kind. It 
cannot be said that any of these, taken by itself con
stitutes • his interest': he is a good man or a bad, 
according as he prefers one class of his interests or 
another. A man who is a tyrant at home will be apt 
to sympathize with tyrauny (when not'exercised over 
himself): he will' be almost certain not to !lympa
thize with resistance to tyranny. An envious man 
will vote against Aristides because he is called the 
Just. A selfish man will prefer even a. 'trifling indi
vidual benefit, above his share of the advantage which 
his country would derive from a good law; because 
interests peculiar to himself are those which the habits 
of his mind both dispose him to dwell on. and make 
him best able to estimate. 'A great number of the, 
electors will have two sets of preferences, those on 
private. a.nd those on public grounds. The last are 
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the only ones which the elector would like to 
avow. The best side of their' character is that which 
people are anxious to &hlrw, even to those who 
are no better than themselves. People will give 
dishonest or mean votes from lucre, from malice, 
from pique, from personal rivalry, from the interests 
or prejudices of class or sect, far more readily in 
secret than'in public. And cases exist-they may 
come to be very frequent-in which almost the only 
restraint upon' a. majority of knaves, consists in their 
involuntary respect for the opinion of an honest 
minority. In such a case as that of the repudiating 
States of North America, is there not Rome check to 
the unprincipled voter in the shame of looking an 
honest man in the face P Since all this good would 
be sacrificed 'by the ballot, even in the circumstances 
most favourable to it-circumstan!!es not likely to be 
seen realized by anyone now alive-a much stronger 
case is requisite than can now be made ,out for ils 
~ecessity (and the case is continually becoming still 
weaker), to make its adoption. desirable, or even 
tolerable. 

For it mu,st be bome in mind that the ballot can· 
not be, and has not been, defended otherwise than as 
a necessary evil. Necessary it might have been, but 
an evil it could never fail to be. The moral senti. 
ment of mankind, in all periods of tolerably enlight
ened morality, has condemned concealment, unless 
when required by some overpowering motive; and if it 
be one'ofthe paramount objects of national education to 
foster courage and public spirit, it is high time now ,that 
people should be taught the duty of asserting and acting 
.openlyon their opinions. .Disguise in all its forms is 
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a badge of slavery. No one will require from slaves the 
virtues of freemen, nor will ,can nicely the means by 
which slaves effect t4eir emancipation. They begin by 
resisting covertly j but when the. time- is come for 
rebelling openly, a man must have -the soul of a. 
slave who prefers the slave's weapon fOl: himself,· 
however hiS" distrust of the courage of others may 
lead him to sanction its employm~nt. And there is 
truth in what has always been urged by th~ enemies 
of the ballot-that, even supposing it necessary, it 
could only produce its effect at the price of much 
lying. The friends of the ballot have indulged a 
faint hope that it would put an end to canvassing. 
If it really held out this prospect, the force of the 
objection to it would be considerably weakened; but 
such a. result is not in the nature of man and of 
things. As long as h~man beings exist, .the most 
direct mode of obtaining a person's vote will be to 
ask him for it. People will solicit a promise, even 
when ,they can have no positive assurance that the 
promise is kept; and a man who thinks that he has 
power over another. and who is disposed to make a 
tyrannical use of it. will question him about his vote, 
even when he has no guarantee for obtaining a true 
answer but the man's veracity, or his awkwardness. 
The voter might, on the plea of public principle, 
refuse to give any answer; but, unless he was other
wise known to be a man of unusually high principle, 
the refusal would justly be considered a sufficient proof 
that a true answer would disclose what it is his interest 
to conceal. Supporters of the ballot have argued 
that the voter might resort to those evasive answers 
which integrity permits in the case of an impertinen~ 
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question; but an evasive answer to a. first question 
only succeeds when madf to 'an equal, who does not 
consider himself at liberty to ask a. second: and be
sides. 'the majority of electors .have neither address 
nor t:eadiness for such evasions; and when they really • 
feel themse.1ves in the power of the questioner, & 

downright lie. enforced by asseveration if doubted, 
would be their only resource. Reformers may once 
have been disposed to wink at this evil, in order to 
prevent the still greater one of bad government; but 
it is in itself no small item in the account. It would 
perhaps be a. greater evil in this country than in any 
other. There are but fe~ ,points in which the 
English. as a people, are entitled to the moral pre
eminence with which they are accustomed to compli
ment themselves at the expense of other nations: but, 
9f these points. perhaps th~ one of greatest impor
tance is, that the higher classes do not lie. and the 
lower, though mostly habitual liars, are a.t>hamed of 
lying. To run any risk of weakening this f~ling, a 
difficult one to create, or. when once gone, to restore, 
would be a permanent evil too great to be incurr\!d 
for so very temporary a benefit as the ballot would 
confer. even on the most exaggerated estimate of its 
ne~essity. 

, 
. There is a suggestion of another kind, respecting 
the mode of voting, which has found a fa.vourable re
ception from some of the supporters and from some of 
the opponents of the ballot. It is that of collecting the 
votes of the electors at their own homes, a. voting 
paper being left at the door, like the memorandum of 
a tax-collector, and filled up by the voter without the 
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trouble of going to the poll. This expedient has 
been recommended, bott. O~ the score of saving e:'t
pense, and on that of obtaining the votes of many 
electors who otherwise would not vote, and who are 
regarded by the advocates of the plan as a particu
larly desirable class of voters. The scheme has been 
carried into practice in the election of poor-law guar
dians, and its success in that instance is appealed to 
in favour of adopting it in the more importaat case 
of voting for a member of the Legislature. But the 
two cases appear to me to differ in the point on which 
tile bene6.t~ of the expedient depend. In a local elec
tion for a special kind of administrative business, which 
consists mainly in the dispensation of a public fund. 
it is an object to prevent the choice fl"Om being exclu
sively in the hands of those who actively concern them
seh"es about it j for the public interest which attaches 
to the election being of a limited kind. and to most 
cases not very great in degree. the disposition to make 
themselves busy in the matter is apt to be in a gre~t 
measure confined to persons who hope to tum thei" 
activity to their own private advantage; and it may 
be yery desirable to render the intervention of other 
people as little onerous to them as possible, if only 
for the purpose of swampiqg these private interests. 
But when the matter in ha~d is the great business of 
national government. in which everyone must take 
an interest who cares for anything out of himself, or 
who cares even for himself intelligently. it is much 
rather an object to prevent those from voting who 
are iDdifferent to the subject. than to induce them to 
vote. by any other means than that of awakening 
their dormant minds. The voter who dues' not care 
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enough about the election to go to the poll, is the 
very man who, if he oon ~ote without that small 
trouble. will- give his vote to the first person who 
asks for it, or on the most trifling or frivolous in
ducement. A man who does not care whether he votes, 
is not likely to care much which way he votes; and 
he who is in that state of mind has no moral right to 
vote at all; since if he does so, a· vote which is not the 
expression of a conviction, counts for as much, and goes 
as far in determining the result, as one which perhaps 

. represents the thoughts and purposes of a life. These 
reasons appear to me decisive against the change 
proposed, and in favour of the present plan of deliver
ing the vote at a public polling-place: but the places 
of voting should be sufficiently numerous and con· 
venient to enable the poorest elector to vote without 
losing his day's wages; and, &s already intimated, the 
expensl of the poll should not be a charge upon the 
candidates, but upon the county or borough, or upon 
the State. 



RECENT WRITERS ON REFORM, 

THE present Reform movement, which differs from-
other similar movements in not having been 

immediately preceded by any strong manifestation of 
popular discontent, seems likely to be still further 
di~tinguished by the quality of the contributions made 
by individual thinkers towards the better under
standing of the philosophical elements of the fI1ubject. 
There is a natural connexiQn between the two charac
teristics. During the storm which preceded and 
accompanied the Reform discussions of 1831 and 
1832, no voice was raised, because none would have 
been audible, save those which shouted for or against 
the one thing which the public so loudly cried for. 
But the present demand for Parliamentary Reform, 
being in an unusual degree the product of calm 
reason, leaves room to hope that any appeal to reason 
may be listened to, and encourages the superior in
tellects to bring forward any thoughtlil they possess 
which seem to them, to have a useful bearing upon 
the questions at issue. ' 

• Fr(UJ(J'T'" Magazine, April 1859.-1 .• A Plea for the Constitution.' 
By John Austin, Esq., formerly Professor of JurisprudenCe at the 
London University. and Reader on the same snbject I!ot the Inner 
Temple. 1859. . 

2. • Political Progress not necessarily Democratic; oi, Relative 
Equality the true FODndatiol! of Liberty.' By James Lorimer, Esq., 
Advocate. 1857. 

3 .• A Treatise on the Election of Representatives, Parliamentary 
and Municipal.' By Thomas Hare, Esq., Ba.rrister-at-Law. 1&59. 
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From ,the publicatiolls of more or less mark which 
have been called forth "1>y the prospect of another 
Parliamentary reform, we 'select three, among the 
Ip.ost distinguished by their thoughtful character, and 
by the mental qualities of the writers. Their obje~ts, 
their dqctrines, their practical conclusions, are widely 
different, but they are the productions of highly-ino 

structed and dis'Ciplined minds; they all deserve and 
will repay meditation, and one of them we hold to be 
the. most important work ever written on tM ·praco • 

tical part of the subject. Before attempting an 
analysis of Mr. Hare's admirable treatise, we shall 
endeavour to give some notion of the merits, as well 
as of what we deem the errors, of the other produc
tions on' our list. 

Of the three writers, Mr. Austin alone is opposed 
to any further Parliamentary. reform ; the two others 
are strong reformers, each according to his particular 
ll!ode of thought. Mr. Austin has claims to an 
attentive hearing which cannot be lightly estimated. 
His book on the' Province of Jurisprudence' stepped 
at once into the very highest authority on wh~t may 
be termed the metaphysics of law; though it was only 
the introduction toa course of lectures, delivered but 
not printed, every part of which was at least equal h.1 
merit to the preliminary portion. Whoever is ac
quainted either with these or with the writings attri
puted to Mr. Austin which have been published 
. anonymo.usly, regrets· that a mind so fitted by capa
city and acquirements for. untying the hard knots 
which the philos.ophy of law is. full of, and which are 
the great impediment to simplicity and intelligibility 
in its practice, should have accomplished only a small 
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part of the work to which his peculiar-combination of 
endowments especially called,him. We shall rejoice
that he has resumed the pen, even on a question on 

• which we direr with him, if it autnorizes us to hope. 
that we may yet see the completion of his great book. 

'The worth, to us, of his present performance, does 
not lie in his conclusions, but in some or his premises. 
'Ve receive it as an exposition of what, in the'opinion. 
of probably the most intellec~ual man who is an enemy 
to further reform, are the specific .evils to be appre
hended from it. Whoever points out the rocks and 
1Ihoa1s with which our course is beset, does us a 
service which may be all the greater because we are 
not terrified thereby into renouncing the voyage. 
Mr. Austin is perhaps no unlikely person to over
estimate some dangers, but he is not a man to conjure 
up any which are enti5ely chimerical; and it inay 
readily be admitted that every plan of reform ought 
to stand his test; ought to show, either that it does 
not tend to produce the. evils dreaded by him, or that 
its tendency to do so can be counteracted, 

The first half of Mr. Austin's pamphlet is occupied 
by an analytical examination of, the actual constitn-, 
tion of this country, and a display of what he deems 
its characteristic advantages~ In his estimate of 
these, few Englishmen will disagree with _him: but 
when he connects them pre-eminently with those 
elements in the distribution of political power which 
further reform may'be expected to weaken, several of 
his observati~ns seem questionable. Thu,s he enlarges, 
with reason, on the necessity to the successful work
ing of a free, or even of any constitution, of a spirit 
of compromise. • All successful government, a:nd all , 

VOL. III. B'-
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prosperous society, is carried on and maintained by a 
mutual give and ta.ke.' _ As little can he be gainsaid 
when he affirms that this spirit is remarkably an 

_ attribute of English politics. If anyone of the three 
powers in the British constitution ~xerted the whole 
of its legal rights, and pressed every difference or 
opinion to the utmost, the action of the government 
wonld be paralyzed, and its en~rgies absorbed, by 

_ internal contests, which would induce an ultimate 
disruption of the whole fa.bric. It is equally true 
that this habitual willingness on the part of every 
constituted authority to acquiesce cheerfully in the ne
cessary conditions of stable government, has been found 
very difficult to introduce where it did not previously 
exist: -and eminent political thinkers ha¥e fonnded 
their systems on the belief that this conscientious or 
prudent self-restraint was too difficult to be ever 
really practised, and that- the co-ord.inate powers in 
a balanced constitution will always struggle with each 
other, until one of them has completely subordinated 
the others to itself. On all this we entirely agree 
with :Mr. Austin; b~t not in the passage "ohich 

follows:-
• But though this otalent for compromise is one of the 

conditions of happy political society, few nations hue poa
-sessed it in a high degree; and none but the people of 
England have ever possessed the degree of it which is one ot 
the principal conditions of enduring free government .••. 
The long duration of a system so difficult to wQrk • . • hu 
-doubtless arisen to a great extent from the habitual reve
rence of the i!Cveral members of the Parliament for their 
respective constitutional rights, and from the habitual mo. 
deration [If not the habitual courte8y) which ~mpen and 
sets a measure to their hottest contentiona. This habitual 
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reverence for the constitutional rights of others, and this 
habitual moderation in P~rliaruentary battle and victory,' 
have mainly arisen from the breeding of the men who have 
formed the great majority of the Lower House. If the 

I composition ot the House should in this respect .deteriorate, 
the spirit of compromise will be enfeebled, and the difficulty 
of working the system will be vastly aggravated.' 

With submission, we think there is a mistake here. 
The English are not the only people who have shown 
an eminent degree of what ·Mr. Austin calls a ' talent 
for compromise.' The Americans possess it largely, 
and have proved it super-abundantly in the course of 
their ,history, short as that history is. The only 
questions on which the Union has been agitated by 
important differences of opinion are the tariff and the 
slav,ery questions; and whenever either of these 
quarrels has re..~.;hed a. height which threatened 
seriously to interfere with the working of the national 
institutions, it has been closed up for the moment by 
a legislative compromise. The whole history of each 
is a series of such compromiseS': and if none of these 
]lave been of .long duration, it is because, as most 
Englishmen will now admit, the questions are such 
as in their nature cannot and ought not to be the 
Sll bjects of permanent compromise. These fa.cts 
indicate that Mr .. Austin cannot be right in ascribing 
the temperate and conciliatory spirit of English 
contests mainly to 'the breeding of the men who have 
formed the great majority of the Lower House,' a 
cause which was n~t found to produce any similar 

. effect on the royalist and aristocratic party in France i 
though doubtless it has contributed much to the 
calmness and amenity with which the debates of the 

E 2 
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British Parliament have usuapy been conducted, and 
which deserve to he placai in the numb~r of the safe
guards against precipitate and passionate action on 
the part of the assembly itself. The compromising 
temper which English and American politicians have 
in common, and the want of which is one cause of 
the repeated failures of liberal institutions elsewhere, 
is sometimetl ascribed to the less inflammable character 
of their northern blood j but may more rationallt be 
attributed to their greater political experience, and 
longer possession of free government. They are 

, content to exercise a limited power, because they have 
never felt or been subject to any power which was 
not obviously limited. We think Mr. Austin would 
have been nearer the truth, while even his own argu
ment would not have suffered, if he had attributed 
this quality in the English- and Americans to the 
complicated and balanced character of -their political 
institutions. Democratic as the American govern
ment is, the powers of every magistrate and of every 
assembly composing it, are narrowly hemmed in by 
those of other functionaries and public bodies. No 
American assembly is encouraged by the constitution 
to ,believe that its will is law. We agree with 'those 
wlw:ihink that the' spirit of conciliation and com
'Pl'Onllse could with difficulty establish itself in any 
government which consisted of one sovereign assembly, 
'whether accompanied or not by an hereditary presi
.dent under a royal title . 

.:Mr. Austin considers the Briti~ Government to he 
Dot only the most free. but also the most democratical 
-government which has 'governed a great nation 
through a long and eventful period.' This may he 
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admitted, 80 long as the solidit, of the Federal and 
State Governments of America • has not been tried by 
time.' But Mr. Austin is nnfortunate in the argu
"ment he uses to prove that, • in spirit and effect: 
apRrt from the form of the constitution, the English 
Government is • the most democratical of all govern
ments, past and present.' • The interests and 
opinions: he says (p. 10), • of the entire population of 
the country (and" not only those of the sovereign 
body), are habitually consulted by the Legislature 
and by the executive Government. In the United 
States, the large slave population are excluded from 
political power, and almost from legal rights i whilst 
their interests and feelings are set at naught by the 
Governments, and are scorned or slighted by the 
great majority of the public.' The American Govern
Jllent is here stated to .be practically less democratic 
than the English, because it disregards the interests 
and feelings of a portion of the people quoad whom 
the American Government is not a democracy at all, 
but the closest, hardest, and most exclusive of aristo
cracies. To have any bearing on the merits of demo
cratic insti~utlons, the comparison should not have been 
made with the American Federation, but with the free 
Northern States, which alone have any pretension to 
be democracies. As well might anyone tell us that 
Europe is a great slave country, meaning by Europe, 
Russia. • 

Mr. Anstin expatiates on the advantage we derive 
from the fact that. "while the electors are a democratio 
body, the elected are mostly, in the personal and 
social meaning of the term, aristocratic. He says 
(p. 13):-
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, Tl).e art of statesmanship. like other high and difficult 
arts. can only-be acquired W th~ who make it their prin
cipal business •. The aristocracy in question. being men ot 
independent means. ~ afford to devote themselves to public 
life i whilst men whose time and thoughts are absorbed by • 
their private affairs, cannot give themselves thoroughly to 
the concerns of the nation. From the possession ot an 
aristocratical body specially affected to practical politics. 
the nation derives the well-known advantages which arise 
from the division of labour. A larger proportion of com
petent statesmen will naturally be furnished by a ~y 
comparatively IIkilled. tban by the bodies (far more nume
rous) whose attention to public business is nece~arily in
termittent. and whose knowledge of tho:se interests is 
therefore necessarily superficiaL To this it must be added 
that. in consequence of the high and nndisputed positions 
occupied socially by the aristocracy in question. they natu-

. rally acquire a cool self-possession. a quick insight mto men, 
and a skill in dealing with men. which are lpecially neces
sary to statesmen in a free and parliamentary country. 
From their high social positions, and the peculiar influences 
acting upon them from the cradle. they are naturally 
restrained in a more than common degree by the ~ntiment 
of gentlemanly honour. As" filling those high positions. 
and as being permanently occupied with public life. they are 
more obvious to the public eye. and are more restrained by 
pnblic opinion. than men whose social poaitiOIl8 are comp .. 
rl!>tively humble. and whose .public lives are comparatively 
intermittent and obscure. On account of their indepen
dence in respect of pecuniary means • ~ • they are under 
smaller temptations than political adventurers to succumb 
to a ministry of which they conscientiously disapprove, or to 
flatter their constituencies at the expense of the public in
terests. in prejudices and illnsioll8 which in their hearts they 
despise." . 

Surely this is a large ·superstructure on a small 
basis of reality. Whatever may be the advantages of 
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pecuniary independence in Members of Parliament, 
and whatever superiorily i~ point of • .gentlema1,lly 
honour' may accrue to them from the class to wl:.lich 
they principally belong, the advantage 'of having a 

. body of instructed and trained statesmen and legis
lators is, we should have thought, almost the last 
which anyone could ,possibly represent us as deriving 
from them. The classes spoken of have i~ in their 
power to be all that Mr. Austin has described, but 
bow many of them actually are so? Since public 
opinion began to re9.uire some amount of appropriate 
knowledge and training jn tl1e members of.an Ad
ministration, it has never been posilible to find a 
sufficient number of such men to form a Cabinet, 
much less a Legislature. Is it not a speaking fact 
that, . at this critical moment, not a man can pe 
thought of as fit to lead the great Liberal party. 
except one or the other of two noblel1len advanced in.. 
years? And even they are not thought to be f).t 
absolutely, but .only fitter than any one else. . We 
have no desire to see a Parljament of rich elderly 
·manufacturers. but we cert~nly prefer them to tpe 
young fribbles of family who formerly did us the
honour to legislate for us. We. too, maintain that 
statesmanship of any high quality can only b~ looked 
for in persons who dev~te themselves to it as an art. 
There pave beeJ;l.aristocratic government~ wpich wer~ 
carried on by such persons-:-the. open aristocracy of 
Rome for example. and the close aristocracy of 
V_enice; and we ·acknowledge that the ill4i'ue~ces of 
unbalanced democracy have a tendency to prevent the 
formation of such a. class. But it answers no good 
purpose to argue as if we at present enjoyed a benefit 
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which'we neither have nor ever had, and are as little 
likely to have under the ~isting mixed government as 
under a republic. . 

The objections to Parliamentary reform which com
pose the latte'r half of },fro Austin's performance, 
consist'of presumptive objections to any change, and 

'positive ones to the particular changes most widely 
advocated. Of those which bear against reform in 
general, the principal one is this: that all practicnl 
evils which, admit of legislative correction are as 
likely to be remedied unqer the present constitution 
of the Legislature as under any .other: that the un
discerning conservatism called into existence by the 
French Revolution has disappeared, and all parties in 
Parlil!ment are well disposed towards legal and ad
ministrative reforms, which are now impeded by no 
serious difficulties but those i12.herent in their subjects, 
and (we must add) by the private interests, not indeed 
of the rulers, but of those whom the rulers trust, and 
by the spirit of routine and obstruction, which is not 
peculiar to any set of institutions, but common to all 
established systems. With' this modification, we 
agree to some extent with Mr. Austin. There;8 a 
spirit of improvement, common to all parties, in .many 
of the details of government; and it may perhaps be 
true that there is hardly any beneficial change, de'.. 
manded by.a mature public opinion, which,' after a 
moderate interval, would not have a good chance of 
being carried, under our present political institutions. 
For what practical end, then, do we desire a more 
popular. basis for those institutions P Mainly for that 
of maturing and enlightening public opinion itself. 
Parliament has another function besides that of 
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making laws. The Hoose of <pmmoiis is not only 
the most powerful bra~ch tOf ,.th8?:ttgislature.; it is 
also the grea.t council of the natibn; the place where 
the opinions which divide the.publicj)n great subjects 
of national interest; meet in' a common arena, do 
battle, and are vidolious, or vanquikhed. This latter 
ftinction the House of Commons does not fulfil, if the 
most numerous class, and that which is least favoured 
by fortune, after it has once begun to have and to 
express opinions, remains without direct representa
tion there; Besides being an instrnment of govern
ment, Parliament is a grand institution of national 
education, having for one of its valuable offices to 
create and correct that public opinion whose mandates 
it ·is required to obey. That which Acts of Parlia
ment and votes of money can do for the political 
instruction of the people, fans short of what might' be 
done by the discussions in Parliament-itself, if those 
who most need instruction were there in the persons 
of their representatiYes, saying iheir best for their 
opinions; counted among those whose reason a 
minister or an orator must appeal to; when they 
were wrong, some one taking pains to answer them, 
and to make the answer understood by them: not left, 
as now, under the gloomy persuasion that their in
terests are dealt with in their absence, and unheard
that Parliament occupies itself with everything rather 
than with the burthen which is weighing on their 
hearts, and even when it busies itself about the same 
queiltions, never for an instant looks at them-from 
their point of view. Is it wonderful if they should 
think that 'les absents ont toujours tort,' and should. 
persist in errors -when their errors are ignortld 'by 
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their superiors, and tre never met and encountered in 
equal confiict,with opp.rtu~ity of explanation and 

-rejoinder P 
There is a further practical consideration appro. 

priate to the present time. The non.represented . 
classes, as a body, are just now, to all appearance, 
peaceful_and acquiescent. But they were not always 
so; we are not far from the days of Chartist insure 
rections, and monster petitions signed by millions of 
men. If the existing tranquillity is caused by the 
people's having grown wiser-expecting more from 
themselves, and less from what the Government cim 
do in any direct way to improve' their condition, the 
main argument for ex·cluding. them from the suffrage 

, is very t;l1uch abated. ·But if the cause be lassitude, 
or despair of success, or that they are at prcsent toler. 
ably prosperous, such times al.f we have seen not many 
years ago we shall, see again i and concessions which, 
made at the present calm I!eason, can be accompanied 
by proper safeguar4s. may then be wrung from Par· 
liament without any safeguards at BlI, under the same 
imminent dangers which prevailed, in 1832. Pru~ 
dence and foresight. therefore. combine with principle 
in recommending that the present favourable oppor. 
tunity be made use of for placing our representative 
system on a footing which can be defended on intelli. 
gible principles of justice. and such that the greatest 
number.of persons, consistent with safety, shall have 
evid~nt cause to be well affected towards it. 

Mr. Austin proceeds to set forth the evils which he 
would anticipate, either from universal sufti-age, or 
from any sUf!h reform as would vest the predominant 
power in the lower portion of the middle class. A 
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House of Commons re,turned by universal suffrage 
(which he always. supposes ~nguarded by provisions 
that would give a share of influence to any but the 
numerical majority), though it. would not, he says, 
attempt to carry out Socialist theories"-

, Would ruin our finances, and destroy our economical 
prosperity, by insensate interferences with the natural 
arrangements of society, which would not be. the less per
nicious for not being inspired by theory. No man, looking 
attentively at the realities around him, can doubt that a 
great majority of the working classes are imbued with prin
ciples 'essentially socialist; that thcir very natural opinions 
on political and commercial subjects are partial applications 
of the premises which are the groundwork of the socialist 
theories. They believe, for example, very generally, that 
the rate of wages depends upon the will of the employers; 
that the prices of provisions and other articles 0' general 
consumption, depend upon.the ~ill of the sellers; that the 
wealth of toe richer classes is somehow subtracted from 
their own; and that capital is not an adminicle, but an 
antagonist of labour. We might, therefore, expect fr,om a 
House of Commons representing the prejudices of the non
proprietary class, a minimuJll rate of wages, a maximum 
price of provisions and other necessaries of life. with num
berless other restrictions on the aciual freedom of contract
ing. We might also expect from such an assembly that 
they would saddle the richer' classes, and especially the 
owners of so-called "realized" property,-with the entire 
burthen of taxation i destroying or diminishing thereby the 
motives to accumulation, together with the efficient demand 
for the labour of their own constituents!-p.19. 

Mr. Austin has put his estimate of what might be 
the practical result of a Parliament elected .by equal 
and universal suffrage, at the very worst possible j ·far 
worse than we consider at allJ;>robable. But ml$ht, 
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in a case of this importance, is as conclusive as woulrl; 
and those who look thee mo~t hopefully to universal 
suffrage, seldom propose to introduce it otherwise than 
gradually and tentatively, with the power of stopping 
short wherever a tendency begins to manifest itself' 
towa!ds making legislation subservient. to the mis. 
understood class interests of labourers and artisans. 
But while no rational person would entrust the pre. 
ponderant power in the State to persons aiming at 
the objects which Mr. Austin describes, there is no 
reason why even these ~honld not be represented as 
one class among others-why they, like so many other 
classes having sinister interests or absurd opinions, 
should not have their spokesmen in Parliament, to 
ventilate their nonsense, imd secure attention to their 
sense' a~dto the facts of their position. Until this 
is the case, the working classes, with however good 
intentions on the part of the Legislature, will never 
obtain complete justice (though they may receive 
mischievous. courtship), and if they did, would never 
believe that they had obtained it. We will go a step 
further. We are completely at issue with those who 
are unable to see that there is a true side to many of 
the crudest notions of the working classes, and that 
there is something, and even much, which can be 
rationally done for them in the direction of what 
seem their wildest aberrations. From the cast of his 
mind, we should have ·thought Mr. Austin one of the 
likeliest of all men to recognise this i and we would 
gladly believe that, when he appears to see in the 
great fact of Socialism only simple • insanity.' as 

_ when he calls the revolutionary movements of 1848 
a.n • atrocious outbreak,' he rather gives way to an 
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impulse of passion than expresses a deliberate judg
ment. 

To any system which should 'give to the lower 
classes of the vast middle class an unchecked ascen
dancy in the House of Commons,' Mr. Austin is no 
less opposed j partly because, as he thinks, any such 
measure would _be a step to universal suffrage, and 
partly for the following reasons (p. 23):-

'From what is known of the constituencies in which these 
classes actually predominate, we may infer that the majority 
of the reformed assembly would probably be composed in no 
small measure of men endowed with no higher faculties than 
glibness of tongue and adroitness in managing elections.; 
and ready, moreover, to court their constituents at the cost 
of the puhlic interests, by bowing to their prejudices and 
even to their momentary capriqes: The aristocracies of 
birtn and social position, and still more the aristocracy of 
mind, would 'be generally distasteful to the constituencies. 
On finance and political economy, on law and the adminis
tration of justice, on the education of the lower and superior 
classes, on the relations of the cou~try to other independent 
states, and on almost all the subjects of our domestic and 
foreign policy, the constituencies would think like men who 
have not considered such subjects, or have considered them 
slightly, and through the medium of popular prejudices. 
Sound financiers and political economists, profound theo
retical and practical lawyers, men eminent in science and 
letters, distinguished' journalists and philosophical statesmen 
(such, for example, as Mr. Burke), would not be appreciated 
by the reformed constituencies, or would even be objects of 
their positive dislike. • • • According to the true theory of 
the British constitution, the powers residing in the electoral 
body, of the Commons are completely de.Jegated to the 
Commons House, insomuch that the members of that 
assembly are not severally representatives of their respective 
constituencies, but are representatives of the entire kingdom. 
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. If this theory were generally disregarded in practice 
the House of Commons wOl}ld Mcome a congress of ambas
sadors deputed by communities substantially independent 
states; and as being provided with several, and often cou
flicting instructions, they would form a body of represen
tatives incapable of united action .• : • Now it has been 
shown by frequent experience that the conceptions of Parlia
mentary Government commonly entertained by the lower 
middle classes are inconsistent with this neceflsary theory. 
In the event of a reform giving to those classes an un
c~ecked ascendancy in the House of Com mOilS, the consti
tuencies would dictate to ·their representatives their votes on 
particular questions, and owing to their servile deference to 
the prejudices and caprices of their constituents, the repre
sentatives would pledge themselv.es very generally to follow 
their imperative instructions. There is a miscllicvous and 
growing tendency in the House of Commons to encroach 
upon the functions of the Executive Government .•••. The 
function~ thus usurped by the Hpuse of CommQns are trans
ferred from experienced and responsible to inexperienced 
and irresponsible hands, while the House, by attending to 
business for which its constitution unfits ii, performs its 
legislative functions with diminished care, and neglects its 
important office of supervising and checking the Executive. 
In tlul event of a reform such as we are now contemplating, 
this mischievous and growing tendency would be greatly 

. strengthened. Many of the representatives would· be no
table vestrymen, or men of the . like character-men of 
limited views, of considerable capacity for details, of un
tiring activity. ~nd of restless and intrusive ambition. 
Meddling with administrative details woUld suit their capa
city and taste; and by wrenching the busines, of the 
Executive from the ministers of the CroWD, they would 
e.xalt themselves in the eyes of the country, or at least in 
those of their several localities. The respective functions ot 
the several branches· of the Parliament would be imperfectly 
apprehended by the reformed constituencies, aiId as they 
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would naturallYl!ympatbize with tbe aggressive ambition or 
tbeir representatives, tbey ·.oul~ back their encroachments 
on the province or the Crown.' -

Could we be disposed to give • unchecked ascen
'dancy' in Parliament to a single type of any descrip
tion, the small tradesman is scarcely the one we should 
select. Yet it is important that real evils should not 
be exa;;gerated.. The shopocracy, like other powers 
of darkness. is not so biack as it is painted. If the 
metropolitan districts. to which mainly it owes its 
bad reputation. do not return many distinguished 
~en, let it be remembered that distinguished men 
selJom offer themselves for those districts. Men who 
wish to give their time to other matters than local 
business, do not like to live in the midst of a nume
rous and e.rigeoJlt constituency_ "uen candidates of 
any eminence have preaented themselves, they have 
generally been elected. Lord JQhn Hussell never 
lost an election for th~ City. nor Sir William Moles
worth for Southwark. In the second rank of poli-

, ticians. Sir Benjamin Hawes. Sir William Clay, and 
others. who sat many ye~ for metropolitan districts. 
are surely ruuch superior to average members for 
small boroughs; nor is it any ordinary m'ember of 
the House of Commons that is entitled to look down 
on Mr. Ayrton, who often says a useful word in Par
liament when there is no one elSe to say it. We 
think it a mistake also to suppose that middle class 
constituencies prefer to be represented by persons like 
themselves. A lord or a 'baronet, who speaks them 
fair, and willswaI10w pl~~s on all the questions of 
the day. is the man for them. They do -not elect 
• vestrymen.' 'It would be _ more true to say that 
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they allow vestrymen to elect for them. Still, tllere 
~s a Joundation of truth- for many of :Mr. Austin's 
·apprehensions. He h;t..'1 marked some of the dangers 
to be avoided. 

We shall touch only on one tliore point in· Mr. 
Austin's discourse, and it is one on which we tho. 
roughly agree with him: the importance of adapting 
our improvements, whenever it is possib~e, to the 
frame-work of the existing Constitution. This is -one 
of the subjects on which knowledge of mankind 
t~aches the most important lessons-on which inex. 
perienced political theorists are most apt to differ 
from experienced. Until mankind are much mor~ 
improved than there is any present hope of, even good 
political institutions cannot dispense with the support 

. afforded by traditional sentiment. I The principle of 
public utility, applied to so vast a subject as the con· 
stitution of a Sovereign Government, leads generally 
to an invincible qiversity of views.' An attachment 
resting on authority and habit to the existing Consti. 
tution I in and for itself,' is, as' Mr. Austin remarks, 
in the existing state of the human mind, an 
almost indispensable condition of the stability of free 
government; which has the greatest difficulty !n 
taking firm root among any people whose misfortune 
it is, never .to have had institutions capable of inspir
ing such an attachment. Such a people, when they 
break entirely with their past, are apt to fall by 
degrees into a condition qf passive· indifference, and 
what :Mr. Austin calls political scepticism. 

The second work on our list, that of JrIr. Lorimer, 
is not a dissertation on the question of the day, but 
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an elaborate though cqncise treatise on the philo
sophy of government i of wl1!.ch we must of necessity 
confine ourselves to the parts which have a direct 
bearing on immediate practice. Mr. Lorimer is as 
much'an enemy as Mr. Austin to the absolute domi
nion of the numerical' majority i perhaps even more 
so: f~r Mr. Austin's quarrel with the multitude turns 
chiefly, it would seem, on their existing errors and 
prejudices, which may admit of removal; but Mr. 
Lorimer deems their autocracy to be unjust in itself, 
as well as destructive in its consequences. . With 
Aristotle, Polybius, and others of the ancients, he 
regards the dem6cracy of numbers as the' final form 
of degeneracy of all governments;' inasmuch as, to 
the evils of every other government, the natural pro-

. gress of democracy is.a spontaneous c()rrective; but 
when democracy has itself become predominant, there 
is no other growing influence by which ita character
istic· evils can be kept under; society ha,s then reached 
the last step of the ladder, and the next move can 
only carry it over the top, to begin again at the 
bottom with the despotism of one. But Mr. Lorimer 
is no preacher of despair; nor is the course he re
commends that of a sullen opposition to the claims 
of the numerical majority. His hope_is, by • re
moving the sources of theoretical conflict between 
political doctrines which have hitherto been supposed 
to be irreconcileaple, and showing the possibility of 
their simultaneous recognition,' to • pave the way for 
a safer progress on a road which riot Englishmen only, 
but every civilized people, must inevitably tread/ It 
is useless to resist a natural law face to face; we 
should endeavour, by ~vailing oUrselves of other 

VOL. Ill. 
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natura~ laws, to convert it from a. peril into a. blessing. 
'Mr. Lorimer thinks it ueither just nor practicable, 
finally to exclude anyone from a vote i-lind he would 
apparently have little objection ~ven to immediate 
universal suffrage. But it must not be equal suffrage. 
Mr., Lorimer would give a. voice to everyone, but a 
more potential voice, by means of plurality of v·oting, 
to those classes who? either hecltuse they are presum. 
ably more enlightened than the majority, or merely 
because their biasses are different, form the natural 
counterpoise. 

This is the chief practical idea of Mr. Lorimer's 
work" i and there must be something in it' apparently 
well adapt,ed to the needs of the present time, since, 
new as it is in speculation, it has occurred almost 
simultaneously to three writers of very ~ifferent 

schools, each of them probably-the last certainly
without any knowledge of the other two: Mr. Lori. 
mer, Lord Robert Cecil (in the • Oxford Essays '), alId 
th~ author of the present article, in a. pamphlet enti· 
tled • Thoughts on Parliamentary Reform.' It is a. sug
gestion which deserves, as well as requires, unpreju. 
diced, consideration. Its merit is, .that it affords a 
basis of settlement which can be, with their eyes 
open, accepted by both parties. All arguments 
grounded on probable dangers faU dead and meaning. 
less on the minds of those who haye the physical 
force. Very few individuals, and no classes, ever 
were withheld from seeking power for themselves, by 
predictions of the bad use they would ~ake of it. It 

• He seems disposed to exclude women (8641 note to p. 213). not 
because he wishes them to have no influence, but because he tbinb 
their indirect influeuce sufficient. We shall see that if he applied tbia 
standard of j~dgment in all eases, it ,would upset bia whole theory. 

'r){ rr1 06 
J-~'/S'" ---I 
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is their sense of justice tpat must be appealed to, and 
to do that with effect. wha\ is proposed must be 
visibly just. No on~ who has begun to concern him
self about politics will think it just that his opinions 
and wishes should be counted for nothing at all. in 
matters in which his greatest interests are -involved. 
Such a political arrangement. considered as final, is 
revolting both to the universal conscience._ and to the 
sen'se of dignity which it is desirable to encourage in 
every human being. But it is a very different thing 
when the question is between, not some influence and 
none, but a greater influence and a less. Between 
something and nothing. the ratio, morally and mathe
matically, is infinite j between less and more, it ill 
finite and appreciable. Noone feels insulted and 
injured by the admission that those who are jointly 
interested with himself, dnd more capable, ought to 
have greater individual weight in the common deli. 
berations. 

But, proportional to the value o( the principle" 
would be the mischief of applying it, misunderstood 
and perverted from its purpose, Its excellence is, 
that while it fulfils the demands of expediency, it 
approves itself to the natural sense of justice, If 
plural voting were made to depend on conditions 
whi('h cannot possibly commend themselves to the 
conscience of the majority j if, as Lord Robert Cecil 
proposes; the additional votes were given, not to the 
educated as such, but to mere riches, as measured by 
tautionj the whole scheme would be looked-upon as 
nothing but a trick for rendering the conces~;ion of 
the suffrage nugatory: it would be for ever, or for a 
long period. discredited and depopularized. and would 

F 2 
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lose all it.~ chances of serving as a permanent barrier 
against the class-Iegisration of manual labourers. 
What justice can anyone be expected to see in his 
having only one vote, while others have more than 
one, not because he has less knowledge and ability, 
but because he is less fortunate? Lord R. CeciJ, 
and those wbo agree. with bim, lay great stress upon 
the analogy of a joint-stock company, in which every 
shareholder has a number of votes bearing Ilome pro
portion to the' number of shares belonging to him. 
As if the business of government, like that of a mer
cantile association, were concerned only with property I 
The directors of a company exist as such, solely to 
administer its capital, and have no power of causing 
to the subscribers either good or harm, exct?pt through 
the interest they possess in that. But the stake 
wbich an individual has in· good government is far 
other than his K'T'Iai810v*-nothing less than his entire 
earthly welfare, in soul, body, and mind. The 
government to which hd is suhject has power over all 
his liIources of happiness, and can inflict on him a 
thousand forms of intolerable misery. Even a8 
regards property, the stake of the day labourer is not 

. measured by- the little he calls his own, but by the 
bond that unites his interest, no less than that of the 
rich, with the general security of property; which 
could ~ot be impaired without rendering his means 
of employment and subsistence more Bcanty and 
precarious. 

Our objections to Lord Robert Cecil apply in Borne 
degree to lIr. Lorimer, though the latter considers 
riches not as a title to power in themselves, but as an 

• Epictetu. 
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evidence of education; and would give pl~rality ·of 
votes not to property' alone, but to all reasonable 
presumptions of, superior intelligence. Mr. Lorimer 
has, however,. a general theory of government, from 
which this and most of hia other practical recom. 
mendations are presented as corollaries. He thinks 
that the constitution of the Legislature should be 
an exact mirror of the existing constitution of society; 
He would have the national polity recognise, on the 
one hand, the just claims, together with the intrinsic 
powers, of man as roan; but also, on the other, all de 
jacto social inequalities. He is of opinion that eacb 
person should have an amount of power assigned to 
him by political institutions; as nearly identical as the 
imperfection of human arrangements will admit, with 
the influence he actually exe1'cises :-

• The sum of injlue11cel should stand over against the sum 
of individual 8entimentl, and the institutions of the State 
should be the expression of the former, not of the latter. 
As regards the individual, whatever may be the amount of 

. influence which belongs to his character in society generally. 
whether it be greater or less than that of a simple human 
unit, to the benefit of that influence in regulating the public 
and private laws of the country. and to nothing more. is he 
entitled. If the voice of one man be ten times as powerful 
as that of another, then he contributes ten times as much to 
swell that general voice, of which Toice the laws are the 
articulate utterance. But· as the State can never take 
cognizlillce of individual importance directly. the principle 
of elassification becomes indispensable,' &c.-p. 17. 

'The perfection of social orgllnization in all its forms, 
from the simplest to ·the most complex, will be in direct 
proportion to the completeness with which it recognises the 
inequalities which exist among the members of the society 
with which it deals.-(p. 49.) The office of the suffrage is 
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to give political .expression to the social powers actually 
existing in the communitY!r-(p, '226.) 

And more fully as follows (p. 227):-
'The 'partial character of the representation which is 

secured by the universal equal suffrage, and its consequent 
inadequacy to satisfy the conditions of ~he suffrage as we have 
defined them, comes out perhaps most clearly of all when we 
consider that, in addition to depriving some cl888C1 of the 
political influence corresponding to their social position, and 
thus to a certain extent disfranchising them, it deprives 
every iildivid~al, to whatever class he may belong, of the· 
whole direct political influence which corresponds to the 
social influence which he has acquired. A and D, at the 
age of twenty-one we shall say, are both fairly represented 
by the manhood suffrage. At the age of forty, by a life of 
virtuous effort, A has merited and obtained the consideration 
of his fellow citizens; and his case will be no unu8ual one it 
hi8 influence, whether for good or evil, has increased tenfold. 
In his person, consequently, now' centre the pouvoir, tie fait 
to ten times the extent to which they belonged to him at 
the former period of his life. D, on the contrary. differs 
from what he was, only in having lost. the potentialit!! of 
influence, which renders every man important at the com
mencement of his career. He has done and suffered bothing 
to forfeit his public rights. H~ is neither a criminal, • 
l)lnatic, nor a pauper; and the influences ot • human unit 
still are his. This, however, is but one-tenth of that which 
now belongs to A, and a suffrage which establi8hes an 
equality between these two individuals consequently leaves 
nine-t,enths of A's actual social influence unrepresented. 
Can it be said of lIuch a suffrage that it actually translates 
social into political power l' 

Now this theory, as i~ seems to us, is not only 
erroneous, but involves some confusion of ideas. If 

,.by the social·influence of A. we are to understand (as 
is the most obvio~ interpretation) the power he ex-
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ercises over the convictions and inclinations of others 
through the affection with 'wltich he inspires· them, or 
the high opinion they entertain of him, all this in
fluence he will possess under equal and universal suf
frage. Indeed, under no suffrage but that which is 
equal and universal, can his political influence be 
exactly co-extensive with his moral influence, mea
sured by the number {)f persons who look up to his 
judgment, and are willing to accept him as their 
leader. If besides this influence, supposed to be ten 
times that of B, he has also ten votes of his own to 
B's one~ the effect is not, as Mr. Lorimer professes, to 
recognise, but to double, A's superiority of importance. 
It is for the very opposite reaElon to Mr. Lorimer's, 
that the third writer to whom. we have referred made 
the suggestion of giving a number of votes propor
tional to degree of eduoation, as indicated by what.:. 
ever tests, other than that of wealth, may be the most 
truly discriminative. He proposed it, not because 

.educated perllons have already a greater influence, but 
because, though they ought to have that influence, yet 
without some such provision they possibly might not. 
. In so far, on tp.e other hand. as the existing social 
influences contemplated by Mr. Lorimer include. the 
power which one person exercises over others. not 
through his personal superiority. but his social status. 
and above aU, that which is exercised not through 
their spontaneous feelings. but their personal interests. 
the doctrine is liable to still graver objections.· These 
influences are of society's own making. and it cannot 
be necessary that society should bend to forces created 
by itself, as it does to laws of nature over which it 
has no control. If a p.eer,: simply by being. a peer, 
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exerci~es social influenceL it is a vicious circle to 
maintain that the Const~ution ought for that reason 
to give him additional political influence, when the 
peerage and its influences only exist at. all because the 
Constitution wills it. Before recognising and doubling 
this influence, there is a preliminary qnestion to be 
settled-whether the influence is beneficial. Even in 
the case of influences not wholly the creation of law, 
but which can be incx:eased or diminished by it, such 
as those of wealth, it is indispen~able to consider 
whether they are salutary influences; and if so, to 
what degree; since if they exist beyond the d('~e 
which ia salutary, it may be a merit and not a fa:llt 
in the system of suffrnge that by taking no notice of 
these influence!!, it not only avoids strengthening, but 
does something towards weakening them. For 
though we concede to Mr. I.Jorimer that a Govemmen~ 
cannot for long together be better than the collective 
mind of the community, it can do a great deal to up
hold or to undermine the social influences which 
either pervert or improve the collective mind. 

'Ve llave spokeu of Mr. Lorimer's theory as he 
himself enunciates it; not precisely as he applies it, 
for he is often willing that ~n apportioning }lOlitical 
influences according to social influence, the indirect 
political influence already possessed should be counted 
as part. 'Ve.. wonder he does not see, that for the 
purposes of the present question it is the whole. 
Under a limited suflrage. indeed, it is within possibi
lity that persons or classes may possess a social in
fluence not represented byarly corresponding political 
. one: but under equal and universal s~coe this is 
impossible j all social influences' tell politically at 
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.their full value, except ,indeed those with which the 
ballot would interfere;' anS. if Mr .. Lorimer thinks 
that these ought not to be interfered with, he should 
be an enemy.to the ballot, but not to equal and 
unil'"ersal suffrage. We assume in this argument, 
that the suffrage is accompanied with such auxiliary 
arrangements as may prevent the virtual disfranchise
ment of minorities; for while this disfranchisement 
continues to exist as at present, the suffrage would 
not be really equal and universal, whatever it might 
be called. 

There ill much more that we would gladly notice in 
Mr. Lorimer's book, which contains. many shrewd 
remarks, and some noble thoughts and aspirations, in 
the chapters entitled • By what means may the public 
spirit be influenced and directed P' • Of the leaders of 
~hought, scientific and 'popular;' • Of the universal 
duty of active-minded ness,' and elsewhere. He has 
also a negative merit, in our eyes not inconsiderable: 
he does not give in to the sophistical doctrine of a 
representation of interests. This theory owes all its 
plausibility to being mistaken for a principle from 
which it is totally distinct. As regards interests in 
themselves, whenever not identical with the general 
interest, the less they are represented the better. 
What is wanted is a. repre~entation, not of men's dif
ferences of interest, but of the differences in their 
intellectual points of view. Shipowners are to be 
desired in Parliament, because they can instruct us 
about ships, not bec~use they are interested in having 
protecting duties. We want from a. lawyer in Parlia
ment his legal knowledge. not his professional interest 
in the expensiveness and unintelligibility of the la.w. . 
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Commending Mr. Lorimer's treatise to the attention 
of students in politics, we .pass to a book 'in our 
opinion of far, superior value: in which, for the first 
time, a way is really shown to that recenciliation and 
simultaneous recognition of the best principles and 
ends of rival theories, which the generality of political 
writers have despaired of, which Mr. Lorimer aims at, 
but. which Mr. Hare actually realizes, and has not 
only illuminated it with the light of an advanced 
political philosophy, but embodied it in a draft of an 
Act of Parliament, prepared with the hand of a master 
in the difIicult art of practical legislation. 

Though Mr. Hare 'has delivered an opinion-and 
generally, in our judgment, a wise one-on nearly all 
the questions at present in issu& cotlnected with re
presentative government; the originality of his plan. 
as well as most of the efi'ects'to be expected from it, 
turn on the development which he has given to what 
is commonly called the Representation of Minorities. 
He has raised this principle. to an importance and, 
dignity which no previous thinker had ascribed to it. 
As conceived by him, it shoul!! be called the real, in
stead of nominal. representation of every individual 
elt.'ctor. 

That minorities in the nation ougAl in principle, if 
it be- possible. to be ·represented by corresponding 
minorities in the legislative assembly. is a necessary 
consequence from all premises on which any !e,pre
sentation at all can be defended. In a deliberative 
assembly the minority must perforce give way. 
because the decision mnst be either aye or no j bnt it 
is not so in choosing those who are to form the deli
berative body: that ought to be the express image of 
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the wishes of the nation, whether divided or unani
mous, in the designati~n 0' those by whose united 
councils it will be ruled; and any section of opinion 
which is unanimous within itself, ought to be able, in 
due proportion to the rest, to contribute its elements 
towards the collective deliberation. At present, if 
three-fifths of the electors vote for one person and 
two-fifths for another, every individual of the two
fifths is, for the purposes of that election, as if he did 
not exist: his intelligence, his preference, have gone 
for nothing in the composition of the Parliament. 
Whatever was the object designed by the Constitution 
in giving him a. vote, that object, at least on the 
present occasion, has not been fulfilled: and if he can 
be reconciled to his position, it must be by the con
sideration that some other time he may be one of a 
majority, and another set·of persons inste~d of himself 
may be reduced to .ciphers: jURt 'as, before a regular 
government had been established, a man might have 
consoled himself for being robbed, by the hope that 
another time he might be able to rob some one else. 
But this compensation, however gratifying, will be of 
no avail to him if he is everywhere overmatched j and 
the same may be said of the elector who is habitually 
outvoted. 

Of late years several modes have been suggested of 
giving an effective voice to a minority; by limiting 
each elector to fewer votes ~an the number of 
members to be elected. or allowing him to concentrate 
all his votes on the same candidate. These various 
schemes are praiseworthy so far as they go, but they 
attain the object yery imperfectly. All plans for 
dividiilg a merely local repr~sentation in unequal 
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ratios, are limited by the s~al1 number of members 
which ca.n be, and the sti'tl smaller which ought to be, 
assigI1ed to anyone constituency. There are consi. 
derable objectioIis to the election even of so many as 
three by every constituen~ body. This, however, 
under present arrangements, is the smallest number 
which would admit of any representation of a mino
rity j and in this case the minority must amount to 
at least a third of the whole. All smaller minorities 
would continue, as at present, to be disfranchised j 
and in a minority of a third; the whole number must 
unite in voting for the same candidate. There may 
therefore be a minority within the minority who have 
sacrificed their indivitiual preference, and from whose 
vote"nothing can with certainty be concluded but that 
they dislike less the candidate they voted for, than 
they do the rival candidate.-

Mr. Hare offers an outlet from this difficulty. The 
object being that the suffrages of those who are in a 
minority . locally, should tell in proportion to their 
number on the composition of the Parliament j since 
this is all that is required, why should"it be imperative 
that their votes should be received only for some one 
who is a local candidate? Why might· they not bri ve 
their suffrage to anyone who is a candidate anywhere, 
their number of votes -being added to those which he 
may obtain elsewhere? Suppose that a comparison 
between the number of members of the House and of 
regi:stered electors i~ the kingdom, gives a quotient of 

• These semi-dissentients might even &ulonnt to a majority or the 
minority; for (~)fr. H~re remarks) if fifty persona agree to combine 
their strength, who, lef~ to themselves, won1<t have divided their votes 
among te~ candidates, sis of the fifty may impoae their candiJate 011 

&ll the reat, th"u~h perhaps onll relativeIl preferred hI thew. 
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2000 as the number o! electors per member, on an 
average of the whole coun'try (which, according to 
Mr. Hare's calculation, would be not far from the fact, 
if the ex~ting electoral body were augmented by 
200,000): why should not any candidate, who can 
obtain 2000 suffrages in the whole kingdom, be re
turned to Parliament? By the supposition, 20UO 
persons are sufficient to return a member; and there 
are 2000 who nnanimously desire to have him for 
their repre~entative. Their claim to be represented 
surely does Dot depend on their all residing in the 
same place. Since one member can be given to every 
2000, the most just mode of arrangement and distri
bution must evidently be, to give the member to 
2000 electors who have voted for him, rather than to 
2000 some of whom have voted against him. We 
should then be assured- that every member of the 
IIouse has been wished for by 2000 of the electoral 
body; while in the other case, eve~ if all the electors 
have voted, he may possibly have been wished for by 
no more than a thousand ai'.d one. 

This arrangement provides for all the difficulties 
invol\"ed in representation of minorities. The smallest 
minority obtains an influence proportioned to its 
numbers; the largest obtains no more. The repre
sentation becomes, what under' no other system it 
can be, really equal. Every member of parliamenJ; 
is the representative of ' an unanimous constituency. 
No one is represented, or rather misrepresented, by 
a member whom he has voted against. Every 
elector in the kingdom is represented by the can
didate he most prefers, if as many persons in the 
whole extent of the country are found to agree with 
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bim, as come up to the numper entitled to a repre-
sentative. ( 

To enable the scheme to work in the manner in
tended, a second and subsidiary expedient is n~ces
sary. A candidate who enjoys a wide-spread popu- . 
larity, if votes are received for bim everywhere, will 
often be voted for by many times the numb~r of per
sons.forming the quota entitled to a member. If this 
multitude of votes were all counted for his return, the 
number of membel's required to constitute the House 
would not be obtained j while the many thousand 
votes given for these favourite characters, will have 
had 110 more influence than the simple :ZOOO given 
for the least popular candidate who is returned at all. 
To ob\>iate this, Mr. Hare proposes that no more than 
2000 votes be counted for anyone j that whoever hall 
obtained that number be declared duly elected, and 
the remainder of his votes be set free to be given 
to another. For tbis purpose (while no one's vote 
'Would be counted for more than one candidate) voters 
should make a practice of putting into their voting 
papers a s.econd name, and as many other names as 
they like, in the order of their preference, of perSODS 
for whom they are willing to vote in CaBe their vote is 
not nee4-ed for the one who stands first in their list. 
Suppose that 8000 electors give their first vote to 
the same candidate, Only 2000 of these (that being 
the supposed amount of the electoral quota) will 
be counted for his return. We will not discuss whie" 
2000 should be chosen out of the 8000, as this is the 
solitary point we bave yet discovered, in which :Mr .. 
-Hare's arrangements appear to us susceptible of im
provement. The 2000, on whatever principle selected, 
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form the constituency w}lom this candidate will repre
sent. His name will then M cancelled in the remain
ing 60UO papers, each of which will be counted as a 
vote for the person next in order who is named in 
them, unless he al~6 s]lall have been already returned 
by other votes--and so on. In this manner the 
8000 electors who prefer A. 13. will obtain from 
among the list of persons by whom they have de
clared their willingness to be represented, the (un 
complement offour members due to them, A. B. being 
one; or will have exerted an amount of influence 
equal io the return of four members, in the election of 
some greater number. 

Of this breadth, clearness, and simplicity are the 
principles of the plan. Indeed, if Mr. Hare had 
stopped, here~ the chief difficulty he would have had 
to encounter would have been the doubt whether 
a scheme so theoretically perfec~ could' be brought 
into practical operation. But since he has taken the 
trouble to point out, even to the minutest d~tai1, the 
mode in which the plan can be executed, and has 
drawn up in all legal form the statute necessary to 
give it effect, the danger now is lest the inevitable 
prominence ()f the mechanical arrangements should 
confuse the mind of a mere cursory reader, and 
enable the scheme to be represented as too com
plex and subtle to be ,workable: Such a notion 
would be extremely ilrroneous. Mr. Hare's draft of 
a Bill is ten times more simple and intelligible than 
the Reform Act, or almost any other Act of Parlia
ment which deal~ with a great subject. Its details are 
worked out with infinite care and sagacity, and a.c
compani~d with an explanatory comment which must 
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satisfy anyone not only of ,the pussibility, but the 
facility of carrying them( into effect., Seldom has it 
happened that a great political idea could be realized 
by such 'easy and simple machinery; and there is not 
~ serious objection, nor a genuine difficulty, of how
ever slight a nature, which will not, we think, be 
found to ha;e been foreseen and met. 

That these arrangements are just and reasonable, 
and afford' a complete remedy for an evil for which 
none but very imperfect palliatives were supposed to 
be attainable, is obvious almost at first sight. But it 
was not till after mature reflection, and diligent study of 
Mr. Hare's admirable exposition, that we fully realized 
the greatness of the incidental benefits, not at first ap
parent, which would result from the substitution of 
personal instead of exclusively. local represe~tation. 

In the first place, it would prodigiou!'ly improve 
the personnel of the national representationfl' At 
present, were they ever so desirous, a great majority 
of the most distinguished men in the country have 
little or no chance of being elected anywher~ as mem
bers of the House of Commons. _ The admirers, and 
those who would be the supporters, of a person whose 
claims rest on acknowledged personal merit, are 
generally dispersed '. throughout the country, while 
there is no one place in which his influence would not 
be far outweighed by that of some local grandee, or 
notabilitB de clacher, who neither has, nor deserves to 
have, the .smallest influence anywhere else. If a man 
of talents and virtue could count as votes for his re
turn all electors in any part of the kingdom who 
would like to he -represented by him, every Buch 
person who is well known to the public would have a 
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probable chance j' and. under this encouragement 
nearly all of themp whose po:ition ana circumstances 
were compatible with Parliamentary duties, might be 
willing to offer themselves to the electors. 'rhose 
v9ters who did not like either of the local candidates, 
or who believed that one whom they dilil Jlot like was 
sure to prevail against them, would have all the avail
able intellectual strength of the country from whom 
to select the recipient of their o~herwise ~asted vote. 
An assembly thus chosen would contain the elite of 
the nation. 

Nor must it be supposed ihat only the minorities, 
or weaker parties in the localities, would give them
selves a wider range of choice, to acquire, .by com
bining with one another, their just share in the repre
sentation, ,The majorities also would be brought 

. under inducements to make a more careful choice. 
There are fe~ things more discreditable to the conntry 
than the mode in which the member for a borongh, 
when not the mere creatnre of the local inflnences, is 
generally selected. What do the body of those who 
give him their suffrages usn ally know of him? Un
less in the case of those who live among them, and are 
known to them private}y, nothing at all, except that 
he is of the right political party j that he calls himself 
the Liberal or the Conservative ·candidate. But there 
are Liberal and Conservative candidates of all quali
ties j and what are the qualifications loohd for by the 
attorney, the, parliamentary agent, or the half-dozen 
l<?w leaders, who bring down the candidate' from . 
London? What they seek for is a ~an with !Doney. 
3.?d willing to spend it-if of any social rank. so much 
the better-:;and' who will make professions on some . . 

VOL. III. G 
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sll~jects; and be lIilent on others, according to what they 
tell him is requh'ed by the local opinion. Whatever 
may be his worth, or want of worth, in other respects, 
the voters who are on the same side in politics vote 
for ~im en ma88e: whether he is to their taste or not, 
they cannot, by proposing another candidate. divide 
the party; they must either bring him in, or lose 
their votes, and give a victory to the other side. 
Under }'Ir. Hare's plan things would be far otherwise. 
The candidate of the" party which is strong enough to 
carr'y its nominee would still, no doubt. be generally 
selected by the local leaders ; when many persons are 
to be brought to act together, some must take the 
initiative. But the position and interest of the leader. 
would be much changed. They could no longer count 
upon bringing Up' the whole'strength of the party. to 
return any professed Liberal or Conservative who 

, would make it worth their while. An ~ector even of 
their own party. who "was dissatisfied with the candi
date offered him, would not then be obliged to vote 
for that candidate or remain unrepresented. He 
would have the option of contributing to give his 
country. or his party. the benefit of a better represen
tative elsewhere; and his leaders would be under the" 
necessity of offering hi~ some one whom he would 
consider creditable. to be secure of his vote. It is 
probable that a competition would spring up among 
constituencies for the most creditable ca~idate8, and 
that the stronger party in every locality (local inHn-

, ~ces apart) would be anxious to bring forward the 
ablest and most distinguished men" on their own 
side. that they might be sure" of uniting the whole 
of their local ~trength, and have a chance of being 
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reinforced by stray votE-,.9 from other parts of the 
country. 

A member who had already served in Parliament 
with any distinction, would under this system be 
almost sure of his re-election. At present the first 
man in the house may be thrown out of Parliament 
precisely when most wanted, and may be kept out for 

. several years, from no fault of his own, but because a 
change has taken: place in the local balance of parties, 
or because he has voted against the prejudices or local 
interests of some influential portion of his consti
tuents. Under Mr. Hare's system, if he has not de
served to be thrown out, he will be nearly certain to 
obtain votes from other places, sufficient, with his 
local strength, to make up the qnota of 2000 (or 
whatever the number may be) necessary for his return 
to Parliament. 

The considerations on which we have hitherto dwelt 
are independent of any possible changes in the com
position of the electoral body. But the bearing of 
Mr. Hare's proposals on the question of extending 
the suffrage, is of the very greatest imporlance. Why 
is nearly the whole educated class united in uncom-

. promising hostility to a purely democratic suffrage? 
Not so much because it would make the most nume
rous class, that of manual labourers, the 8tronge8t 
power i that many of the educated class would think 
only just. It is because it would make them the Bole 
power j because' in every constituency the votes of 
that. class would .Bwamp and politically annihilate all 
other members of the community taken together; 
would put them in the same position, as regards Par
liament, in which the labouring classe's are now, with- . 

G 2 
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out the same imposing physical strength out of doors i 
.and would produce (or

c 
would be in danger of pro

ducing) a Legislature reflecting exclusively the opi
J}ions and preferences of the most ignorant class, with 
no member of any higher standard to compare and 
confront themselves witb, except such as may have 
stripped themselves of their superiority by conforming 
to the prejudices of their supporters. But if the 
greater number could obtain the~r share of political 
power without silencing the smaller number; if the 
educated and the propertied classes could still be re
presented, though by a minority, in the House; there 
would not: in the minds of many of those classes, be 
the same insuperable objection to th~ political prepon
derance of the majority. Represented as that minority 
would be likely then to be, by the ablest heads and 
noblest hearts in the nation, their representatives 

. would probably acquire considerable personal ascend-
ancyover the other section of the House; especially 
as the majorities would have been under the induce
ments already spoken of to get themselves represented 
by the most intelligent and morally recommendable 
pers<?ns they could' find. The cause of the minority 
w~)Uld be likely to be· supported with such consum
mate skill, and such a weight of moral authority, as 
might prove a sufficient balance to the superiority of ' 
nu.mbers on the other side, and enable the opinions of 
the higher and middle classes to prevail when they 
w.ere right, even in an. assembly of which the majority 
had been ,chosen by the poor. 'Ve have not the 
~mallest wish tbat they should prevail when they were 
tolTong. as no doubt they often would be. So much 
confidflnce, indeed, have 'we in the mora! efficacy of 
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such a representation of minorities as Mr. Hare's 
• scheme would give, that we Ahould not despair of its 

rendcring ultimately unnecessary the tlystem, which 
in principle we have advocated, of plural voting, an 
expedient not included in Mr. "Hare's plan, though 
perfectly compatible with i~. " 

Meanwhile, however, and so long as the working 
classes are not admitted to the suffrage so indiscrimi
nately as to outnumber the other electors, those classes 
have a most direct interest in the due representation 
of minorities, since in numerous cases they would 
themselves be in a position to ben.efit by it. Th~re is 
great difficulty, under the pr~sent machinery, il\ mea
suring out influence to the working classes, so-as to 
be just to them without being unjust to everyone " 
else.' They are not represented even as a class, unless 
they are the majority of the constituency, and if' they 
are, nobody else is represented. A strong sense of 
the importance of their obtaining, by whatever means, 
a certain number of members who actually represent 
them, has led an intelligent writer, Mr. Bagehot, to 
propose so violent a remedy a!:l that of giving up the 
representation of the large towns to day-labourers, by 
establishing, in them, equal and. universal suffrl1~e, 
thereby disfranchising the higher and middle classes 
of those places, who comprise the majority of the most 
intellectual persons in the kingdom. All tbis Mr. 
Hare's plan would supersede. By admitting the 
working classes into the constituencies generally. in 
such numbers as to constitute a large minority therein, 
they would be enabled to return all their leaders, and 
a considerable number of other members, without 
swamping, 'or even outuumbering, the rest of the elec-
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tors. They would be relieved from the mischievous . 
alternative of all or non~. they would hav~ the exact 
"amount of influence in the composition of Parliament 
which it was the intention of the Lf:'gislature to give 
them; whereas on the present flyste~ the effects of 
any extension of the suffrage would be so entirely un· 
certain, that to be sure of not. gi ring them more than 
'Parliament is willing to allow, it would be thought' 
;necessary to give much less than is fairly allowable. 

Consider next the check which ~ould be given to 
briliery and intimidation in the return of members to 
Parliament. Who, by' bribery and intimidation, 
could get together 2000 electors from a hundred dif
ferent parts of the cOllntry P Intimidation would ha va 
no mean..q of acting over so large a surface; and 
bribery requires secresy, and an organi:&ed machinery, 
which can only be brought, into play withjn narrow 
local limits, Where would then be the advantage of 
bribing or coercing the 200 or 300 electors of a small 
borough P They could not of themselves make up the 
quota, and nobody could know what part of the 
country the remaining 1700 or 1800 suffrages might 
come from. In places so large as to afford the number 
of 2000 electors, bribery or intimidation would have 
the same chances as at present. l3ut it is not in such 
places that, even now, t,hese malpractices are success
ful. A,s regards bribery (Mr. Hare truly remarks), 

,the chief cause of it is, that in a closely contested 
election certain votes are indispensable: the side which 
cannot secure those particular, votes is /!lure to be de
ftated. But under Mr. Hare's plan ne vote would be 
indispensable. ' A .vote fr~m any other part of the 
country w()Uld serve. the purpose as well; and a can-
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didate might be in a minority at the particular place, 
and yet be returned. 

Those \!ho demand equa.l electoral districts should 
strenuously support. Mr. Hare's plan.; for it fulfils, in 
a far preferable manner, their professed purposes. In 
his. system all tIle constituencies aPe equal, and all 
unanimous. Dillfranchisement becomes unnecessary, 
for every place is represented in the ratio, and no 
place in more than the ratio, due to its number of 
electors. The endless disputations, th.e aIj;ful mani
pulation and elaborate ponderation of interests, to en
deavour to make sure (which can never reallybe done) 
that there shall always be places enough returning 
persons of certain descriptions, may all now be dis
pensed with. Every description of persons, ever, 
class, every so-called interest, will be sure of exactly 
the amount of representation it is entitled to. The 
system, moreover, is self-adju~ting: there would not 
be need of an Act of Parliament once in every quartet 
of a century to readjust the representation. Every 
year the whole number of registered electors would be 
ascertained; and the quota necessary for returning a 
m.ember declared: this done, the rest of the machinery 
would work of itself. There need be no grouping of 
boroughs; the boroughs and the electors inhabiting 

.them would spontaneously group t~emselves. Nor 
need tllere be any limit to the. number of pla.ees re- . 
turning members. Mr. Hare would have any town 
or district, or any corporate body (an inn of cour; for 
example), permitted to call Itself a Parliamentary con .. 
stitueney, if it chose. This would excite, he thinks, 
a salutary emulation to elect the.best men i" and small 
bodies are the most likely to bring forward, from per-
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sonal knowledge, men of merit not yet generally 
known. Of course, no bcons~ituency would have a 
member to itself, unless it contained the quota of elec
tors. !fit were a small body. the member who might 
be returned for.it would be the representative of many 
other electors, and perhaps of other places or budies ; 
but he would not be called the member for any place 
or body in which he had not. the local majority. Nor 
need it be apprehended that by the greater play gi,ven 
to influences of a wider and more national character. 
local influences would be deprived of any weight which 
justly belongs to them. Local influences would be 
safe in the hands of the local majority. through whom' 
alone those influen&es are effective at present. The 
power which would J>e called into action for national 
pw;poses, under motives of a national character. is a. 
power now wasted and thrown away. The instrument 
by which larger and higher elements would be brought 
into the arena of public affairs. would be mainly the 
votes which are now virtual nonentities. 

But in no way would the effects of this masterly 
contrivance be more unspea.lably beneficia.l. tha.n in 
raising the tone of the whole political morality of the 
country. A representative would be under nothing 
like the same temptation to gain or keep his seat by 
time-serving arts, and sacrifices of his convictions ta-

. the local.or class prejudices and interests of any given 
set of electors. Unless the prejudice was universal 
in' the nation. a spirited resistance would cause his 
name to be inscribed in the voting-papers of some 
electors jn almost every pLice in which it was heard 
of.· The elevating t>Jfect on the minds of the electors 
themselves would be still more valuable. Hardly any-
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thing within the scope ,of possible attainment would 
do so much to make the votibg for a. member of Par
liament b~ felt as a moral act, involving a real respon
sibility. Every elector's interest in his representative 
would be at the highest pitch. The member woul~ 
be the elector's own representative, not chosen for 
him, but by him. Instead of having been chosen, 
perhaps' against him, by electors cif sentiments the re
motest possible from ·his, he will not even have been 
accepted, by him as a compromise; he is the man 
whom the elector has really preferred. No longer 
required to choose between two or some small number 
of candidates, much alike probably in all respects ex
cept the party banner they carry, and seldom having 
any strong public recommendation but that, to the 
suffmge of anyone who votes for them; the elector 
would have the opportunity, if he chose, of tendering 
hiS vote for the ablest and best man in the Empire 
who is willing to serve. Is' not this a situation to 
rouse a. moral feeling in anyone, who has sufficient 
conscience belonging to him to have any of it to be
stow on the performance of a public duty? It is the 
seeming insignificance of men's individual acts that 
deadens their consciences' respecting them. The self
deluding sophistry of indolence or indifference ope
rates by • What ,does it' matter P' ;Place 'Qefore any 
one a high object; show him that he can indivi
dually do something to promote, that object; and if 
there is a spark of virtue in the man, it will be kindled 
into a glow. To the new feeling of duty would be 
added a pride' in making a good choice-a desire to 
connect himself as a constituent with some one who 
is an honour to the nation-to be known to him 'and 
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to the world as one who ha~ voluntarily sought him 
out to give him his vote~ Mr. Hare, when he reaches 
this part of bis subject, rises into .a ~ohle enthusiasm, 
wl;l.ich is irresistibly attractive when combined, as it i • 
.in' him, with a sober and sagacious perception of the 
relation between means and ends, !lnd a far-sighted 
circumspection in guarding his arrangements againflt 
aU possibilities of miscarriage and abuse. 

With this exalted sense of the moral responsibility 
of an elector, Mr. Hare is, as might be expected, an 
enemy to the ballot.* His plan requires voting pa,pers, 
but he would have them signed by the elector, and 
delivered personally • by every voter at his proper 
polling-place;' saving the case of nec~ssary absence, 
.when arrangements are suggested (p. 318) for trans
mitting his voting paper, with proper eyidence of his 
identity, to' a central office. There are serious objec
tions to voting papers under the existing system, of 
which the strongest is the facilities and efficacy they 
would give to undue influences; since the act of sub
servience would be done in the privacy of home, where 
the eye of the public would be absent, but the hand 

. of the briber, or the vultlt8 i1l8tulItu t!Jra1lni, might and 
would be present. The system of personal represen
tation does 80 much in other respects to weaken the 

. inducements to the exercise of the undue influences, 
that. it can afford to leave thtlm such advantages aa 
voting papers would give: But the evil is a real, 
and, in any system but Mr. Hare's, a conclusive ob
jection. 

On many other points in the theory and practice of 
• Pp. 168 et eeq. 
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representation Mr. Hare's opinions are valuable, but 
not in the same degree Ol\ginal. On some minor 
questions he has not, perhaps, bestowed the same ma
turity of meditation as on the _one which .is peculiarly 
his own. He would remove all disqualifications for 
membership (pp.136, et Beg.). Neither clergymen. 
nor judicial officers, nor persons in official employment, 
should in his opinio~ be excluded from Parliament. 
If attendance in the House is inconsisteQt with a fune. 
tionary's official duties, it should be left (he thinks) to 
the functionary's superiors to remove him. In some of 
these cases Mr. H~re may be in the right, but he takes 
no notice of the reasons which are commonly considered 
tojustify the exclusion: in the c~e of clergymen and of 
judges, the importance of their not being thought to be 
political pu.rtisans; in that of subordinates in Govern .. 
ruent o$ces~ a more· cogent reason. These officers are 
kept out of Parliament, that their appointments may 
not be the wages of Parliamentary support. _ Not so 
much for fear of corrupting Parliament, though that 
also deserves to be considered; but as the sole means.of 
keeping up a. high standard of qualifications in the 
.officers themselves. The whole efficiency of the publie 
service depends on,the pers(;>Dal qualities of a few in. 
dividuals, wbom the pu1¥ic never see, and hardly ever 
hear of. Their places, if allowed to be beld by mem
bers of Parliament. would often be given to political
tools, who would not then have capable prompters 
under them on whom to rely; and by the time they 
bad learnt their business. if they ever did learn it .. 

. they would be c,hanged, to give their places to others, 
as officials who can sit in Parliament now arel-at every 
change of ministry. 
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We heartily join in Mr. nare's condemnation of 
the proposal for paymen\ of mem~rs of Parliamenl 
C The constant meddling of a body of men, paid for 
making laW!l, and acting under the notion that they 
are bound to do something for their salaries, would in 
this country be intolerable' (p. 122). }Ior~ver, as 
Mr. Lorimer remarks (p. 169). by creating a pecuniary 
C inducement to persons of the lowest class to devote 
themselves to public affairs, the calling of the dema
gogue would be formally inaugurated.' Nothing u 
more to ~ deprecated tban making'it the private in
terest of a number of active persons to urge the 'form 
of government in the direction of its natural perwr
sion. The indications which either a multitude or an 
individual can give. when merely left to their own 
weaknesses. atTord b.ot a faint idea of what those 
weaknesses would become ",hen played upon by a 
tllousand flatterers. If there were six hundred and 
fifty-eight places. of certain. however moderate. emo-

.lument, to be gained by persuading the multitude 
that ignorance is as good' liS knowledge. and better, 
it is terrible odds that they would believe and act 
upon the lesson. The objection. however. to the pay
ment of members, as Mr. Hare remarks. is chiefly ap
plicable to payment from the public purse. If a 
person who cannot give his time to Parliament "ith
out losing his means of subsistence. is thought SO 

highly qualified for it 1ly his supporters as to be pro
vided by them with the necessary income at th<.ir 
own expense.-this sort of payment of a member of 
Parliament may be equally useful and honourable; 
and of this resource it is open even to the working 
classes to avail themselves. They are perfectly capa-
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ble of supporting their Parliamentary representatives, 
as they already do the m~ael'S of their ~e so
cieties. 

Though Mr. Hare is strongly averse to this • point 
of the Charter,' he wonld relieve candidates from the 
heavy burthen of election expenses, except a papnent 
of fifty pounds, which he would require from eaCh on 
declaring himself a candidate, • to prevent any trifling 
or idle experiment, whereby the lists of candidates 
might be encumbered with the name:i of persons who 
can have no rational expectation of being nsefully 
placed in nomination.' 

This preliminary payment should 

• Exonerate the candidate from allliabilily in respect of any 
further expenses, except such as he may voluntarily incur. 
Such voluutary expenses will of course, as now, vary 
according to the peculiar circumstances of every candidate. 
They will probably he in the inverse ratio of his politiCal 
eminence and distinction. Men of high character and 
reputation, and those whose political conduct an4 discretion 
hue been tested and proved by experience, would stand in 
need of no more than that -announcement. of their names 
which the gazetted list would publish. A man oC less dis
tinction might require something more i -possibly the charges 
of a public meeting, and oC an advertisement or printea 
add~, declaring his general views ou political questions. 
This, perhaps. would he less necessary if the candidate were 
a person of any mark in literature or science, and had in his 
previous career become known to the public. Those who 
would probably he compelled to spend most, would he the
persons who have the least to recommend them besides their 
money!-p.126. -

'With regard to the su.tr~ae, M~. Hare- does not de
liver a decided opinion as to the most proper test of 
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capacity, but lays down ,the broad principle, that it 
should be • 

• One which will exclude no man of ordinary industry and 
. skill in his calling, and ordinary prudence and self-denial in 
his conduct. It cannot be necessary that the luffrage should 

. be given to every youth as soon as he is out of his appren· 
ticeship: it is not necessary that it should be given without 
regard to property, or to position, as the head o[ a family, or 
to participation in the burdens of citizenship, at least to one 
in early manhood, whilst the character is in prpcesl of 
formation, and the pleasures and anticipations of life exercise 
a strong influence on· his conduct, and divert him from 
IDore serious thought on subjects ~ot directly affecting hil 
own career .•.• The qualification, however, should be 
accessible to every IDan wpen he acquires a home, and settles 
to the line of occupation for which the preparatory course of 
his earlier years has fitted him!-p. 309. 

This ge~eral doctrine is sufficiently liberal to satisfy 
anyone; but when :Mr. Hare. (p. 313) considers the 
present 101. qualification in the large towns, and one 
varying from that to 61. in the smaller towns and in 
the counties, to be a standard • so low that it is within 
the reach of ev~ry well-conducted man who is not a 
victim of· some extraordinary misfortune, forming an 

. exception to the general lot," ~e fear statistics will not 
bear him out.. An educational test be deems inappIi. 
cable (p. 310), because • it would be next to imposl>ible 
to apply' such a test • to every individual of a multi· 
tude' (not true of the simple test of writing an~ arith. 
metic, which might. with ease be applied to every 
elector at the rt'gistry) j becau~e • it may exclude men 
of much practical knowledge and good sense' (we 
greatly question the knowledge and good sense. as 
applicable to politics, of anyone who has not the 
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power and habit of reading) j and finally. because • it 
would operate severely on tAose who were more ad
vanced in life, and to whom elementary tests are less 
suitable.' The rights of e:r:iatin!l electors should cer
tainly be reser"ved j but in the case of any others, 
thfl supposed hardship, being merely that of not being' 
entrusted with duties' they are not fit for, is no sub
ject for complaint. 

Mr. Rare passes an unqualified and most just con
demnation on the exolusion of women from the suf
frago:-

'In aU cases where a woman is au; juria, occupying a 
house or tenement, or possessed of a freehold, or is other
wise in a position which:; in the case of a male, .would 
amount" to a qualification, there is no sound reason for ex
cluding her from the parliamentary franchise. The exclusion ' 
is probably a remnant or the feudallalv, and is not in har
mony with the other civil institutions of the country. There 
would be great 'W'0priety in celebrating a reign which has 
been productive of so much moral benefit, by the abolition 
of an anomaly which is so entirely without any justifiable 
foundation.'-p. 820. ' 

Such is this remarkable book: of the contents of 
which we have been compelled to leave a great portion 
unnoticed, including the simple arrangemenb by 
which the system of voting is adapted to the case of 
single elections, and of municipalities. In our brief 
exposition we have given a much more adequate idea. 
of Mr. Hare's specific proposals, than of the instruc~ 
tive and impressive discussions by which he introduces 
them. Yet if the book made no practical suggestions 
whatever, and had no value but that of the principles 
it enforces, it would still deserve a high rank among 
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manuals. of political thought. We trust it will be 
wideiy read, and we a~e ~onvinced that, by 'competent 
thinkers, the system it embodies will be recognised as 
alone just in principle, as one of the 'greatest of all 
practical improvements, and as the most efficient pos
sible safeguard of further Parliamentary Reform. 



BAIN'S PSYCHOLOGY.' 

1lHE sceptre of Psychology has decidedly returned 
to this island. The scientific study of mi~d, 

which for two generations, in many other respects 
distinguished for intellectual activity, had, while 
brilliantly cultivated elsewh~re, been neglected by 
our countrymen, is now nowhere prosecuted with so 
much vigour and success as in Great Britain. Nor 
are the achievements of our thinkers in this obsti. 
nately-contested portion of the field of thought, merely 
one-sided and sectarian tr.iumphs .. The two conflict
ing schools, or modes of thought, which have divided 
metaphysicians from the very beginning of speculation 
-the a posteriori and a priori schools, or, as they are 
popularly' rather than accurately designated. the Aris
totelian and the PlatoniC-are both flourishing in this 
country; and we venture to affirm' that· the best 
extant examples of both have been produced within a 
recent period by Englishmen. o~(it should, perhaps. 
rather be said) by Scotchmen. 

Of these two varieties of psychological speculation. 
the a posteriori mode, or that which resolves the whole 
contents of the mind into experience, is the one which 
belongs most emphatically to Great Britain. as might 
be expected from the country which gave birth to 

• EJinburgh. Beview. October 1859.-1. 'The Senses and. the Intel-
lect.· By Alexander Ba.in. A.M. 1855. . 

2. 'The Emotions and the Will.' By the same Anthor.· 1859.' 
VOl,. Ill. . H 
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Bacon. The foundation of the a posteriori psychology 
was laid by Hobbes.(to' be followed by the masterly 
developments of Locke and Hartley), at the very time 
when Descartes, on the other side of the Channel, 
was creating the rival philosophical system; for the 
French, who are so often ill-naturedly chargfldwith 
having invented nothing, at least invented German 
philosophy. But after having initiated this mode of 
metaphysical investigation, they left it to the Ilyste. 
matic German thinkers to be followed up; themselves 
descending to the rank of disciples and commentators, 
first on Locke, and more recently on Kant and 
Schelling. In England, the philosophy of Locke 
reigned supreme, until a. Scotchman, Hume, .w~ile 
making some capital improvements in ib theory, 
carried out one line of its apparent consequences to 
the extreme which always provokes a. reaction; and 
of this reaction, another Scotchman, Reid, was the 
originator, and, with his emuient pupil, Stewart, also 
a Scotchman, introduced as much of the a priori phi. 
losop~y .:as could in any way be made reconcilable 
with 'Baconian principles. These wet:e succeeded by 
Dr. 'l'homas Brown (still a Scotchman), who drew 
largely and not unskilfully from both sources, though, 
for want of· a patience and perseverance on a level 
with his great powers, he failed to effect a synthesis, 
/Wd only produced an eclecticism. Meanwhile, the 
m.9re elaborate fDrm of the a priori philosophy which 
the whole speculative energy of Germany had been
employed in building up, and which the French had 
expounded with all the lucidity which it admitted of, 
was in time studied also among us; and, according 
to ~hat now seems to be the opinion of the most 
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competent judges. this phil~sophy has found in a 
Scotchman, Sir William Hamilton. its best and pro
foundest representative. But the great European 
philosophical reaction was to have its counter-reaction, 
,,·hich has now reached a great height in Germany 
itself. and is taking place here also j and of this, too, 
in our island. the principal org"aDs have been Scotch
men. Mr. James Mill. in his • Analysis ofthe Human 
Mind: followed up the deepest vein of the Lockian 
philosophy. that which was opened by Hartley, to 
still greater deptlis: and now. in the work at the 
head of this article (we say work. not works, for the 
second volume. though bearing a different title. is in 
every sense a continuation of the first). a new aspirant 
to philosophical eminence. Mr. Alexander Dain, has 
stepped beyond all his predecessors. and has produced 
an exposition of the mind. of the Iilchool of Locke 
and Hartley. equally remarkable in what it has suc
cessfully done. and in what it has wisely refrained 
from-an nposition which deserves ~o take rank as 
the foremost of its class. and as marking the most 
advanred point which the a posleriQri psychology has 
reached. • 

'Ye have no intention to profess ourselves partisans 
• To these writ~rs may be adJ~ another, of lcindred merit, Mr. 

Hert-t SpeDoer; of whose able IUld ""OWl writiDgs, his • PriDciples 
of Psychol.Jgy' is ODe of the ablest. Though the dissertation pre
find to that work is the very ~ssence of the .. prkni philosophy, the 
work itself is wholly of the opposite school: but llr. SpenCl'l', thongh 
possessing gMlt analytic power, is a less sober thinker thIUlMr.Bai.a. 
1UlJ, in the more original portion of his speculations, is likely to obt..in 
a much less unqualified adhesion from the best minds trained in the 
same general mooe of thought. We have theNIore chosea Mr. Bam's 
work rather than llr. Srene..-r's as the subject of this arti~, though 
the latter deeene9t and would lfell repay, a complete critical eDJDi. 
utiOD. 

n2 
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o~ either of these BchooIr of philosophy. Both have 
done great things for mankind. No one whose 
studies have not extended to both, can be considered 
in any way competent to deal with the great questions 
of philosophy' in their present state. And though 
one of the two must be fundamentally the superior, 
there can be no doubt that. whichever this is, it has 
been greatly benefited by the searching criticisms 
which it has sustained from the other. But as the 
Lockian, or a p08terioN, psychology has for some time 
been under a cloud throughout Europe, from which 
it is now decidedly emerging, and giving signs that 
i~ is likely soon again to have its turn of ascendency, 
there may be use in making some observatioIis on the 
general pretensions of this phiiosophy, its method, 
and the evidence on which it relies, and in helping to 
make· generally known II work which is the most 
careful, the most complete, and the most genuinely 
scientific' analytical exposition of the human mind 
which tbe d p08teriori psychology has up to this time 
produced: 

In these reI.X1arks no complete comparison between 
the two- modes of philosophizing is to be looked for . 

. Psychology, with which we are here concerned, is but 
the first stage in this great controversy-the arena of 
the initial conflict. The account which the two 
schools respectively render of the human mind is the 
foundation of their doctrines; but the crowning pecu
liarity of each resides in the superstructure. That 
the constitution of the mind is the key to the consti
tution of external nature-that the laws of the human 

.. intellect have a necessary correspondence with the 
objective laws of the universe, such that these may be 
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inferred from those-is the grat,!d doctrine which the 
one school affirms and the other denies j and the dif
ference between this doctrine and its negation, is the 
great practical distinction between the two philoso
phies. But this question is beyond the compass of 
psycholo~. The a priori philosophers, when they 
inculcate this doctrine, do 80 not as psychologists, 
but as ontologists j and some distinguished thinkers, 
who, so far as psychology is concerned, belong essen
tially to the a priori school, have not thought it 
necessary to enter, except to a very limited extent, on 
the ground of ontology .. Among these may be counted 
Reid and Stewart, as weIr as other more recent names 
of eminence. Indeed, the grand· pretension of the a 
priori school in its extreme development, that of 
arriving at a knowledge of the Absolute, has received 
its most elaborate and crushing refutation from two 
philosophers of that. same school-Sir William Ha.
milton and Mr. Ferrier: the a p08teriori metaphysicians 
having in general thought that the essential relativity 
of our know ledge could dispense with direct proof, 
and might be left to rest on the general evidence of 
their analysis of the mental phenomena. Yet the 
philosophers whom we have named are not the less, 
up to a c~tain point, ontologists. . They all hold, 
that some ·knowledge, more or le~s, of objective exis
tences and their laws, is attainable by man, and that 
it i::l obtained by way of inference from the constitu
tion of the human mind. Reid, for example, is 
decidedly of opinion thatMatter~not the set of phe
nomena so called, but the actual 'l'hing, of which 
these are effects and manifestations-is cognizable by 
us as a .,reality in the universe; and that extension, 
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solidity. and other fundamental attributes of visible 
and tangible Nature. klown to. us by experience. are 
really and unequivocally qualities inherent in this 
actual thing j the,evidence· of which doctrine is, that 
we have, ineradicable from our minds, conceptions or 
perceptions of these vario1.ls objects of thought, of 
which conceptions or perceptions the existence is in
explicable. save· from the reality of the things which 
they represent. Thus far Reid: who is therefore in 
principle as much an ontologist as Hegel, though he 
does not lay claim to as minute a knowledge of the 
constitution of' Things in themselves.' On the legiti
macy of this mode of reasoning, the other IIchool is at 
issue with them. The possibility of ontology is one 
of the points in dispute between the two. It is one 
into which we do not here enter. 

On the grC!und of simple psychology, the distinction 
. between the two philosophies consists in the different 
theories they give of the more'complex phenomena of 
the human mind: When -we call the one philosophy 
a priori, the other a posteriori, or of experience, the 
terms must not be misunderstood. It is not meant 
'that experience belongs only to one, and is appealed 
to as evidence by one and not by.the other. Both 
depend on experience for their materials. Both 
require as the basis of their systems, that tlie...!lctual 
facts of the human min4- should be ascertained by 
observation. It is true they differ to some extent in 
their notion of facts j the a priori philosophers cata
loguing some things as facts. which the others contend 
are inferences. -The fundamental d:;d'erence relates, 
however, not to the facts themseJ/es, but t.o their 
origin. Speaking briefly and 100$ely. we may say 
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that the one theory considers the more complex phe
nomena of the mind to be pr~dncts of experience, the 
other believes them to be original. In more precise 
language, the a priori thinkers holq, that- in every act 
of thought, down to the most elementary, ther~ is an 
ingredient which is not given to tha mind, but con
tributed b!J the mind in virtue of its inherent powers. _ 
The simplest phenomenon of all, an external sensation, 
requires, according to them, a mental element to 
become a perception, and be thus converted from a 
passive and merely fugitive state of our own being, 
into the recognition of a durable object external to 
the mind. The notions' of Extensio~, Solidity, 
Number, Magnitude, Force, though it is through our 
senses that we acquire them, are not copies of any 
impressions on our Sflllses, but creations of the -mind's 
own laws set in action by our sensations; and the 
properties of these ideal creations are not proved by 
experience, but deduced a priori from the ideas them
selves, constituting the demonstrative sciences of 
arithmetic, algebra, geometry, statics, and dynamics. 
Experience, instead of being the source and prototype 
of . our ideas, is itself a product of the mind's own 
forces working on the impressions we receive from 
without, and has always a mental as well ~ an 
external element. Experience is only. rendered 
possible by those mental laws which it is vainly in
voked to explain iIond account for, Afortiori do all 
our ideas of supersensual things, and all our moral 
and spiritual jUdgments and petcept}.ons, proceed from 
our inherent mental constitution. Experience is the 
occasion, not the prototype, of our mental ideas, and 
is neither the source nor the evidence of our know ~ 
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ledge, but its test;_ for. as what we call experience is 
the outward manifestatLn of laws which are not to 
be found in experience, but .which may be known a 
prim, and as the effects cannot be in contradiction to 
the cause, i~ is a necessary condition of our knowledge 
that experience shall not conflict with it. 

We are now touching the real point of lIeparation 
between the a prim and the a pdaleriori psychologists. 
These last also for the most part acknowledge the 
existence of a mental element in our ideas. They 
admit that the notions of Extension, Solidity, Time, 
Space, Duty, Virtue, are not exact copies of any im
pressions on our senses. They grant them to be ideas 
constructed by the mind itself, the materials alone 
being supplied to it. But they do not think that this 
ideal construction takes place by peculiar and in
scrutable laws of the mind, of which no further 
account can be given: They think that a further 
account can be given. They admit the mental element 
as a fact, but not as an ultimate fact. They think it 
may be resolved into simpler laws and more general 
facts j that the process by which the mind construcLt 
these great ideas may be traced, and shown to be but 
a more recondite case of the operation of well-known 
and familiar principles .. 

From this opinion, which ascribes an ascertainable 
!/enesi, to that part of the more complex mental phe
nomena which derives its origin from the mind itself, 
instead of regarding it, with the o· priori psycholo
gists, as something ultimate and inscrutable, there 
arises necessarily a wide difference between the two as 
to what are called by the a priori philosophen .ece,-
8ars elements of thought. 1[. Cousin, one of the 
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teacher of the II pn'ori schotl, deems it the radical 
error of Locke and his followers to have raised 
the question of the or;gill of our id~as at the opening 
of the inquiry, without first making a complete de
~criptive survey of the ideas themselves; which if they 
had done, he thinks they must .have recognised, as 
involved in all our' thoughts, certain necessary as
sumptions, inconsistent with the origin which Lock~ 
ascribes to them. °The difference, however, between 
the two theories. is not as to the fact that these 
assumptions are made, but as to their being ,m:es8ary 
assnmptions. The Lockians think they are able to 
show hoW' and why the mind is led to make these 
assumptions. They believe that it is not obliged by 
any necessity of its nature to make them, They think 
that the cause of our making the assumptions lies in 
the conditions of our experience; that those conditions 
are often accidental and modifiable, and might be so 
modified that we should no ,longer be led to make 
these assumptions; and even when the assumptions 
depen4 upon conditions of our experience which do 
not, so far as our faculties can judge, admit of actual 
modification, yet if by an exercise of thought we 
imagine them modified, the supposed necessity of the 
assumptions will disappear. For example: the trans
cendentalist examines our ideas of Space and Time, 
and nnds that each of them contains inseparably 
within itself the idea of Infinity. We can of course 
have no experimental evidence of infinity; all our 
experiences, and therefore, in his opinion, all our ideas 
derived from experience, are of things finite. Yet to 
conceive Time or Space otherwise than as things infinite 
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is i!Dpossible. The infinity of Space and Time he 
therefore sets down -as abnecessary assumption: and if 
his philosophy leads him (which Kant's did not) to 
regard Space and Time as having ~ny existence at all 
external 'to the mind, he proceeds, as an ontologiHt, to 
infer from the necessity of the assumption, the infinity 
of the things themselves. The it posteriori psycho
logist, on his part, also perceives that we cannot think 
of Space or of Time otherwise than as infinite; but 
he does not consider this as an ultimate fact, or as re
quiring any peculiar law of mind or properties of the 
objects for its explanation. He sees in it an ordinary 
manifestation of one of the laws of the association of 
ideas,-the law, that the idea of a thing irresistibly 
suggests the idea of any other thing which has been 
often experienced in close conjunction with it, and not 
otherwise. As we have never had experience of any 
point of space without other points beyond it, nor of 
any point of time without others following it, the 
law of inseparable association makes it impossible for 
us to think of a~y po~nt of space or time, however 
distant, without having the idea irresistibly realized 
in imagination, of other points still more remote. And 
thus the supposed original and inherent property of 
these two ideas is comp~etely explained and accounted 

_ for by the law of association; and we are enabled to see, 
that if Space or Time were really susceptible of ter
mination, we should be just as unable as we now are 
to conceive the idea. This being once seen, although 
the mental element, Infinity, still remains attached to 
the ideas, we are no lo~ger prompted to make a 
'necessary assumption' of a corresponding objective 
fact. 'We are enabled to acknowledge our ignorance, 
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and our inability to judge whet,her the course of 
Things, in this respect, corre'sponds with our necessi. 
ties of Thought. Space or Time may, for aught we 
know, be inherently terminable. though in our present 
condition we are totally incapable of conceiving a ter
mination to them. Could we arrive at the end of 
space, we should, no doubt. be apprised of it by sgme 
new and strange impression upon our senses. of which 
it is npt at present in our power to form the faintest 
idea. But under all othe~ circumstances the associa
tion is indissoluble, since every moment's experience 
.is constantly renewing it. 

In this example. which is the more significant as 
the case is generally considered one of the main 
strongholds of the a priQri school, the two leading 
doctrines of the most advanced a posteriori psychology 
are very clearly brought to view: first, that the more 
recondite phenomena of the mind are formed out of 
the, more simple and elementary; and, secondly, that 
the mental law. by means of which this formation takes 
place. is the Law of Association. Though not the 
first who pointed out this law. Locke was the autllOf 
of its first great application, to the explanation of the 
mental phenomena, by his doctrine of'Complex Ideas. 
The idea of an orange. for example. is compounded of 
certain simple ideas of colour. of visible and tangible 
shape. of taste. of smell. of a certain consistence. 
weight. internal structure. and so forth: yet our idea. 
of an orange, is to Qur feelings and conceptions one 
single. idea, not a plurality of ideas; thus showing 
that when any number of sensations have been often 
experien~ed suD.ultaneously or in very rapid succes
sion, the ideas of those sen~ations not only raise 
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up ~ne another, but do I this so certainly and instan
taneouslyas to run together, and seem melted into 
one. "In this example, however, the original elements 
may still, by an ordinary effort of consciousness, be 
distinguished in the compound. It was reserved for 
Hartley to show that mental phenomena, joined 
tog!lther by association, may .f~rm a still more inti. 
mate, and as it were chemical union-may merge into 
a compound, in which the separate elements are no 
more distinguishable as such, than hydrogen and 
oxygen in water; the compound having. all the ape 
pearance of a phenomenon 8ui !Jeneri8, as simple and 
elementary as the ingred~ents, and with properties 
different from any of them: a truth which, once 
ascertained, evidently opens a new and wider range 
of possibilities for the generation of mental phenomena 
by means of association. 

The most complete and. scientific form of the a 
posteriori psychology, is that which considers the law 
of association a.~ the gov.erning principle, by means of 
.which the more complex and recondite mental phe. 
nomena shape themselves, or are shaped, out of the 
simpler mental elements. The great problem of this 
form of psychology is to" ascertain, not how far this 
law' extends, for it extends to everything; ideas of 
sensation, intellectual ideas, emotions, desires, voli
tions, any or" all of these may become connected by 
association under the two laws of Contiguity and 
Resemblance, and when so co~nected, acquire the 
power of calling up one another. " Not, therefore, how 
far the law extends, is the problem, but how much of 
the apparent variety of the mental phenomena it is 
capable of explaining i what ultimate elements of the 
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mind remain. when all 'are T-btracted, the formation 
of which can be in this way accounted for j and how. 
out of those elements, and the Jaw, or rather laws, of 

, association, the remainder of the mental pheno~ena 
are built up. On this part of the subject there are. 
as might be expected"many differences of doctrine; 
and the theory. like all theories of an uncompleted 
science. is in a state of progressive improvement. 

This mode of interpreting the phenomena of the 
mind is not unfrequently stigmatised as materialistic; 
bow far justly, may be seen when it is remembered 
that the Idealism of Berkeley is one of the develop
ments of this theory. With materialism in the 01>
no~ious sense, this view of the mind has no necessary 
connexion, though doubtless not 80 directly exclusive 
of it as is the ri,=al theory. But if it he materialiSlll 
to endeavour to ascertain the material conditions of 
our mental operations, all theories of the mind which 
have any pretension to comprehensiveness must be 
materialistic. - Whether org-.miMtion alone could pro
duce life and thought, we probably shall never cer
tainly know. unless we could repeat Frankenstein's 
experiment j but that our mental operations have 
material conditions, can be denied by no one who 
acknowledges, what all now admit, that the mind 
employs the brain as its material organ. And this 
being granted, there is nothing more materialistic in 
endeavouring, so far as our means of physiological 
explanation allow. to trace out the detailed connexions ' 
between mental-manifestations and cerebral or nervous 
states. Unhappily, the ~owledge hitherto obtainable 
on this subject has been very limited in amonnt; but 
when we consider, for 'example, the case of all our 
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stronger emotions, and tte disturbance of aI,mosi every 
part of our physical frame, which, is ,occasioned in 
these cases by a mere mental idea, no rational person 
can dotibt the closeness of the connexion between the 
functions of the nervous system and the phenomena of 
mind,nor can think any exposition of the mind satis
factory, into which that connexion does not enter as a 
prominent feature. -

It is undoubtedly true that the Association Psy
chology does represent many of the higher mental 
states as in a· certain sense the outgrowth and 
offspring of the lower. But in other cases, philoso
phers have not,considered as degrading, the formation 
of noble products -out of base materials, and have 
rather been disposed to celebrate this, as one of the 
exemplificati9ns of wisdom and contrivance in the 
arrangements of Nature; Withou,t undertaking to 
determine what portion of truth lies in this philosophy, 
and how far any of the nobler phenomena of mind are 
really constructed from the materials of our animal 
nature, it is certain that, to whatever extent this is 
the fact, it ought to be known and recogni!led. If 
these nobler parts of our nature are not self-sown and 
original, but are built or b~ild themselves up, out of 
no matter what materials, it must be Lighly important 
to the w~k of the education and improvement of 
human character, to understand as much as possible 
of the process by which the materials are put together. 
These composite parts of our constitution (granting 
them to be such) are not for that reason factitious 
and unnatural. The products are not le~s a part of 
human nature than their component elements. 
Water is as truly one or the substances in exte!fi3l 
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·nature, as hydrogen or oxyger; and to suppose it non· 
existent would imply as great a change in all we 
know of the order of things in which we live. It is 
only to a very vulgar type of mind, that a grand or 
beautiful ohject loses itH charrn when it loses some of 
its mystery, through the unveiling of a part of the 
process by which it is created in the· secret recesses 
of Nature. 
, The aim, then. which the Association Psychology 
proposes to itHelf, is one which both schools of mental 
philosophy should equally desire to see vigorously 
prosecuted. It is important, even from the point of 
view of transcendentalists, that all-which can be done 
by this system for the explanation of the mental 
phenomena should be brought to light. For, in the 
first place, all admit that there is much whic~ can be 
so explained. The law of association, everyone 
allows, is rea1, and a large number of mental facts are 
explicable thereby. But further" the sole ground 
upon which the transcendental mode of specu1ation in 
psychology can possibly stand. is the failure of the 
other.' The evidence of the a priori theory must 
always be negative. There can be no positive proof 
that oxygen, or any othe't body, is a simple substance. 
The s01e proof that can be given is, that no one has 
hitherto succeeded in decomposing it. And not~ing 
can positively prove that any particular one of the 
constituents of the mind is ultimate. We can only 
presume it to be, such, from the ill success of every 
attempt to resolve it into simpler elements. If, 
indeed, the phenomena. alleged to be complex mani· 
fested themselves chronologically at an earlier period 
.than those from which they are said to be com· 
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pounded, this would be(,a. complete disproof, at leas! 
of that origin. But the fact is not so: on the con· 
trary, the higher mental phenomena are so well known 
to unfold themselves after the lower, that Hensational 
experience, which is so violently repudiated as their 
origin and source, is, from the necessity of the case, 
admitted as the occasion which calls into action the 
mental laws that develop them; The first question, 
therefore, in analytical psychology ought to be, how 
much of the furniture of the mind will experience and 

. association account for? The residuum which cannot 
be so explained, must be provisionally set down as 
nltimate, and handed over to observation to determine 
its conditions and laws. 

On the other hand, it is necessary to be ezigeant.as 
, to the evidence for the validity of. the analysis by 
which a. mental phenomenon is resolved ,into asso
ciation. Much has been tendered on this subject, even 
by powerful thinkers, as proved truth, to which it is 
impossible soberly to assign any higher value than 
'that of philosophical conjecture. The rules of in. 
ductive logic must be duly applied to the case. 
When the elements can be recognised by our con
sciousness as distinguishably existing in the com· 
pound, there is no difficulty. When they are not 
thus distinguishable, the gradual growth and building 
up of the. complex phenomenon may be a fact arne· 
nable to direct observation. In the case of the higher 
intellectual and moral phenomena of our being, the 
observation may be practised on ourselves. In the 
case of those of our acquisitions which are made too 
early to be remembered, the ob~ervation may be of 
children, of the young of other animals, or of persons. 
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who are, or were during a p~ of life, shut out from 
some of the ordinary sources of experience; persons 
like Caspar Hauser, brought up in co~finement and 
solitude ; per~ons destitute of sight or hearing; 
especially those born blind and suddenly restored to 
sight. This last is a precious source ~f info~mation, 
which unfortunately has been very scantily made use 
of. In the case of children and young animals, our 
power is very limited of ascertaining what actually 
pa.sses within them. But in so far as we are able to 
int~rpret-their outward manifestations, we have some 
means of ascertaining what, in their minds, precedes 
what. We can often, by sufficiently close observation, 
perceive a mental faculty fo~ming itself by gradual 
growth; and in some cases we can, to a certain 
extent, ascertain the conditions of its formation, whic.h 
are often such as to bring it within the known laws 
of association. Though the product may, to our 
consciousness, appear 8ui !/eneria, not identical in its 
nature with any or with all of the elements, yet if 
the mode of its production be invariably found to 
consist in bringing certain sensations or ideas to pass 

. through the mind simultaneously, or in immediate 
~uccession, and if the effect is produced pari paaau 
with the number of repetitions of this conjunction. 
we may conclude with con~iderable assuranoe that 
the apparently simple phenomenon is a compound or 
those ideas. united by association. For we know that 
it is the eHect of repetition to knit all oonjunctions of 
ideas closer and closer. until they so coalesce as to 
leave no bace in our consciousness of their separate 
existence. One of the most familiar cases of this re~ 
p1urkable law, IS the case of what are called the 

• VOL. Ill. I 
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acquired perceptions o( sight. It is admitted by 
nearly all psychologists, that wIlen we appear to see 
distanc~ and, magnitude by the eye, we do not really 
see them, but see only certain signs, from which, by 
a process of reasoning, rendered so rapid by practice 
as to have bec~me entirely unconscious, we infer the 
distance or magnitude which we fancy we see. No 
alleged transformation of mental phenomena by ass~. 
ciation can be 'more complete, or more extraordinary, 
than this. Yet it is one of the few results of psycho
logical analysis which can be brought to the test of a 
complete Baconian induction: for the case admitll of 
an ample range of experiments i and the result of them 
is, that wherever the signs are the same, our im
pressions of distance and magnitude are the saDie, 
and wherever..the signs are different, our impression. 
are different, although the real distance and magni
.tude of the object looked at remain all the while 
exactly as they were. Hardly any theory of the for
mation of a mental phenomenon by association can 
deserve, after this, to be rejected in limine, for inherent 
incredibility, or inconsistency with our consciousness. 
There is hardly any mental phenomenon (except those 
which association itself presuppose~) of which we can 
say that, from Its own nature, it could not possibly 
have been 'produc~d by ~sociation. But, from the 
intrinsic possibility of its having been so produced, 
to its actually being so, is a wide step; and nnless 
the case admits of actual experiment, or unless there 
be something in the obset:ved development of the 
individual mind to bear out the conjectur~, it can be 
ranked only as an hypothesis, of no present value 
e~cepf to suggest points for further verification. 
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There is, however, a -large <fass of caseg"::"and these 
are among the most important of all-in which the 
exphmation by way of association is not attendeIJ with 
any of these difficulties and uncertainties. The 
mental fact which is the subject of dispute may be, 
not anyone mental phenomenon, but.a conjunction 
between phenomena. The thing to be explained 
often' is no other than the fact that s6me one idea. is 
suggested by, and apparently involved in, another; 
and the point to be decided is, whether this happens 
necessarily, and by an inherent law; as infinity is 
said to be inherently involved ill our ideas of time 
and space, and externality in our ideas of tangible 
objects. In such cases the. evidence of origin in a~o
ciation may often be complete; and it is in such that 
the greatest triumphs of the Association Psychology 
have been achieved. A conjunction, .however close 
and apparently ?a~~~oluble, between. two ideas, is not 
only an effect· ::::.ul .4ssociation is able to produce, 
but ~~e'whtjh it is :\ rtain to produce, if th~ necessary 
condItions are suffic1 mtiy often repeated wlthout the 
intervention of any tact tending to produce a counter
association. It is, t.~erefore, in these cases, sufficient 
if we- can show, that there has really existed the inva
riable conjunction of sensible phenomena in experience, 

. which is necessary for the formation of an inseparable 
association between the corresponding ideas. If, as 
in the case of Time and Space, already examined, this 
can be s,hown to be the fact, then. that conjunction of 
sensible experiences is the real .cause: formation by 
association is the true taeory of the phenomenon, and 
it is in the highest degree unphilosophical to demand 
any other. . 

J 2 
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These few obser.vatiOl( s on the nature and scope of 
the Association Psychology generally, were'necessary 
for fixing the position of :Mr. nain's treatise in mental 
science. Belonging essentially to the association 
school, he has not only. with grea~ clearness and copi
ousness, illustr,ated. popularised. and enforced by fresh 
arguments, all which that school had already done 
towards the explanation of the phenomena of mind, 
but he has added so largely to it, that those who have 
the highest appreciation and the warmest admiration 
of his predecessors, are likely to be the most struck 
.with the great advance which this tr~atise constitutes 
over what those predecessors had done. and the im
proved position in which it places their p!lychological 
theory. Mr. Bain possesses, indeed. an union of 
qualifi~tions peculiarly fitting him for what, in the 
language of Dr. Brown, may be called the physical 
investigation of mind. With anplytic powers com
parable to those of his most distingjlished prcdecessors. 
he combines a range of appropr ate knowledge still 
wider than theirs; having made mmore accnrate study 
than perhaps any previous psychobgist. of the whole 
round of the pbYllical sciences, o~ which the mental 
depend both for their methods, and for the necessary 
material substratum of their theories: while those 
i>ciences. also, are themselves in a far higher slate of 
advancement than in any former age. This is espe
cially true 'of the science most nearly allied, both in 
subject and method, with psychological investiga
tions, the science of Physiology: which Hartley, 
Brown,- and Mill had unquestionably studied, and 
~new "perhaps as well as it. was known by anyone at 
the time when they. fOtcidied it, but in a. superficial 
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in the meanwhile assul)led almost a new aspect, from 
the imporbmt discoveries which h'nd been made in all 
its branches, and especially in the functions of the 
nervous system, since even the latest of those authors 
wrote. • 

Mr. Bain commences his work with a. full and 
luminous exposition of what is known of the struc
ture and functions of the nervous system. 'Vhat 
may be called the outward action of the nervous 
system is twofold,-sensation and muscular motion; 
and one of the great physiological discoveries of the 
present age is, that these two functions are performed 
by means of two distinct sets of nerves, in close jux
taposition; one of which. if separately severed or 
pal;alysed, puts an end to sensation in the. part of the 
body which it supplies, but leaves the power of motion 
unimpaired j the other destroys the power of motion. 
but does not afi'tlct sensation. That the central organ 
of the nervous system, the brain, must in some way 
or other co-operate in all sensation. ·anu in all mus
cular motion except that which is actually automatic 
and mechanical, is also certain j for if the nervous 
continuity between any part of the body and the 
bra.in is interrupted, either by the division of the 
nerve, or by pressure on any intermediate portion, 
unfitting it to perform its fUllctions, sensation and 
voluntary motion in that part cease to exist. That 
the memory or thought of a sensation formerly expe.' 
rienced has also for its necessary condition a state of_ 
the brain, and of the same nerves which transmit the 
sensation itself, does not admit of the. same direct 
proof by experiment; but is, at least, a highly pr~ 
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bable hypothesis. Wh\n we consider that in dreams, 
hallucinations, and some highly excited states of the 
nervous system, the idea or remembrance of a. flensa
tion is actually mistaken for the sensation itself; nnd 
also that the idea, when. vividly excited, not unfre
quently produces the same effects on the whole bodily 
frame which the sensation would P!oduce, it is hardly 
possible, in the face of all this resemblance, to sup
pose ~ny fundamentally different machinery for their 
production,' or any real difference in their physical 
conditions, except one of degree. The instru
mentality of .the brain in thought is a more mys
terious subject j the evidence is less direct, and its 
interpretation has given rise to some of the keenest 
controversies of our era, cQntroversies yet far from 
being conclusively decided. But the general con
llexion is attested by many indisputable pathological 
facts: such as the effect of cerebral inflammation in 
producing delirium; the rehItion' between idiocy· and 
cerebral malformation or disease; and is .confirmed 
by the entire range of comparative anatomy. "'hich 
shows the intellectual faculties of the various species 
of animals bearing, if not an exact ratio, yet a very 
unequivocal relatibn. to the development in propor
tional size, and complexity of structure, of the cere-
bral hemispheres. . 

However imperfect our knowledge may still be in 
regard to this part of the functions of the nervous 
system, it is certain that all our sensations depend 
np~>n the transmission of some sort of nervous influ
enceillward, from the senses to the brain, and that 
our voluntary motions take plaCe by the transmi8l!ion 
·eft' some sort of nervons influence outward, f!om the 
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brain to the muscular Iystefn; these two nervous 
operations being, as already observed, the functions 
of two distinct systems of nerves, called respectively 
the nerves of sensation and those of motion. It is 
now necessary to notice another physiological truth, 
brought to light only within the. present generation, 
viz. the different functions of the two kinds of matter 
of which the nervous system is compounded. The 
nerves consist partly of grey vesiculat: or cell·like 
matter, partly of white fibrous matter. Physiologists 
are now of opinion that the function of the grey 
matter is that of originating power, while the white 
fibrous matter is simply a conductor, which conveys 
the influence to and from the brain, and between one 
part of the brain and another. With this physiolo
gical discovery is connected the first capital improve
ment which Mr. Ba.iJ! has made in the Association 
Psychology as left by his predecessors; the nature of 

'which we now proceed to indicate. 
Thol>e who have studied the writings of the Asso

ciation Psychologists, must often have been unfavour
ably impressed by the almost total absence, in their 
analytical expositions, of the recognition of any active 
element, or spontaneity, in the mind itself. Sensa
tion, and the memory of sensation, are passive pheno
mena; the mind, in them, does not act, but is acted 
upon; it is a mere recipient of impressions; and 
though adhesion by association may enable one of 
these passive impressions to recall another, yet when 
reca.lled, it is but passive still. A theory of associa
tion which stops here, seems adequate to account for 
our dreams, our reveries, our casual thoughts, and 
states of mer~ eontemplatio~ but for no other part 
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of our nature. The mi\ld, however, is active as well 
as passive; and the apparent insufficiency of the 
theory to account for the mind's activity, is probably 
the circumstance ~hich has oftenest operated to 
alienate from the Association Psychology any of those 
wllq had really studied it. Coleridge, who was one 
of 'hese, and in the early part of his life a decided 
Hartleian, has left on record. in his' Biographia Lite
raria,' that s.uch was the fact in: his own case. Yet, 
llO Hartleian could overlook the necessity. incumbent 
on any theory of the mind. of accounting for our 
voluntary powers. Activity cannot possibly be gene
rated fi-om passive elements; a -primitive active 
element must be found somewhere; and Hartley 
found it in the stimulative power of sensation over 
the muscles. All our muscular motions. according 
to him, were originally automatic. and excited by the 
stimulus of sensatIons; as. no doubt. many of them 
were and are. After a muscular contraction has been 
sufficiently often excited by a sensation. then, in 
Hartley's opinioll. the idea or remelpbrance of' the 
sensation acquires a similar power of exciting that 
same muscular contraction. Here is the first germ of 
volition: a muscular action excited by an idea. 
After this. every combination of associated ideas into 
which that idea or remembrance· enters, and which, 
therefore. cannot be recalled without recalling it. ob
tains the power of recalling also the muscular motion 
which has come under its control This is Hartley'. 
notion of the point of junction between our intel
lectual states and our muscular actions. which is the 
foundation of the theory of Volition. It involves 
two ~sumptions. both of which are merely hypothe-
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tical. One is, that all mus~lar action is originally 
excited by sensations; which has never been proved, 
and ~hich there is much evidence to contradict. The 
other is, that between the primitive automatic "Cha
racter of a muscular contraction, arid its ultimate 
state of amenability to the will, an intermediate con
dition is passed through. of excitability by the idea 
of the sensation by which the motiqn was at first 
excited: that the iI).tervention of this idea is neces
sary. in all cases of voluntary power; and that the 
recalling of it is the indispensable machinery of 
voluntary action. This it! a mere hypothesis. which: 
consciousne!Ss does not vouch for. and which no 
evidence has been brought to substantiate. 

Mr. Bain has made a. great advance on this theory. 
Those who are acquainted with the French metaphy
sical writers of this century. or even with the first 
paper of M. Cousin's • FragU).ents Philosophiques,' 
will remember the important modification made by 
M. Laromiguiere in Condillac's psychological system. 
M. Laromiguiere had noted in Condillac the same 
defect which has been pointed out in the Association 
philosophers; and as Condillac had placed the passive 
phenomenon. Sensation .. at the centre of his system. 
M. Laromiguiere corrected him by putting instead of it 
the active phenomenon. Attention. as the fundamental 
fact by which to explain the active half of the mental 
phenomena. Mr. Bain's theory (the germ of which is in 
a passage cited by him from the eminent physiologist. 
MUller). stands in nearly the same relation to Hart
ley's as Laromiguiere's' to that of Condillac. He has 
widened his basis by" the admission of a second primi
tive element. He holds that the brain does not act 
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solely i~ obedience to ~mpulses, but is also a self
acting instrument; that the nervous influence which, 
being conveyed through. the motory nerves, excites 
the muscles into action, is generated automatically in 
the brain itself, not, of course, lawlessly and without 
a cause, but under the organic stimulus of nutrition; 
and manifests itself in the general rush of bodily 
activity, which all healthy animals exhibit after food 
and repose, and in the random motions \yhich we see 
constantly made without apparent end or purpose by 
infants. This doctrine, of which the accumulated 
proofs will be found in Mr. Bain'. first volume (pages 
73 to 80), supplies him with a simple explanation of 
the origin of voluntary power. Among the numerous 
motions given forth indiscriminately by the sponta. 
neous energy of the nervous centre, some are ar..ci
dentally hit on, which are found to be followed by a 
pleasure, or by the relief of a pain. In this case, the 
child is able, to a certain extent, to prolong that par
ticular motion, or to abate itj and this, in our author's 
opinion, is the sole original power which we possess 
over our bodily motions, and the ultimate basis of 
voluntary action. The pleasure which the motion..pro
duces, or the pain which it relieves, determines the 
detention or relinquishment of that particular mm
cular movement. Why there is this natural tendency 
to detain or to get rid of a muscular contraction which 
influences our sensations, as well as why that tendency 
ill towards pleasure and from pain, instead of being 
the reverse, cannot be explaine~. The author's reason 

. for considering this to be our only original power 
over our· bodily. movements, is not that the supposi
tion affords any help in clearing up the mystery, or 
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p088t>~ses any superiority 01 antecedeut probability; 
for it is just as likely a priori that we shoul~ be able, 
by a wish, to select and originate a bodily movement, 
as that we should merely be able to prolong one which 
has already been excited by the spontaneous ellergies 
of our organisation. Mr. Rain's reason for preferring 
the latter theory, is merely that the evidence is in its 
favour; that no other is consistent with observation 
of childrt'n and young animals. 'Ve will exhibit a 
part of the exposition in his own words. 

C Dr. Reid has no hesitation in classing the volun~ary 
command of an organ, that is, the sequence of feeling and 
action implied in all acts of will, among instincts. The 
power of lifting a morsel of food to the mouth i!l, according 
to him, an insti,Dctive or pre-established conjunction of the 
wish and the deed; that is to say, the emotional state of 
bunger.coupled with the sight of a piece of bread, is associ
ated through a primitive link of the mental constitution 
with the several movements of the hand, arm, and mouth 
concerned in the act of eating.' This assertion of Dr. Reid'. 
may be simply met b~ppealing to the facts. It it not true 
that human beings p SSeSS at birth any voluntary command 
of their limbs whatso ver. A babe of two months old can
not use its hands in bedience to its desires. The infant 
can grasp nothing, hold 'nothing. can scarcely fix its eyes on 
anything. Dr. Reid might just as easily assert that the 
movements of a ballet.dancer are instinctive, or that we are 
born with an already established link of causation in our 
minds between the wish to paint a landscape and the move
meuts of a painter'. arm. If the more perfect command of 
our voluntary movements implied in every art be an acqui
sition, so is the less perfect command of these movements, 
that grows upon a child during the first years of life ••••• 

• But the acquisition must needs repose-upon some funda
mental property of our nature that may properly be styled 
an instinct. It is this initial germ or rudiment that I am 
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now anxious to fasten up\,n and make apparent. There 
certainly does exist in the depths of our constitution a 
property,' whereby certain of our feelings, especially the 
painful class, impel to action of lome. lind or other. TlIis, 
which I have termed the volitional proprrty of feeling, i. not 
an acquir~d property. From the earliest infancy a pain baa 
a tendency to excite the active organs, as well aa the emo
tionalexpression, although as yet there is "no chanuel 
prepared whereby the stimulus may flow towards the appro
priate members. 'fhe child whOle foot is pricked by a 
needle in its dress is undoubtedly impelled by an active 
stimulus, but as no primitiv~ link exists between an irrita
tion in the foot and the movement of the hand towards the 
part affected, the stimulus is wasted on vain efforts, and 
there is nothing to be done but to drown the pain by the 
outburst of pure emotion. It is the property of almollt 
every feeling of pain to stimulate 80me action for the extinc
tion or abatement of that pain; it is likewise the property 
of many emotions of pleasure to stimulate an action for the 
continuance and increase of the pleasure; but the primitive 
impulse doe; not in either case determine which action. • • • • 

, If at the moment of some acute pain, there should acci
dentally occur a spontaneous movement, and if that move
ment sensibly alleviates the pain, then it is that the 
volitional impulse belonging to the feeling will show itself. 
The movement accidentally begun through some other in
fluence, will be sustained through this influence 'of the 
painful emotion. In the original situation of things, the 
acute feeling is unable of itself to bring on the precise move
ment that would modify the suffering; there is no primor
dial link between a state of suffering and a train of lille
viating movements. But should the proper movement be 
once actually begun, ~nd cause a felt diminution of the acute 
agony, the spur that belongs to states of pain would suffice 
to sustain this movement. . • • • The emotion cannot in
vite, or suggest, or waken up the appropriate action; 
nevertheless, the appropriate action, once there, and aensibly 
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telling upon the irritation, is ttereupon kept going by the 
active influence, the volitional spur. of the irritated con
sciousness. In short, if the Itate of pain cannot awaken 
a dormant action, a present feeling can at least maintain a 
present action. This, so far 'as I can make out, is the 
original position of things in the matter of volition. It may 
he that the start and the movcments resulting from an acute 
smart, may relieve the smart, but that would not be a 
volition. In volition there are actions quite distinct from 
the manifested movements due to the emotion itself; these 
other actions rise at first independently 'and spontaneously, 
and are clutched in the embrace of the feeling when the two 
are fouad to suit one another in the alleviation of pain or 
the elfusion of pleasure. 

r An example will perhaps place this speculation in a 
clearer light. An infant lying in beel has the painful sensa
tion of chillness. This feeling produces the usual emotio~al 
.display-namely, movements, and perhaps cries anel tears. 
Besides· these emotional elements there is a latent spur of 
volition, but with nothing to lay hold of as yet. owing to the 
disconnected condition of the mental arrangements at our 
birth. The child's spontaneity, however, may be awake, 
and the pained condition will act so as to irritate the spon
taneous centres, and make their central stimulus flow more 
copiously. In the course of a variety of spontaneous move
ments of arms, legs, and body, there occurs an action that 
bt:ings the child in contact with the nurse lying beside it; 
instantly warmth is felt, and this alleviation of the painful 
feeling becomes immediately the stimulus to sustain the 
movement going on at that moment. That movement, when 
discovered, is kept up in preference to the others occqrring 
in the course of the random spontaneity: •••• 

'By a process of cohesion or acquisition, coming under 
the law 0," association, the movement and the feeling become 
so linked together, that the feeling can at after times waken 
the movement out of dormancy; this is the state .of matters 
in the maturity of volition. The infant of twelve months, 
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under the stimulus" oC coldlcan hitch Dearer the aide or the 
Dune, ahh~h DO spontaneous mo,.ementt to that e!'ed 
happeD at the moment; past reftectioD has esabliahed a 
connexion that did Dot nut at the beginning, whereby the 
feeling and action haTe become linked togt-ther as caoae and 
eff'ect.'-lU &.~.J lJe Iaklled, pp. t9~-;6. 

In:tonfinnation and illustration"oCthese remarks.. 
we-quote from another part oC the same l"olame the 
following • notes of ohserration made upon the earliest 
mOl"ements of t .. o lambs seeD during the first hoUr of 
their birth, and at subsequent stages of their de\"e
lopment.' 

COne oC the lambs, on being dropped, was taken hold or 
by the shepherd and laid on the ground 10 as to rest on ita 
four knees. For a 'ft!rY short time. perhaps Dot much abcn-e 
a minute. it bpt still in this attitude; a certain force w .. 
doubtless exerted to enable it to retain this position; but 
the first Clecided exertion or the creature's OYD eoe'U' w .. 
&hUYD in etanding up on its legs, which it did after the 
~ or little more than a miDilte. The power thus pllt 
forth I eaa ool) de!cribe as a spontaneous bunt of the 
locomotive energy, under this conditioo-namely, that .. 
all the Cour lim" .-ere actuated at the same instant. the 
inuate power mn&t have been guided into this quadruple 
channel in con..~ueoce of that DerTOUa orga.nisatioo that 
con.....tttutes the four limbs ODe related gronp. The animal 
now stood on ita 1egs. the feet being considerably apart, 10 

as to widen the base oC support. The enera that ra.iaed it 
up continued flaYing in order to maintain the standing 
posture. and the animal dO\lbtleM had the eonseiousneu of 
!Such a flow oC energy, .. its rMliest mental experience. 
'Ibis standing posture w .. continued for a minnte ~r two in 
perfect stillness. Xat followed the beginnin., .... of locomotive 
mo,.emenL At fint a limb was raised and eel doYD -."rsin, 
then came a second monmenl thai widened the animal's 
base without alteriJl: itt position. When a more comples 
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movement of ita limb. came on. {he effect eeemed to be to 
go aidewaYI j anotber comples. movement led (orwards j but 
at the oubiet there appeared to be nothing to decide one 
direction rather than another. (or the earliest movements 
were a jumble of aide. (orward. and back.ward. Still, the 
alternation of lhnb that aoy consecutive advance required. 
leemoo within the power of the creature during the first ten 
minutes of life. Senaation as yet could be of very little 
avail, and it \Vas evident that action took the atart in the 
animal'. history. The eyes were wide open. and light 
must needs have entered to stimulate the brain. The con
tact with the solid earth. and the feelings of weight and 
movement, were the earliest feelings. In this .tate of 
uncertain vandering with little change of place. the lamb 
was seiJed hold of and carried up to the aide of the 
mothcr. This made no difference till its nose was brought 
into contact with the woolly skin of tbe dam. which origi
natoo a new sensation. Then came a conjun$!tion manifestly 
of the Tolitional kind. There was clearly a tendency to sus
tain this contact, to keep the n06e rubbing npon the -sille 
and belly of the ewe. Finding a certain mOTement to have 
this effect, that mOTement was sustained j exemplifying what 
I consider the primitive or fundamental part of Tolition. 
Losing the contact. there vas yet no power to leCOTer it by 
a direct action. (or the indications of aight at this stage had 
no meaning. Tile animal's spoontaneus irregular mo,"Co 
ments were continued j for a time they were quite fruit. 
less. until a chance contact came about a.,o-ain. and thi. 
contact could evidently sustain the postnre or movement 
that vas causing it. The .hole of the first hour was spent 
in these nrioul movements about the mother. there being in 
that &llort time an evident. increase of facility in the nriou8-
acts of locomotion, and in commacding the head in such a 
way as to keep up the agreeable touch. A &eCO~d hour 
was t:pent much in the same manner. and in the course of 
the third hour the animal. which had been entirely left to 
it.self, came upon the teat. and;at thia into its mouth. The 
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spontaneous workings of tll'e mouth now yieMed a new IIcn
sation, ~hereby they were animated and lIustained, and 
unexpectedly the creature found itself in the possession of a 
ne~ pleasure; ·the satisfaction first of .mouthing 'the object 
-next, by-and-by, the pleasure of drawing milk; the inten
sity of this last feeling would doubtless give an intense spur 
to the coexisting movemenls, auel keep them energetically at 
work. A new and grand impression was thull produced, 
remaining after the fact, and stimulating exertion and pur. 
suit in order to recover it. : . 

I Six or seven hours after birth the animal had made 
notable progress, and l,?comotion was easy. .the forward 
movement being preferred but not, predominant. The sen
sations of'sight began to have a meaning. In le88 than 
twenty·four hours the animal could, at the sight of the 
mother aliead, move in the forwa.rd direction at once to 
come up to her, showing that a particular visible image had 
now been associated with a definite movement; the abtlence 
of any such associ.ation being most manifest in the early 
movements of life. It could proceed at once to the teat and 
suck, guided only by its desire and the sight of the object. 
It was now in the full exercise of the locomotive faculty; 
and very soon we could see it moving with the nose along 
the ground in· contact with the grass, the preliminary of 
seizing the blades in the mouth. . . • • 

• The observations proved distinctly three several points
namely, first the existence of spontaneous action as the 
earliest fact in the creature's history; second, the absence 
of any definite bent prior to experienced lIeosation j and 
third. the power of a sensation actually experienced to keep 
up the coinciding movement of the time, thereby consti
tuting a voluntary act. in the initial form. mat was also 
'Yery remarkable, was the rate of acquisition, or the rapidity 
with which-all the assQciations between IIensations and 
actions became fixed. A power that the creature did not at 
~ll possess nat,!rally, got itsel( matured as an acquisition in 
a few hours; before the end of a week the lamb was capable 
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of almost anything belo~ging to i-' sphere of existence,; and 
at the lapse of a for~night, no difference could be' seen 
between it and the aged members ofthe flock.'-pp. 404.6. 

. . 
The larger half of Mr~ Bain's first volume is occu-

pied by the exposition of ASliociation. His exempli
fication and illustration of this. fundamental phenome
non of mind, in its two varieties-adhesive- associa
tion by contiguity in time or place, and suggestion 
by resembla.nce-are' quite unexampled in richness, 
clearness, and comprehensiveness. The whole of the" 
intf'llectual phenomena, a~ distinguished from the· 
emotional, he considers a.s explicable by that law. But 
to render this possible, the law must be conceived in 
its utmost generality. Association is not between 
ideas of sensation alone. The following is the author;s 
statement of the two laws of association. the law of 
Contiguity, and that of Similarity:- • 

. 'Actions, sensations, and states of feeling~ occurring to
gether or in close succession, - tend' to grow together or 
'cohere in such. a way that when anyone of them is after
wards presented t~ the mind, thp others are apt to' be 
brought up in·idea.'-2:U Senses and the Intellect, p. 348. 

'Present actions, sensations, thoughts, or emotiollS, tend 
to revive their like among preyious impressions.'-p. 45l. 

One of the leading features iJJ Mr. Bain's applica
tion of these laws to the analysis of phenomena, is the 

• great use 'he makes of the muscular sensations, in ex
plaining our impressions of, andjudgments respecting, 
things physically external to us. The distinction be-' 
tween these sensations and those of touch, iIi the legi
timate sense of the word, and the prominent part they 
take in the composition of our ideas of resistance or 
solidity. and extension; were first pointed out by 

VOLo·III. ' It 
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Brown, and were the \principal addition which he 
,made to the·analytical exposition of the mind. Mr. 
Bain carries. out the idea to a still greater length, and 
hill developments of it are highly instructive, though 
he sometimes, perhaps, insists too much upon it, to the 
prejtidice of other eleme;nts equally or more influential. 
Thus, in his explanation of the acquired perception of 
distance and magnitude by sight, he la,:s almost ex· 
. elusive stress on the sensations accompanying the 
muscular movements by which the eyes are adaptlld 
to different distances from us, or are made to pass 
along the Jengths and breadths of visible objects. 
l'hat this is one of the sources of the acquired percep. 
tions of sight, cannot .be doubted; but th~t it j.s the 
principal one~.DO one will believe, who considers that 

. all the impression of unequal distances from us that 
a picture can give,-is produced not only without this 
particular indication, but in contradiction to it. The 

. signs by which we mainly judge are the effects of per· 
spective, both linear and aerial; in other words, the 
differences in the actual picture made on the retina: 
the imitation of which constitutes the illusion of the 
painter's art, and which we should have been glad 
to see illustrated by Mr. Bain, as he is so well able 
to do, instead of' being merely acknowledged by a 
quotation in a note (p. 380). We regret that our 
limits forbid us to quote (p. 372.6) his explanation of 
the mode whereby, in his opinion, the feeling of re-

- sistance, a result of our muscular sensations, generatt's 
the notion, often supposed to be instinctive, of an ex
ternal world. 

Respecting the law of Association by Contiguity, 
60 much had been done, with'such eminent ability, 
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by former writers, that this part of Mr. Bain's expo
sition is chiefly original in the profuseness and mi. 
nuteness. of his illustrations. To bring up the theory 
of the law of Similarity to the same level, much more 
remained to do, that law having been rather unac
countably sacrificed to the other by some of the Asso
ciation psychologists; among whom Mr. James Mill, 
in hill • Analysis,' even endeavoured to resolve it into 
contiguity; an attempt which is perhaps the most in· 
conclusive part of that generally acute and penetrating 

. performance, association by resemblance being, as Mr. 
Eain observes, presupposed by. and indispensable to 
the conception of, association by contiguity. The 
two kinds of 6Ssociation are indeed so different, that 
the predominance of each gives rise to a different type 
of intellectual character; an eminent degree of the 
former constituting the inductive philosopher, the 
poet and artist, and the inventor and originator 
generally; while adhesive association gives memory, 
mechanical skill, facility of acquisition in science or 
business, and practical talent so f~ as unconnected 
with invention. 

To the long chapters on Contiguity and Similarity. 
Mr. Eain subjoins a third on what he terms Compound 
Association; • where several threads, or a plurality of 
links or bonds of connexion, concur in reviving some 
previous thought or mental state' (po 544); which 
they consequently recall more vividly: a part of the 
subject too little illustrated by former writers, and 
which includes. among many others, the important 
heads of' the singling out of one among many trains,' 
and what our author aptly terms • obstructive associa.
tion.' The subject is concluded by a chapter on • Con-

lt2 
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structive Association,- analysing the process by which 
the mind forms • combinations or aggregates different 
from any t.hat have been presented to it in the course 
of experience,' and !>howing this to depend on the same 
laws. Weare unable to find. room for the smallest 
specimen of these chapters, which are marked with 
our author's usual ability, and fill up what is partially 
a. 'hiatus in most treatises on Association. 

Mr. Bain's exposition of the -Emotions is not of 80 

analytical a character as ,that of the intel1ectual phe. 
noniena. He considers it necessary" in this ,depart
ment. to allow a much greater range to the inlltinc
tive portion of our nature; and has 'exhibited what 
may be termed the natural history of. the emotions, 
rather than attempted, to conlltruct their philosophy. 
'It is certain that the attempts of the Association 
psychologists to resvlve the emotiolls by association, 
have been on the whole the least suceessful part of 
their efforts. One fatal imperfection is obvious at 
first sight: the only part of the phenomenon which 
their theory explains, is the suggestion of an idea or 
ideas, either pleasurable or painful-that is, the merely 
intellectual part of the emotion; while there is evi. 
dent1y in all our· emotions an animal part, over 
and above any which naturally attends on the ideas 
considered separately, and wbich these philosophers 
have passed without any attempt at explanation. It 
is a wholly insufficient account of Fear, for example, 
to resolve it 'into the calling up, by association, of the 
idea of the dreaded evil; since, were this all, the pby. 
sical manifestations· that would follow would be the 
same in kind, and mostly less in degree, than those 
which the evil would -itself produce if actually ex-
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perienced; whereas, in truth, 'hey are generically dis
tinct j the screams, groans, contortions, &c., which (for 
example) intense bodily suffering produces, being alto
gether different phenomena. from the well-known 
physical effects and manifestations of the passion of 
terror. It is conceivable that a. scientific theory of 
Fear may one day be constructed, but it must evi
dently be the work of physiologists, not of metaphy
sicians. The proper office of the law of association in 
connexion with it, is ~o account for the transfer of the
passion to objects- which do not naturally excite it. 
We .all know .how easily any object may be rendered 
dreadful by ass()ciation, as exemplified by the tre
mendous effect of nurses' ~tories in generating artifi
cial terrors. 

We must not, therefore, expect to find in the half 
volume which Mr. Bain has dedicated to this subject. 
any attempt at a. general an:l1ysis of the emotions. He 
has not even (except in one important case, to which 
we shall presently advert) entered;With the fulness 
·which belongs to his plan, and which marks the exe· 
cution of every other part of it, into the important in
quiry, how far some emotion's are compounded ont of 
others. He gives a general indication of his opinion 
on the point;- but his illustrations of it are scattered, 
and mostly incidental. He has, however, written the 
natural history of the emotions with great felicity, in 
a manner. at once scientifio and popular; "insomuch 
that this part of his work presents attractions even to 
the unscientific reader. Mr. Bain's classification of 
the emotions is different from, and more comprehen
sive than, any other which we have met with. He 
begins with 'the feelings connected with the free vent 
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of emotion in generalJand. with the opposite ease of 
restrained or obstructea outburst;' the feelings, in 
short, of liberty or restraint in the utterance of emo· 
tion; which he regards as themselves emotions, and 
entitled. on account of their superior generality, to be 
placed at the head of the catalogue. He next pro
ceeds to one of the simplest as well as most universal 
of our emotions-Wonder. The third on his list is 
Terror. The fourth is • the extensive group of feel. 

-ings implied under the title of the Tender Affections! 
The consideration of these feelings is by most writers 
blended with that of Sympathy; which is carefully 
distinguished from them by our author, and treated 
separately. no~ as an emotion, but as the capacity of 
taking on the emotions. or mental states generally. of 
others. A character may possess tenderness without 
being at all sympathetic. as is the case with many 
selfish sentimentalists; and the converse. though not 
equally common. is equally in· human ,nature. From 
these he passes to a group which he designates by the 
title, Emotions of Self: including Self-esteem. or Self
complacency, in its various forms of Conceit. Pride, 
Vanity. &c .• which he regards as cases of t.he emotions 

. of tenderness directed towards self. and has largely 
illustrated this view of them. The sixth class is the 
emotionS- connected with Power. The seventh is the 
Irascible Emotions. The eighth is a group not 
hitherto brought forward into sufficient prominence. 
the emotions connected with Action. • BesideI' the 
pleasures and pains of Exercise. and the gratification 
of succeeding in an end, with the opposite mortifica
tion of missing what is laboured for, there is in the 
attitude of purBuit, a peculiar state of mind. 80 far 
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agreeable in itself, that factiti'l~ occupations are in
stituted to bring it into play. When I use the term 
plot-interest, the character of the situation alluded te will 
be suggested with tolerable distinctness: This group
ing together of the emotions of hunting, of games, of 
intrigue of all sorts, and of novel-reading, with those 
of an active career in life, seems to us equally origi
nal and philos.ophical. The ninth class consists. of 
the emotions caused by the operations of the Intellect. 
The tenth is the group of feelings connected with the 
Beautiful. Eleventh and last, comes the Moral Sense. 

Of these, the four first are regarded by Mr. Bain as 
original elements of our nature, having their root in 
.the constitution of the nervous system. and not ex
plicable psychologically. The remaining seven he 
considers.as generated by association from these four, 
with the aid of certain combinations of circumstances. 
Though, as already remarked, he does not discuss this 
question in the express and systematic manner which 
his general scheme would appear to require, he has 
said many things which throw a valuable light on it, 
together with som" which we consider questionable. 
But we still desiderate an analytical philosophy of the 
emotional, like that which he has furnished of the 
intellectual, part of our constitution. _ Much of the 
material is ready to his hand, and only requires co
ordination under the universa1.1aw of mind which he 
has so well expounded. For example. the most com
plicated of all his eleven classes, the msthetic group 
of emotious, has been analysed to within a single step 
of the ultimate principle. by thinkers who did .not 
see, and would not have accepted; the one step which 
remained. Mr. Ruskin would probably be much 
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astonished were he to fiad himself held up as one of 
the prineipal apostles of the A.8sociation Philosophy 
in Art. Yet, in one (If the mOst remarkable of his 
writings, the second yolome of • Modern Painters,' he 
aims at establishing, by . a large induction and a 
searching analysis, that all things are be-.l'ltifoJ (or 
sublime) which powerfully recall,· and none but those 
which recall, one or more of a certain series of elevat
ing or delightful thoughts. It is true that in this 
coincidence Mr. Ruskin does not recognise cau.-.ation, 
but regards it as a pre-established harmony. ordained 
by the Creator, between our feelings of the Beautiful 
and certain grand or lovely ideas. OtheN. however. 
will be inclined to see in this phenomenon, not an 
arbitrary dispensation of Proridence, which might 
have been other than it is. but a case of the mental 
chemistry so often spoken of; and will think it more 
in accordance with sound method.s of philosophizing 
to- believe, that the great ideas 80 well recognised by 
Mr. Ruskin, when they have sunk sufficiently deep 
into our nervous ~ensibility, actually generate, by 
composition with one another and with other 
elements, the :esthetic feelings which 80 nicely carre
Epond to them: 

The last of our author's eleven classes, that of 
Moral Emotion, is the only one on which, in relation 
to the problem of its composition, he puts forth his 
whole strength. T1)e qQestion whether the moral 
feelings are intuitiv~ or acquired-t point 80. often 
and so warmly contested between the rival sclloola of 
Psychology-has never before, we think, been 80 well 
or so fully argued on the anti-intuitive side. This 
masterly chapter would serve bettu than any other to 
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give a correct idea of Mr. naill'lI philosophical capacity 
and turn of mind; but, unfortunately, either extracts 
or an abridgment would do it injustice, as they would 
impair the argUment ~y mutilating it. Mr. Bain's 
theory is, that the moral emotions are of an extremely 
complicated character; a compound, into which the 
social affections, and sympathy (which is a different 
thing from the social affections), enter largely, as well 
as, in many cases, the almost equally common tlct of 
disinterested antipathy. But the peculiar feeling of 
obligation incIuJed in the moral sentiment, Mr. Bain 
regards as wholly created by external authority. He 
considers this char-doCter as impressed upon the feeling 
entirely by the idea of punishment. The purely 
disinterestea character which the feeling assumes after 
appropriate cultivation, he holds to be one' of the 
numerous instances of a feeling transferred by asso
ciation to objects not containing in themselves that 
which originalfy excited it. This general conception 
of the origin of the moral sentiment IS nothing new; 
but there is considerable novelty. as well as ability. in 
the mode in which it is worked out -: and without. 
on the present· occasion. expressing any opinion on 
this r:e.rola f"~8tio. we can safely recommend Mr. 
Bain's dissertation to the special study of those who 
wish to k.now the theory entertained on this subject 
by the Association school. and the best which tbey 
have to say in its support. 

From the Emotions. lIre Bain proceeds to the 
Will; and if. on the former subject. the reader who 
has previously gone through Mr. Bain's first volume 
finds less of psychological analysis than he probably 
expected, such a complaint will not be made on the 
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topic which succeeds. 13y no previoull psycbologist 
has the Volitional part of our nature been gone into 
with such minute detail, and the whole of the phe
nomena connected with it set forth and analysed with 
such .fu1ness and such grasp of the subject .. ·We 
have already stated the view taken by our author of 

. the: origin, or first germ, of our voluntary powers, 
which he conceives to be grounded, first, on 'the ex
istence of a spontaneous tendency to execute move
ments independent of the stimulus of sensations or 
feelings;' and, secondly, of a power to detain and 
prolong, or to abate and discontinue, a present move
ment, under the stimulus of a present pleasure or 
,pain. If th!s be correct, the original power of the 
will over our muscles is much the same in extent, as 
it is and always remains over our thoughts and feel
ings; for over them,. the only direct power we have 
is that of detaining them before· the mind, or (it 
would perhaps be more correct to say) of producing 
any number of immediate mental repetitions of them, 
which is the meaning of what we call Attention. 
Tllrough ten successive chapters :Mr. Bain expands 
and applies tbis idea, showing how, in his belief, all. 
the phenomena of volition are erected by Association 
on this original basis. The titles of some of the 
chapters and sections w~l show the comprehensive
ness of"the scheme :-The Sfontaneity of Movement; 
Link of Feeling and Action; Growth of Voluntary 
Power; Control of Feelings and Thoughts; Motives 
or Ends; the Conflict of Motives; Deliberation, 
Resolution, Effort; Desire; the :Moral Habits ; 
Prudence, Duty. Moral Inability. It is only in the 
eleventh cbapter, after the analysis of the phenomena 
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is completed, 'that the author. 'encounters the question 
which usually, in the writings of metaphysicians, 
usurps nearly all the space devoted to the phenomena 
of 'ViII: we need hardly say that we refer to the 
Free-Will controversy, Mr. Bain is of opinion that 
the terms Freedom and Necessity are both equally 

. inappropriate, equally calculated to give a false view 
of the phenomena. He thinks the word Necessity 
• nothing short of an incumbrance' in the sciences 
generally. But he adheres, in an unqualified manner, 
to the universality of the law of Cause and Effect, or 
the uniformity"of sequence in natural phenomena. to 
which he does not think that the detet:.minations of 
the will are in any manner an exception. He holds 
that men's volitions and voluntary actions might be 
as certainly predicted, by anyone who was aW!1re of 
the state of the psychological agencies operating in 
the case, as ani class of physical phenomena may be 
predicted·.from causes in operation, We quote, not 
as the best passage, but as the one which best admits 
of. extraction, a portion of the controversial part of 
this chayter. being that in which the author examines· 
the appeal made to consciousness as an infallible 
cri~erion in all psychological difficulties ;-

, A bold appeal is made by some writers to our conscious
ness, as testifying in a manner not to be disputed the· liberty 
of the will. Consciousness, it is said, is oUl' ultimate and 
infallible criterion of truth: To affirm it erring, or menda
Cious, would be to destroy the very possibility of certain 
knowledge, and even to impugn the character of the D~ity. 
Now this infallible witness, we are told, attests that man 
is free, wherefore the thing must be so. The respectability 
and number of those that have made nse of thil\l argument 
compel me to examine it. I confess that I find no cogency 
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in it. As usnal" there is a double -sense in the principal 
term, giving origin to a potent fallacy. • • • • For the pur
pose now in view, the word [consciousness] implies the 
kno\Vledge that we have of the successive p,hase. of our 
own mind. We feel; think, and act, and know that we do 110; 

we can remember a whole train of mental phenomena mixed 
np of these various elements. The order of succession of 
our feelings, thoughts, and actions is a part of our informa
tion respecting ourselves, and we can possess a larger or a 
smaller amount of lIuch information, and, as i. the cue with 
other matters, we may have it in a very loose or in a vert 
st!,ict Il:nd accurate shape. The mass of people are exceed· 
ingly careless about the iltudy of mental co-cxistences and 
successions j the laws. of mind are not understood by them 
with anything like accuracy. Conscioullness, in this lIense, 
resembles observation as regards the world. By mean a of 
the senses, we take in, and store up. impression. of natural 
objectl,-stars, mountains, rivers, plants, animals, cities, and 
the works and ways of human beings,-and according to our 
opportunities, ability, and disposition, w~ have in our 
memory a greater or less number of those impressions, and 
in greater or less precision. Clearly, however, there is no 
infallibility in what we know by either of these modes. by 
consciousness as regards thoughts and feelings, or by obser
vation as regards external nature; on the contrary. there is 
a very large amount of fallibility, fallacy, and fal!lehood in 
both the one and the .other. Discrepancy between the 
observations of different men upon the llame matter of fact, 
ia a frequent circumstance, the rule rather than the excep
tion. • • • • If such be the case with the object.' of the 
·external senses, what reason is there to suppose that the 
cognizance of the mental operation. ,shonld have a .pedal 
an~ exceptional accuracy? Is it true that this cognizance 
has the definiteness belonging to the property of extension 
in the outer world ? Very far from it; the discrepancy of 
different men's rendering.' of the human mind i. 110 pro
nounced, that we cannot attribute it to the difference of the 
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thing looked at, we must refer it to the imperfection in the 
manner of taking cognizance. If there were any infallible 
introspective faculty of consciousness, we ought at least to 
have had lome one region of mental facts where all men 
were perfectly agreed. The region 80 favoured must of neces
sity be the part of mind that could not belong to meta
physics j there being nothing from the beginning to contro
vert or to look at in two ways, there 'could be no scope for 
metaphysical disquisition. The existence of metaphysics, 
as an embarrassing study, or field of inquiry, is incompatible 
with an unerring consciousness"'-:'The Emotionl and tlte Will. 
pp. 656, 657. . 

Mr. naln then proceeds to show, but at too much 
length for quotation, that the only fact testified to by 
any person's cODRciousneRs is an instantaneous fact-
• the state of his or her own feelings at anyone 
moment:' that when the person 'Proceeds to sneak of 
a past, and merely remembered feeling, fallibility 
begins: that. when he speaks of sequences, and the 
lall} of a feeling, even in himself, much more in man
kind generally, he transcends the dominion of con- . 
sciousness altogether, and enters on that of observa
tion, which, whether introspective or external, is 
subject .to a. -thousand errors. Now the free-will 
question is· emphatically one of law, and can be 
determined only by deep philosophizing, not by a. 
brief appeal to the fancies of an individual concerning. 
himself. A man's consciousness can no more inform 
him what laws his volitions secretly ohey, than his 
senses, when he behQlds falling bodies, furnish him 
wit~ the cOrrf$ponding information respecting the law 
of gravitation. 

The work. concludes with two chapters on special 
subjects, the one on Belief. the other on Conscious-
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ness; subjects discussed' separately, and in the last 
stage of the exposition, in consequence of the peculiar 
view taken of them by Mr. Bain, which differs from 
that of all previous metaphysicians. . 

Belief is, of all the plJenomena usually classed as 
intellectual, that which the Association psychologists 
have hitherto been the least successful in analysing; 
though it has given occasion to some able and highly 
,instructive illustrations, by Mr. James Mill and Mr. 
Herbert Spencer, of the power of indissoluble asso
ciation. But the opinion which these aU,thors have 
advanced, that belief is nothing but an indissoluble 
association between two ideas, seems an inadequate 
solution of ' the problem j because. in the first place, 
if the fact were so, belief itself must a1ways be indis
solub~; which, evidently, it is not i and, in the 

, second place, one aoes not see what, on this theory, 
is the difference between believing the affirmative 
and the, negative of a proposition, 'since in either case 
(if the theory be true), the idea expressed by the 
subject of the proposition' must inseparably and irre
sistibly recall the idea expressed by the predicate. 
The doctrine of these philosophers would have been 
irrefragable, had they limited it to affirming that an 
indissolubie association (or let us rather say, an asso
ciation for the present irresistible), usually commanrh 
belief; that when such an association exists between 
two ideas, the mind, especially if destitutP. of scientific 
culture, has great difficulty in not believing that there 
is a constancy of connexion between the correspouding 
phenomena, considered as facts in nature. But, even 
in the strongest cases of tllis description, a mind exer
cised in abstract speculation can reject the belief, 
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though unable to get over the association. A Berke
leian, for example. does not b~lieve in the real exis
tence of matter, though the idea is excited in his 
mind by his muscular sensations as irresistibly as in 
other people. 

Mr. Rain's opinion is, that the difficulty experienced 
by the Association psychologists in giving an account 
of Belief, and the insufficient analysis with which 
they have contented themselves, arise from their look
ing at Belief too exclusively as an intellectual pheno
menon, and disregarding the existence in it of an 
active element. His doctrine is, that Belief has no 
meaning, except in reference to our actions; that the 
distinctive characteristic of Belief is. that it commands 
our will. 

I An intellectual notion or conception is indispensable to 
the act of believing; but no mere conception that does not 
directly or indirectly implicate our voluntary exertions, can 

. ever amount to the state in question! (p. 568.) , The 
primordial form of belief is expectation of some contingent 
future, abqut to follow on an action. Wherever any crea
ture is found performing an action, indifferent in itself, with 
a v~ew to Borne end, and 'adhering to that action with the 
same energy that would be manifested under the actual 
fru~tion of the end, we say that the animal possesses confi
dence, or belief, in the sequence of two different things, or 
in a certain arrangement of nature, whereby one pheno
menon succeeds to another. The glistening surface of a pool 
or rivulet, appearing to the eye, can give no satisfaction to 
the agonies of thirst i but such is the firm connexion esta
blished in the mind of man and beast between the two 
properties of the saine object, that the appeara~ce to the 
eye fires the energies of pursuit no less strongly than the 
actual contact with the alimentary surfac\!. An alliance so 
formed is a genuine example of the condition of belie£.'
pp. 669, 570. 
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No one will dif;pute that f the genuineness of the 
state of' belief is tested 1>y the control of the actions' 
(p. 570.) If we really. believe a itatement, we are 
willing to commit ourselves in conduct, on the prospect 
of finding the result accord with our belief. And 
there is no doubt that it is this command over the 
actions, which gives all its importance to that parti
cuiar state of mind, and lp.ads to its being named and 
classed separately. Yet the. question remains, what ;, 
that state of mind? The action which follows is not 
the 'belief itself, but a consequence of the belief. 
Where there is an effect to be accounted for, there 
must be something in the cause to account for it. 
Since the willingness to commit ourselves in conduct 
occurs in some cases, and does' not occur in others, 
there must be some difference between the former set 
of cases and the latter, as regards the antecedent 
phenomena. What is this difference? According to 
Mr. Bain, it does not lie in the strength of the tie of 
association between the ideas of the facts conceived. 

'I can hnaglne the mind receiving an impreSsion of co
existence 01' sequence, such as. the coincidence of relish 
with an apple, or other object of food j and this impression 
repeated until, on the principle of association, the one tball, 
without fail, at any time suggest the other j and yet nothing 
done in consequence, no practical effect given to the c0-

incidence. I do not kno!, any purely intellectual property 
that would give to an associ~ted couple the charact~r of an 
article of belief j but there is that in the volitional prompt
ings which seizes hold of any indication leading to an end, 
and abide& by lIuch instrumentality if it is found to answer. 
Nay more, there is the tendency to go beyond the actual 
experience, and not to desist until the occurrence of a 
positive failure or check. So that the mere repetition of an 
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intellectual impress would not amollnt to a conriction with
out this active element, which, although the Bource of many 
errors, iB indispensable to the mental condition of belief. 
The legitimate course is to let experience be the corrector of 
all the primitive impulses; to take warning by every failure, 
and to recognise no other canon of validity ••••. We find 
after trials, that there is such a uniformity in nature as 
enables us to presume that an event happening to-day will 
happen also to-morrow, if we can only be sure that all the 
circumstances are exactly the same. . . • • It is part of the 
intuitive tendencies of the mind to generalize in this way; 
but these tendencies, being as often wrong as right, ha~e no 
validity in themselves j and the real authority is experience. 
The long series of trials made since the beginning of obser
vation, has shown how far such inferences can safely be 
carried j and we are now in possession of a !lody of rules, in 
harmony with the actual course of nature, for guiding us in 
carrying on these operations.'-pp. 585, 586. 

So that, after all, Mr. Rain regards belief as a ~a.'!e 
of • intuitive tendency i' but not a case BUi jeneria. 
lIe considers it as included under the general law of 
Volition. The spontaneous activity of the brain, 
cOn;>.bined 'with the original proper~y inherent in a 
painful or pleasurable stimulus, makes us seize and 
detain all muscular actions which of themselves, and 
directly, bring pleasure or relief j those actions, in 
consequence, become. through the law bf association, 
producible by means of our ideas" of pleasure or pain; 
and ~t is, in the author's view, by an extension of the 
same general phenomenon, that actions which only 
temotely, and after a certain delay, attain our ends, 
come similarly under the command of our ideas of 
those ends. 'Vhen this command is established, then, 
according to him, thEt phenomenon, Belief, has taken 
place j namely, belief in the efficacy of the action to 

VOL.IU. L 
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promote the end. This is our author's theory ot 
Belief. An obvious objection to it is, that we enter. 
tain beliefs respecting matters in regard to which we 
have no wishes, and W;hich have no connexion with 
any of our ends. But to this Mr. Bainanswer~ (and 
his answer is just), that in such cases there is always 
a latent im,agination that we migld have Fome object 
at stake on the reality of the fact we believe, and a 
feeling that if we had, we should go forward confi. 
dently in the pursuit of any such object., "Ve quote 
the following passage for the practical lesson conveyed 
in it;"":'" ' 

I A single trial, that nothing has ever happened to impugn, 
is able of itself to leave a conviction sufficient to induce 

, reliance under ordinary circumstances. It is the active 
prompting of the mind i,tself that instigates, and in fact con· 
stitutes, the believing temp~r·i unbelier is an after product, 
and not the primitive tendency. Indeed, we may lay, that 

_ the inborn energy of the brain gives faith, and experience 
scepticism •...• We must treat it [belief] as a atrOlig 
primitive manifestation, defived from the natural activity of 
the system, and taking its 'direction· and .ratification from 
experience. The It anticipation of nature," so strenuously 

. repudiated by Bacon, is the offspring of this characte~tic or 
the mema! system. In the haate to act, while the indica· 
tions imbibed from contact with' the world are still scanty, 
we are sure to extend the application or actual trials a great 
deal too far, producing such results as have just bcen named. 
With the active tendency at itll 1I\aximum, and the exercise 
of intelligence and acquired knowledge at the minimum, 
there can issue nothing but a quantity of rash enterprises. 
Th~t the8e are believed in, we know from the very fact that ' 
they are unrlertaken. • •. The respectable Dame" generaliza
tion," implying the best productB oC enlightened Icientific 
research, ~as also a different meaning, expreuing one oC the 
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most eJTOneoua impulses and crudest determinations of 
uututored human nature. To extend' some familiar and 
DaJTOW experienr.e, 80 as to comprehend cases most distant, 
is • piece of mere reckless instinct, demanding the severest 
discipline for its correction ••••• Sound helief, instead of 
being.a pacific and gentle growth, is in reality the battering 
of a series of strongholds, the conquering of a country in 
hostile occupation. This is a fact common both to the indi
vidual and to the race ••••• The only thing for mental 
philOliophy to do on such a subject, is to represent, as simply. 
and clearly lUI possible, those original properties of our 
constitution that are chargeable with such wide-spread 
phenomena. It will probably be long ere the last of the 
delusions attributable to this method of believing first and 
proving afterwards can be eradicated from humanity. For 
although all those primi~ve impressions that find a speedy 
contradiction in realities from which we cannot escape, cease 
to exercise their sway after a time, there are other cases less 
open to correction, and remaining to the last as portions of 
our creed!-pp. 582-4. 

It is assuredly a strange anomaly, t}lat so many 
authors, after having applied the whole force of their 
intellects to prove the existence in the human mind 
of intellectual or moral instincts, proceed, without 
any argument at all, to legitimate and consecrate 
everything which those instincts prompt, as if an 
instinct never could go astray j a consecration not 
nsually extended to our physical instincts, though 
even there we often notice a certain tendency in the 
same direction. not .$ufficient to persuade when there 
is no predisposition to believe, but amounting to a 
considerable makeweight to weak arguments on the 
side of an existing prepossession. This grave philo
sophical. leading to still graver practical error. is 
always (as in the passage quoted) duly rebuked by 

L 2 
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the author. As a portion. however, of the theory of 
Belief, we desiderate a more complete analysis of the 
psychological process by which ulterior experience, or 
. a. more correct interpretation of -experience, modifies 
the original tendency so powerfully described by the 
author, and subdues belief into subordination and du~ 
proportion to evidence. 

It only remains to speak of Mr. Bain's theory of 
Consciousness, which is the subject of his final chapter. 
He regards it as being simply the same thing with 
discrimination of difference. Consciousness is only 
awakened by the shock of the transition from one 
physical or mental state to another. Hobbes had reo 
marked, that if anyone mode of seneation or feeling 
were always present, we should probably be uncon· 
scious of its existence. 

• There are notable examples to show that one unvarying 
action- upon the senses fails to give any perception whatever. 
Take the motion of the earth about its axis, and through 
space, whereby we are whirled with immense velocity, but 
at a uniform pace, being utterly insensible of the circum.
stance. - So in a ship at sea, we may be under the lIame 
insensibility, whereas in a carriage we never lose the feeling 
of being moved. The explanation is obvious. It is the 
change from rest to motion that awakens our lensibility, 
and conversely from motion to rest. A uniform condition 
as respects either state is dt:void of any quickening influence 
on the mind. Another illustration is supplied by the pres
sure of the air on the surface of the body. Here we have 
an exceedingly powerful effect upon one of the special senses. 
1.'he skin is under an influence exactly of that nature that 
wakens the feeling of touch, hut no feeling comes. With· 
draw any portion of the pressure, as in mounting in a 
baiIoon, and sensibility is developed. A constanf impression 
is thus to the mind -the same as a blank. Our partial un-
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'consciousness as to our clothing is -connected with the 
constancy of the pbject. The smallest change at any time 
makell us sensible or awake to the contact: If there were 
some one sound, ;f unvarying tone and unremitted co~
tinuance, falling on the ear from the first moment of life to 
the last, we should be as unconscious of the existence of that 
influence as we are of the pressure of the air. Such a 
lonorous IIgency would utterly escape the knowledge of 
mankind, until, as in the other case, some accident, or seme. 
discovery in experimental philosophy, had enabled them to 
suspend or change the degree of the impression made by it. 
Except under special circumstances, we are unconscious of 
our own weight, which fact nevertheless can. never be 
absent. It is thus that agencies' might exist 'without 
being perceived; remission or change being a primary con
dition of our sensibility. It might seem somewhat difficult 
to imagine us altogether insensitive to such an influence as 
light and colour; and yet if some one hue had been present 
on the retina from the commencement of life, we should 
incontestably have been utterly blind as far as that was con
cerned.'-The Emotiona and the Will, pp. 615, 616. 

'We perceive (in short) or are conscious of, nothing 
but changes, or events. Consciousness partakes always 
of the nature of surprise. -

Following out' this line ~t thought, .Mr. Bain 
regards knowledge as virtually synonymous with 
consciousness, and points put that we never have 
knowledge of one thing by itself. Knowing a thing, 
means recognising the differences or agreements be
tween that thing and another or others. 

. 'To -know a thing, is to feel it in juxtaposition with 
lIome other thing differing from it or agreeing with it. To 
be simply impressed with a sight, sound, or touch, is IIOt to 
know anything iii the proper sense of the word; knowledge 
begins when we recognise other things in the way of compa-
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rison with the one. -My knowledge of redness is my com
parison of .this one sensation with a {lumber of othera 
differing from or agreeing with it; and. as 1 extcnd those 
comparisons, I extend ~hat knowledge. An absolute red. 
ness per Ie, like an unvarying pressure, would escape 
cognition; for supposing it possible .that we were conscioul 
of it;we could not be said to have any k~owlcdge. Why 
is it that the same sensation is 60 dilferently felt by dif· 
ferent persons-the sensation of red or green to an artist 
and an optician-if not that' knowle,lge relatcs not to the 
single sensation itself, but to the others brought into rela
tion with it in the ,mind? When 1 say 1 know a .certain 
plant, I indicate nothing, until I inform my hearer what 
things lItand related to it in my mind as contrasting or 
agreeing. I may know it as a garden weed, that is, undcr 
difference frbm the flowers, fruits, and vegetables cultivated 
in the garden, and under agreement with the other plants 
that spring up unsought. 1 may know it botanically, that 
is, nnder differeuce and agreement with the other membcrs 
of the order, genus, and species. 'I may know it artisticlllly, 
or as compared with other plants ~n the point of beauty of 
form and colour. As an isolated object in my mind, I may 
have a sensation or a perception, although not, even that in 
strict truth, but I can have no knowledge regarding it at all. 
Thus it is that in the multifarious scen~ and chaos of distin
guishable impressions, not only do different minds fasten 
upon different individual parts, but fastening on the aame 
parts, arrive at totally diffcrent cognitions. Like the two 
electricities, which cannot exist the one without the other, 

_ or the two poles of the magnet, which rile and fan togcther, 
110 mental impression can exist and be called knowledge, 
unless in company with some other, as a foil wherewith to 
compare it. Left to a ,single unit of consciousnels; the 

_ mental excitement vanishes. In the intellect, as in the 
emotions, we live by setting off contrasted states, 'and conse
quently no impression can be defined:or characterized, 
except with reference to its accompanying foil. W e ~ee how 
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.lifficult it is in language to make a meaning explicit by a 
brief announcem~t; interpretation, as applied to laws, 
contracts, testaments, as well as to writing ,generally, con
lists in determining what things the writer excluded as 
oppo8ites to, and looked at as agt'e~ments with. the thing 
named. It is thus ev.erywhere in cognition. A 8imple 
impressiou is tantamount to no impre88ion at all. Quality, 
in'the last resort. implie8 relation;~lthough, in logic. the 
two are distinguished. Red and blue together in the mind, 
actuating it differently. keep one another alive as mental 
excitement. and the one i8 really knowledge of the other. 
So with the red of to.day and the red of yesterday. an in
terval of blank sensation. or of 'other 8ensations, coming 
between. These two will8ustain one another in the cerebral 
'system, and will mlitually be raised to the rank of know
ledge. Increase the compari80ns of difference ~nd agree
ment. and you increase the knowledge, the character of it 
being settled by the direction wherein the foils are sought.' 
-Tit, Emotion, and tit, Will. pp. 638.40. 

Such is a brief account of a remarkable book; 
which, once known and read by those who are com· 
petent judges of it, is sure to take its place in the 
very first rank of the orger of philosophical specula
tion to which it belongs. Of the. execution, a very 
insufficient judgment can be formed from our extracts. 
The book is, indeed, a mos~, difficult one to extract 
from i for as scarcely any treatise which we know 
proceeds s<;> much by the way of cumulative proof and 
illustration, any extract of moderate dimensions is 

'much the same sort of specimen as, we will not say 
. a single stone, but a single row of stones, might be 
of a completed edifice. We hope that we may have 
assisted in direct.ing the attention of those who are 
interested in the subject. to the structure itself; 
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assuring those who belong to the opposite party in 
philosophical speculation, that so massive a. pile, so 
rich in the quantity an~ quality of its materials, even 
if they .. are I!-ot disposed to take up their abode in 
it, cannot be used even as a quarry without abundant 
profit. . 
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THERE is a. country in Europe, equal to the 
greatest in extent of dominion, far exceeding 

any. other in wealth, and in the power that wealth 
bestows, the declared , principle of whose foreign policy 
is, to let other nations alone.' No country apprehends 
Qr affects to apprehend from it any aggressive designs. 
Power, from of old, is wont to encroach upon the 
weak, and to quarrel for ascendancy with those who 
are as strong as itself. Not so this nation. It will 

'hold its own, it will not submit to encroachment, but 
if other nations do not meddle with it, it will not 
meddle with them. Any attempt it makes to exert 
·influence over them, even by persuasion, is rather in 
the servic~ of others, than of itself: to mediate in the 
quarrels which break out between foreign States, to 
arrest obstinate civil wars, to reconcile belligerents, to 
intercede for mild treatment of the vanqUished, or 
finally, to procure the abandonment· of some- national 
crime and scandal to humanity, such as the slave
trade. Not only does this nation desire no benefit to 
itself at the expense of others, it desires none in 
which all others do not as ,freely participate. It makes 
no treaties stipulating for separate commercial ad
vantages. If the aggressions of barbarians force it to 
a. successful w~,.and its victorious arms put it i:D a. 

• FraIJ6r" MagaZine, December 1859. 
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position to 'command liberty of trade, whate\"er it 
demands for itself it demands for all mankind. The 
cost of the war is its o~n; the fruits it shares in fra
ternal equality with -the whole human x:ace. Its own 
ports and commerce ate free as the air and th~ sky: 
all its neighbours have full liberty to resort to it, 
paying either no duties, or, if any, generally a mere 
equivalent for what is paid by its own citizens; nor 
does it concern itself though they, on their part, keep 
all to them~elves, and persist in the most jealous and 
narrow·minded exclusion of its merchants and goods . 

. A nation adopting this policy is a. novelty in the 
world; so much so, it would appear, that many are 
unable to believe it when they see it. By one of the 
practical paradoxes which often meet us in human 
affairs, it is this nation which finds itself, in respect of 
its foreign policy, held up to. obloquy as the type of 
egoism and selfishness; as a nation which thinks of 
nothing but of out-witting and out-generalling. its 
neighbours. An enemy, or a .self.fancied rival who 
had been distanced in the race, might be conceived to 
give vent to such an accusation in a moment of ill
temper. But that it should be accepted by lookers
on. and should pass into a popular doctrine, is 
enough to surprise even those who have best sounded 
the 'depths of human prejudice. Such, howp.ver • 
.is the estimate of the foreign. policy of England 
most widely current on the Continent. Let ns not 
flatter ourseives that it is merely the dishonest pre
tence of enemies. or of those whQ hal"6 their own 
PQrpoRes to serve py exciting odium against us, a class 
including aU the Protectionist/writers, and the mouth
pieces of all the despots arid of the Papacy •. 'The 
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more blameless' and laudable our policy might be, the 
more certainly we might count on its being misrepre
sented and railed at by thes" worthies. Unfortunately 
the belief is not confined to those whom they can 
influence, but is held with all the tenacity of a preju
dice, by innumerable .persons free from interested 
bias.. So Htrong a hold has it on their minds, that 
when an Englishman attempts to remove it, all their 
habitual politeness does not enable them to disguise 
their utter unbelief in his disclaimer. They are firmly 
persuaded that no word is said, nor act done, by Eng-

.lish statesmen in reference to foreign affairs, which 
has not for its motive principle some peculiarly English 
interest. Any profession of the contrary appears to 
them too ludicrously transparent an attempt to impose 
npon them. Those most friendly to us think they 
make a great concession in admitting that the fault 
may possibly be less with the English people, than 
with the English Government .and aristocracy. We 
do not even receive credit from them for following Qur 
own interest with a straightfor"'.ard recognition of 
honesty as the best policy. They believe that we have 
always other objects than those we avow; and the 
most far.fetched and unplausible suggestion of a sel~ 
fish purpose appears to them better entitled to credence 
than anything so utterly incredible as our 'disinterest
edne~s. Thus, to give one instance a.mo~g many, 
when we taxed ourselves twenty millions (a prodigious 
I:mm in ~heir estimation) to get rid of negro slavery. 
and, for the same object. perilled, as eyerybody 
thought,. destroyed as many thought, the very exist
ence of. our West Indian colonies, it was, and stillis, 
believed, that o~ fine professions were but to delude 
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the world, and that by this self.sacrificing behavionr 
we were endeavouring to gain sOme bidden oLjed, 
which could neither be conceived nor described, in the 
way of pulling do~ other natjons. The fox wllo 
had lost his tail had an intelligible interest in peNua
ding his neighbours to rid tl}emselves of theirs: but 
we, it is thought by our neighbours, cut off our own 
magnificent brush, the largest and fin~t of all, in 
hopes of reaping some inexpl~cable advantage from 
inducing others to do the same. 

It is foolish attempting to despise all this-per
suading ourselves that it is not our fault, and that 
those who disbelieve fa would not believe tllOugh one 
should rise from the dead. Nations, like individuals, 
ought to suspect some fault in th~mlleh·es when they 
find they are generally worse thought of than they 
think they deserve; and they may well know that 
they are somehow in fault when almost everybody 
but themselves thinks them crafty and hypocri
tical It is not solely because England has been 
more successful than other nations in gaining what 
they are all aiming at; that they think ahe must be 
following after it with a more ceaseless and a more
undivided chase. This indeed is a powerful predis-

- posing cause, inclining and preparing them for the 
belie£. It is a natural supposition that those who 
win the prize have striven for it; that superior IiUe

cess must be the fruit of mo~ unremitting endeavour ; 
and where there is an obvious abstinence from the 
ordinary arts employed for distancing competitors, aDd 
they are distanced nevertheless. people are fond of 
believing that the means employed must have been 
arts still more subtle and profound. This preconcep-
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tion makes them look out in all quarters for indica.
tions to prop up the selfish explanation o(our conduct. 
If our ordinary course of action does not favour this 
interpretation, they watch for exceptions to our ordi
nary course, and regard these as the real index to 
the purposes within. .They moreover accept literally 
all the habitual expressions by which we represent our
selves as worse than we are; expressions often heard 
from English statesmen, next to never from those of 
any other country-partly because Englishmen, beyond 
all the rest of the human race, are so shy of professing 
virtues that they will even profess vices instead; 
and partly because almost aU English statesmen, while 
careless ·to a degree which no foreigner can credit, 
respecting ihe impression they produce on foreigners, 
commit the obtuse blunder of supposing that low ob
jects are the only ones to which the minds of their 
non-aristocratic fellow-c9untrymen are amenable, and 
that it is always expedient, if not nec.essary, to place 

- those objects in the foremost rank. 
All, therefore, who either speak or act in the name 

of England, are bound by the strongest obligations. 
both of prudence and of duty, to avoid giving either 
of these handles for misconstruction: to pili a severe 
restraint upon the mania of professing to act from 
meaner motives than those by which we are really 
actuated, and to beware of perversely or capriciously 
singling out some particular instan.ce in which to act 
on a worse principle than that by ;hich we are ordi
narily guided. Both these salutary cautions our prac
tical statesmen are, at the present time, fl.~rrnmtly 
disregarding. 

'Ve are now in one -of those critical moments, 
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which do not occur once in a generation, when 
the whole tum of European events, and the course 
of European history f()r a long time to come, may 
depend Qn the conduct a~d on the estimation of 
England. At such a moment, it is difficult to say 
whether by their sins of speech or of action our states
men are most efi'ectually playing into the hands of 
our enemies, and giving most colour of justice to 
injurious misconception of oUJ' character and policy 
as a people. 

To take the sins of speech first: What is the sort 
of language held in every oration which, during tIle 
present European criMis, any English minister, or 
almost any considerable public' man, addresses. to 
parliament or to his constituent~ P ·The eternal repe
tition of this shabby rejre£n-' We did not inter
fere, because no English interest was involved i' 
'We ought not to interfere where no Engliiih in
terest is concerned: England ~s thus exhibited as 
a country whose most distinguished men are not 
ashamed to profess, as politicians, a rule of action 
which no one, not utterly base, could endure to be 
accused of as the maxim by which he gnides his pri. 
vate life; not to move a finger for o,thers unle~s he 
sees his private advantage in it. There is much to be 
said for the doctrine that a nation should be willing 
to assist its neighbours in throwing ofi' oppression 
and gaining free institutions. Much also may be 
said by those who maintain that one nation is incoru
petent to judge and act for another, and that each 
should be left to help itself, and seek advantage or 
submit to disadvantage a'J it can and will But of 
all attitudes which a nation can take up on the sub-
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ject of interventi~n, the me~est and worst is to 
profess that it interferes only when it can lIerve its. 
own objects by it. Every other nation is entitled to 
say, 'It seems, then, that non-interference is not a 
matter of principle with you. When you abstain 
from interference, it is nofbecause you think it wrong. 
You have no objection to interfere, only it must not 
be for the sake of those you interfere with j they must 
not suppose that you have any regard for their -good. 
The good of others is not one of the thin~s you care 
for j but you are willing to meddle, if' by meddl~ng 

. you can gain anything for yourselves.' Such is the 
obvious interpretation of.the language used. 

There IS scarcely any necessity to' say, writing to 
Englishmen, that this is not what our rulers and 
politicians really mean. Their language is not a 
correct exponent of their thoughts. They mean a 
part only of what they seem to say. They do mean 
to disclaim interference for the sake of doing good to 
foreign nations. They are quite sincete and in earnest 
in repudiating this. But the other half of what their 
wor~s express, a willingness to meddle if by doing so . 
they can· promote any interest ',of England, they do 
not mean. 1.'he thought they have iu their minds, is 
not the interest of England, but her security. What 
they woulJ say, is, that; they are ready to act when 
England's safety is threatened, or any of her interests 
hostilely or unfairly endangered. This is no more 
'than what all nations, sufficiently powerful for their 

, own pro~ection, do. and no one 'questions their right 
to do. It is the common right of self-defence. But 
if we mean this. why, in H,eaven's name, do we take 
every possible opportunity of lIaying, instead of this, 
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something exceedingly different P 'Not self-defence, 

• but aggrandizement. is the sense which foreign 
listellers put upon our words. Not simply to protect 
what we have. ~nd that merely against unfair arts. 
not against fair rivalry; but to add to it more and 
more without limit, is t~e purpose-for which foreigners 
think we claim the liberty of intermeddling with them 
and their affairs. If our actio~s make it impossible 
for the most prejudiced observer. to believe that we 
-aim at or would a«cept any sort of mercantile -mono
pplies, this has no effect on their minds but to make 
them think that we have chosen a more cunning way 
to the same end. It is a generally accredited opinion 
among Continental politicians, especially those who 
think themselves particularly knowing, tliat the very 
existence of England depends upon the incessant. 
acquisition of new markets for our manufactures; that 
,the chase after these is an affair of life and death to 
.us; and that we are at all times ready to trample on 
every' obligation of public or international morality. 
wben the alternative would be, pausing for a moment 
in that race. It would be superfluous to point- out 

'what profound ignorance and misconception of aU the 
laws of national we~1th,and all the facts of England's 
commercial condition, this opinion presupposes: but 

'such ignorance and misconception are llnhappily very 
general on the ,Continent; they are but slowly, if 
perceptibly, giving way before the advance of reason; 
and for generations, perhaps, to come, we shall. be 
judged under their influence. Is it requiring 'too 
much from our practical politicians to wish that they 
would sometimes bear these things in mind? Does 
it answer any good purpose to express ourselves as if 
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we did not scruple to profess that which we not merely 
scruple to do, but the bare idea of doing which never 
crol!s(:s our minds? Why should we abnegate the 
character we might with truth lay claim to, of being 
incomparably the most conscientious of all nations in 
our national acts? Of all countries which are suffi· 
ciently powerful to be capable of being dangerous' to 
their neighbours, we 'are perhaps the only one whom 
mere scruples of cQIlscience would suffice to deter 
from it. We' are the only people among whom, by 
no ,class whatever .of society, is the interest or glory 
of the nation. considered to' be any sufficient excuse 
for an unjust act; the only one which regards with 
jealousy and suspicion, and a proneness to hostile 
criticism, precisely those acts of its Government which 
in other countries are sure to be hailed with applause, 
those by which territory has been acquired, or poli
tical influence extended. Being in reality better than 
other nations, in at least the nega,tive part of interna
tional morality, let us cease, by the .language.we use, 
to give ourselves out as worse. 
-. But if we ought to be careful of our language, a 

thousand times more obligatory is it upon us to be 
careful of our deeds, and not suffer ourselves to be 
betrayed by any of our leading men into a line of 
conduct on som,e isolated point, utterly opposed to our 
habitual principles of action~onduct such that if it 
were a fair specimen of us, it would lVerify the calum
nies of our worst enemies, and justify them in repre
senting !lot only tllat we have no regard for the good 
of other nations, but that we a,ctually think their 
good and our own incompatible, and will go all lengths 
to' prevent others from realizing even an advantage in 

VOL. ill. 11 
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which we ourselves are to share. This pernicioul', 
and, one can scarcely help calling it, almost insane 
blander, we seem to be committing on the subject of 
the Suez Canal. 

It is'the universal belief in France that English 
influence at Confltantinople, strenuously exerted to 
defeat this project, is the real and only invincible 
obstacle to its being carried into effect. And un
happily the public declarations of our present Prime 
Minister not only bear out this persuasion, but 
warrant the assertion that we oppose the work be
cause, in 'the opinion of our Government, it would be 
injurious to the interest of England. If such be the 
course we are pursuing, and such the motive of it, 
and if nations have duties, even negative ones, towards 
the weal of the human race, it is hard to say whether 
the folly or the immorality of our conduct ill the most 
painfully conspicuous. 

nere is a project, .the practicability of which is 
indeed a matter in dispute, but of which no one has 
attempted to deny that, supposing it realized, it 
would give a facili~y to commerctl, and consequently 
a stimulus to production, and encouragement to inter

'course, and therefore to civilization, which would 
entitle it to a high rank among the great industrial 
improvements of modern times. ~e contriving of 
new. means of abridging labour and economizing 
outlay in the operations of industry, is the object to 
which the larger half of all the ~nventive ingenuity of 
mankind is at present given uP;, and this scheme, if 
realized, will save, on one of the great highways of 
the world's traffic, the circumnavigation of a con· 
tinent. An 'eaJjy access of commerce is the main 
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source of that material civiliz.ation, which, in the more 
backward regions of the earth, is the necessary con
dition and indispensable machinery of the moral; and 
this scheme reduces practically by one half, the 
distance. commercially speaking. between the self
improving nations of the world and the most im
portant and valuable of the unimproving, The At
lantic Telegraph is esteemed an enterprise of world
wide importance because it abridges the transit of 
mercantile intelligence merely. 'Vhat the Suez Canal 
would shorten is the transport of the goods them
selves. and this to such an extent as probably to 
augment it manifol~. 

Let us suppose, then-for in the present day the 
hypothesis is too un-English to be spoken of as any
thing more than a supposition-let us suppose that 
the English nation saw in this great benefit to the 
civilized and uncivilized world a danger or damage to 
some ,-peculiar interest of England. Suppose, for 
example. that it feared, by shortening the road, to 
facilitate the access of foreign navies to its Oriental 
possessions, The' supposition imputes no ordinary 
degree of cowardice and imbecility to the national 
mind; otherwise it conld not but reflect that the same 
thing which would facilitate the arrival of an enemy, 
would facilitate also that of succow- j that we have 
had French fleets in the Eastern seas before now, and 
have fought naval battles with them there, nearly a 
century ago; that if we ever became unable to defend 
India against them. we should assuredly have them 
there without the aid of any canal j and that our 
power of resisting an enemy ~oes not depend upon 
putting a little more or less of obstacle in the way of 

H2 
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hifl coming, but upon the amount of force which we 
are able to oppose to him when come. Let UII assume, 
however, that the success of the project would do 
more harm to England in some s~parate capacity, than 
the good which, as the chief commercial nation, she 
would reap froxb the great increase of commercial in
tercourse. Let us grant this: and I now ask, what 
then} Is there any morality, Christian or secular, 
which bears out a nation in keeping all the rest of 
mankind o~t of some great advantage, because the 
consequences of their obtaining it may be to itself, in 
some imaginable contingency, a cause pf inconve
nience ? Is a nation at liberty tc? adopt all a practi
cal maxim, that what is good for the human race is 
bad for itself, and to withstand it- accordingly P 
What is this but to declare that its interest and that 
of mankind are incompatible-that, thus far at least, 
it is the enemy of the human race? And what 
ground has it of complaint if, in return, the human 
race determine to b~ ita enemies P So wicked a prin
ciple, avowed and acted on by a nation, woUld entitle 
the rest of the ~orld to unite in a league against it, 
a.nd never to make peace until they 11ad, if not re
duced it to insignificance, at least sufficiently broken 
its power to disable it from ever again placing its own 
self-interest befotb the general prosperity of mankind. 

There is no such base feeling in the Britli;h people. 
They are accustom"ed to see their advantage in for
w;J.l'd~g. not in keeplng back, the growth in wealth 
and civilization of the world. The opposition to th~ 
Suez Canal has never been a national opposition. 
With their usual indifference to foreign affairs, the 
public in general have not thought about it, but have 
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left it, as (unless when partic~Iarly excited) they leave 
all the management of their foreign policy, to those 
who, from causes and reasons connected only with 

. internal politics,. happen for the time to be in office. 
'Whatever has been done intbe name of England in 
the Suez affair has been the act of individuals; mainly, 
it is probable, of one individual; l!Carcely any of his 
countrymen either prompting"or sharing his purpose, 

" and most of those who have paid any attention to the 
subject (unfortunately a very-small number) being, to 
all appearance, opposed to him. 

But (it iii said) the scheme cannot be executed. If 
so, why concer~ ourselves about it P If the project 
can come to nothing, why profess gratuitous immora
lity and incar gratuitous odium to" prevent it from 
being tried P Whether it will succeed or fail is a" 
eonsideration totally irrelevant; except thus far, that 
if it is sure to fail, there is in our resistance to it the 
same immorality, and an additional amount of folly; 
since, on that supposition, we are parading to the 
world a belief that our interest is inconsistent with 
its good, while 'if the failure of the project would 
really be any benefit to us, we are certain ofobtafuing 
that benefit by merely holding our peace. 

As a matter of priva.te 'opinion, the present writer, 
so far as he has looked into the evidence, inclines to 
agree with those who think that the scnemecannot 

. be executed, at least by the" means and with the funds 
proposed. But this is a consideration for the share
ho1ders. The British Government does not'deem it 
any part of its business to prev~nt individuals, even 
British citizens, from wasting their own money in 
unsuccessful speculations, though holding out no 
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prospect of great public usefulness in the event of 
success. Aud if, though at the cost of their own 
property, they acted as pioneers to other!1, and the 
scheme, though a losing one to those who first under
took it, should, in the same or in other hands, realize 
the full expected amount of ultimate benefit to the 
WQl'ld at large, it wOllld not be the firl'lt nor the hun
dredth time that an unprofitable enterprise has had 
this for its final result. 

There seems to be no little need that the whole 
doctrine of non-interference with foreign nations 
should be reconsidered, if it can be said to have as yet 
been considered as a really moral question at all. We 
have heard something lately about being willing to 
go to war for an idea. To go to war for an idea, if the 
war is aggressive, not defensive, is as criminal as to 
go to war for territory or revenue; for it is as little' 
justifiable to force our ideas on other people, as to 
compel them to submit to our will in any other respect. 
But there assuredly are cases in which it is allo\\'able 
to go to war, without having been ourselves attacked, 
or threatened with attack; and it is very important 
that nations should make up their minds in time, as 
to 0 what these cases are. There are few questions 
which more require to be taken in hand by ethical 
and political philosophers, with a view to establish 
some rule or criterion whereby the justifiableness of 
intervening in the affairs of other countries, and (what 
is sometimes fully as questionable) the justifiablenes8 
.of refraining from intervention, may be brought to a 

-definite and rational test. Whoever attempts this, 
will be led to recognise more than one fundamental 
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distinction, not yet by any means familiar to the 
public mind, and in general quite lost sight of by 
those who write in strains of indignant morality on 
the subject. There is a great difference (for example) 
between the case in which the nations concerned are 
of the same, or something like the same, degree of 
civilization, and that, in which one of the parties to 
the situation is of & high, and the other of a very low, 
grade of social improvement. To suppose that the 
same international customs, and the same rules 
of international morality, can obtain between one 
civilized nation and another, and between civilized 
nations and barbarians, is a grave error, and one 
which no statesman can fall into, however it may be 
with those who. from a safe and un responsible position, 
criticise statesmen. Among many reasons why the 
same rules cannot be applicable to situations so dif
ferent. the two following are among the. most im
portant. In the first place, the rules of ordinary 
international morality imply recipr~ity. But bar
barians will not reciprocate. They cannot be 
depended on for observing any rules. Their minds 
are not capable of 'so great an effort, nor their will 
sufficiently under the influence of distant motives. 
In the next place, natipns which are still barbarous 
have not got beyond the period during which it is 
likely to be for their benefit that they ~hould be con
quered and held in subjection by foreigners. Inde
pendence and nationality, so essential to the due 
growth and development of a people further-advanced 
in improvement, are generally impediments to th~irs. 
The sacred duties which 'civilized nations owe to the 
independence and nationality of each other. are not 
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binding fowards those to. whom nationality all<l inde
pendence are either a certain evil. or at beRt a q\les
tionable good. Th~ Romans were not the most clean
lianded of .conquerors. yet would it bave been better 
for G.aal and Spain, Numidia and Dacia. neTer to 
bave form~d part of tbe. Roman Empire? T.o cha
racterize any conduct whatever towards a barbarous 
people as. a violation of the law:-of nations, only shows 
that be who so speaks has never considered the Bub. 
ject. A violation of great principles of morality it 
may easily be i but barbarians have no rights· as a 
nation, except a right to such treatmebt as may, at 
the earliest possible period, fit them for becoming one . 
. The only moral laws for the relation between a c~ri. 
lized and a barbarou8 government, are the universal 
rules of morality" between man and man. 

The criticisms, therefore, which are 80 often made 
upon the conduct of the French in Algeria, or of the 
English· in India, proceed. it would seem, mostly on a 
wrong principle. The true standard by ·which to 
judge their proceedings never haring been laid down, 
they escape such comment and censure as might really 
have an improving effect. while they are tried by a 
standard which can have no influence on those prac
tically engaged in .such transactions, knowing as they 
do that it cannot, and if it could. ought not to be 
observed, because no human being would be tho 
better, and many much the worse, for its observance. 
A civilized government cannot help having barbar01lS 
neighbours: when it has, it cannot always content 
itself with a defensive position, one of mere resistance 
to aggression. After a longer or shorter interval of 
for~earance. it either finds itself -obliged to conquer 
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tllem, or to assert 80 much !luthority over fhem, and 
80 break their spirit, that they gradually sink into a 
state of dependence upon itself: and when that time 
arrives, they are indeea no longer formidable to it, 
but it has had so much to do with setting up and 
pulling down their governments, and they have grown 
80 accustomed to lean on it, that it has become 
morally responsible for aU evil it allows them to do. 
This is the history of the relations of the British 

-Government with the native States of India. It never 
was secure in its. own Indian possessions until it had 
reduced the military power of those States to a nullity. 
But a despotic government only exists by its military 
po'Yer. 'Vhen" we had taken away theirs, we were " 
forced, by ~he necessity of the case, to offer them ours 
instead of it. To enable them to dispense with large 
armies of their oWn, we bound ourselves to place at 

·their disposal, and they bound themselves to receive, 
such an amount ot military force as made us in fact 
masters of the country. We engaged that this force 
should fulfil the purptlses of a force, by defending the 
prince against all foreign and internal enemies. But 
being thus assured of the protection (If a civilized 
power, and freed from the fear of internal rebellion or 
foreign conquest, the only checks which either restrain 
the passions or keep any vigour in the charu.ct~ of an 
Asiatic despot, the native Governments either became 
80 oppressive and extortionate as to desolate the 
country, or fell into such a state of nerveless imbeci
lity, that everyone, subject to their will, who had 
not the means of defending himself by his own armed 
followers, was the"prey of anybody who had "a bllDd 
of ruffians in his pay. The British Government felt 
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this deplorable state of things to be its own work; 
being the direct consequence of the position in which, 
for its o~ security, it had placed itRelf towards the 
native governments. Had it permitted tbis to go on 
indefinitely, it would have deserved to be accounted 
among the worst political malefactors. In some casel 
(unhappily not in all) it had endeavoured to take pre
caution against these mischiefs by a special article in 
the treaty, binding the prince to reform his adminis· 
tration, and in future t~ govern in conformity to tbe 
advice of the British Government. Among the 
treaties in which a provision of this sort had been 
inserted, was that with Oude. }'or fifty years and 
more did the British Government -allow this engage
ment to be treated with entire disregard; not without 
frequent remonstrances,1.nd occasionally threats, but 
without ever carrying into effect what it threatened. 
During this period of half a century, England was 
morally accountable for a mixture of tyranny and 
anarchy, the picture of which, by men who knew it 
well, is appalling to all who 'read it. The act by 
which the Government of British India at last set 
aside treaties which had been so pertinacioUlilyviolated, 
and assumed the power of fulfilling the obligation it 
had so long before incurred, of giving- to the people of 
Oude a tolerable government, far from being the polio 
tical crime it is so often ignorantly called, was a cri
minally ta~dy discharge. of an imperative duty. And 
the fact, that nothing which had been done in all this 
century by the -East India Company's Government 
made it so unpopular in England, is one of the most 
'ltriking instances -of what was noticed in a former 
part of .this article-the predisposition of English 
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public opini(ln to look unfavourably upon every act 
by which territory or revenue are· acquired from 
foreign States, and to take part with any government, 
however unworthy, which can make out the merest 
semblance of a case of injustice against our own 
country .. 

But among civilized peoples, members of an equal 
community of nations, like Christian Europe, the 
question assumes another aspect, and must be decided 
on totally different principles. It would be an affront 
to the reader to discuss the immorality of wars of 
conquest, or of conquest even as the consequence" of 
lawful war;" the annexation of any civilized people to 
the dominion of another, unless by their own spon
taneous election. Up to this point, there is no 
difference of opinion among honest people; nor on 
the wickedness of commencing an aggressive war for 
any interest of our own, except when necessary to 
avert from ourselves an obviously impending wrong. 
The disputed question is that of interfering in the 
regulation of another countrY's internal concerns; the 
question whether a nation is justified in taking part, 
on either side, in the civil wars or party" contests of 
another; and chiefly, whether it may justifiably aid 
the people of another country in struggling for liberty; 
or may impose on a country any particular govern
ment or institutions, either as being best for the 
country itself, or as necessary for the security of its 
neighbours. 

Of these cases, that of a people in arms for liberty 
is the only one of any nicety, or which, theoretically 
at least, is likely to present conflicting moral con
siderations. The other cases which have been men~ 
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tioned hardly admit of discussion. Assistance to the 
government of a country in keeping down the people, . 
unhappily by far the most "frequent case of foreign 
int£'rvention, no one writing in a free country need a 
. take the trouble of stigmatizing. A government 
which needs foreign support to enforce obedience from 
its ow~citizens, is one which ought not to exist; and 
the assistance given to i~ by. foreigners is hardly ever 
anything but the sympathy of one despotism with 
another. A case requiring consideration is that of a 
protracted civil war, in which the contending partiea 
are so equally balanced that there is no probability of 
a speedy issue; or if there is, the victorious side can· 
not hope to.keep down the vanquished but by severi. 
ties repugnant to humanity, and injurious to the per. 
manent welfare of the country. In this exceptional 
case it seemS' now to be an admitted' doctrine, that the 
neighbouring nations, or one powerful neighbour with 
the acquiescence of the rest, are wfrranted in demand
ing that the contest shall ceas~, and a reconciliation 
take place 'on equitable terms of compromise. Inter. 
vention Of this description has been repeatedly 
practised during the present generation, with such 
general approval, that its legitimacy may be considered 
to have passed into a maxim of what is called inter
national law. The interference of the European 
Powers between Greece a~a Turkey, and between 
Turkey and Egypt, were cases in point. That be. 
tween Holland and Belgium was still more 80. The 
intervention of England in Portugal. a few years ago, 
which is probably less remembered than the other8, 
because it took effect without the employment of' 
actual force, belongs to the same category. At the 
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time, this 'interposition had the appearailCe of a bad 
and dishonest backing of the government against the 
people, being so tim~d al1 to hit the exa9t moment 
when the popular party had obta.ined a marked ad
vantage, and seemed on the eve of overthrowing the 
government, or reducing it to terms. But if ever a 
political act which looked ill in the commencement 
could be -justified by the event, this was; for, as the 
fact turned out, instead of giving ascendancy to a 
party. it proved a. really bealing measure; and t4e 
chiefs of the so-called' l'ebellion were, 'Within a few 

. years. the honoured and successful ministers of the 
throne against which they had so lately fought. 

With respect to the question, whether ()ne country 
is justified in helping the people of another in a 
struggle against their governmentforfree institutions,' 
the, answer will be different, according as the yoke 
which the people are a.ttempting to throw off is that 
of a purely nativ~ government, or of foreigners; con
sidering as one of foreigners, ev~ry government which 
maintains itself by foreign snpport .. When the con
test is only with native rulers, and with such native 
strength as those rulers can enlist in theirdefenoe, 
,the answer I should give to the question of the 
legitimacy of intervention is, as a ge~eral rule, No. 
The reason is, that there can seldom be anything 
approaching to assurance that intervention, even if 
successful, would be for the good of the people them
selves. The only test possessing any real value, of a 
people's having become fit for popular institutions, is' 
that they, or a sufficient portion of them to prevail 
in the contest. are willing to brave labour. and danger 
for their liberation. I know all that may be said. I 
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know it may be urged that the virtues of freemen 
cannot be learnt in the school of slavery. and that if 
a people are not fit for freedom. to have any chance 
of becoming so they must first be free. And this 
would be conclusive. if the intervention recommended 
would really give them freedom. Dut the evil is. 
that if they have not sufficient love of liberty to be 
able to wrest it from merely domestic oppressors. the 
libert;y which is bestowed' on them by other hands 
than their own .. will have nothing real. nothing per
manent. No people ever was and remained free. but 
be~ause it was determined to be so; because neit1~er 
its rulers nor any other party in the nation could 
compel it to be otherwise. If a peopl~speciany 
one whose freedom has not yet become prescriptive
does not value it sufficiently to fight for it. and main
tain it against any force which can be mustered withi" 
the country. even by those who have the command of 
the public revenue. it is only a question in how few 
years or months that people will be enslaved. Either 
the government which it has given to itself, or flome 
military leader or knot of conspirators who contrive 
to subvert the government. will speedily put an end 
to all popular institutions: unless indeed it suits their 
convenience better to leave them standing. and be 
content with reducing them to mere forms; fo,". unless 
the spirit of liberty is strong in a people. those ,,·ho 
have the executive in their hands easily work any in
stitutions to the purposes of despotism. There is no 
sure guarantee against this deplorable issue. even in a 
country which has achieved its own fre('dom; as may 
be seen in the present day by striking examples both 
in the Old and N ew Worlds: but when freedom has 
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heen achieved/Qr tllem, they have little prospect in
deed of escaping thia fate. When a people has had 
the misfortune to be ruled by a government under 
which the feelings and the virtues needful for main
taining freedom could not develope themselves, it is 
during au arduous s~~le to become free by their 
own e1Turts that these feelings and virtues have the 
best chance of springing up. 1\Ien become attached 
to that which they have long fought for and made 
sacrifices for; they learn to appreciate that on which 
their thoughts have been much engaged j and a con. 
test in which" many have been called on to devote 
themselves for their country, is a school in which 
they l~arn to value their country's interest above 
their own. 

It can seldom, therefore-I will not go so far as to 
say neve":-be either judicious or right, in a country 
,,·hich has a free government., to assist, otherwise than 
by the moral support of its opinion, the endeavours 
of another to extort the same blessing from its native 
rulers. We must except, of course, any case in which 
such assistance is a measure of legitimate self-defence. 
If (a contingency by no means unlikely to occur) this 
country, on account of its freedom, which is a stand. 
ing reproach to despotism everywhere, and an en. 
cOW'8.0o-ement to throw it ofT. should find itself menaced 
with attack by a coalition of Continental despots, it 
ought to consider the popular party in every nation 
of the Continent as its natural ally: the Liberals 
should be to it, what the Protestants of Europe were 
to the GO"ernment of Queen Elizabeth. So, again, 
when a nation, in her own defence, has gone to war with 
a despot, and has had the rare good fortune not only 
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to succeed in her resistance, but to hold the condi
tions of peace in her own hands, she is entitled to say 

, that she will make no treaty, unless with some other 
ruler than the one whose existence as ~uch may be a 
perpetual menace to ber safety and freedom. These 
exceptions do but set in a clearer light the reasons of 
the rule; because 'they do not depend on any failure 
of those reasons, but on considerations paramount to 
them, and coming under a different principle. 

But 'the case of a people struggling against a 
foreign yoke, or -against a native tyranny upheld by 
foreign arms, illustrates the reasons for non·interven
tion in an opposite way; for in 'this calle th~ reasons 
themselves do not exi!!t, A people the most attacht!d 
to freedom, the most capable of defending and of 
making a good use Qf free institutions, may be unable 
t<? contend successfully for them against the military 
strength of another nation much more powerful. To 
assist a people thus kept down, is not to disturb ihe 
balance of forces on which the permanent maintenance 
of freedom in a country depends, but to redress that 
bal~ce when .it,is already unfairly and violently dis
turbed. The doctrine of non-intervention, to be a 
legitimate principle of morality, must be' accepted by 
all governments. The despots must consent to be. 
bound by it as well as the free States. U nles8 they 
do, the profession of it by free countr.ies comes but to 
this miserable issue, that the wrong side may help the 
wrong, but the right must not help the right. In
tervention to enforce non-intervention is always 
rightful, always moral, if not .always prudent. 

'Though it be a mistake to give freedom, to a people 
who do: not value the boon, it cannot but be right to 
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insist that if they do value it, they shall. not. be 
hindered from the pursuit of it by. foreign coercion. 
It might not have been right for E!gland (even apart 
from the question of prudence) to have taken part 
with Hungary in its noble struggle against Austria; 
although tho Austrian Government in Hungary was 
in some sense a foreign yoke. But when, the 
Hungarians having shown themselves likely to pre
vail in this struggle; the Russian despot interposed, 
and joining his force to that of Austria, delivered 
back the Hungarians, bound hand and fOo't, to their 
exasperated oppt:essors, it would have been an honour~ 
a.ble and virtuous act on the part ~f Englan_dto have. 
declared that this should not be, and that if ~ussia 
gave assistance to the wrong side, :mngland would aid 
the right. It might n.ot have been consistent with 
the regard which every nation is 'bound to pay to its' 
own safety, for England to have taken up this posi-. 
tion single-handed. But England and France together' 
could have done it j and if they had~ the Russian 
armed intervention would never have taken place, or 
would have been disastrous to Russia alone: while 
all that those Powers gained by not doing it, was that 
they had to fight Russia five years afterwards; under 
more difficult circumstances, and without Hungary 
for an ally. The first nation which, being powerful 
enough to make its voice eflectual, has the spirit and 
courage to say that not a gun shall be fired in Europe 
by the soldiers of one Power against the revolted 
subjects of another, will be the idol of the friends of 
freedom throughout Europe. That declaration alone 
will ensure the almost immediate emancipation of 
every people which desires lil:>erty sufficiently. to be 

VOL. Ill. N 
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capable of maintaining it: and the nation which 
gives the word will soon find itself at the head of an 
alliance of free peoples, so strong as to defy the efforts 
of any number of confederated despots to bring it 
down. The prize is tpo glorious not to be snatched 
sooner or later by some free' country; and the time 
may not be distant when England, if she does not 
take this heroic part because of its heroism, will be 
compelled to take it from consideration for her own 
safety. 



THE CONTEST IN AMERICA.' 

THE cloud which for th& space of a month hung 
gloomily over the civilized world. black with 

far worse evils than those of simple war. has passed 
from over our beads without bursting. The fear has 
not been 'realized. that the only two first-rate Powers 
who are also free' nations would take to tearing each 
other in pieces. both the one and the other in a bad 
and odious cause~ For while. on the American side, 
the war would have been one of reckless persistency 
in wrong, on ours it would have been a war in alli
ance with, and, to practical purposes. in defence and 
propagation of, slavery. We had, indeed, been 
wronged. We had suffered an indignity. and some-. 
thing more than an indignity, which not to have 
resented, would have been to invite a constant succes
sion of insults and injliries from the same and from 
every other quarter. We could have acted no other
wise than we have done: yet it is impossible to think. 
without something like a shuuder, from what we have 
escaped. We, the emancipators of the slave-'-who 
have wearied every Court and Government in Europe 
and America with our protests and remonstrances, 
.until we goaded them into at least ostensibly co
operating with us to prevent the enslaving of the 
negro-we. who for the last half-century hav~ spent 
annual sums ~qual to the revenue of a small king-. 

• Fraser', Magaaine, FebfUary 1862. 
N2 
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dom in blockadIng the African coast, for a cau,;e in 
which we not only had no interest, but which was 
contrary to our pecuniary interest, and' which many 
believed would ruin, as many among us still, though 
erroneously, believe that it has ruined. our colonit's,- ' 
toe should have lent'8 hand to setting up, in one of 
the most commanding' positions of the world, a 
powerful republic, devoted not only to slavery, but to 
pro-slavery propag-dndism-should have helped to give 
a. place in the community of nations to a conflpiracy 
of slave-owners, who have broken their connexion 
'With the American Federation on the sole ground, 
ostentatiously proclaimed, that they thought an at
tempt would be 'made to restrain, not slavery itself, 
but their purpose of spreading tllavery wherever 
migration or force could carry it. 

A nation which has made the professions that Eng
land h~s made, does not with impunity, under however 
great provocation, betake itself to frustrating the 
objects for which it has heen calling on the rest of 
the world to make sacrifices of what they think' their 
interest. At present all the nations of Europe have 
sympathized with us; have acknowledged that we 
were injured, and declared, with me unanimity, that 
we had no choice but to resist, if necessary by arms. 
But the consequences of such a war would soon 
have buried its causes in oblivion. 'Vhen the new 
Confederate States, ~ade an independent Power by 
English help, had begun their crusade to carry negro 
slavery from the Potomac to Cape Hom, who would 
then have remembered that England raised up this 
scourge to humanity not for the evil's sake; but be
cause somebody had offered an insult to her flag? 
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Or, even it unforgotten, who would then have felt 
that liuch a grievance was a sufficient palliation of 
the crime? Ever1 reader of a newspaper to the 
furthest ends. of the earth, would have believed and 
remembered one thing onl1: that at the critical junc
ture which was to decide whether slavery shonld blaze 
up &fresh with increased vigour, or be trodden out
at the Ploment of conflict betwet'n the good and the 
evil spirit-at the dawn of a hope that the demon 
might now at last be chained and flung into the pit. 
England stepped in. and, for the sake of Cotton, made 
Satan victorious. 

The world has been saved from this calamity, and 
England from this di~grace. The accusation would 
indeed have been a calumny. But to be able to defy 
calumny, a nation, like an individual, must stand 
very clear of just reproach in its previous conduct. 
Unfortunately, we, ourselves have given too much 
plausibility to the charge: not by anything said or 
done by us as a Government or as a nation. but by 
the tone of our press, and in some degree. it must be 
owned, the general opinion of English society. It is 
too tru~, that the feelings which have been manifested 
since the beginning of the American contest-the judg
ments which have been put forth. and the wishes which 
have been expressed, concerning the incidents and pro
bable eventualities of the struggle-the bitter and irri
tating criticism which bas been kept np. not even 
against both parties equally, but almost solely ~crai.nst 
the party in the right. and the ungenerous refusal of all 
those just allowances, which no countryneeds more than 
our own, ,,'henever its circumstances are as near to those 
of America at the present moment as a cut finger is to 
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an almost mortal wound,-these facts, with minds not 
favourably disposed to us, would have gone far to 

. ma~e the. most odious interpretation of the war in 
which we have, been. so nearly engaged with the 
United States, appear by many degrees the most pro
bable. There is no denying that our attitude towards 
the contending parties (I mean our moral attitude, 
for politically there was no other course open to us 
than neutrality) has not been that which becomes a 
people who are as sincere enemies of slavery as the 
English re.Filly a:re, and have made as great sacrifices 
to put an end to it where they could. And it has 
been an additional misfortune, that some of our most 
powerful journals have been, for many years past, ve~y 
unfavourable exponents of English feeling on all sub
jects connected with slavery: some, probably, from 
the influences, more or less direct, of West Indian 
opinions and interests: others from inbred Toryism, 
which, even when compelled by reason to hold opinions 
favourable to liberty, is always adverse to it in feeling j 

which likes the spectacle of irresponsible power exer
cised by one person over others j which has no moral 
repugnance to the thought of human beings bom to 
the penal servitude for life, to which for the term of 
a few years we sentence our most hardened criminals, 

. but keeps its indignation to be 'expen4ed on • rabid 
and fanatical ab.olitionists' across the Atlantic, and 
on those writers in England who attach a sufficiently 
serious meaning to their Christian professions, to con
sider a fight against slavery as a fight for God. 

Now that the mind of England, and it may al
most be said, of the civilized part of mankind, has 
been relieved. from the incubus which had weighed 
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on it ever since the n-ent outrage, and when we are 
no longer feeling towards the Northern Americans as 
men feel towards those with whom they.may be 
on the point of struggling for life or death; now, 
if ever, is the time to review our position, and con
sider whether we have been feeling what ought to 
have been felt, and wishing what ought to have been' 
wished, regarding the contest in which the Northern 
States are engaged with the South. 

In considering this matter. we ought to dismiss 
from our minds as far as possible those feelings 
against the North, which have been engendered not 
merely by the Trent aggression, but by the P!evious 
anti-British effusions of newspaper writers and stump 
orators. ,It is hardly worth while to ask how far 
these explosions of ill-humour are anything. more 
than might have been anticipated from ill-disciplined 
minds, disappointed of the sympathy which they 
justly thought they had a right· to expect from the 
great anti-slavery people, in their really noble enter
prise. It -is almost superfluous to remark that a 
democratic government always shows worst, 'where 
other governments generally show best, on its out
side; that unreasonable people are much more noisy 
than the reasonable; that the froth and scum are the 

. part of a violently fermenting liquid that meets tlie 
eyes, but are not its body and substance. Without. 
insisting on these things, I contend, that'"all previous 
cause of offence should be considered as cancelled, by 
the. reparation which the American Government has 
so amply made; ~ot so much the reparation itself. 
which might have been. so made as to leave still 
greater cause of permanent resentment behind it; 
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but the manner and spirit in which they have made. 
it. These have been such WI most of us, I venture 
to say, did not by any means expect. If reparation 
were made at all, of which few of us felt more than 
a hope, we thought that it would have been mooe obvi·· 
ousIy as a concession to prudence, not to p.rinciple. 
We thought that there would have been truckling to 
the newspaper editors and supposed fire-eaters who 
were crying out for retaining the prisoners at all 
hazards. We expected that the atonement, if atone' 
ment there were, WQufd have been made with reserva
tions, perhaps unde~ protest. We expected that the 
correspondence would have been spun out, and a trial 
made to induce England to be satisfied with les.; or 
that there would have been a proposal of arbitration; 
or.that England would have been asked tO'make con
cessions in return for justice; or that if submission 
w~s made, it would have been made, ostensibly, to 
the opinions and wishes of Continental Europe. We. 
expected anything, in short, which would have been 
weak, and timid, and paltry. The only thing which 
no one seemed to expect, is what has actually hap· 
pened. Mr. Lincoln's Government have done none 
of these things. Like honest men, they have said in 
direct terms, that our demand was right; that they 
yielded to it because it was just; that if they them. 
selves had received the same treatment. they would 
have demanded the same reparation; and that if 
what seemed to be the American side of a question 
was not the just side. they would be on the side of. 
justice; happy as they were-to find. after theh- resolu. 
tion had been taken, that it was also the side which 
America had formerly defended. ~s there anyone •. 
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capable of a moral judgment or feeling, who will &ay 
that his opinion of America and American statesmen 
is not raised by such an act, done. on such grounds? 
The act itself may have been imposed by the neces
sity of the circumstances; but the reasons given. the 
principles of action professed, were their own choice. 
Putting the worst hypothesis possihle, which it would 
be the height of injustice to entertain seriously, that 
the concession was really made solely to convenience, 
and that 'the profession of regard for justice waa 
hypocrisy: even. so, the ground taken, even if insin
cerely, is the most hopeful sign of the moral state of 
the American mind which has appeared for many 
years. That a sense of justice should be the motive 
which the rulers of a country rely on, to reconcile 
the publio to an unpopular, and what might seem a 
humiliating act j that the journalists, the orators, 
many lawyers, the Lower House of Congress, and 
Mr: Lincoln's own naval 8~cretary, shoQld be told in 
the face of the world, by their own Government, that 
they have been giving public thanks, presents of 
swords, freedom of cities, all manner of heroic honours 
to the author' of an act which, though not so in
tended, was lawless and wrong, and for which the 
proper remedy is confession and atonement; that this 
should be the accepted policy (supposing it to ,be 
nothing higher). of a Democratic Republic, 'shows 
even unlimited democracy to' be a better thip.g 'than 
many Englishmen have lately been. in the habit of 
considering it, and goes some way towards proving 
that the aberrations ~ven of a ruling multitude are 
only fatal w~en the better instructed have not the 
virtue or the courage to fron~ them boldly. Nor 
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ought it to be forgotten, to the honoar of !fr. Lin
coln's Government, that in doing what was in itself 
right, they have done also what was best fitted to 
allay the RI)imosity which was daily becoming more 
bitter between the two nations so long as the question 
remained open. They have put the hrand of confessed 
injustice upon th.at rankling and vindictive resentment, 
with .which the profligate and passionate part of the 
American press has been threatening us in the event 
'of concession, and which is to be manifested by some 
dire revenge, to be taken, as they pretend, after the 
nation is extricated from its present difficulties. Mr. 
Lincoln has done what depended on him to make this 
spirit expire with th~ occasion which raised it up ~ 
and we 'shall have ourselves chiefly to blame if we 
keep it alive by the further pr<Jlong-J.tion of that 
stream of Yituperative eloquence, the source of which, 
even now, when the cause of qaarrel has been ami
cably made up, does not seem to have run dry.-

Let us, then, withont reference to these jars, or to 
the declamations of newspaper writers on either side 
of the Atlantic, examine the American question as it 
stood from the beginning; its origin, the purpose of 

• I do not forget one regrettable passage in Mr. Seward',letter, in 
which'he said that' if the aafety of the Union required the detention 
of the cavture.,I persona, it would be the right and duty of this GOTeB' 

ment to detain them.' I sincerely grieve to find thia aeDtence in the 
despatch, for the exceptions to the general rulea of morality are DOi • 
Bubject to be lightly or unnecessarily tampered with. The doctrine in 
i~self is no other than that professed aDd acted on by aD government.
that self'prese"ation, in a State, all in, an individual, is a WarTant (of 
many things which at all other times ought. to be rigidly abstained 
from. At all events, no nation which has ever pasled 'laws o( excep
tion,' which ever suspended the Habeaa Corp11ll Act or raeaed an Alien 
Bill in dread of • Chartist insurrection. has a right to throw tho first. 
Btone at Mr. Lincoln's Government.. 
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both the rombat&nts. and its mous possible or pro
bable ii'Sues. 

There is • theory in England. beliet"ed perhaps by 
Klme, half beliet"ed by many more, whit:h is only con
sisten~ with original ir;noranoe. or complete sub..~ 
quent fuTg'l'tfulne..~ of all the ant~ents of the con
test. There are pt>Ople who tell us that, on the side 
of the North. the question is not one of Slavery at all. 
The North. i~ ~ms. han no more objection to 
Sb\"'ery than the South hue. Their le3ders never 
say one word implying disapprobation of it. They 
are ready. on the rontrary. to gi\"'e it new guarantees; 
to renounoe all that they have been rontending fur; 
to win bad:. if opportunity offers. the South to the 
Cnion. by surrendering the whole point. 

If this be the true state of the case. what are the 
Southern chiefs fighting about? Their apo!ogists in 
England say that it is about tariffs. and similar trum
pery. 117 say nothing of tl}e kind. They tell the 
world. and they told. their own citmns when they 
wanted their votes. that the object of the fight was 
slavery. Many rears~"1'(), ,,-hen Gt-neral Jackson was 
rresid('nt, South Carolina did nearly rebel (she net"er 
W:lS near St'parating) about a tariff; bu~ no other State 
abetted her. and a strong adt"erse demonstration from 
Virginia brought the matter to a close. Yet the tariff 
of that day was rigidly protective. Comp.u-eJ. with 
that, the one in force at the time of the St.'et'SSion was 
a free-trade tariff. This btter ,,-as the NSul~ of 
se\"'eral successive modifications in the direction of 
freedom i and its principle was no~ protection fur pM
tection. but as much of it only L'i might incidentally 
result from duties imllOSOO fur re\"enue. E\"eD the 
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Morrill Tariff' (which never could have been passed 
but for the Southern secession) is stated by the unim
peachable 'authonty of Mr. H. C. Carey to be consider
ably more liberal than the reformed French Tariff' 
under Mr. Cobden's Treaty; insomuch that he, a Pro
tectionist, would be glad to exchange his own protective 
tariff for Louis Napoleon's free-trade one. But why 
discuss on probable evidellCe, notorious facts? The 
world knows what the question between the North and 
South has been for many years, and Rtill is. Slavery 
alone was thought of, alone talked of. S)avery was 
battled for and against, on the floor of Congt'ess and 
in the plains of Kansas: on the Slavery question ex
clusively was the party constituted which now rules 
the United States: on slavery Fremont was rt'jected. 
-on slavery Lincoln was elected;, the Sout~ separated 
on slavery, and proclaimed slavery as the one cause of 
separation. 

It is true enough that the North are not carrying 
on war to abolish slavery in the States-where it legally 
exists. Could it have been expected, or even perhaps 
desired, that they should? A great party does not 
change, suddenly and at once, all its principles and 
professions. The Repnblican party have taken their 
stand on law, and the existing Constitution of the 
Union. They have disclaimed all right to attempt 
anything which that Constituti.on forbids. It does 
forbid interference by the Federal Congress with 
slavery in the Slave States; but it does not forbid 
their abolishing it in the district of Columbia; ..and 
this they are now doing, baving voted, I perceive, in 
their present pecuniary straits, a million of dollars to 
indemnify the slave-owners of the district. Neither 
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did the Constitution, in their own opinion, require 
them to permit the introduction of slavery into the 
'Territories, which were not yet States. To prevent 
this, the Republican party was formed, and to 'prevent 
it they are now fighting, as the slave-owners are fight
ing to enfor('.e it. 

The present .Government of the United States is 
not an abolitionist government. Abolitionists, in 
America, mean those who do not keep within the Con
stitutiOIi; who demand the destruction (as feU" as 
slavery is' concerned) of as much of It as protects the 
internal legislation of each State from the control of 
Congress; who aim at abolishing slavery wherever it 
exists. by force if need be, but certainly by some other 
power than the constituted authorities of the Slave 
States. - The Republican party neither aim nor pro-

• Since the firMt publication of this pa.par, I bave been honoured 
with a communication from Mr. Wendell Phillips, supplying IIOms 
necessa.ry correctionR to the view taken above of the principles and 
pnrposes of the A.bolitionists. My readers will be glad to see thOlle 
principles and purposes Bt8:ted in the very words of that eminen~ 
man:--

'I. Though repudiating the obligation of any law upon the citizen 
who deems it immoral, the Abolitioniate have put into that category 
only theJttgitillB .lalle clhU88 of the Constitution. and refused to obey 
that only; a refusal in which very many of the Republicans, and all 
the highest toned men, in political life and out of it, have joined them. 
This refusal therefore is no distinction between them and their fellow 
citizens. The Abolitionists, in many instances, not meaning to obey 
that clanse, refused to take office because in that caee obliged to swe&!' 
to ,ul'port the whole Conlititution. Oth~ra swore, and still, in this par
ticular point, disobeyed the law. 

'Though seeking to break the Union and end the Constitution, the 
Abolitionists have always' kepI within i.t: and heen Constitution-and
law-abiding citizens, seeking their ends only. by moral and lawful 
means; what EDglishmen ca.ll agitation. , 

'2. During the whole thirty years of their action before the war, the 
Abolitionilits neTer asked to have State legislation overridden by Con
gress. Since the war, in common with the whole loy&1 p&rty, the]' ask 
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fess to aim at this object. And when we comliJer the 
flood of wrath which would have been poured out 
against them if they did, by the very writer's who 
now taunt them with not doing it, we shall be apt to 
think the taunt a little misplaced. Dut .though not 
an Abolitionist party, they are a Free-soil party. If 
they have not taken arms against slavery, they have 
against its extension. And they know, as we may 
know if we please: that this amounts to the same 
thing. l.'he day when slavery can no longer extend 
itself, is the day of its doom. The slave-owners know 
'this, and it is the cause of their fury. They know, 

Congress to exercise the war power which authorizes interfer.mce with 
the rebeZ States and with the whole subject of slavery everywhere. But 
that claim constitutes no distinction between them and their loyal 
fellow citizens. 

'3. The Abolitionists have never 'aimed at abolishing slavery. by 
force i' on the contrary they have constantly, by word and deed, repn
diated that method. They have addressed themselves alway. to • tM 
/JO'n8titu(eti authorities oj tM 8Za1f8 BtateB: urging them to act on the 
INbject, and allowing that they unZy had the right to act UpOD it. The 
exceptious to this, in their ranks, have been too few to require notice, 
or to characterize the party. John Brown (who himself repudiated the 
charge of abolishing slavery by Jone), though held in the highest 
respect by Abolitionists, did not represent them. 

'The Abolitionists were distinguished by these principles;-
, They considered slave-holding to be 8i~any voluntary participa

tion in, or upholding of it, to be sin-any law which authorized or sup· 
ported it to be immoral, ana therefore not binding, and not to be obeyed. 
Think~ng the Constitution to contain such a law, many of .!~em refused 
to take office nnder it, or swear to support it. They demanded im_ 
diate .and 'UfIo/lO'lltiitional emancipation: thereby differing (rom gra.
dnalists-from those who advocated an apprenticeship system i and 
from colonizationists, who wished the whole black race exported to 
Africa, as a condition precedent to emancipation. 

, The Abolitionists have from the beginning sought abolition only by 
lawful and moral means-snbmitting to every law except that order
ing the retum of slaves to their masters, aud using only the preld, the 
rostrum, politics, and the pulpit, as their means to change tha.t pnblio 
opinion which is sure to change the law. This has alway. been their 
whole and sole reliance.' 
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as all know who have attended to the subject, that 
confinement within existing limits is its death-warrant. 
Slavery, under the conditions in which it exists in the 
States, exhausts even the beneficent powers of nature. 
So incompatible is it with any kind whatever of ,skilled 
labour, that it causes the whole productive resources of 
the country to be concentrated en (;me or two products, 
cotton being the chief, which require, to raise and pre
pare them for the market, little besides brute animal 
force. The cotton cultivation, in the opinion of all com
petent judges, alone saves North American slavery; 
but cotton cultivation, exclusively adhered to, exhausts 
in a moderate number of years all the soils which are 
fit for it, and can only be kept up by travelling farther 
and farther 'Yestward. Mr. Olmsted has given a vivid 

. description of the desolate state of parts of Georgia 
and the Carolinas, once among the richest specimens 
of soil and cultivation in the world; and even the 
more recently colonized" Alabama, as he shows, is 
rapidly following in the same downhill track. To· 
slavery, therefore, it is a matter of life and death to find 
fresh fields for the employment of slave labour. Con
fine it to the present ~tates, and the owners of slave 
property will either be speedily ruined, or will have to 
find means of reforming and renovating their agricul
tural system j which cannot be done without treating 
the slaves like human beings, nor without so large a~ 
employment of skilled, that is, of free labour, as will 
widely displace the unskilled, and so depreciate the 
pecuniary value of the slave, that the immedia.te miti
gation and ultimate extinction of slavery would be a. 
nearly inevitable and probably rapid consequlmce. 

The Republican leaders do not talk to the public of " 
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these a.lmost certain results of succeS:iJ in the present 
conflict. They talk but little, in the existing emer
gency. even of the original cause of quarrel. The 
most ordinary policy teaches them to inscribe on their 
banne~ that part only of their known principles in 
which their supporters are unanimous. The prese"&
tion of the Union is aD object about which the North 
are agreed; and it has many adherents. &lI they be. 
lieve; in the South· generally. fhat nearly half the 
population of the Border Slave States are in favour of 
it is a patent fact. since they are now fighting in its 
defence. It is not probable that they would be will. 
ing to fight directly against slavery. The Hepuhli
cans well k,now that if they can re-establil\h the Union, 
they gain everything for which they or:iginally con
tended j and it would be a plain breach of faith with 
the Southern friends of the Government.· if, after 
rallying them round its standard for a purpose of which 
they approve. it were suddenly to alter iti terms of 

. communion without their consent. 
But the parties in a protracted civil war almost in

variably end by taking more extreme. not to say higher 
grounds of principle than they began with. Middle 
parties and friends of compromise are soon left hehiud j 

and if the writers who so severely.criticise the present 
moderation of the Free-soilers are. desirous to see the 
war become an abolition war. it is probable that, if the 
war lasts long enough. they will be gratified. Without 
the smallest pretension to see flUther into futurity 
than other people. I at least have foreseen and lore
told from the first, that if the South were not promptly 
put down. the contest would hecome distinctly an 
anti-Alavery one; nor do I bdieve that any person, 
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IU'custom('d to r('fiect on the course of human aft'airs 
in troubled times, can expect anything else. Those 
,,'110 have read, ('Yen cursorily; the most valuable tes
timony to which the English public have access, con
cerning the real state of affairs in America-the letters 
of the TitHt', correspondent, Mr. Russell-must have 
observed how early and rapidly he arrived at the 
same conclusion, and with what increasing emphasis 
he now continually reiterates it. in one of his recent 
It'tters he names the end of next summer as the perioJ 
by which. if tIle war has not sooner terminated, it will 
have assumed a complete anti· slavery character. So 
early a term exceeds, I confess, my most sanguine 
hopes; but if Mr. Russell be right, IIeaven forbit! 
that the war shoult! cease sooner, for if it lasts till 
then it is quite possible that it will regenerate the 
American people. 

If, however, the purposes of the North may be 
doubted or misunderstood, there is at least no ques
tion as to tbose of the South. They make no conceal
Dlent of '"t';r principles. As long as they were allowed 
to direct all the policy of the Union j to break through 
compromise after compromise, encroach step after step, 
until they reached the pitch of claiming a right to 
carry slave property into the Free States, and, in op
position to the la~s of those States, ~lOta it as property 
there j so long, they were willing to remain in the 
Union. The moment a President was elected of whom 
it was inferred from his opinions, not that he would 
take any measures against slavery where it exists, but 
that he would oppose its establishment where it uists 
not,-that moment they broke loose from what was, at 
least, a very solemn -eontract. ~d formed themselves 

VOL. Ill. 0 
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into a Confederation professing as its fundamental 
principle not merely the perpetuation, but the indeti: 
nite extension of slavery; And the doctrine is loudly 
preached through. the new Republic, that slavery, 
whether black or wbite, is a good in itself. and is the 
proper co~dition of the working classes everywhere. 

Let me, in a few words, retnind the reader what 
sort of a thing this is, which the white oligarchy of 
the South have banded themselves together to propa
gate, and establish, if they could, universally. Whl'n 
it is' wished to describe any portion of the human race 
as in the lowest state of debasement, and under the 
most cruel oppression, in which it is possible for 
human beings to live, they arel compared to slaves. 
When words are sought by which to stigmatize the 
most odious despotism, exerci:;ed in the most odious 
.manner, and all other comparisons are found inade- . 
quate, the despots are said to be like slave-masters, or 
slave·driv9rs. What, by a rhetorical licence, the worst 
oppressors of the human race, by way of stamping on 
them the most hateful character po:;sible, are said to 
be, these men, in very truth, are~ I do not mean 
that all of them are hateful personally, any more than 
all. the inquisito~s, or all the buccaneerll. But the 
·position which they occupy, and of which they are in 
arms to vindicate the abstract excellence, is that which 
·the united voice of mankind habitually selects as the 
type of all hateful qualities. I will not bandy chien-
~ery about the more or less of stripes or other torments 
which are daily requisite to ke.ep the machine in work
ing order, nor discuss whether the Legrees or the St. 
Clairs are ID" ~ ltumerous among the slave-bwners of 

rei ~ .. ~ 
the SOl;_ J ',> 0 ~e broad facts of the case suffice. 
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One fact is enough. There are,' Heaven knows, 
vicious and tyrannical institutions in ample abundance 
on the earth. But this institution is the only one 
of them, all which requires, to keep it going, that 
human b~ings should be burnt alive. The calm and 
dispassionate Mr. Olmsted affirms that there has not 
been a single year, for many years past, in which this 
horror is not known to have been perpetrated in some 
part or other of the South. And not upon ne~roes 
only j the Edinburg" Review, in a recent number, gave 
the hideous details of the burning aiive of an unfortu
nate Northern hucbter by Lynch law, on mere sus~ 
picion of having aided in the escape of a slave. What 
must American slavery be, if deeds like these axe 
necessary under it? and' if they are not necessary, 
and are yet done, is not the evidence against slavery 
still more damning ?The South are in rebellion not 
for simple IIlaverYOj they are in rebellion for the right 
of lfurning human creatures alive. 

But we are told, by a strange misapplication of a 
true principle, tha~ the South had a rigid to separate i 
that their separation ought to have been consented to, 
the moment they .showed themselves ready to fight for 
it; and that the North, in resisting it, are committing 
the same error and wrong which England committed 
in opposing the original 'separation of the thirteen 
colonies. This is carrying the doctrine .of" the sacred 
right of insurrection rather far. it is wonderful how 
easy. and liberal. and complying, people can be in other 
people's concerns. Because they are willing to sur'" 
render their own p'ast, and have no objection to join 
in' reprobation of their great-grandfathers,. they never 
put to themselves the question, ~ha~ they themselves 

, 0 2 
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would do, iIi circumstances far less trying, under far 
less pressure of reaI national calamity. Would those 
who profess these ardent revolutionary principles con
sent to their being applied to Ireland, or India, or the 
Ionian Islands P How have .they treated tIlOse who 
did attempt so to apply them P But the case can dis
pense with any mere ar!lumentum ad Aominem. I am 
not frightened at the word rebellion. I do n~t scruple 
to say that I have sympathized more or less ardently 
with most of the rebellions, successful and unsucc('ss
ful, which have taken place in my time. But I cer
tainly never conceived that there was a sufficient title 
to my sympathy in the mere fact of being a rebel; 
that the act of taking arms against one's fellow citi
zens was so meritorious in itself, was so completely its 
own justification, that no question need be asked con
cerning the motive: It seems to me a strange doctrine 
that the mosi serious and responsible of all human 
acts imposes no o,hligation on those who do it, of snow
ing that they have a real grievance; that those who 
rebel for the power of oppressing others, exercise as 
sacred a right as those who do the same thing to 
·resist oppression practised upon themselves .. Neither 
rebellion, nor any other act which affects the interests 
of others, is sufficiently legitimated by the mere will 
to do it. Secession may be laudable, and 80 may any 
otber kind of insurrection; but it may also be an 
enormous crime. It is the one or the other, accord. 
ing to the object and the provocation. And if' there 
ever was an object which, by its bare announcement, 
stamped rebels against a particular community as 
enemies of mankind, it is the one professed by the 
South, Their right to separate is the right which 
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Cartouche or Turpin would have had to secede from 
their respective countries, because the laws of those 
countries would not suffer them to rob and murder ·on 
the highway. The only real difference is, that the 
pres.ent rebels are more ·powerful than Cartouche or 
Turpin, and may possibly be able to effect their 
iniquitous purpose. 

Suppose, however, for the sake of argument, that 
the mere will to separate were in this case, or in any 
case, a sufficient ground for separation, I beg to be in
formed whose will P The will of any knot of men who, 
by fair means or foul, by usurpation, terrorism, or 
fraud, have got the reins of government into their· 
hands P It the inmates of Parkhurst Prison were to 
get possession of the Isle of Wight, occupy its miH
tary positions,· enlist one part of its inhabitants in 
their own ranks, set the remainder of them to work in 
chain gangs, and declare .themselves independent, 
ought their recognition by the British Government to 
be au immediate ~onse<t uence P Before admitting the 
authority of any persons, as organs of the will of the 
people, to dispose of the whole political existence of a 
country, I ask to see whether their credentials are 
from the whole, or only from a part. And first,it is 
neces~ary to ask, Have the slaves been consulted P 
Has their will been cOll.nted as any part in t~e esti
mate of collective volition P 'I'hey are a part 9f the 
population. However natural in the country itself, it 
is rathereool in English wr\ters who talk so glibly of 
the ten millions (I believe there are only eight), to 
pass over the very existence of four millions who must 
abhor the idea of separation. Remember, we consider 
them to be human beings, entitled to human rights. 
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Nor c:m it be doubted that the mere fact of belon!!inCl' 
I:> I:> 

to a Union in some parts of which slavery is I't'pro-
bated, is some alleviation of their condition, if on]y as 
regards future probabilities. But even of the white 
population. it is questionable if there was in the 
beginning a majority for secession anywhere but in 
South Carolina. Though the thing was pre-deter
mined, and most of the States committed by their 
public authorities before the people were cal]ed on to 
vote; though in taking the votes terrorism in many 
places reigned triumphant; yet even 80, in several of 
the States, secession was carried onll by narroW' 
majorities. In some the authorities ha\"e not dared 
to publish the numbers; in 80meit is asserted that DO 

vote has ever been taken. Further (as was pointed 
out in an admirable letter by Mr. Carey), the S]ave 
States are intersected in the middle, from their 
northern frontier almost to the Gulf of lIexico, by a 
country of free labour-the mountain region of the 
Alleghanies and their dependencies, forming parts of 
Virginia. North Carolina. Tennessee, Geor~ria, and 
Alabama, in which, from the nature of the climate 
and of the ~crricultural and mining industry, slavery 
to any material extent never did, and never )Vill, 

. exist. This mountain zone is peopled by ardent 
friends of the Union: Could the Union abandon 
them, without even an effort, to be dealt with at the 
pleasure of an eXlL.'lperated slave-owning oli"garchy? 
Could it abandon the Germans who, in 'V estern 
Texas, have made so meritorious a commencement of 
growing cotton on the borders of the Mexican Gulf 
by free labour P Were the right of the slave-owners 
to secede ever so clear. they have no right to carry 
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these with them; unless- allegiance is a mere question 
of local proxi~ity, and my next neighbour, if I am a 
stronger man, can-be compelled to follow me in any 
lawless vagaries I choose to indulge. 

Dut (it is said) the North will never succeed in 
conquering the South; and since the separation must 
in the end be recognised, it is better to do at first 
what must be done at last; moreover. if it did con~ 
quer them, it could not govern them when conquered, 
consistently with free institutions. With no one of 
these propositions can I agree. 

Whether or not the Northern Americans tcil1 
succeed in reconquering the South, I do not affect to 
foresee. That they CQIt conquer it. if their present 
determination holds, I have never entertained a 
doubt; for they are twice as numerous. and ten or 
twelve times 88 rich. Not by hiking military posses
sion of their country, or marching an army through 
it, but by wearing them out, exhausting their re
sources, depriving them of the comforts of life, en
couraging their slaves to desert, and exclucling them 
from communication with foreign countrie!!. All this. 
of course. depends on the supposition that the North 
does not give in first. Whether they will persevere 
to this point, or whether their spirit, their patience. 
and the sacrifices they are willing to make, will be 
exhausted before reaching it. I ca,nnot teU. They 
may, in the end. be wearied into recognisirtg the 
separation. But to those who say that because this 
may have to be done at last. it ought to have been 
done at first. I put the very serious question-On 
what terms? Have they ever considered what would 
have been the meaning of separation if it had been 
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assented to by the N orlhem States when first de. 
manded P People talk as if separation meant nothing 
more than the independence of the seceding States. 
To have accepted it under that limitation would have 
been, on the part of the South, to give up that which 
they have seceded expressly to preserve. Separation, 
with them, meanil at least half the Territories; in~ 
eluding the Mexican border, and the consequent 
power of invading and overrunning Spanish America 
for the purpose of planting there the' peculiar insti. 
tution' which even Mexican civilization has found too 
bad to be endured. There is no knowing to what 
point of degradation a country way be driven in a 
desperate state of' its affairs i but if the North ever, 
unless on the brink of actual ruin, makes peace with 
the South, giving up the original cause of quarrel, the 
freedom of the Territories; if it resigns to them when 
out of the Union that power of evil which it would 
cot grant to reta.in them °in the Union-it will incur 
~lJppity and disdain °of posterity. And no one can 
)'uppose that the South would have "con!lent~d, ~r in 
their present temper ever will consent, to a.t. ~h~~m. 
modation on any other terms. It will require a sue. 
cession of humiliations to bring them to tha.t. Th\t 
n~cessity of reconciling themselves to the confinement 
of slavery within its" existing boundaries, with the 
natural consequence, immediate mitigation of slavery, 
and ultimate emancipa.tion, is a lesson which they are 
in no mood to learn from anything but disaster. Two 
Or three defeats in the field, breaking their military 
strength~ though l!..ot followed by an invasion of their 
territcrry, "may possibly teach it ~ them. If so~ there 
is no breach of charity in hoping that this severe 
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l!cho~ling may promptly come. Whett men set them
selves up, in defiance or the rest of the world, to do 
the devil's work, no good can' come of them until the 
world has made them feel' that this work cannot be 

. suffered to be done any longer. If "this knowledge 
does not come to them for several years, the abolition 
question will by that time have settled itself. For 
assuredly Congress will very soon make up its mind 
to declare all slaves free who belong to persons in 
arms against the Union. When that is done, slavery, 
confined to a minority, will soon cure itself; and the 
pecuniary value of the negroes belonging to loyal 
masters will probably..no(, exceed the amount of com
pensation which the United State_s will be willing' and 
able to give. 

The assumed difficulty or governing the Southern 
, States as free and equal commonwealths, in case of 

their return to the Union, is purely imaginary. If 
brought back by force, and not by voluntary com
pact, they will return without the Territories, and 
without a Fugitiye . Slave La.w. It may be assumed 
that in that event the victorious party would make 
the alterations in the Federal Constitution whIch are 
necessary to adapt it to the new circumstances, and 
which would not infringe, but strengthen, its demo
cratic principles. An article would have to be in
serted prohibiting the exten§ion of slavery to the 
Territories, or the admission into the Union of any 
new Slave State. Without any other guarantee, the 
rapid formation of new Free States would ensure to 
freedom a decisive and constantly increasing majority 
in Congress. It would also be right to abrogate that 
bad provision of the Constitution (a necessary com" 
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promise at the time ·of ih first establishment) wl1creby 
the slaves, though reckoned as citizen" in no other 
respect, are counted, to the extent of three-fifths of 
their number, in the esti~ate of the population for 
fixing the number of representatives of each State in 
the Lower House of Congress. Why should the 
ma§ters have members in right of their human 
chattels, any more than of their oxen and pigs P The 
President, in his Message, has already proposed that 
this salutary reform should be effected in the case of 
Maryland, additional territory, detached from Vir
ginia, being given to that State as an equivalent: 
thus clearly indicating the policy which he approves, 
and which he is probably willing to make universal. 

As it is necessary to be prepared for all possibilities, 
let us now contemplate another. Let us suppose the 
worst possible issue of tbis war-the one apparently 
desired by those English writers whose moral feeling 
is so philosophically indifferent between t,he apostlcs of 

_slavery and its enemies. Suppose that, the North 
should stoop to recognise the new Confederation on 
its own terms, lea\"ing it half the Territories, and that 
it is acknowledged by Europe; and takes its place as 
an admitted member of the community ofnations.- It 
will be desirable to take thought beforehand what are 
to be our own future relations with a new Power 
professing the principles of Attila,aI).d Genghis Khan 
as the foundation of its Constitution. Are we to 
see with indifference its victorious army let loose to 
propagate their national faith' at the rifle's mouth 
through Mexico and Central America? Shall we 
submit to see fire and sword carried over Cuba and 
Porto Rico, and 'Hayti and' Liberia conquered and 
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brought back to slavery? We shall soon have eauses 
enough of quarrel on our own account. When we 
are in the act of sending an .expedition against 
Mexico to redress the wrongs of private British sub
jects, we shoul<l do. well to reflect in time that the 
President of the new Republic, Mr. Jefferson Davis, 
was one of the original apostles of. repudiation. 
Unless we abandon the principles we have for two 
generations consistently professed and acted on, we 
should be at war with the new Confederacy within 
five years about the African slave-trade. An English 
Government will hardly be base etlOugh to recognise 
them, unless they accept all the treaties by which 
4.mel'ica is at present bound; nor, it may be hoped, 
even ifde facto independent, would they -be admitted 
to the courtesies of diplomatic intercourse, unless 
they grauted in the roost explicit manner the right 
of search. To allow the slave-ships of a Confede
ration formed for the extension of slavery to com~ 
and go, free and nnexamined, between America and 
the African coast, would be to renounce even the 
pretence of attempting to protect Africa against the 
man-~tealer, and abandon that Continent to the 
horrors, on a' far' larger scale, which were practised 
before Granvil.le Sharp and Clarkson were in existence . 

. But even if the right of intercepting their slavers 
were acknowledged by treaty, which it never- would 
be, the arrogance of the Southern slaveholders would 
not long submit to its exercise. Their pride and self
conceit, swelled to an inordinate height by their suc-. 
cessful struggle, would defy the power of England as 
they had already successfully defied that of thei~ 
Northern countrymen. :After our people by their 
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cold disapprobation, and· our press by its invective, 
had combined with their own difficulties to damp the 
spirit of the Free States, and drive them to' submit 
and make peace, we should have to fight the Slave 
States ourselves at far greater disadvantages, when 
we should no longer, have the wearied and exhausted 
North for an ally. The time might come when the 
barbarous and barbarizing Power, which we by our 
moral support had helped into existence, would reo 
quire a general crusade of civilized Europe, to extin. 
guish the mischief which it had allowed, and we had 
aided, to rise up in the midst of our civilization. 

For these reasons· I cannot join with those who cry 
Peace, peace. I cannot wiEh that this war should 
not have been engaged in by the North, or that being 
engaged in, it should be terminated on any conditions 
but such as would retain the whole of the Territories 
as free soil. I am not blind to the possibility that it 
.may require a long war to lower the arrogance and 
tame the aggressive ambition of the slave-owners, to 
the point of either returning to the Union, or con
senting to remain out of it with their present limits. 
But war, in a good· cause, is not the greatest evil 
which a nation can suffer. War is an ugly thing, 
but not the ugliest of things: the decayed and de
graded state of moral and patriotic feeling which 
thinks nothing wortlt a war, is worse. When a people 
are used as mere human instrume~ts for ~ng cannon 
or thrusting bayonets, in the service and for the selfish 
purposes of a master, such war degrades a people. A 

. war to protect other human beings against tyrannical 
injustice; a war to give victory to their own ideas of 
right a;nd good, and which is their own war, carried 
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on for an honest purpose by their free choice-is 
often the means o.f their regeneration. A man who 
has nothing which he is willing to fight for, nothing 
Which he cares more about than he does about his 
personal safety, is a miserable creature who has no 
chance of being free, unless made and kept so by the 
exertions of better men than himself. As long "as 
justice and injustice hlj.ve not ·terminated their ever 
renewing fight for ascendancy in the affairs of. man
kind, human beings must be willing, when need is, 
to do battle for the one against the other. I am far 
from saying that the present struggle, on the part of 
the Northern Americans, is wholly of this exalted 
cllaracter j that it has arrived at the stage of being 
altogether a war for justice, a war of principle. But 
there was from the beginning, and now is, a large 
infusion of that element in it j and this is increasing, 
will increase, and if the war lasts, will in the end 
predominate. Should that time come, not only will 
the greatest enormity which still exists among man
-kind as an institution, receive far earlier its coup ae 
9race than there has ever, until now, appeared any 
probability of j but in etfecting this the Free StatCs 
will have raised themselves to that elevated position 
in the scale of morality and dignity, which is derived 
from great sacrifices consciously made in a virtuous 
cause, and the sense of an inestimable benefit to all· 
future ages, brought about by their own voluntary 
efforts. 



AUSTIN ON JURISPRUDEXCE.-

THESE Lectures and Fragmen~s, with the volume 
on • The Province of Jnrisprudence: of which 

they are the continuation, and a very few though 
very elaborate essays on miscellaneous subjects, pub
lished at long intervals, mostly in Reviews, are all 
that remains of the i1ltellectuallife of a most remark. 
able mind. Mr. Austin's name and writings are little 
known, except to students of the science which, 
though only one of those on which bis writings prove 
him to have reflected, was the subject on which he 
principally wrote. But in that science, even the 
limited portion of his labours which was before the 
world had placed him. in the estimation of all 
competent judges, in the very highest rank; and if 
such judges are now greatly more numerous than 
when he began to write, the fact is in no small degree 
owing to his intellectual influence. He has been in 
nothing more useful than in forming the minds by 
which he is, and will hereafter be, judged. No writer 
whom we know had more of the qualities needed for 

• Edinburgl.Bevi'e1D,OdoberI8G3.-1 • • Lectures OD Jurisprudence; 
being the Seqnel to 'The Province of Jurisprudence Determined.' To 
which are added Note. and Fragments, now first publitihecl from the 
Original Manuscripta.' By the late John A08tin. E~., of the Inner 
Temple, Barrister-at-Law. Two ~ols. 8vo. L.>ndoa: 1663-

2. 'On the Usee of the Study of Jurisprudence: By the late Jou 
Austin. Esq .. of the Inner Temple, Barriater-at-Law. Reprinted from 
the. Third Volume of -' LectW'ea on J uri;;prudc:nce: London: 1803. 
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initiating and disciplining other minds in the difficolt 
art of prt!cise thought. ThoJIgh the merit and worth 
of his writings as a contribution to the philosophy of 
jurisprudence are ~onspicuous, their educational value, 
as a training school for. the higher class of intellects, 
will be found, we think, to be still greater. Con
sidered in that aspect, there is not extant any other 
book which can do for the thinker exactly what this 
does. Independently.of the demands which its sub
ject makes 'upon the attention, not merely of a par
ticular profession, but of all- liberal and cultivated 
minds, we do not hesitat~ to say that as a mere 
Qrganon for certain faculties of the intellect, a prac
tical logic for some of· the higher departments of 
thought, these tolumes have a claim to a place in the 
education of statesmen, publicists, and students of the 
human mind. 

It is not, of course, intended to claim for Mr. Austin 
a position in the philosophy of law either equal or 
similar to that which posterity will assign to his great 
predecessor, Bentham. That illustrious thinker has 
done, for this important department of human affairs, 
what can only be done once. But though the work 
which Mr. Austin did, neither would nor could have 
been done if Bent~lam had not given the impulse and 
pointed out the way, it was of 3 different character 
froni Bentham's work, and not. less indispensable. In 
the confidence of private friendship, Mr. Austin once 
fiaid of himself, that if he had any special intellectual 
vocation, it was that of «untying knots.' In this 
judgment he estimated his own qua.lifications very 
correctly. Tl!e untying of intellectual knots; the 
clearing up of the puzzles arisi~g from complex com-
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binations of ideas confusedly apprehended, and not 
analysed into their elements j the building up of defi
niteconceptions where only indefinite ones existed, 
and where t,he current phrases disguised and per
petuated the indefiniteness j the disentangling of the 
classifications and distinctions grounded on differenc!es 
in things themselves, from those arising out of the 
mere accidents of their history, and, when disentangled, 
applying the distinctions (onen for the first time) 
clearly, consistently, and uniformly-these were, of 
the many admirable characteristics of Mr. Austin's 
work as a jurist, those which most especially distin
guished him. This untying of knots was not parti
cularly characteristic of Bentham. He cut th'em 
rat,her. He preferred to draw his pim through the 
whole of the past, and begin anew at the beginning. 
Neither his tastes nor his mental habits were adapted 
to the other kind of work: but, though his neglect 
of it led him not unfrequently into errors, yet, all 
things considered, success has justified hill choice. 
His effect on the world has been greater, and there
fore more beneficial, by means of it. The Latwring 
ram was of more importance, in Bentham's time, than 
the builder's trowel. He had to conquer an inveterate 
superstition. He found an incondite mass of barbarian 
conceits, obsolete technicalities, and contrivances which 
had lost their meaning. bound together by sophistical 
ingenuity into a semblance of legal science, and held 
up triumphantly to the admiration and applause or 
mankind. The urgent thing for Bentham Wa.<J to 
assault and demolish this castle of unreason, and to 
try if a. foundation could not be laid. for a rational 
SCIence of law by direct consider~tion of the facts of 
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human life. To rescue from among the ruins such vaiu. 
able materials as had been built in among rubbish • 

. and give them the new and_ workmanlike shape which 
fitted them for a better edifice; to hunt among the 

. irrationalities of law for helps to its rationale, was 
wO\'k for which. even- if it had been opportune in his 
day, Bentham had not time. For Bentham's subject 
had a wider range t.han Mr. Austin's. It was the 
whole, of which the latter is but a part. The one _ 
inquiry was ultimate, the other instrumental. Mr. 
Austin's subject was Jurisprudence, ,Bentham's was 
Legislation. 

The purpose of Bentham was to investigate princi
ples-.from which to decide what laws ought to exist-
what-legal rightS, and legal duties or obligations, are 
fit to be established among mankind. rhis was also 

~ . 
the ultimate end of Mr; Austin's speculations; but 
the s~bject of his special labou~s .w~s theoretically 
distincf, though subsidiary, and practically indispen
sable, to the former. It was what may be called the 
logic of law. asdistinguis'hed.from its morality or 
expediency. .Its purpose was ~hat of clearing up and 
defining the notions which the human mind is com
pelled to 'form, and the distinctions which it is neces
sitated to make, by the mere existence of a body of 
law of any kind, or of a body of law taking cognisance 
ot'the concerns of a civilized and complicated state of 
society. A clear and firm possession Of these notions 
&nd distinctions is as important to practice as it is to. 
science. For only by means of it can the legislator 
know how to give effect to his. own ideas and his o~ 
purposes. 'Without it, however capable the legislator 
might :be of cO!lceiving goo_d laws. in the. abstract, he 

VOL. III. p 
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could not possibly so word them, and so combine and 
arrange them, tha~ they should really do the work 
intended and expected. _ 

These notions and distinctions form the science of 
jurisprudence as. Mr .. Austin conceived it. The readers 
9f what we must now call his first volume, • The 
Province of Jurisprudence Determined,' have probably 
often regretted, that though it discussed in a mos~ 
~Iaborate and searching manner the • province' (io 
other words the subject~matter and limits) of juris
prudence, the nature and uses of the study itself were 
rather taken for granted than expressly set forth. 
This, which was a real'defect in the former volume 
considered as a ~eparate work, is now supplied by a 
dissertation on the study of jurisprudence, form~ out 
of the introductory lectures to the two courses which 
:Mr. Austin delivered, at University College and at' 
the Iriner Temple. This instructive paper, besides 
being included in the larger work, has, in order to 
recommend the study to a more numerous body of 
J;'eaders, been judiciously. published separately as a 
pamphlet. , 
. oWe hav~ already, in, reviewing- the second edition 
of Mr. Austin's • Province of Jurisprudence,' repub
lished by his widow in It!61, compared and contrasted 
the method of Mr. Awtin with' that of another 
eminent philosophical lawyer, Mr. Maine. The subject
matter of both writers is P9.sitive law-the legal in
stitutions ~hich exist, or have existed, among man
~nd, considered as actual facts. The aim of both is 
to let in the light of philosophy on these fa(.'t8; and 
both do this with great success. Neith~r writer treats 

• -Edinburgh ~. vol exiv. p. 474 (not bl the present writer). 
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ez profeaao of laws as they ought to be; though, in 
treating' of them as they are and al they have been, 
it is the declared aim. of both to facilitate their im
provement. But they pursue this end, for the most 
part, through different int~llectual media.. Mr. Maine'. 
operation is essentially historical j not only in the 
mode of prosecuting his inquiry, but in the nature of 
the inquiry itself. He investigates, not properly the 
philosophy of law, but the philosophy of the history 
,of law. In the various legal institutions which obtain, 
or have for~erly obtained, -he studies principally the 
causes that pfoduced them. His book may be called 
a treatise on the action and reaction between the ideas 
prevalent among mankind, and their positive instit~ 
tions. Under each of the principal classes of facts 
with which law is conversant-family, property, con
tract, and delict or ofl'ence ...... he historically investi. 
gates the primitive ideas of mapkJnd, traces the 
customs and institutions, which have prevailed ever 
since~ to their origin in those primitive ideas, and 
shows how institutions which were modelled on the' 
rude notions of an early state of society, have in .. 
fiuenced the ,thoughts of, subsequent generations 
down to the present time. Speculations Jike these, 
when directed, as Mr. Maine's are, by a true historical 
genius, possess in a pre-eminent degree all the uses 
which can belong to history. The laws and insti,.. 
tutions of primitive man,kind' a.re the richest indi. 
cations available for reading their thoughts, entering 
into their 'feelings, and understanding their general 
mode of e:x.istence. But the historical value of these 
studies is the smallest part of their utiJity. Thel 
teach ns the highly practical !esson, tha.t institutioD/i 

. ; p 2 
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which, with more' or less of modification, still exist, 
originated in id~as now universally exploded; and 
conversely, that ideas and modes of thought which 
have not lost their hold even on our own time, are 
often the artificial, and in sOlDe sort accidental product 
of laws and institutions which exist no longer, and 
of which no one would now approve the revival. 

It fs not in this manner, except incidentally and 
occasi~nal1y, that Mr. AustiQS treatise contributes to 
the improvement of law; though there is a place 
allotted to such speculations in his comprehensive 
conception of the study of jurisprudeIft:e. He does 
not specially contemplate legal systems in reference 
to tHeir origin, and to the psychological causes of 
their existence. He considers them in respect of 
what may be called their organic structure. Every 
body of law has certain points of agreement with 
every other; ap~ between those which have pre
vailed in cultivated and civilized societies, there is a 
still greater number of features in common. Inde
pendently of the resemblance~ which naturally exist 
in their substantive provisions (designed as these are 
for the same world, and for the same ·human nature), 
there is also a certain common groundwork of general 
~onceptions or notions, each in its('~f very wide, and 
some of them very complex, which can be traced 
through every body of law, and are the same in all. 
These conceptions are not pre-existent; they are a 
result of abstraction, and emerge as soon as tIre 
attempt is ma~e to look· at any body of laws a .. a 
whole, or to compare one part of it with another~ or 
to regard person.!!, and the faCts of life, from a legal 
point of view. There are. certain combinations of 
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facts and of ideas which every system of law must 
recognise, and certain modes of regarding facts which 
every such system requirelt. The proof is, that all 
legal systems require a variety of names, which are 
not in use for any other purpose. Whoever has 
apprehended the full meaning of these name8-'that is, 
whoever perfectly 1Jnderstands the facts and the com· 
binations of thoughts which the names denote-is a 
master ofjuristical knowledge; and a well-made lexicon 
of the legal terms of all systems would be a complete 
sr.ience of jurisprudence: for the objects, whether 
natural or artificial, with which law has to do, must 
be the same objects which it also has occasion to 
name. 

But to conceive distinctly a great mass of objects, 
partly resembling and partly differing from one 
another, they mus.t be classed; and to make any set 
of practical provisions, which cover a large field, 
definite and intelligible, they must be presented to 
th~ mind on some principle of arraJ;lgement, grounded 
on the degree of their connexion and alliance with 
one another. The details of different legal systems 
are different, but there is no reason why the main 
classifications and heads of arrangement should. not 
be ina great measure the saine. The facts of which 
law takes cognisance, though far from being identical 
in all civilised societies, are sufficiently analogous to 
enable them to be arranged in the same cadres. The 
niore general of the terms employed for legal purposes 
Ill;ight stand for the same ideas, and be expounded by 
the same definitions, in systems ot~erwise different. 
'The same terminology, nomenclature, and principle 
of arrangement, which would render one system of 
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law" definite, clear, "and (in Benthilm'. language) 
cognoscible, would serve, with additions and varia
tions in minor details, to render the same office for 
another. 

Such a result, however, has not been attained by 
the mode in. which existing bodiel of. law have been 
formed. Laws having" in general been made sing1y, 
ang. 'their mass having grown by mere aggregation, 
there has usually been no authoritative arrangement 
but the chronological one, 'and no uniform or prede
termIned phraseology, even in the case "of statute law; 
while in many countries, and pre-eminently'in Eng
land, the' greater portion of the law. the part which 
serves as the basis for all the "rest, does not exist at 
all in the form of general language, but lies imbedded 
in judicial decisions j of which even the general prin." 
ciple has to be evolved by abstraction, and made the 
subject of forensio disputation. when the time comes 
for applying it Whatever definiteness in detail, and 
whatever order or consisten~y ail a whole, has been 
a.ttained by any established system, has in almost all 
coUntries been given by private writers on law. All 
the generalizations' of legal ideas, and all explicit 
statements of the meaning of the principal legal terms. 
have. speaking generally," been the work of these 
unauthorized persons-have passed from their writings 
iI!-to professional usage, and have ended by being, 
either expressly, or oftener by implication, adopted by 
governments and legislatures. So far as any great 
body of law has been systematized, this is the mode 
in which the work has been done; and being done 
piecemeal, by persons. ofteu m':prepared for the tas~. 
and who had seldom any other object in view than 
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the convenience of professional practice, it. has been, 
as 8. general rule, done veri ill. Instead of classing 
objects together which agree in their main features j or 
in the points which are of chief importance to the ends 
of law, the classes" formed consist of things which have 
either no common qualities, or none but such as are 
common to them with other things. 'Vhen the bond 
of connexion IS real, it seldom lies in the things them
selves, but usually in the historical accidents of the 
particular body of laws." "In actual systems of laW' 
'most of the leading terms'" (it is truly said by Mr. 
Austin·) • are not names of a. definite class of objects, 
but of a heap of heterogeneous objects.' 

The only mode of correcting this evil, is to free 
from confusion and set in a clear light those necessary 
resemblances and difterences, which, if not brought 
into distinct apprehension by all systems of law, are 
latent in all, and do not depend on the accidental his
tory of any. These resemblances and differences, 
while they are the key to all others, are evidently those 
which, in a scientific point of view, are alone worth 
understanding in themselves. They are also those 
which are alone fit to be made" Use of as the ground
work of a scientific arrangement. The fact that they 
exist in" all legal systems, proves that they go deeper 
down into the roots of law than any of those which 
are peculiar to some one system. That the main 
divisions of the subject should be grounded on these, 
follows from the first principle of classifica.tion, that 
the general should take precedence of the special: 
and as they are common to all systems, or to all 
which are of any scientific importance, the parts or 

• 'l'rovince of Jurisprudence,' p.l4. 
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any given .system' which are peculiar to it will still 
find, in this arrangement: a proper place in which to 
lodge themselves; which would not happen if the 
main arrangement were itself grounded on distinctions 
purely historical, and belonging only to a particular 
system. • 

To clear up these general notions is, therefore, the 
direct object of the science of jurisprudence, as con· 
ceived by Mr: Austin. And. the practical result of 
the science, if carried to the greatest perfection of 
which it is susceptible, would be to provide, first, 

'such a legal terminology (with a strict and precise 
meaning attached to every word and phrase) that any 
system, whatever of law might be expressed -in it; 
and next, such a general scheme of arrangement, that 
any system whatever of law might be distributed 
according to it; and that when so expressed !lnd dis· 
tributed, every part of it would be distinctly intelli.
gible, and each part would assist the comprehension 
of all the rest. J nrisprndence, thus understood, is 
not, so much a science of law, as of the application of 
logic to law. But by affording a,clear and connected 
view of the whole field of law-illuminating it by 
large, comprehensive, and exactly discriminated con· 
ceptions-and enabling every legal fact to be classed 
at once with those with which it has the nearest 
alliance, it bestows on the student either of the 
philosophy of law, or of any existing legal system, a 
command over the subject such as no other course of 
study .would have made attainable. 

In the attempt to investigate, and bring out into 
scientific clearness, the conceptions and distinctions 
of general jurisprudence, Mr. Austin has built chiefly 
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on the found'1tion of the Roman law. This has been 
a cause of disappointment- toO some earnest students, 
who expected, and. would have preferred, something 
more decidedly original. The course, however, which 
Mr. Austin deliberately' adopted, admits, we conceive, 
of full justification. If the conceptions and distinc. 
tions which he sought. belong to law in general, they 
must exist in all bodies of law, either explicitly or 
latently~ and might, in strictness, be evolve~ from 
any. By stripping off what ~e1ongs to the. accidental 
or historical peculiarities of. the given system, the 
elements which are universal will be more surely and 
completely arrived at, than by any process of con
struction Ii pr,;ori; and with the additional advantage 
of a knowledge not confined to generals, but iIic1ud. 
ing under each generalization a large acquaintance 
with the concrete particulars contained in it. If this 
be so, the legal system which has been moulded into 
the shape it possesses by the greatest number of exact 
and logical minds, will necessarily be the best adapted 
for the purpose i for, though the elements sought 
exist in all systems, this is the one in which the 
greatest number of them are likely to have been 
brought out into distinct expression, ·and the fewest 
to remain latent. And this superiority is possessed, 
beyond question, by the Roman law. The eminent 
systematizing geniuS of the Roman jurists, and not 
aI13 over-elltimate of the Roman law considered .in 
:it~e1f, determined Mr. Austin to make it the basis of 
his own investigations i as is evident from many 
passages, and from the following especially:-

• :Much has been talked of the philosophy of the Roman 
Institutional writers. Of familiarity with Grecian philo-
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80phy there are few traces in their writings, anJ the little that 
they have borrowed from that source il!l the veriest fooli.h. 
ness: for example, their account of J/U Naturale. in which 
they confound Law with animal instincts-Law. witJ! all 
those wants and necessities of mankind which are causes of 
its institutions. 

I Nor is the If.o~an law to be resorted to as a magazine 
of legislative wisdom. The great Roman Lawyen are, in 
truth. expositors of a positive or technical system. Not 
Lord Coke himself ill more purely technical. Their real 
'merits lie in their thorough mastery of that system; in 
. their command of its principles j in the readiness with 
which th~y recall. and the facility and certainty with which 
they apply them. 

I Inconsequence of this mastery of principles. of their 
perfect consistency (elegantia). and of the cleames~ oC the 
method in which they are arranged, there is no positive 
system of law which it is so easy to seize as a whole. The 
smallness of its volume tends to the same end. 

I The principles themselves. many of them being derived 
from barbarous ages. are indeed ill fitted to the enda of law, 
and the conclusions at which they arrive, being logical 
consequences of their imperfect principles. necessarily par. 
take of the same defect!-Study oj Jumpruaence. pp. 17·19.* 

Mr. Austin, therefore, was justified in seeking for 

• In the outline of his Course of Lectures, prefixed to 'The Province 
of Jurisprudence,' Mr. Austin.aeems to rest the logical luperiorityor 
the Roman ove!' the English legal system maiuly on the absence of the 
darkening distinction between real and personal property_ di8tino
tiOrl which has no foundation in the philosophy of law, but. 801tlly in 
its history, and which he emphatically characterizes &8 'a cause ot 
complexness" disorder, and darkness, which nothing bbt the erlirp..
tion of the distinction can thoroughly cure.' (P. xciv.) The following 
p&8sa.ge (voL ii. pp. 153,4) showl at once his opinion of the Eoglwh 
lAw, considered as a syatem, and of the reason. for preferring the 
Rom:an law to it; as a guide to general jnrisprudence:-

• I will venture to afli.rm that no other body of law. obtainUig in • 
civilized commnnity. has 10 little of consistency and symmetry &I Oil!' 

OWD. Hence its enormous bulk, and {what is in1initely worll4l than ita 
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the constituent elements of universal jurispruden~e 
where they were certain to be found, and where (from 
the superior quality of the minds which had been 
em}5loyed on the system) more of those elements had 
been explicitly· recognised, and adopted into the 
scientific arrangement of the law itself, than in any 
other legal system. 'There remains, it is true, a ques
tion belonging to a later stage of the inquiry: did 
the Roman jurists select as the foundation of their 
technology and arrangement those among the concep
tions and distinctions of. law ·universal which were 
best fitted for the purpose P Mr. Austin seems to 
think that they did j since his own arrangement is 
merely theirs in an improved form. We shall pre
sently give our reasons for think.ing that, with great 
merits, the arrangement of the Roman jurists has 
great faults j that, in taking as the ground of their 
entire system the classification of rights, they adopted 
a principle suited only to what Bentham called the . 
substantive law, and only to the civil branch of that, 
and, in so doing, reversed the order of filiation of 
juristical conceptions, and missed the true.aim of 
scie~tific classification. But this, though a very im-

mere bulk) the utter impossibility of couceiving it with distinctness and 
precisiou. U you would know the English law, you must know all 
the details which make up the ma&IJ. For it has none of those large 
eoherenl priuciplee which are a sure inde.il to details; and, since details 
are infiuite, it is manifest that no man (let his industry be what it 
may) can compaaa the whole system. • 

• Consequently, the knowledge of an English lawyer is nothing but a 
beggarly account of scraps and fragments. His memory may be stored 
with numerons particuIara. but of the Jaw 88 a whole, and pI the 
mutual relations of ita parts, he haa not a conception. 

• Compare the beat of our English Treatises with the writings of the 
classical jurists, and of· the modern civilians, and you will instantly 
admit that there is no exaggeration in what I hve ventured to state: 
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portant, is still a. secondary c'onsideration. To find 
the absolutely best systematic order for a. body of law, 
would be the ultimate result of a. complete science ,of 
jurisprudence; but its main problem is to give crear
ness, precision, and consistency to the juristical con
ceptions themselves. What Mr. Austin has done 
towards this object, constitutes the great permanent 
~orth of his speculations, considered as substantive 
results of thought. No one thoroughly versed in these 
volumes need ever again miss his way amidst the 
obscurity and confusion of legal language. He will 
not only have been. made sensible of the absence of 
meaning in many of the phrases and dogmas of 
writers on law, but will have been put in the way to 
detect the true meaning, for which those phrases are 
the empty substitute. He will have seen this done 
for him in the Lectures, with rare completeness, in 
regard to a. great number of the leading ideas of juris
prudence; and will have served an apprenticeship, 
enabling him with comparative ease to practise the 
same operatio~ upon the remainder. 

The Course of Lectures, which occupies the greatest 
part of these volumes; was never completed. 'The 
first eleven lectures, condensed (or rather p.nlarged) 
into six, form the~riginal volume, lately republilihed. 
The remainder have neYar before appeared in print, 
but left an indelible impression on the minds of those 
who heard them delivered, among whom were an un
usua]. number'of persons since distinguished as among 
the foremost minds of the time. Though the Lec
tures do not conclude the subject, yet, with the loose 
and unfinished but rich and suggestive memoranda 
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which have been very properly subjoined to them, 
they fill up the 'greatest part of the outline given in 
the first volume j so that, when taken in conjunction 
with that outline, and with the important and elabo
rate DoteR appended to the tables which Mr. Austin 
prepared of the various known arrangements of the 
field of law, they give something like an adequate 
idea of the mode in which he would have treated the 
entire subject. We may add that, notwithstanding 
the fragmentary nature of the latter part of these 
volumes, they will be found, on the whole, easier 
reading, (if that epithet ean be applied to anything 
worth reading on such, a subject) than the work 
already so highly prized by those for whom it was 
intended. This is an effect of that peculiarity of Mr. 
A ustin's mind, which made his first drafts always 
more fitted for popularity than his finished perfor
mances. For, in deliberate scientific exposition, he was 
so rigid in his demands on himself, so intolerant of 
anything short of absolute completeness, so impatient 
while the slightest shadow rested upon any part of 
the field he surveyed, that he was apt to overlay his 
work with excess of matter, and, by the e~aboration 
which he bestowed on minor points, weakened the . ' 

general effect of his elucidation of those which were 
greater. But this, while it necessarily diminished 
the 'popularity of his writings, added to their intrinsic 
value. Where most men would have permitted them
selves to pass lightly over some detail or difficulty, he 
developed it at full Jength j but it was because he 
well knew that unless t~e point were cleared up, the 
matter in hand could not be understood thoroughly., 
Those who pass on their way ~ea-ving dark corn~rs 
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unexplored, and concern themselves only with- as 
much of the s,ubject as lies straight before them, often 
through that neglect miss tlle very key of the posi
tion. Absence of light and shade, and uniformity of 
distance, bringing all objects alike into the foreground. 
are f~ta.l defectll in describing things for merely 
artistic purposes; but Mr. Austin's delineations are 
like geometricalline-drawing, not intended to exhibit 
objects in their most impressive aspect, but to show 
exactly what they are. Whether it would .have heen 
possible; by greater artifice of composition, to have 
somewhat relieved the tension of mind required by 
the length and intricacy of the fifth and sixth cJ.apters 
of • The Province of Jurisprudence j' w bether some
what more of rhetoric, in the elevated SE.'nse in which 
the ~ord was und~rstood by Aristotle, might have 
conciliated an easier reception for their severe logic
those who have best learnt from experience the ex
-treme'difficultyof such a task will be the most back. 
ward to decide. But we feel certain that ani com
petent student of the su~ject who reads those chapter. 
once, will read them repeatedly, and that each reading 
will raise higher his estimate of their substance, and 
reconcile 'him more, if he ever needed reconciliation, 
with their manner. • 

In the ~ery summary v,iew which can alone be 
. taken of the contents of the work, a few words must" 
be premised on the introdu~tory portion, although 
published many years earlier j the rather, as it 
affords an apt exemplification of what we have said 
concerning the-object and character of the entire 
'treatise. The inquiry into the • Province of J oris-
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pru(}ence' may be correctly.characterized as being 
from one end to the other an analysis and expla-
nation of a word. It is an exa.mination of wbat)s 
meant by a law, in the political or juristical sense of 
the term. And yet it is as far from being a ~erely 
verbal discussion, as the inquiry into the meaning 'of 
justice, which is the foundation of the greatest and 
~ost reno~ned of the writings of Plato. For the 
meaning oC· a name must always be sought in the 
distinctive qualities of the thing named; and these 
are only to be detected by an accurate Htudy of the 
thing itself, and of every other thing from which it 
requires to be distinguished. 

A law ia a command. A command is an expression 
of desir~, issuing from a superior, and enforced by a 
sanction, that is, by something of the nature of a 
punishment. Law, however. does not mean every 
command, but only commands which oblige !/f!1Ierally 
-whic~ oblige to acts or forbearances of a class, not 
to all act or forbearance individually determined. 
These f;everal notions having .been duly analysed and 
illustrated, various objects are brought to view. which 

. do not possess all the attributes of a law, but which. 
bearing a certain analogy to laws, require to be di~ 
tinguished from them.' And even within the limits 
of the strict meaning of the term, the laws which are 
the subject of jurisprudence require to be distinguished 
from laws in the same logical sense but of a different 
species-namely, divine laws. or the laws of God. 
'l'he region which t\lese different inquiries travel over
is large and important. including the following as its 
principal parts:- . 

First, the laws of God. Of ~e .six lectures. or 
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chapters, comp?sing the volume, "three are occupied 
in the inquiry, "by what means the will" of God, con
ce[Ding the rules of conduct to be observed by his 
rational creatures, is to be ascertained-ascertained, • 
that ,is, so far as it has not been revealed, or, if 
revealed, requires ulterior inquiry .respecting the 
sense intended by the revelation. The author dis
cusl!es at considerable "length the two :rival tlieorics 
on this" subject, that of utility, and that tr the moral 
sense; of the former of" which he is an earnest sup
porter, and has given .3 ~ost able and instructive 
defence. His treatment is sometimes such as might 
suggest the idea that he regarded the binding force 
uf the mOl"d.ls of utili"ty as depending altogether upon 
the express or implied eommands of God.. This, 

" however, is a mere appearance, arising from the parti
cular point of view to which he was limited by the 
nature ~f his subject. What is called the moral law, 
was only related to the Law of which Mr. Austin was 
treating, in so far gS it might be considered to possess 
the distinctive charactCl' of laws proper, that of being 
the command of a superior. If he could have been 
suspected of encouraging a mere worship of power .. 
by representing the distinction of right and wrong as 
eonstitutedby the Divine will, instead of merely 
recognised and sanctioned by it, the supposition would 
have been conclusively rebutted by a passage at page 
116: 'lfthe laws set by the Deity were not generally 
useful, or if they· did not promote the general happi
ness of his creatures, or if their great Author" were 
not wise and benevolent, they would not be good, or 
worthy of praise, but were devilish and worthy of 
execration. ' 
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The laws with which jurisprudence is co'nversant, 
having been distinguished from divine laws. have 
next to be discriminated from what are called laws 
only by way of analogy-rules prescribed and sana· 
tioned only by opinion: to which Mr. Austin. by a 
happy extension of the term Positive as applied to 
law. gives the nama of Positive Morality. meaning the 
moral opinions and sentimerlts actually prevailing in 
any given s~iety. as distinguished from Deontology, 
or morality as it ought to be. Of this character is 
much that is commonly (to the great confusion of 
the minds of students) __ called by the name of Law. 
What is termed Constitutional. Law is, in part, only 
maxims of morality, considered proper to be observed 
towards on'e another by-the component members of 
the sovereign body. But the strongest case is that 
of International Law, which, ~s independent nations 
are n?t subject to any common political. superior, ought 
not to be termed Law, but Positive International 
:Morality. It is law only in as far as effect is given 
to its maxims by' the tribunals of any particular 
country j and in tha~ capacity it is nQt international 
law, but a part of the particular law of that country. 

Lastly, l~ws properly so._ called' have to be distin
guished from laws which are such only in a meta
phorical sense-the laws of nature as the expression 
is understood by physical inqUirers, meaning the 
uniformities of co-existence or succession in the phe
nomena of the universe. That an ambiguity like this 
should ever have -misled anyone-that what are law, 
'-b~ by a metaphor, should be supposed to be la~s in 

h same sense as' those which are really the com
p ds of -a superior-would hardly a priari have 

_ OL. III. .. Q -
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appeared probable; yet this confusion is total in the 
majority of modern writers; among whom :Mr. Austin 
mentions Hooker, Blackstone, and Montesquieu in 
his celebrated first chapter, which is even now re
garded by most Frellch thinkers as profound philo
sopb,-. In our own country we are frequently warned 
-by a certain class of' writers against disobeying or 
violating the physical laws of organic life; as if it 
were not the very meaning of a phyllic:v law, that it 
may be unknown or disregarded, but cannot possibly 
be violated. 

These distinctions, with the many important consi
derations into which they branch out, bring us to the 
end of }he fifth chapter. The sixth is employed in, 
giving precision to the remainder of the conceptions 
involved in a law in the positive sense (a lawema.
nating from a sovereign or political superior), by 
clearing up the meaning of sovereignty, and inde
pendent political society: involving incidentally the 
whole -Jiubject of constitutional organization, and the 
division of the sovereignty among several members; 
also that of subordmate government.s, of federations, 
and all the various relations in which one political 
society can stand to another. 

• In the Lectures newly published, the first subject 
treated is the most general of all those which come 
within the scope of jurisprudence-the nature and 
meaning of Rights (understanding thereby legal 
rights), and of legal Duties or Obligations. In order 
to treat of this subject, it was necessary to defi-:: 
certain notions, which are involved in all cases' or 
rights and duties-the notions of person, thing, l. of 
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and forbearance. These. accordingly, are the first 
matters with which the auth9r deals; and he criti
cizes v~ous cases of confusion of tho.ught or misuse 
of language on these subjects, in tne w~tings of 
jurists. . 

All rights, as he observes, are rights to acts or for
bearances. either on the part of per80ns gener3.lly, or 
of particular persons. When we talk of our right to 
a thing, we JIlean. if the thing is in our possession, a 
right to the forbearance ot all persons from taking it. 
or disturbing us in its enjoyment. If it 'is in the 
possession. of some other person, we mean a right to 
an act or forbearance of that person-the act of 
delivering it to us, or forbearance on his part from 
detaining it. It is by commanding these acts and 
forbearances that the law confers·the right; and the 
right, therefore, is essentially and directly a .right to 
them, and only indirectly to the thing itself. 

Right is correlative with legal duty or obligation. 
But though every right supposes a correlative obli
gation-though the. obligation properly constitutes 
the right-every obligation does not create a right 
correlative to it. 'Ihere lU'e dutie.s ore obligations 
which are not relative, hut (as the phrase is) absolute. 
The act commanded is not to be done, or the for
bearance observed, towards or in respect to a deter
minate person; or, if any. not a person distinct from 
the agent himself. Such absolute duties comprise, 
first, what are called duties towards oneself. The law 
may forbid suicide or drunkenness; but it would not 
be said, by so doing, to give me a right to my life or 
health as against myself. Secondly, duties towards 
persons indefinitely, or towards the sovereign or state j 

Q2 
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such as the political duties of a citizen, which do not 
correspond to any right veFited in determinate indivi. 
duals.' ;Lastly, duties which do not regard persons
the duty, for instance, of abstaining from cruelty to 
the lower animall'l; and religious duties as such, if 
the Jaw, most improperly, thinks fit to enforce them. 

• From a comparison between duties which coJ'tespond 
to rights, and duties which have no corresponding 
rights, and also from a brief review of. the different 
kinds of rights, Mr. Austin endeavours to collect a. 

, general, definition of a legal right. He rejects the 
definitions usually given, as not applicable to all 
cases. He is of opinion that rights have very few 
properties ill common, and that 'all that can be 
affirmed of rights, considered universally, amounts to 
a brief and barrea 'generality.'· The only defiuition 
of a right which he finds himself able to give, is, that 
whenever a legal' duty, is to be performed tOloaralJ 

or in re8jJect of some determinate person, that person is 
invested with a right. The idea of a legal right in. 
volves, in his opinion, nothing more. 

, This is One of the points (extremely few, conl!ider. 
ing the extent and intrica.cy of the subject) on which 
we cannot help thinking that Mr. Austin's analysis 
falls short of perfect exhaustiveness. 

Mr. Austin always recognises, as entitled 'to great 
consideration, the custom of language-the associa
tions which mankind already have with terms: in60· 
much that, when a name already stands for a particu. 
lar notion '(provided that, when brou~ht out into 
distinct consciousness, the notion is not fuund to be 
self· contradictory), the definition should r;t.ther aim at 

• VoL ii (firet of the new volumes), p. 56. 
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fixing that notion, and rendering it determinate, than 
attempt to substitute a~other notion for it. A defi
nition of right, so wide and general as that of Mr. 
Austin, does not, as it appears to us, stand this test. 
It does not satisfy the conception which is in every
one's mind, of the mea~ing· of the word...right. 
Almost everyone will feel that there is, somehow, an 
element left out; an element which is approximately, 
though perhaps imperfectly,. expressed by saying, that 
the person who has the right, is the person who 
is meant to be benefited by.the imposition of the 
duty. 

In the Lect.\1l'es as delivered (which included much 
extemporaneous matter, not preserved in the publica
tion) Mr. Austin anticipated this obvious objection, 
and combated it. The notion of a right as having 
necessarily for its purpose the benefit of the persqn 
invested with it, is contradicte~, he said, by the case 
of .fiduciary rights. '1'0 these he might have added 
(and probably did add) the rights of. public func
tionaries-the judge, for instance, or the policeman; 
wllich are not created for the benefit of the judge or 
policeman themselves. These examples are conclusive 
against the terms 9f the particular definition con
tellded against; but it will appear, from two consi
derations, that they do not fully dispose of the 
subject. . . 

In the first place, Mr. Austin's own definition is 
amenable t'o a. similar, though contrary, criticism. 
If the definition which he rejected does not comprise 
all rights, his own comprises more than rights. It/ 
includes cases of obligation to which he. himself 
must have admitted. that there were no rights corre-
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sponding. For example, the legal duties of jailers. 
It is . a jailer's duty to feed the prisoners in his 
custody, and to this duty corresponds a-correlative 
right in the prisoners. But it is also his legal duty 
to" keep them in confinement, perhaps in bodily 
fetters. This case is strictly of the kind contemplated 
in Mr. Austin's definition of a right; there is a duty 
to be performed, towards, or in respect to, a determi
nate person or persons; but would it be said that a 
corresponding right resided in those persons, or, in 
other words, that they had a right to be imprisoned, 
and that their right would be violated by setting 
them at liberty P Again, it is the duty of the hang
man to inflict capital punishment upon all persons 
laWfully delivered to him for that purpose; but would 
the culprit himself be spoken of as having a right to 
be hanged P Certainly not. And. the reason is one 
which Mr. Austin fully recognises. He says, in one 
place,-that • a right in a condition which is purely 
burthensome is hardly conceivable j't and, in another, 
that 'a right to a burthen, or to vindicate the enjoy
ment of a burthen,' is • an absurdity.' He also, with 
writers in general, speakst of many obligations as 
existing for the sake of the correlative rights. If this 
is a correct expression, there is more in the idea of a 
right, than an obligation towards or in respect to a 
given person; si~ce 'an obligation cannot exist merely 
in order that the;e may be a person towards or in 
respect to whom it exists. 

The truth is, that it is not customary to speak of a 
person as having a right to anything which is not, in 
the contemplation of the legislator, a desirable thing; 

• VoL ii. p. 52. t lb: p. 395. : lb. p. 423. 
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aDd it is :th~3yS ii.t!sUmed that the persO~ . .pflS.~~~}ng
the right is' the person specially interested in en
forcing the duty which corresponds to it. Mr. Austin, 
no less than others, makes this supposition, when, in 
the common language of jurists, he says, that when a 
duty is violated, the person who has the right is 
wronged or injured by the violation. This desirable
ness of the right, I\Ild this especial vocation on the 
part of the possessor to defend it, do not necessarily 
suppose that the right is established for his particular 
advantage. But it . must either be given to him for 
that reason, or because it is needful for the perfor
mance of his own legal duties. . It is consistent with 
the meaning of words to call that desirable to us, 
which is required for the fulfilment of our duties. 
The alternative covers the case of fiduciary rights, 
the rights of magistrates, and we think every llase in 
which a person can, consistently with custom and 
with the ends of language, be said to have a right. _ 
And, including all such cases, and no others .. it seems 
to supply what is wanting to Mr. Austin's definition. 
We submit it therefore to the consideration of his 
readers. 

The analysis of right and duty is not complete 
without an analysis of wrong or injury-the violation 
of a duty or of a right.' And in order to clear up all 
that is included in the notion of wrong or injury, it 
is necessary • to settle the meaning of the following . 
perplexing terms-vi.z. will, motive, intention, and 
negligence j including in the term negligence those 
morJel of the corresponding complex notion which are 
styled temerity or rashness, imprudence or heedless-

t 
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~~.~J}i1ing. __ :r .. qr. Copies c~~prise nl~rwt.is13w ofjJV.l.Y'·Ol 
the grounds of imputation; in other words, the 
!/eneralia. of criminal or penal law. How much bad 
law, and bad philosophy of law, have arisen from 
iII1perfect comprehension of them, may be seen in the 
nonsense of English law' writers concerning malice. 
The full. elucidation of them .by our author occupies 
a considerable .space, and our limits are. inconsistent 
with even the briefest abstract of it. Mr. Austin's 
special vocation for • lmtying knots,' which would 
have ptted hiin as well; for the problema of inductive 
psychology as for those of jurisprudence, is nowhere 
calleq into more successful exercise. Without a 
single ~etaphysical subtlety, there cannot be a more 
happy example than be here affords of metaphyHical 
analysis. 

With' the idea of wrong, that of sanction is inse.
parably houna up; and wfter settling the meaning of 
sanction in its-latgest sense, Mr. Austin examines the 

.' two kinds into which sanctions are divided-namely, 
civil and criminal; or, as they are sometimes called, 
private and public. Whoever has even the most super
ficial acquaintance with the writings of criminalists, 
knows what a mass of _ vag~e and confusing specula. 
tion this distinction has given birth to; though, as 
pointed out by Mr. Austin. the real difference between 
civil injuries and crimes consillts only in this, that in 
wrongs of the former class the sanction is enforced at 

. the instance and discretion of the inju:red party, who 
has the power of remitting th~ liability incurred by 
the wrongdoer; while, when the offence is called a 
crime (which ~n1y means that the procedure is of the 

• VoL ii. p. 79 • 
. , 
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KInu" ~a.gJw~'2.d.ua1), the sanction lco""-.... nllll.'Ip.l'oUnn'

discretion of the sovereign or state, by whom alone 
the liability of the wrongdoer can be remitted. This 
case is an instance of the mode in which a. confused 
apprehension of juristical ideas, in themselves not at 
all difficult of comprehension, reacts mischievously 
on practicallegismtion. Theurthappy.idea of classi
fying wrongs according to a. difference which exists 
only in the modes appointed for redressing them, has 
raised 'up a notion in English lawyers that there is' a 
dist~nction between civil injuries and crimes considered 
per 8e, which makes damages the propel" remedy for 
the one, and punishment for ,the other. And pence 
that serious defect in English law, by which punish
ment eo nomine, and damages to the injured party'. 
cannot both be awarded in the same cause;' whil"e in, 
France, on the contrary, the sufferers by the crime 
can always be admitted as parties civiles, and compen
sation to them is habitually a part of. the sentence. 
In England. whenever the wrong is of so grave a. 
character as to" require punish.xii~nt" 'over and above' 
the obligation" of making amends, the injured party 
loses the' mdemnity which he would have been 
able to exact for a less heinous injury; and_ the 
penalty on the;criminal is deprived of one of its 
uses, that of being instrumental to the redress bf thEJ 
particular evil which the crime has -illfiicted upon an 
individual. - -

" 
With the twenty-eighth Lecture Mr. Austin com· 

mences a new subject--Law considered with reference 
to its sources. and to' the modes in which it begins 
and ends i in~lying the distinction between written 

.'"' 
" 
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and what is called unwritten law j the theory of CtlS

tomary law; the meaning of what is called equity j and 
the false metaphysical distinction drawn by the Roman 
lawyers and by nearly all mouem jurists, between law 
natural aud positive. These theoretical considerations 
involve, among other important consequences, the 
highly practical quesHon of codification, or the reduc
tion of the laws of any country into a compact body, 
expressed in fixed words. and conforming to a syste-

. matic arrangement. Whether we regard the impor
tance of these subjects, or the mass of illogical, un
philosophical, and practically misleading speculation 
in which they have been enveloped, there is no part 
of the field of jurisprudence on which the value of 
precise and logical thought is more conspicuous. :Mr. 
Austin was eminently fitted to supply it, both by the 
general quality of his intellect, and by that accurate 
special knowledge of the history of institutions and 
of juristical ideas, which he had in common with :Mr. 
Maine j of whose masterly treatise also a great part of 
the value has reference to this cluster of subjects. 

Even such apparently simple phrases as • written' 
and 'unwritten' law, have· their full share of the 
ambiguity which infects nearly the whole vocabulary 
of legal science. They are employee!. to express no 
less than three different distinctions. • Written law' 
is used, first, in its literal sense, to denote law which 
is put into writing at the time of its origin, as distin
'guished from 'law originating in custom, or floating 
traditionally amongst lawyers.' But this last so
called" law is not really law until re-enacted by the 
legislature, or enforced judicially by' the tribunals. 

Secondly, written law, in wh&t is called its juridical 
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sense, means law made directly by the sovereign legis
Il\ture, as distinguished from that which is'made by 
subordinate legislatures, or by judicial tribunals. In 
this sense of the term, laws made by provincial or 
colonial legislatures are unwritten laws, as were also 
the edicts of the Roman prretors. But the laws made 
by the Roman emperors, not as' legislators by their 
imperial constitutions, but as supre~e judges by their 
rescripts, would be styled written law, because made 
directly by the sovereign. 

Thirdly (and this is the most important distinction), 
written law is synonymous with statute law, or law 
made (whether. by Rupremq or s':lbordinate authorities) 
in the way of direct legislation. Unwritten law is 
judiciary law, or law made indirectly, in the way of 
judicial decision, either-by the sovereign in a judicial 
capacity, or by a subordinate judge. The terms 
statutory law and judiciary law, being unambiguous, 
should be exclusively employed where this really 
fundamental distinction is to be expressed. 

Mr. Austin next deals with the strange notion 
which has prevailed. among the Roman and the 
majority of modern jurists, that customary law exists 
as law merely by being custom j that it is law not by 
the ,will of the legislature. but by the spontaneous act 
of those who practise it. He exposes the absurdities 
involved in this notion. and shows' that custom in 
itself belongs not to law. but at most to positive 
morality, binding only by moral sanctions-by the 
penalties of opinion. What was originally custom 
may become law. when either the legislature (supreme 
or subordinate) enacts a sta.tute in conformity to the 
custom. or the tribunals recognise it. and enforce it 
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by legal sanctions. In both these ways, custom, in 
aU countries, is continually passing into law. But it 
has farce as law solely by the authority of the 
sovereign legislator, who either shapes hi, direct com
mands in accordance with the custom, or Ip.nds hi. 
sanctions to the tribunals, which, in the discretion 
allowed them, annex those sanctions to the particular 
practice, and render obligatory what before was only 
voluntary. 

The notion of writers . on law, 'that there are. 
positive laws which exist as positive laws inde
pen9.ent1y of a sovereign authority,' is not limited to 
customary laws. It extend.s to the laws V\hich, in the 
Roman system avowedly, and in all others really, are 
modelled on .the opinions and practices of private 
lawyers. The Reapoma Prudentum, and the treatises 
of institutional writers, gave birth to the whole body 
of law contained in the Pandects; and in England 
, much of the law of real property is notoriously taken 
from opinions and practices which have grown up, aud 
are daily growing up, amongst conveyancers.' The 
English tribunals (by what,. when first employed, was 
an entirely indispensable artifice) keep up what Mr. 
Austin, with reference to present circumstances, jUlltIy 
calls the 'puerile fiction,' that these opinions and 
practices are mere evidence of law already. established 
by custom. But they well know, and every lawyer 
knows, that the law thus introcluced is really new, 
and, in the case which creates the firNt precedent, is 
even etC P08t facto; though not generally liable to the 
condemnation implied in that term, being commonly 
shaped for the 'purpose of fulfilling, not frustrating, 
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the exp·ectations presumed to have been entertained 
by. the parties concerned. . 
. The fact that there is law which the legislature has 
never expressly announced, but which is, with its tacit 
consent, made by tribunals which are not regularly 
authorized to enact law, but only to declare it, has 
thrown a vagueness over the whole idea of law, which 
has contributed greatly to obscure the distinction 
b'etween it and positive morality. The error, that law _ 
exists as such independently of legal sanctions, appears 
in an aggravated shape in the. notion that there exists 
a. natural law-a law known by the light of nature, 
which does not emanate from legislators, but is never-

. theless binaing on tribunals, an4 may and ought to 
be by them enforced by reason of its natural obliga.. 
tion only. This Jus Naturale has, as Mr. Austin 
observ(Js, * · thoroughly perplexed and obscured the 
sciences of jurisprudence and ethics.' As the notion 
admits only of an historical explanation, Mr. Austin 
deals with it substantially in the sa.me manner as Mr. 
Maine. 

He expounds the origin of the Jus Gentium of the 
early Roman lawyers. a different thing not only from 
international la.w, to which the term- hl.!-s been per
versely transferred by modern jurists, but also from 
the Natural Law of modern writers on jurisprudence, 
though of this last it is the real progenitor. The jus 
$elJiium took its rise from the necessity in which the 
Romans found themselves, through the growth of their 
dominion, of administering justice to persons who were 
not Eomans-to whom the Jaws provided for Roman 
citizens ~ere not applicable, and who, belonging to 

• VoL ii. p. 241. 
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different nations and communities, had originally dif
ferent laws: Provincial!ol of the same province retained, 
as between themselves, their old laws; but between a 
provincial and a Roman citizen, or between provincials 
of one province and those of another, it was neither 
convenient, nor would in most cases have been just, 
to decide disputes by a law which was not the law oC 
both parties. The pnetors, whose decision in such 
cases was probably at first arbitrary, were able to find 
many legal principles and provisions which were not 
peculiar to either people (as so much of the early 
~oman law was peculiar to the Romans) but were' 
~ommon to the laws of all or of many different com
munities. These principles and provisionll there 
seemed no hardship in applying to cases between per
sons of what would now be called different nation
alities. And where these did not furnish a rule 
exactly applicable to the case, the prretors were led ,to 
supply the deficiency by rules either derived from them 
by analogy, or suggested, by a sense of substantial 
justice or expediency. In this manner arose the idea 
of a. body of law not pe,culiar to one, but common to 
all nations, on which the prretors were supposed, and 
supposed'themselves, to have fashioned the body of 
positive law which grew up under their hands. TllU 
law, being abstracted from the peculiarities both of the 
Jus Quiritium and of all other local and special bodie!l 
'of law or custom, was, as might naturally be expected, 
of a more liberal character. It was lesH charged with 
technical and circuitous modes of proceeding, invented 
to evade conflict with local or accidental prejudice. 
It was less infected by the freaks of fancy which, as 
~Ir. Austin observes, are • omnipotent with barbarians,' 
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but in which 'one barbarous people is not likely to 
agree with another. It might be said, by comparison, 
to represent that portion of all systems, which arose 
from the wants and feelings of human nature gene
rally. Being, for this reason, as well- as from its ori
ginating iIi a more civilized period, far preferable to 
the old Roman law, it became the model on which 
tIle prretors, by their edicts, gradually modified the 
old law itself; and finally (though not till after many 
centuries), almost entirely substituted itself for the 
original Homan law'. The provisions of the more 
liberaljU8 !/entium, apP.lied by the prretors as modify
ing principles to t]le old law, obtained the name of 
.Jtquitaa, or equity; an appella.tion which became ex
tended to the somewhat similar process by which the 
Court of Cha~cery for ages employed itself in supply
ing the omissions and mitigating the barbarities of 
the feudal laws of England. The explanation and 
elucidation of this one word Equity, in the many 
senses in which it is used by jurists,torms the subject 
of several of Mr. Austin's lectures. Both historically 
and philosophically, they are among the most interest
ing parts of the Course: though much of the matter 
they contain, when once stated, appears so obvious, 
that one is apt to forget how often and by what 
esteemed authorities it has been misunderstood.· 

• • I could point, aays Mr. Austin (vol ii p. 273), • at books and . 
speeched, by living lawyers of name, wherein the nature oftha Equity 
administered by the Chancellor. or the nature of the jurisdiction (styled 
extraordinary) which the Chancellor exercises, is thoroughly misundel'
stood :-wherein the anomalous distinction between Law and Equity 
is supposed to rest upon principles necessary or uuiversal; or (what is 
Bcarcely credible) wherein the functions of the Chancellor, as exercising 
his extraordinary jurisdiction, are compared to the arb-itriu711 boni uiri, 
or to the functions of all IlrltitB1" releaaed from the observance of rules.' 
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Now it was this Roman idea of a jll. Stll/ill"', or 
portion of law common to alI-nations, which grew in-
8~nsibly into the modern idea of Natural Law. • The 
JII.ltQlllral~, 01 law of nature,' as Mr. Maine observt's,·· 
• is simply the jll. Sf:1Itilim seen in the light of a pecu
liar theory.' That tbeory, as both he and )Ir. Austin 
remark, W38 derived from the pre-cf>pt • Live according 
to Nature' of the Greek philosopbicalschools. • After 
Nature had become a household word in the mouths 
of the Romans, the belief gradually prevailed among 
the Roman lawyers that the old jll. Stlltilll1l W38 in 
fact the lost code of Nature, and that the pnL'tor, in 
framing ~ Edictal Jurisprudence on the principles of 
the jta .$eRtil/tn, W38 gradually restoring a type from 
which law had only dt'parted to deteriorate.'t . Being 
observed or recognised universally, these principIt's· 
were supposed to ha\'"e a higher origin than human 
design, and to be-ewe quote Mr. AustinH • not so 
properly rules of. human position or estaLlisbment, as 
rules proceeding immediately from the Deity himself, 
or the intelligent and rational Nature which animates 
and directs the universe.' This notion. once formed, 
was, by an obvious process, so enlarged as to inclUde 
merely moral or merely customary rules which bad 
obtained general acceptance; • every rule, in short, 
which is common to all societies, thougb the rule may 
not obtain as positive law in all political communities, 
or in any political oomm·unity.' ~ In thiS manner the 
Natural Law of modem writers was extended to those 
international usages, and those rules of international 
morality, which obtained generally among natioDB. 

• Ancient Law, p. 52. 
: Yol. ii. p. 261. 

t Yaine. p. ~. 
§ ¥ ol. ii. p. 200. 
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And by a siinilar process each writer was led to in
clude in his scheme of Natural Law, whatever maxima 
of justice or utility approved themselves to him as an 
iudividual moralist, provided they appeared to be at 
once self-evident and universal. The writings which 
profess to tre~t of the Law of N sture and Nations are 
a chaos of all these materials. ' In studying these 
writers,' says Mr. Maine,· 'the great difficulty is always 
to discover whether they are discn~ing law or mo
rality-whether the state· of international relations 
they describe is aetnal or ideal-whether they lay 
down that which is, or that which in their opinion 
ought to be.' This arose from the confused appre
hension of the very meaning of law, engendered by 
their notio'n 9f a Law of Nature according to which 
what in their opinion ought to be law, was conceived 
as being, in some strange manner, law already. By 
this confusion they have spread a thick fog over the 
distinctions and demarcations which separate the 
three different notions, positive law, positive morality. 
and d~ntology, or morality as it ought to be .. 

The in6uence of the imagmary Law of Nature 
over modern thought has been all-pervading; on the 
whole, however, still greater on the Continent than 
in England. Mr. Maine very truly affirms,t that. 
, .the theory -of natural law is the. source of almost 
all the special ideas as to law, politics, and society, 
which France during the last hundred years has 
been. the- instrument of diffusing over the western 
world. 'l'he part' (he continues) , played by jurists -
in French history, and the Fphere of jural concep
tions in French thought, have always been remark-

• Ancient Law, po 97., 
VOL. III. 

t MaiDe, po SO. 
, R 
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ably large;' and in the latter half of the last century, 
when other old modes of thought were breaking up, 
the calamitous influence of Rousseau (calamitous at 
least in this respect) became powerfully operative in 
strengthening this particular delusion. Coleridge, in 
the 'Friend,' has maintained, with much force of 
argument, that the thrusting" of immutable principles 
pf morality into the province of law, and assuming 
them as the only legitimate basis of politics, is the 
essence of Jacobinism. It is the essence not spe
cially of that, but of a general mode of thought 
which prevails among French thinkers of all political 
OplDlOllS. As a general rule, French speculation 
knows no distinction or barrier between the province 
of morals and t~at of politics or legislation. While, 

" on the one hand, it tends to impose on morals (for 
this, however, Catholic thought and the influence of 
the Canonists are partly responsible) all the formality 
. and literalness of juridical rules; on the other, it in
vests the creations of pure legal institution-the law 
of property for example-with the sacredness and in
defeasibility of the" fundamental doctrines of morals; . 
and cannot be~r to discuss such a question, for in
stance, as copyright,"on grounds of general expediency, 
but insists on clenching it by affirming or denying 
an assumed absolute right in authors to hold the pro
duce of their brain, by themselves or their representa
tives, as permanent property to the end of time .. 

The influence, for good and for evil, of the theory 
of a Law of Nature, is delineated by:Mr. :Maine more 
fully than was compatible with :Mr. Austin's more 
extensive. design. There is no doubt that for a 
long period the good side of the influence predomi-
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nated. It assisted ma~kind in disencumbering them
selves from a superstitiouH reverence for the institu
tions which had historically grown up in their several 
countries. It accustomed them to test particular 
Jaws by general principles of some sort .. and gave 
them a typ~ of excellence of which simplicity and 
sy.mmetry were among the supposed characteristics. 
Finally, it disregarded all distinctions between man and 
roan, between citizen and foreigner, noble and burges~, 
burgess and peasant; and Mr. Maine is of opinion 
• that to the aS8umption of a Law Natural we owe 
the doctrine of the fundamental equality of human 
beings.' When almost everything which was artifi
cial was oppressive, the reaction in favour of what 
was supposed to be natural had a healthy tendency; 
though we now know that the real natural state (if 
natural means primitive), instead of being the reign 
of justice and freedom, is, a condition of more uni
versal tyranny tban any form whatever of civilized 
life. But whatever power-of liberalizing men's minds 
may obce have belonged to the doctrine of Natural 
Law, that power is now exhausted ;" the doctrine has 
done all it can do in that direction, and its remaining 
influence serves only to make men greater bigots, not 
indeed to the peculiar vices of any given system, but 
to whatever vices have existed from the beginning in 
them 'aU. Meanwhile, tbe theory of law must be a 
mass of contradiction as long as the imaginary Natural 
Law retains any authoritj in it; for as every actual 
system of law has been shaped out by ,conflicting 
instincts, a theory generalized from 'what they ha.ve 
in common is necessarily full of conflicting principles, 
and affords, on both sides of every controverted point, 

B2 . 
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arguments which, if the theory be granted, are all 
equally unanswerab.le. ' 

. In the thirty-seventh Lecture Mr. Anstincommences 
discussing the differences which distinguish statute 
from judiciary law; the advantages and disadvantages 
of judicial legislation, and the possibility and desir
ableness .of excluding it for the future, and convE'rting 
all judiciary law into statute-in other words, codifi. 
cation. From this excellent discnssion we shall 
permit ourselves, in consideration of its great pr~ticaJ 
moment, to give a longer quotation than we have 
ventured to make from any other portion of the 
Course. It is taken from the place in which, after 
reniarldng on some disadvantages erroneously attri
buted to judiciary law, Mr. Austin points out the evils 
which are really inherent in it. 

, First; A judiciary law (or a rule of judiciary law) exist. 
nowhere in fixed or determinate expressions. It lies in 
concreto: or it is implicated with the peculiaritie. of the 
particular case or cases, by the decision or decisions whereon, 
the law or rule was established. Before we can arrive at 
the rule, we must abstract the ratio decidendi (which really' 
cOll$titutes the rule) from all that is peculiar to the cue 
through which the rule was introduced, or to the resolution 
of which the rule was originally applied. And in trying to 
arrive at the rule by this process of abstractiou and induc
tion~ we must not confine our attention to the general 
,Positions or expressions which the judicial legislator actually 
employed. We must look at the whole case which it was 
bis business to decide, and to the whole of the discourse by 
which he signified his decision. And from the whole of hi. 
discourse, co~bined 'with the whole of the case,. we muat 
extract that ratio decidendi, or that general principle or 
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ground, which truly constitutes ~he law that the particular 
decision established. 

, But the process of abstraction and induction to which I 
now have alluded, is not uncommonly a delicate and difficult 
process; its difficulty being proportioned to the number and 
the intricacy of the cases from which the rule that is sought 
must be abstracted and induced. Consequently, a rule of judi
ciary law is less accessible and knowable than a staiute law. 
• • • And it must be reCollected, that whether it be per
formed by judges applying the rule to subsequent cases, or 
by private persons in the course of extra-judicial business, 
this delicate and difficult process is co~monly performed in 
haste. Insomuch that judges in the exercise of their judicial 
functions, and private persons in their extra-judicial trans
actions, must often mistake the import ot the rule which 
they are trying to ascertain and apply. _ 

'And this naturally conducts me to a lecond objection: 
namely. that judiciary law (generally speaking) is not only 
applied in haste, but is also maae in haste. It.is made 
(generally speaking). in the hurry of judicial business, and 
not with the mature deliberation which legislation requires, 
and with which statute law is or might be constructed; ••• 

• There is more of stability and coherency in judiciary law 
than might, at the first blush, be imagined. But though it 
be never so stable and never so c;oherent, every system of 
judiciary law has all the evils of a system which is really 
vague and inconsilite~t. This arises mainly from two causes: 
the enormous bulk of the documents in which the law must 
be sought, and the difficulty of extracting the law (supposing 
the decisions known) from the particular decided cases in 
which it lies imbedded. . 

, By consequence. a system of judiciary law (as every 
. candid man will readily admit) is nearly unknown to the 

bulk of the community, although they are bound to adjust 
their conauct to the rullEs or principles of which it consists. 
Nay, it 'is known imperfectll to the ~ass of lawyers. and 
even to the most experienced of th& legal profession. ·A 
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man of Lord Eldon's legal learning, and of Lord Eldon'. 
,acuteness and comprehension, may know where to find the 
documents in which the law is preserved, and may be able 
to extract from the documents the rule for which he i. 
seeking. To a man, therefore, of Lord Eldon's learning, 
and of Lord Eldon's acuteness, the law might really serve 
as a guide of conduct. But by the great body of the legal 
profession (when engaged in advising those who resort to 

,them for counsel), the law (generally speaking) is divined 
rather than ascertained: And whoever haa seen opinions 
even of celebrated lawyers, must know that they are onen 
worded with a discreet and studied ambiguity, which, whilst 
it saves the credit of the uncertain and perplexed advi~er, 
thickens the doubts of the party who is seeking instruction 
and guidance. And as to the bulk of the community-the 
simple-minded laity (to whom, by reason of their simplicity, 
the law is so benign)-they might as well be subject to the 
,mere arhitri'#m of the tribunals, as to a system of law maJe 
by j~dicial decisions. A few of ita rules or principles are 
extremely simple, and are also exemplified practically in the 
ordinary course of affairs: Such, for example, are the rulcs 
which relate to certain crimes, and to contracts of frequent 
occurrence. And of these rules or principles, the bulk. of 
the community have some notion. ' But those portions of the 
law which are somewhat complex, and are not daily and 
hOurly exemplified in practice, are by th& mass of the com
munity utterly nnknown, and are by ~he mass of the com
munity utterly unknowable. - Of those, for example, who 
marry, or of those who purchase land, not one in a hundred 
(1 will venture to affirm) has a distinct notion of the conse
quences which the law annexes to the transaction., 

'Oonsequently, although judiciary law be really certain and' 
coherent, it has all the mischievous effect (in regard to the 
bulk of the community) of ez pOle/acto legislation. Unable 
to obtain professional advice, or unable to obtain advice 
which is sound and safe, men enter into transactions of 
which they know not. t~e .consequences, and then (to their 
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llurprise an~ dismay) find themselves saddled with duties 
which they never contemplated. 

~ The ordinary course i8 this :-
• A man enter8 into some transaction (say. for example, a 

contract) either without advice, or with the advice of an in
competent attorney. 

I By consequence, he gets into a scrape. 
I Finding himself in a scrape, he submits a case, through 

·his atto~ey, to counsel. • 
I And, for the fee to attorney and counsel, he has the 

exquisite . satisfacti.on of learuing with certainty that the 
mischief is i!Temediable. . 

I [I am far from thinking, that the law ever can be so 
condensed and simplified, that any considerable portion of 
the commuuity may know the whole or much of it. 

t But I think that it may be so condensed and simplified, 
that lall7yer, may kuO\v it: and that at a moderate expense, 
the rest of the community may learn from lawyers before
hand the legal effect of transactions in which they are about 

. to engage. 
I Not to mention (as I shall show, when I come to the 

rationale of the distinction between Law of Things and Law 
of Persons) that the law may be so arranged, that each of 
the different classes of persons may.know something of the 
part of it with which they are particularly concerned. 

, Forms, too, for the more usual transactions might be 
made out by the legislature.] . 

, The evil upon which I am insisting is certainly not 
peculia, to judiciary law. Statute law badly expressed, and 
made bit by bit, may be just as bulky and just as inacces
sible as law of the opposite kind. _ But there is this essential 
difference between the kinds of law. The evil is inherent in 
judiciary law, although it be as well constructed as judiciary 
law can be. But statute law (though it often is bulky and 
obscure) may 6e compact and perspicuous, if constructed 
with care and skill. • • • • 

, Fifthly: I .am not aware that there is any ted by 
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whiclt the nlidit1 of a rule made judiciall1 eao be ~
tained. 

• Is it the ••• Wr of det'uions in which a rule has beeD 
fOllowed, that makes it Ja., binding Oil future judges? Or 
is it the rl~ali4 of the rule (to borrow the language of the 
Roman lawyers). or its coDSistenC'1 and harmony with the 
bulk of the legal8J1llem ? Or is it the "F.J4I~- of the judge 
or ju~gea by whom the caae or c:&..'Q introducing the rule 
1r&S decided? • • • . 

• We Deyer eao be absolutely cert.aiD (so fu as I bo .. ) 
that an1 judiciary rule is good or nlid law. and .. ill ~r
tainly be followed by futon; jud~ in cues resembling the 
cases by .. hich it bas heell introduced. 

• H~ then. is a cause of uncert&intJ w hicla eeems to be 
of the eMence of ja.licUny law. For I am DOt ... are or 
any coutrinuce b1 .. hich the inCOll~ce could be 
olniated.. •• 

• Sixthl1: Iu consequence of the implicatioll or the rrlli<I 
tI«i.kruU with the peculiarities of the decided cue. the rule 
established b1 the decWou (or the ra/i,g. or the ;-enl'ral 
principle of the decWon) is uerer or rarely comprehensive. 
It is almost nec:essaril1 confined to such future cues as 
closel1 resemble the ~ actuall1 dl'Cided: although other 
cases more remotely resembling may need the care of the 
legislator. h other words, the rule is necessarily limited to 
a DanoW,p«iel or aort, although the IRN or l.iDd, .. hieb 
includes that Ip«ieI or lOr&, ought to be pl'OTided for at the 
lI&IIle time by one comprehensive law. 

• This is excellentl1 explained b1 Sir Samuel Romill1 :
cnXot onl1 is the ju~<>e, .. ho u the YeT! moment whet. 

he is making law. is bound to profess that it is bia prorint:e 
onl1 tolleclare it; DOt 0011 is he thns confined to technial 
doctrines and to artificial reasoning-he is further l'OIIIpe1led 
to take the narrowest Tie .. possible of eTerJ8ubjed OIl w hieh 

. he legislates- TA4 i4. A4 INleI U .«r#Uil~ ruiricfJ 14 Ih 
p.rrli~.l.u CUI d4CJ ~iUl /HXtUjq_/tJr ill pnna./~t;"" ~D 
when he is proTidin: for that particula.r ~ 01' ~ to 
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the fiction of our Constitution, is declaring how the ancient 
and long-forgotten law has provided for it. he represents to 
himself other cases which probably may arise. though there 
is no record of their ever having yet occurred. which will JIB 

urgently call for a remedy as that which it is his duty to 
decide. It would be a prudent part to provide. by one com
prehensive rule. as well for these possible events, as for the 
actual case that .is in dispute. and. while terminating the 
existing litigation. to oooate and prevent all future contests. 
This. however. is, to the judicial legislator. strictly for
bidden i and~, in illustrating the grounds of his jlldgment. 
he adverts to other and analogous cases. and presumes to 
anticipate how they should be decided. he is considered as 
exceeding his proyince i and the opinions thus delivered are 
treated' by succeeding judges as extra-judicial. and as entitled 
to no authority." 

• [Hence. exigencies of society provided for bit by bit, and 
therefore slowly. 

• Hence. further. imm~nse v..olume of the doeuments in 
which the law is recorded. For in lieu of one comprehensive 
rule determining a genNI of cases. we have manY"'several and 
narrow rules severally determining the species whichth~t 
0",141 includes.] 

• And this inconvenience (for a r~ason which I have noticed 
above) is probably of the essence of judiciary law. So deli
cate and difficult is the task of legislation. that any com-

. prehensive rule. made in haste, and under a pressure of 
business .. would probably be ill adapted to meet the contem
plated purpose. It is certain that the most experienced. 
and the ~ost Il"arned and able of our judges, have commonly 
abstained the most scrupulously from throwing out general 
propositions which were not alt proximate as possible to the 

. case awaiting solution: though the ratio aecid",di (or ground 
or prilfcipk of decision) is necessarily a general position ap
plying to a class of cases. and does not concern exclusively 
the particular case'in question •••.• 

f Seventhly: Wherever much of the law is judiciary law, 
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the statute law which coexists with it, is imperfect, unsys
tematic, and bulky. 

'For -the judiciary law is, as it were, the nucleul around 
wbich the statute law is formed. The judiciary law contain. 

-the le!lal dictionary, or-the definitions and expositions (in 80 

far as such exist) of the leading technical terms of the entire 
legal system. The statute law is not a whole of itself, but 
is formed or fashioned on the judiciary law, and tacitly refer. 
throughout to those leading terms and principles which are 
expounded by the judiciary., •.• 

, Wherever, therefore, much of the law conlli8ts of judiciary 
law, the statute law is not of itself complete, but ill merely a 
partial and irregular supplement to that judiciary law which 

, is the mass and bulk of the system. The statute law is not 
of itself an edifice, but is merely a set of irregular unsYII
tematic patches stuck from time to time upon the eaifice 
reared by judges. . • • 

• Wherever, therefore, much of the law consistll of judi
ciary law, the entire legal system, or the e~tire C()'fPU' juri" 
is necessarily a monstrous chaos: partly consisting of judi
ciary law, introduced bit by bit, and imbedded in a mea8ure
less heap of particular judicial decisions, and partly of 
legislative law stuck by patches on the judiciary law, and 
imbedded in a measureless heap of occasional and supple
mental statutes.' (Vol. ii pp. 359-370.) 

• Since such' (continues ~Ir. Austin) "are the 
monstrous evils of judicial legislation, it would seem 
that the expediency of a Code, or of a complete or 
exclusive body of statute law, will hardly admit of' a 
doubt. Nor would it, provided that the chaos of 
judiciary law and of the 'statute law stuck patchwise 
on the judiciary could be superseded by a good code. 
For when 'we con.trast the chaos with a positive code, 
we must not contrast it with the vet1' best of possible 
or conceivable codes, but with the code which, under 
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the given circumstances of the given community, 
would probably be the result of an attempt to codify.' 
The expediency of codification at a particular 'time 
and plaee depends on the question, I Are there men, 
then and there, competent to the task of successful 
codification ?' The difficulty of the work no one feels 
more strongly, or has stated more emphatically, than 
Mr. Austin. He considers I the technic~l part of 
legislation incomparably more difficult than 'what 
may be styled' the ethical j' holding it • far easier to 
conceive justly what would be useful law, than so to 
construct that same law that it may accomplish the 
design of the law. giver :'. an opinion whi.ch, in its full 

. breadth of statement, we should hesitate to endorse. 
But it will readily. be admitted that the two qualifi
cations are different., ~hat the one is no guarantee for 
the other, and that the talent which is merely 
instrumental is, in any high degree of perfection, 
nearly if not quite as rare as that to which it is sub
ordinate. 

The expediency, therefore, of codification in Eng
lalld and at the present time, Mr. Austin does not 
discuss j but he shows • the futility of the leading or 
principal arguments which are advanced against codi
fication, considered generally or in abstract.' Un
llappily a great part of the matter which he delivered 
on this subject is' missing from the manuscript. But 
its place is partly supplied by the abundant notes and 
memoranda relating to the subject, which have been 
found ~mong his papers, and.of which the • Notes on 
Codification,' appended to the third volume, are but a 
part. We shalle quote only one passage, which 

• VoL ii. p. 37l.. 
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belongs to the Lectures, and is reproduced in the 
pamphlet on the' Study of J urist>rudence! It is a 
reply to the common objection that statute law cannot 
include all cases. lIr. A.ustin shows that it can at lelUlt 
include all those which are covered by judiciary law. 

f The current objection "to codification is the necessary in· 
completeness of a ~ode. It is &aid that the individual casc. 
which may'arise in fact or practice are infinite, and that, 
therefore, they cannot be anticipated, and provided for, by a 
body of general rules. The objection (as applied to statute 

'law generally) is thus put by Lord Mansfield in the case of 
Omichund and Barker. (He was then Solicitor· General.) 
tf Cases of Law depend upon occasions which give rille to 
them. All occasions do Dot arise at once. A statute very 
seldom can take in all cases. Therefore the common law 
that works itself pure by rules drawn' from the fou!ltains of 
justice. is superior to an act of parliament." 

f My answer to this objection is, that it i.i equally applic. 
able to all law'; and that it implies in the partisans of judi
ciary law (who are pleased to insist upon it) a profound 
igno~ance, or a complete forgetfulness, of the nature of the 
law which is established by judicial decisions. 

• Judiciary law consists of Tulel. or it is merely a heap of 
particular decisions inapplicable to the lolution of future 
cases. ~n the last lupposition. it is not law at all: and the 
judges who apply.decided cases to the resolution of other 
cases. are not resolving the latter by any determinate law, 
but are deciding them arbitrarily. ' 

• The truth; however, is, that- the general grounds or prin. 
ciples o~~ judicial decisions are as completely law a.i statute 
law itself~ though they differ considerably from statute. in 
the manne~ and form of expression. And being law, it i. 
clear that .they are liable to the very imperfection which il 
objected to statute law. Be the law statute or judiciary, it 
cannot, anticipate all the cases which :a,. pol!8ibly arise in 
practice:, 
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• The objection implies. that aD judicial decisiona which 
are not applicatWna or statutes are merely arbitrary. It 
therefore involvN a double mistake. It mistakes the nature 
or judiciary law. and it confouuds law with the IIrlJi/n.. of 
the judge. Deciding arbitrarily. the judge, no doub1. may 
provide for all possible casea. But whether providing Cor 
them tbna be providing for them by law, I leave it to the 
judicious to consider. 

• If law, as reduced into a code, would be incomplete, &0 is 
it incomplete as not 80 reduced. For codification is the re
expression or uisting law. It is true that the code might 
be iucomplete. owing to an oversight oC redactors. But this 

,is an objection to codification i. pllrticMlar • ••• 
• Repetition and inconsistency are far more likely, where 

rules are formed one by one (and. perhaps, withont concert, 
by many distinct tribunals), than where all are made at 
once by a single individual or body, who are trying to 
embrace the whole field oflaw. and so to construct every rule 
as that it may harmonize with the rest. 

• And here I would make a remark which the objection in 
questlon suggests, and which to my nndersta,nding is quite 

. conclusive. 
• Rules or judiciary law are not decided cases. but the 

1~.~rtJl grounds or principles (or the ratUnu~ tkckkru/'Jw hereon 
the cases are decided. Now. by the practical admiSsion of 
those who apply these grounds or principles. they may be 
codified, or turned into statute laws. For what is that 
process of induction by which the principle is gathered before 
it is applied, but this Tery process of codifying such prin
ciples, performed on a particular occasion, and performed on a 
small scale ? If it be possible to extract from a case, or from 
• few cases, the ralw tkciJntli. or general principle of deci
sion, it is possible to extract from all decided cases their 
respective grounds of decisions, and to turn them into a body 
of law, abstract in its form, and therefore compact and acce&

sible. Assuming that judiciary law is really law, it clearly 
may be codified. 
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• I admit that no code can be complete or perfect. But it 
may be less' incomplete than judge-made law, and (if well 
constructed) free from the great defects which I have pointed 
out in the latter. It may be brief, compact, systematic, 
and t~erefore knowable as far as it goes.' (Vol. ii. pp. 3H· 
377.) 

The 'Notes on Codification' contain, in subRtance, 
all that is required to meet any of the objections 
against codification generally, or in the abstract j. 
but their form'· is to~ completely that of a mere 

. syllabus, to be acceptable, to the general reader. 'Ve 
shall quote, however, as·a specimen, and for its prac-' 
tical importance, one excellent passage, containing the 
author's view of the real difficulties of codification, 
and the conditions necessary for· rendering it advi· 
sable. 

'The great difficulty is, the impo!1sibility that anyone 
man should perform the whole. But if done- by several, it 
would be incoherent, unless all were imbued with the same 
principles, and all versed in the power of applying them. 
The great difficulty, therefore, is to get a sufficient number 
of competent men, ver!led in common studies and modes of 

• The most popular, though one of the most superficial. of the ob
jections, is the SUPPOded failure of existing codes, especially the French 
and the Prussian.· To this Mr. Austin answers, sub..tantially, two 
things: Firat, that the failure of the French and Pru8sian codes has 
been greatly exaggerated, and that, with all their defects, they are still 
vastly suptlrior to the state of things which preceded them. Seeondly, 
that in 80 far as those codes do fall short of what is required in a COde, 
it is owing to defects which are obvious and avoidable, and, above all, 
because they are .not really COdeB; for the Code Napoleon is without a 
single definition, ana the Prussian Code has none that are adequate, 
80 that the meaning of all the law terms had either to be fixed by judi
ciary law, or asce~ained by referring back to the old law which wry 

supposed to have been superseded. Far frOID beilig any 'evidt'Uce 
against a code, those compilatious are a most 8atisfactory proof of the 

. great amount of good which can be done even by the merebt digest. 
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reasoning. Thi~ being given, codification is practicable and 
'exp'edient. 

,I Peculiarly teclmical and partial knowledge of Englia'" 
lawyer.. No English lawyer is master even of English law, 
and has, therefore, ~o notioQ of that interdependency o,f parts 
of a system, on which its successful codification must depend. 

I A code muat be the work of many minda. The project must 
'be the work of one, and revised by a commission. The 
general outline, the work of one, might be filled up by divers. 

'All-importallce in codification of the jir81 intention. ~l 
minds are trained, it will scarcely succeed. How the diffi
culty is to be surmounted. Necessity far men versed in 
theory, and equally versed in practice; or rathel', of a com~ 

oination of theorists and practitioners. Necessity for pre
liminary digests; or for waiting .till successful jurists and 
jurisprudence are formed through effectual legal education.' 
(Vol. ill. p. 278.) 

Having concluded th~ subject of Law in general, 
regarded under its different aspects, Mr. Austin 
proceeds to consider t?e parts of which a corpus juris 
is n.ecessarily composed, and the mutual relations of 
those parts. As already observed, he adheres in the 
main, though with some not unimportant improve

'ments, to the classification and arrangement of the 
nom an law; or rather of its modern e~positors, who 
have carried out the idep.s of the classical jurists with 
a precision still greater than theirs. 

Mr. Austin gives excellent reasons for rejecting 
their primary division, followed by most modern 
writers, into public and private law, and shows how 
the various parts which compose the former of these 
should be dl!'posed of.· This being set aside, the 
leading division is into what are termed by the Roman 

• Lecture 44. 
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lawyers, Law (If Persons and Law of Things-j ... p"'
,oltarullJ and j ... rerlllll, strangelf mistranslated by' 
Hale and Blackstone into "9"'8 or persons and "9"'
of thin~. The ori~nal expressions are extremely ill~ 
chosen, and have been an '9Nis/allllll to law writers, 
both in ancient and modem times. The Law of 
Persons (agreeably to one of the meanings of the wON' 
persolta) is the law of Statu or conditions-Of the 
rightll ,and obligations peculiar to certain claS-8e-, of 
persons, on whom a peculiar legal stamp has been set. 
And, in contradistinC£ion, the Law of Things is the 
law common to all persons, together with the peculiar,., 
laws relating to other classes or persons not so f.lpecially 
marked out from the rest. But this has seldom been 
properly understood by law writers. They have 
imagined that persons (persolffZ), in this acceptation, 
meant persons in the ordinary sense-human beings; 
and forgetting that in this sense all law, and all rights 
and obligatious, relate to persons, they snpposed that 
the Law of Persons, as distinguished from that of 
Things, ought to contain all law which deals with 
those, interests of persons which have no (or but 
,slight) reference to things. Hence Blackstone places 
in the Law of Persons what he calls Absolute Rights, 
being thos'e which belong ,to,aU persons without u
ception, such as the right to life, to penlonal security, 
to reputation-rights which, looked at from the point 
of view of the Roman lawyers, belong even more pre
eminently than any othe~ to the Law of Things. 

Those jurists who have understood the meaning of 
ihe Roman lawyers more correctly than' Blackstone, 
bave exhausted their ingenuity in search of metaphy
siCal reasons why some peculiarities of legal position 
bave been accounted Status, wid included injlll per-
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Bonarum, while others, equally marked and equally 
important, have been retained in the Law of Things. 
Mr. Austin minutely .examines and criticizes these 
subtleties, and, after a full review of them, decides 
that the division has no logic·al or metaphysical basis 
at all. It rests solely on convenience. Executors, 
heirs, trustees, proprietors, contractors, &c., are as 
much classes of persons as parents, guardians, infants, 
magistrates, an~ the like j yet they are never accounted 
status, and the laws which concern them are always 
included in the Law of Things. No reason can be 
given why the 'one group should, and the other should 
not, be detached from the genel'al body of the law and 
pfaced apart, except that t·he laws relating to. the one 
'have no necessary coherency with the bulk of the 
legal system,' and need not, generally speaking, be 
taken into consideration in order to understand the 
law as a whole j while the others 'have such a co"' 
berency with the bulk of the legal system, that if they 
were detached from it the requisite continuity in the 
statement or exposition of it would be lost.'-

As much of the law, then, as relates to certain 
peculiar legal positions, is remanded to a separate 
branch, which ,naturally should be placed after the 
general law, or jU8 reruli,. The Roman institutional 
writers: by placing the Law of. Persons first, gave one 
among several proufs that even they had not a per
fectly clear conception of the distinction which they· 
had themselves drawn. 

In proceeding to subdivide the Law of Things, 
Mr. Austin adopts from ~he Roman lawyers their 
principle of grounding the general division or the 

• Vol ii. p. 413.. 
VOL. III. s 
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corpus juris upon a classification of rights. But he 
selects as his primary division of rights (and of 
the corresponding duties) a distinction not specially 
recognised by those, writet"B. 

The)l.oman lawyers primarily divided rights into. 
jura in rem, or rights availing against all the world, 
an~ jura in personam, or rights availing against de
terminate persons only. - Of the former, the right of 
dominion OT. property i~ the most familiar instance. 
My right of ownership in a thing, is constituted bya 
duty or obligation imposed. on all persons not to 
depriv~ me of. the thing, or molest me in its enjoy
ment. Of rights in personam, the most promineni, 
example is a right by virtue of a contract. If B has 
contracted with A ,to deliver certain goods, A has Ii 

right, answering to the legal obligati9n on D, but the 
right is against D alone. Until they are delivered, 
A: has acquired no right to the goods as against other 
persons. If the goods came into the possession of a 
"third party, through (for example) a Wrongful resale 
by B, A would .still have his original right as against 
B, and might have a right to damages besides, but 
h~couldno~ by process of law recover""he goods 
themselves from the new possessor. A'~ right, there
fore, is O:ot in rem, but in personam, meaning in per
sonam rlelerminatam. The distinction between these 
two classes of rights belongs to universaljurisprudence, 
for every system' of law must establish rights of ~th 
kinds; and the difference between them is connected 

• These phrases were devised by the modem civilians. The c:1aa
sielloI juridts expressed the same distinction by the ambiguous term. 
dominium (in the largest sense in which that word was employed} and 
pbUgaJ.io, a name which, in the Roman law, ia umortunately given to 
rights as well as to obligation,s.. 
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with practical differences in the legal remedies. Among 
rights i" "~»I must be reckoned the right to life, to 
reputation, to the free disposal of one's person and 
faculties, to exemption from bodily harm or indignity, 
and to any external thing of which one is theelegal 
owner. To these must be added the limited right in 
a thing owned by some one else, which is called
Bermtus or eallement, such as a right of way over 
another person's land. ' 

Rights in peraonam, or availing against a determi .. 
nate person or persons, are divided by Roman jurists' 
in.to rights (in their unhappy phraseology obligationea) 
ere contractu, and rights ~or o!Jligationea) ere delicto, 
with two miscellaneous appendages, rights quasi' ere ' 
contractu and qua8i ea: delicto. By quasi-contracts are 
not to'be understood implied contracts, differing from' 
express ones only in that the' engagement is signified· 
by conduct instead of words. Such tacit engagements 
are real contracts, and are placed in the l.aw of contract.' 
The term quasi-contract applies to cases in which 
there has not been, and is known not to have been, 
any engagement, either express or tacit, but in which 
the ends of legislation require that the same legal 
obligations shall be imposed as if the party had en
teted into an engagement. The case commonly used 
as an illustration is 8oluNo indchili-the obligation of 
a person to whom a payment has been made under a. 
mistake, to refund the amount. Obligations quasi ere 
contractu are, therefore, simply mi8cellaneous obiiga-· 
tions _which cannot be teduced to any of the other 
classes. The third class, obligations (or rights) 
arising from offences, is, we venture to say,' a. 
stumbling~block to all clear-headed persons when 

. s 2 
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they begin the study of the Eoman law. Mr. Austin 
retains it, but suppresses the fourth class. f.a~i rz 
tldido, it being quit~ neeJIe3S to ha\"'e Ift'O repositories 
for merely misct:llaneous oL~<?3.tion.s 1Othout any \ 
positi~ feature in oommon. The term quasi-ron
tracts. rightly undcr:.-tood. includes them all ..\S 
Mr. Austin expresses it,· • one fiction suffires.' • 'Dle 
terms are merely a sink into .hich sucb obli~tory 
incidents as are not ront.r:k:b, or not delicts. but 
beget an ob~<?3.tion IU if. &e., are throwu ",ithout 
discrimination. And this is the rational new ",hi.:h 
Gains has taken of the subject.' • 

Though MJ:. Austin retains the class of rights ~z 
tld4·c/41, it is here that his clas:;ification most materially 
demtes from that of the I!oman jurist&. InskaJ of 
making rights ~z tkl4·do a 5eOOndary, he makes them 
a primary cla.ss. Instad of co-ordinating them .ita 
rights from rontract and from quasi.rontt-dct, u 
spe<:i~- of j.ra ia perso.aM, he opposes t1em to ill 
other rights. i. rt"8 and ia Ji"'KlMaM taken tc~tLer. 
His <lirision of rights in general. is into Primary, and 
what he terms Sanctioning, Rights. TIle charac
teristic of these is. that they exist only for the w.e 
of the primary. Primary rights and duties ha,-e a 
legal ~..ence only by rirtue of their s..mctivns. 
But in order that the sanctions may be arplie.J. kg.u 
pronsions are necessary, by which other rights are 
created and dutie3 imposed. These ~nJaY)" rights 
and duties are the subject-matter of Penal Law and 
of the Law of Procedure. 1'hey co~-pond partly 
(though, as ,,-e shall see" not entirely) 10th the C»;. 

$aliQ.u ez tldiclo of the Romans. and admit of king 

• 'uI.. iii. p. 13l. 
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classed as rights and duties arising out of offences. 
As such, they are again divided by Mr. Austin into 
• Rights and Duties arising from Civil Injuries,' and 
• Duties and other Conseqnences arising from Crimes.' 
The basis which the Roman jurists assumed for their 
division 6f rights in general-the distinction between 
rights ill rem and in peraonam-is retained by Mr. 
Austin only for primary rights. The following table, 
abridged from one annexed to the author's Outline, 
will serve as a rough ground-plan of his distribution of 
the field of law :-

Law 
I.." of Thlnga 

Prim • ..,. rlKbto 
(lWciciulleo) 

La .. of Penon. or Statu 

SaocLiuDing r~bt. (and dull .. ) 

Blghto Blgbto Combination. Or 
i.HIt ' .. ,........ rlgh ........ ond 

_----.!I--rlghllli»' ... -
, Blghll lligbto ' 

aooMlNcIa 

Blgbt. and duti .. 
deri .. d from Ci.1l 

h\juri .. 

Duti.ond 
other con
oequen_ 

lliling "'081 
Crimeo. 

. The remaining Lectures are devoted to the exami
nation and elucidation of the particulars included 
under these htlads. And, with, all their incomplete
ness (which, as with the broken arches in Addison's 
Vision. becomes greater as we approach the point 
where they cease altogether), their value to the 
student will be found to be very great, We would 
particularly direct attention to the treatment of Domi
nium or Property. in its various senses~ with the con
trasted conception of aervitUIJ or' easement. The 
nature and boundaries of ~hese two kinds of rights 
are made so transpareI}.tly clear. that it requires some 
acquaintance with the specnlations of jurists to be 
'able to believe that anyone could ever have misun
derstood the subject. 
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. Dut is the divi$ion and arrangement of law in 
ge;neral, expressed in the table, wholly unimpeach
. able . ?' We do not mean in point of mere corre<:tneslJ. 
It. satisfies the fundamental rules of logical division . 
. I~ covers the whole subject, and DC} one part overlaps 
;another. It affords an arrangement in which it is at 
,least possible to layout perspicuously the whole of 
the matter; and if the proper mode of ordering and 

. setting out a body of law is to ground it upon a 
clas$ification of rights,. no better one for the purpose 
could probably be made. 

But the purely logical requisites are not the only 
qualities desirable in a scientific classification. 'l'here 
is a further. requisite-that the division should tum 
upon the. most important features of the things 

-'dassified; in order that these, and not points of minor 
importance, may be the points on which attention is 
concentrated. A classification which does this, is 
what men .of science mean when they speak of a 
~aturlll Classification. To fulfil this condition may 
require, according to' circumstances, different prin
ciples.ofdivision ; since the most important properties 
.mayeither be those which are mo~t imporlant·prac. . 
jically, by their bearing on human interests, or those 
,which are most .important scientifically, as rendering 
.it easiest .to· understand the subject-which will gene
.rally be the most elementarl/ properties . 

.In the ,case ,now under consideration, both these 
,indications coincide. T~ey both point to the (jame 
principle of division. Law is a system of means for 
the attainment of ends. The diflerent ends for which 
.different portioIlS of the law are designed. are conse
quently the .best foundation for' the division of it. 
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They are at once what is most practically important 
jn the laws, and the fundamental element in the con
ception of them-the one which must be clearly under
stood to make anything -else intelligible. Is, then, 
this requirement, of distinguishing the parts of the 
corpus juris from one another a4:;cording to the ends 
which they suhserve. fulfilled by a division which 
turns entirely upon a classification of rights? 
, It would' be so. if the' ends of different portions of 

the law differed only in respect of the different kinds 
of ' Rights which they create. But this is not -the 
fact. The rights created by a law are sometimes the 
end or purpose of the law, but are not always so. 

In the case of what Mr. Austin terms Primary 
Rights, the rights created are the very reason and 
purpose of the law which creates them.' That these 
rights may be enjoyed is the end 'for which the 'law 
is euacted. the duties imposed. and the sanctions 
established. \ 

In that part of the law. however, which presupposes 
and grows out of, wrongs-the law of civil injuries, of 
crimes. and of civil and criminal procedure-the case 
is quite otherwise. There are, it is true, rights 
(called, by Mr. Austin, Sanctioning Rights) created 
by this portion of the law, and necessary to its 
existence. But the laws do not exist for the sake of 
these rights; the rights, on the contrary, exist for the 
sake of the laws. They are a portion of the means 
by which those laws effect their end. The purpose of 
this part of the law is not the creation of rights, but 

# the application of sanctions. to -give effect to the 
rights created by the law in its other departments. 
~rhe sanctioning rights are merely instrumental to 
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the sanctions j but the sanctions are themselves in
strumental to the primary rights. The -filiation of 
the ideas, proceeding from the simple to the more 

·complex, is as follows:-
1. Primary Rights, with the correlative Duties. 
2. Sanctions. 
3. Laws determining the mode of, applying the 

Sanctioris. 
4. Rights and Duties established by those laws, for 

the sake of, and as being necessary to, the application 
of the Sanction;B. 

It appears from these considerations, that howev~r
suitable a groundwork the classification or rights may 
be for the arrangement of that .portio}l of the law 
which treats of Primary Rights (commonly caned the 
Civil Code)-in the Penal Code and Code of Proce
dure the rights thereby cre~ted are but a secondary 
consideration, on which it is-not well to bestow the 
prominence which is given to them bi- carrying out 
into those branches the same principle of c1as .. ifica
tion. We do not mean that rights ex delido can be 
left out of the classification Df rights for the purposes 
of the Civil Code. They are rights, and being so, 
cannot be omitted in the catalogue. But they ~houIJ. 
we apprehend, be merely meJ.ltioned there, and their 
enumeration and definition reserved for a separate de
partment, of which the subject should be, not nights, 
but Sanctions. If this view be correct, the primary 
division of the body of law should be into two parts. 
First, the Civil Law, containing the definition and 
classification of rights and duties: Secondly, the law 
of Wrongs and Remedies.· This last would be sub
divided into Penal Law, which treats of offences and 
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punishments, and the law of ProceC\ure. If this were 
a mere opinion of our own, 'we shool~ hesitate to 
assert it against a judge in aU respects so much more 
competent as Mr. Austin; but if his great authority 
is againl't us, we have with us that of Bentham, 
James Mill, and the authors of, we believe, all modem 
codes. 

Not only does this more commonplace distribntion 
and arrangement of the CorpU8 juris appear to us more 
scientific than Mr. Austin's; we apprehend that it is 
also more convenient. Mr. Austin, in fact, has been 
driven, by the plan he adopted, to the introduction of 
a logical a11omaly, which he himself acknowledges. 
There are, as he rightly holds, legal duties which are 
absolute, that, is, which have not only for their ulti
mate but for their immediate and direct object the 
,general good, and not the good of any cteterminate 
person or persons, and to which, therefore, there are 
no cortelative rights. Now, in a classification grounded 
wholly on ri~hts, there is no place for duties which do 
not correspond to any rights. It being impossible to 
class these duties with jura ill rem or ill personall;, ~Ir. 
Austin treats of them uneler the head of Sanctioning 
nights. The difficulty, however, is not in knowing 
under what kind of rights to place them, but in 
placing them under rights 'at aU. Duties which 
answer to no rights, have no more -natural affinity 
with Sanctiouing than they have with Primary rights. 
Why then is this, as it undoubtedly is, their proper 
place in the classification? Because, though the 
duties have no affiuity with rights, the wrongs which 
are violations of those duties ha¥e an affinity with the 
wrongs which are violations of "rights. Violations of 
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'absolute duties are Crimes; many violations of rights 
are also Crimes; and between crimes of these two 
sorts there is no generic difference which it is neces. 
sary that either penal law or cr~minal procedure shoulJ 
recognise. Now. if the second great division of the 
law is regarded (which we think it ought to be) as 
conversant not directly with ,Rights. but with 
Wrongs. the wrongs ill question. which areviolat,ions 
of absolute duties. take their place among other 
wrongs as a matter of course. But in a cllUlsification 
grounded on Right.s. they are altogether an anomaly 
and a blot. There is no place marked out for them 
by the principle of the classification; and to include 
them in it. recourse must be Pad to ~ second prin. 
ciple. which. except for that purpose. the classification 
·does not recognise. It has been seen in the table. 
that. in the second division of Mr. Austin's Sanction. 
ing Rights. he drops rights altogether. and speaks of 
, duties and other consequences.' 

Bui this is not the only. nor the greatest objection 
:which may be made. both on the ground of scientific 
symmetry and of practical con~enience. against the 
place assigned by Mr. Austin to the law of WrongH 
and Remedies. A still stronger objection is manifest 
from a mere inspection of the table. It interpolates 
the entire subjects of Penal Law and Procedure be
tween the general Oivil Law of Things and the Law of 
Status; that is. between two subjects so closely allied. 
that after a strenuous application of his powerful in· 
tellect to the subject. Mr. Austin was unable to draw 
a definite line. or find any essential or scientific dille· 
rence between them; and was induced to separate 
them at all. only by the convenience of treating the 
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genus first, and. a few of -its more complex species 
afterwards. As he himself says,· the law of any and 
of all Status is • indissolubly connected with that 
more $ElDeral matter which is contained in the Law of 
Things.' These two portions of law are conversant 
with the same general ideas-namely, rights and their 

, definitions (to a great degree even with the same kinds 
of rights): imd one of'them is but a kind of ap

'pendix or extension of the other, 80 that there is 
often a doubt in which compartment a particular 
chapter or title of the law may best be placed; yet 
the one is put at the beginning of the COrpU8 juris, . 
the other at the end, and between them lies all that 

. great portion of the law which has to do with the 
subsequent considerations of Offences, Punishments, 
Judicature, and Judicial Procedure. Wecannotthink 
that this is a mode of arrangement which would have 
approved itself to Mr. Austin's, on such subjects,almost 
infallible judgment, had he ever completed his 
Course .. 

It may be remar1ied that, though the arra.ngement 
which we have crit\cized was founded on that of the 
classical Roman juriS1;s, the criticism is not fa.irly ap
plicable to those jurists themselves. According to 
the plan of their treatises, they had no alternative. 
They could not treat of delicts under allY other form 
than that of • obligationes quce e;c delicto nascuntur:' 
For, as Mr. Austin himself observes, their institu
,tional writings were solely on private la~w.Public laW' 
was, it is uncertain for what reason, excluded.' But 
crimes, and criminal procedure, belonged to their con
ception of Public law. Of these, therefore, they had 

- ' 

• Vol. ii. p. 439. 
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riot to treat.· Civil procedure they did treat of; but 
they placed it in a branch apart, which was neither 
jus rerum nor per8onarum, but a third division co-ordi
nate with them, called JU8 Actionum. There remained 
only the law of civil injuries. Now, the specific 
character which distinguishes civil injuries from 
crimes is that, though the sanction is in both cases 
the leading idea, the mode in which, in the case of 
civil injuries, tae sanction is applied, is by giving to 
the injured party a right to compensation or redress, 
which, like his other rights, he may exercise or forego 
at his pleasure. It is evident that there is not in this 
case the same impropriety as in the case of crimes or 
ot' procedure, in considering the right oreated as the 
real purpose of the law.. It is· true that, even in this 
case, another purpose of the la.w is punishment; but 
the law is willing to forego that object, provided the 
injured person consents to waive it. The right, 
therefore, of the injured person, in this particular 
class of injuries, might without absurdity be treated 
as the principal object. Being a right availing only 
against determinate persons-namely, the offender or 
his representatives-:-it is a right in personam, or, in 
the language of the classical jurists, an obligatio; and 
its particular. nature afforded no reason why it should 
not, in an arrangement in all other respt.>cts dictated by 
the exigencies of the civil code, take its place where 
alone, in such an arrangement, a place could be &''1-

signed to it-namely, under the general head of Jura 
in Personam, as a sub-species. But this, though it 

• The single title appended to Justinian'. Institutell, De Publici, 
Judiciis, is supposed to have been an aft.-lrthonght, and to have had 
DO chapter corresponding to it in the institutional treatiaes of the cw· 
lIicai j uridts. 
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accounts for the place assigned in the Roman law to 
• obli,9ationes gum e3J aelicto llascuntur,' forms no reason , 
for applying the same arrangement to the whole law 
of wrongs and remedies, and making it the basis of a 
division including the entire field of the corpus juris 
-crimes, punishm,ents, civil and criminal procedure, 
among the rest. . 

After treating of dominium in the 'narrower sense 
in which it is opposed to 8ervitu8-a right to use or 
deal with a thing in .3. manner which. though not un
limited, is indefinite, as distinguished from a right to 
use or deal with a thing in a manner not only limited 
but definite~:Mr. Austin proceeds to treat of rights 
limited or unlimiteq as to duratiou; of rights vested 
and contingent; and of ~ominiune or- property in the 
more emphatic sense in which it denotes the largest 
,right which the law recognises over a thing-a right 
not only indefinite in extent and unlimited in dura
tion. but including ·the power of aliening the thing 
from the person who would otherwise take it by suc
cession. The Lectures finally break oIr, where they 
were interrupted by ill health. in the middle of the 
important subject of' Title. There is no finer speci
men of analytical criticism in these volumes than the 
comment (in the N ote14 to the Tables) on the erroneous 
and confused notions which the Roman jurists· coo'-· 
nected with their distinction between Titulu.!J and 
},/oau8 AC'luirendi. _ 

It cannot be too deeply regretted that. through the 
combined efiect of frequently-recurring attacks· of 
deprel'sing illness, and feelings of discouragement . 
which are vividly reproduced in the touching preface 
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of the editor. Mr. Austin did not complete his Lee
tures in tlie form of a systematic treatise. We are 
fully persuaded that, had he done so, the result would 
have proved those feelings of, dil!couragement to be 
ill groun,ded. The succe~s of the first volume, by no 
means the most attractive part of the Course, is a 
proof that even then there was in .the more enlight
ened part of the legal profession a public prepared for 
suc:h speculations; a publio not numerOU8, but in
tellectually competent-the only one which Mr. 
Austin desired. Had he produced a complete work 
on juril'prudence. such as he, and perbaps only he in 
his generation. was capable of. accomplishing; he 
wQuld nave attracted to the study every young student. 
of law who had a soul above that of a mere trader in 
legal learning j' and many non-professional students 
of social and political philosophy (a class now nume
rous, and eager for an instruction which unhappily, for 
tlie most part. does not yet exist) would have been 
delighted to acquire that insight into the rationale of 
all legal systems, without which the scientific study 
of politics can scarcely be pursued with profit. since 
juristical ideilS meet. and, if ill understood, confuse 
the 'student at every turning and winding in that in
tricate subject. Before the end of the period to 
which Mr. Austin's Jife wa.~ prolonged, he might have 
stood at the head of a school of scientific jurists, such 
as England ha;Dow little chance of soon possessing. 
But the remains which he has left, fragmentary though 
~uch of them be, are a mine of material for the 
future. He has shown the way. solved many of the 
l~ading problems, and made the path comparativel, 

. smooth for those who follow. Among the younger 
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lawyers of the present time, there must 8urely be 
several (independently of the brilliant example of Mr. 
Maine) .who possess the capacity, and can acquire the 
knowledge, required for following up a work so well 
begun j and whoever does so will find, in the notes 
and miscellaneous papers which compose the latter 
part of the third volume. a perfect storehouse-of helps 
and 8uggestions. 

It 'r~mains to say a few words on the que$tion of 
execution. A work left unfinished, ang never really 
~omposed as a book, however mature and well-digested 
its thoughts, is not a proper subject'tor literary criti. 
cism: It is from the first volume only that we are 
able to judge what, in point of compQSition, Mr .. 
Austin would have made it. But all the merits of 
expression which were found in that volume reappear 
in quite an equal degree in the remainder, and even, 
as far as the case admitted, in the looser memorand~. 
The language is pure and classical English, though 
here and there with 80mething of an archaic tinge. 
In expression as in thought, precision is ~lways his 
first object. It would probably have been so, what
ever had been the subject treated j but on one in 
which the great and fatal hindrance to rational thought 
is vague and indefinite phrases, this was especially 
imperative. Next after precision, . clearness is. his 
paramount aim j clearness alike in his phraseology 
and in the structure of his sentences.' His pre
eminent regard to this requisite gives to his style a 
peculiarity the reverse of agreeable to mauy readers. 
since he prefers, on system, the repetition of a noun 
substantive, or even of an entire clause, in order to 
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dispense with the employment of the little words it 
and tltem, which he is quite right in regarding B!! one 
of the most frequent sources of ambiguity and ob
scurity in composition. ,If there be some excess here, 
it is the excess of a good quality, and is a scarcely 
appreciable evil, while a fault in the contrary direc
tion would have been a serious one. In other reo 
spects Mr. Austin's style deserves to be placed very 
high. His command of apt and vigorous ex prell. 
sion is remarkable, and when the subject permit!!, 
there is an epigrammatic force in the turn of his sen· 
tences which makes them highly effective . 

. Some readers may be offended at the harsh wordtt 
which he now and then uses, not towards perllons, to 
whom he is-always, at the lowest, respectful, but to· 
wards phrases and modes of thought which he consi. 
'ders to have a mischievous tendency. 'He frequently 
calls them' absurd,' and applies to thtlm such epithets 
as 'jargon," fustian,' and the like. But it would be 
"a great injustice to attribute these vehement expres
sions to dogmatism, .in any bad sense of the word-to 
undue confidence in himself, or disdain of opponents. 
They flowed froul the very finest part of his character. 

'He was emphatically one who hated the darknesll .and 
loved the light. He regarded unmeaning phrases and 
confused habits of thinking as the greatest hindrance 
to human intell~d, and through it to human virtue 
and happiness. And, thinking this, he expressed the 
thought with corresponding warmtli : for it was one of 
his noble qualities that while, whatever he thought, 
he thought stt:ongly, his feelings always went along 
with his thoughts,. The same peifervidttTll ill!}enittlll 
made bim apply the same strong exprcsi)ions to any 
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rnist~ke which he detected in himself. In a pass~ge 
.of the Lectures,· he says, referring to a former lecture, 
.' I said so and so. Dut that remark was absurd; for 

- it would prove,' &0. And in an extemporaneous pas
sage, which some of his hearers may remember, he 
rated himself soundly for an erroneous opinion which 
he had expressed, and ~onjectured, as he might have 
done respecting a complete stranger to him; what 
might have been the causes that led him into so gross 
a mi~apprehension. That the occasional strength of 
his denunciations had its source in a naturally enthu
siastic character, combined in h:im with an habitually 
.calm and deliberate judgment, is shown by the cor
responding warmth which marks his expressions of 
eulogium. He was one in whom the feelings of ad
miration and veneration towards persons and things 
that deserve it, existed in a strength far too rarely 
met with among mankind. It is from such feelings 
that he speaks of • the godlike Turgot j' that, in men
tioning Locke,t he commemorates 'that matchless 
power of precise and just thinking, with that r~ligious 
regard for general utility and truth, which marked 
the incomparabl~ man who emancipated human reason 
from the yoke of mystery and jargon j' that he does 
homage, in many passages of the Lectures, to the great 
intellectual powers of Thibaut and Von Savigny, and 
that, in a note at page 248 <?f his first volume, he de
voles to Hobbes perhaps the noblest vindication which 
that great but unpopular thinker has ever received. 
That Mr. Austin was capable of similar admiration 
for the great qualities of tliose from whose main scheme 

• VoL iii. p. 24. 
t Province of Jurisprudence, voL i p..1.50. 

VOL. III. T 
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of thought he disRents, and whose authority he is 
oftener obliged to thrust aside than enabled to follow, 
is soown in' many passages, and in none more than in 
some remarks on Kant's • Metaphysical Principles of 
the Science of Law. '. We tnay add that his praises 
are not only warm .. but (probably without exception) 
just; that fluch severity as is shown, is shown towards 
doctrines, very rarely indeed towards persons, and is 
never, as with vulgar controversialists, a substitute 
for refutation. but· always and everywhere a conse
quenc~ of it. 

• 'A treatise darkened by a philosophy which, I own, is my aver· 
sion, but abounding, I must needs admit, with traces of rare Baga<'ity. 
He ha&l seized a number of notioDB, complex and difficult in the n· 
treme, with diBtinctness and precision which are marvellollll COD

sidering the scantiness of his means. For, of positive systema of law 
he had scarcely the slightest tincture, and the knowledge of the prin
ciples of jurisprudeuce which he borrowed £rom other writei'll, WM 

drawn, for the moat part, from the muddiest BOurces; from boob 
about the fustian which is styled the "Law of Natale." '-(Vol. iii. 
p.167.) 



PLATO.-

",,'HE readers of Mr. Grote's • History of Greece J 

.1 were not likely to forget .the hope held out in 
its concluding volumEi', that he who had so well inter
preted the political life of Hellas would delineate and 
judge that great outburst of speculative thought, by 
which, as much as by her freedom, Greece has been 
to the world what Athens according to Pericles was 
to Greece, a course of.education. It might have been . 
safely predicted, that the same conscientious research, 
the same skilful discrimination of authenticated fact 
from traditidnal misapprehension or uncertified con
jecturA, and the same rare power of realizing different 
intellectual and moral points of view, which were 
conspicuous in the History, and nowhere more than 
in the memorable chapters on the Sophists and on 
Sokrates, would find congenial 'lccupation in tracing 
put the genuine linea!Dents of Plato, Aristotle, and 
their compeers. But the present work does more 
than merely keep the promise of Mr. Grote's previous 
achievements-it reveals new powers: hadJt not been -
written the world at large might never have known, 
except on trust, the whole range of his capacities.and 
endowments. Though intellects exercised in the 

.higher philosophy might well perceive that such a 
book as the • History of Greece' could not have been 
produced but by a mind similarly disciplined, the in-

• Edinburgh. Bernew, April, 1866. 
T2 
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strudion which lay on the surface of that great work 
was chiefly civic and political; 'while the speculations 
of the Grecian philosophers, and emphatically of Plato, 
range over the whole domain of human thought and 

'curiosity, from etymology 'up to cosmogony, and from 
the discipline of the music·school and the gymnasium 
to the mo!'t vast problems of metaphysics and onto· 
logy. Many even of Mr. Grote's. admirers may not 
have been prepared to find, that he would be as much 
at home in the most abstract metaphysical specula •. 
tions as among the concrete realities of political insti· 
tutions-would move through the one region with the 
same easy mastery as through the other-and would 
bring before us, along with the clearest and fullest 
explanation of ancient thought, mature and well. 
weighed opinions of his own, manifesting a command 
of the entire field of speculative philosophy which 
places him in the small number of the eminent psy
chologists and metaphysicians of the age. 

The work of which we now give an account, though 
complete in itself. b);ings down the bistory 'Of Greek 
philosophy only to Plato and bis generation; but a 
continuation is promised, embracing at least the 
generation of Aristotle; which, by the analogy of the 
conCluding c1lapters of the present work, may be con· 
strued as implying an estimate of tbe Stoics and 
Epicureans.. If to this were added a summary d 
what is known to. us concerning the Pythagorean 
revival and the later Academy. no portion of purely 
Greek thought would remain untreated of; for Neo
platonism, an aftergrowth of late date and little 
intrinsic value, was a hybrid product of Greek and 
Oriental speculation, and its place in history is by 
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the side of Gnosticism. What contact it has with the 
Greek mind is with that mind in its decadence; as 
the little in PI~to which is allied to it belongs chiefly 
to the decadence of Plato's own mind. We are quite 

.reconciled to the exclusion from Mr. Grote's plan, of 
this tedious and unsatisfactory chapter in the histOry 
of human intellect. But such an exposition as he is 
capable of giving of Aristotle, will be hardly inferior 
in value to that of Plato. The latter, however, was 
the most needed; for Plato presents greater difficulties 
than Aristotle to the modern mind i more of our 
knowledge of the master, than of the pupil, is only 
apparent, and requires to be unlearnt i and much more 
use has been made of what the .later philosopher ean 
teach us, than: of the earlier. 

Though the writingR of Plato supply the principal 
material of Mr. Grote~s three volumes, the portion of 
them which does not relate directly to Plato is of 
great interest and value. The first two chapters 

'contain as full an Rccountas our information admits, 
of the forms of Greek philos~phy which preceded 
Sokrates; and the two which conclude the work reo 
count the little which is known (except in the case 
of Xenophon it is very little) of the other r Socratici 
viri' and their speculations: the Megaric school, com
mencing with Eukleides, the Cynic, with Antisthenes, 
the Cyrenaic or Hedonistic, with Aristippus~ '~ll 
these were personal companions of Sokrates, and their 
various and conflicting streams of thought did not 
flow out of a primitive intellectual f0untain opened 
by him, but issued from the rock in different places 
at the touch of his magical wand; for it was his pro
fession and practice to make others think, /not to 
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think for them. Concerning Sokrates him~elr, thougb 
in one sense nearly the whole book relates to him, 
there is no express notice in thes~ volumes, the 
narrative and estimate which we read in the • History 
of Greece' being sufficient. 
Som~ knowledge of the earlier Hellenic thinkers is 

, necessary to a full understanding of Plato. Unfortu
nately the materials are defective, and almost wholly. 
second-hand, a few fragments only of the original 
authors having been prese~ved by the citations of later 
writers. We are in possession, however, of what were 
regarded by their successors as the funda.mental doc
trines of each; but there is some difficulty in knowing 
what to make of them. These first gropings of the 
speculative intellect have so little in common with 
modern scientific habits, that the modern mind does 
not easily accommodate itself to them. The physical 
theories seem .so absurd, and the metaphysical ones 
so unintelligible, ·that there needs some stress of 
though~ to enable us to perceive how eminently 
natural they were. Multiplied failures have taught 
us the unwelcome lesson, that man can only arrive 
at an understanding of nature by a very circuitous 
route; that the great q~estions are not accessible 
directly, but through a multitude of smaller ones, 
which in the first ardour of their investigations men 
overlooked and despised-though they are the only 
questions suflicientlj simple and near at hand, to 
disclose the real laws and processes of nature, with 
which a.q keys we are afterwards enabled to unlock. 
sucl~ of her greater mysteries as are really within our 
reach. This process, which human impatience was 

. la.te in thinking of, and slow in learning to endure, is 
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an eminently artificial one; and the mind which has 
been trained to it has beeome. happily for mankind. 
60 highly artificialized. that it has forgotten its own 
natural mode of procedure. The natural man. in the 
wordll of Bacon's emphatic condemnation. naturam 
rei in. ipsa re per8CTutatur. He neither can nor will 
lay a .regular siege to his object. approach it by a. 
series of intermediate positions. and possess him$eIT 
first of the outworks; he will make but one leap into 
the citadel: and since. to· his freshly awakened 
curiosity. no inquiry seems, worth pursuing which 
promises less than an explanation of the entire 
universe. he makes a plausible guess which explains' 
or seems to explain a few obvious facts. and stretches 
or twists this into a theory of the whole. Such 
theories were thrown up in considerable number and 
variety by the early Hellenic mind. Mr. Grote has 
recounted what is known of them. and by the appli
cation of a clear philosophic intellect to the results of 
his own and of German erudition. has made out as 
much of their meaning as anyone. can well hope to 
do. To render that meaning intelligible without 
a. considerable effort of thought. exceeds even his 
powers; for the terms which embody it have no exact 
equivalents in modern language. which. having fitted 
itself to more definite conceptions of the problemg. 
and to a certain number of ascertained solutions. has' 
got rid of many of the vaguenel'lJes and ambiguities to 
which the early conjectural solutions were principally 
indebted for. such plausibility as they possessed. 

These early theories. as we said. may be distinguished 
into physical and metaphysical. though the physical 
hypothesis could not always dispense with metaphy-
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sical aid, and the metaphysical ones were employed 
to account for physical phenomena. In the physical, 
so~e one or more substances familiar to experience 
were assumed as the element or elements which, 
variously transformed, are the material of the entire 
universe; ;and all the pheJ;lomena or nature were 
supposed to be produced by the powers, properlit:8, 
or essences of these elements, or by hidden forces 
residing in them.· .Thales ascribed this cosmic uui· 
versality to water; Anaximenes to air: we must 
remember that the ancients called many things water 
and air which are not so styled in modern physiCfJ. 
Empedokles explained all things by the mixture and 
mutual action of earth, water, air, and fire. These 
material substances were usually supposed to require 
the -concurrence of certain abstract entities called 
'Vet ~nd Dry, Cold and Hot, Soft and Hard, Heavy 

. and Light; &c., which were the immediate if not 
u1tima~ agents in the generation of phenomena.· It 
would be a mistake were we to imagine that these 
and similar hypotheses were really absurd, until 
proved so by the subsequent course of inductive in
vestigation. A more artful namination of nature 
has since shown that the supposed elements are not 
real elements but compounds, and that the generalized 
properties, which were mistaken £Or causative agen
cies, are the products of iucorrect generalization and 
abstraction-notionea temere a rebufl abstractf2. But 
this was not, and could not be, known at the time 
when the hypothe~~s were framed. In the meanwhile, 
they served -as firfjt 'steps in that comparison of phe-

.. Ta"a",.&a &pxcU ..... &vr .... , • an axiom: eay. Mr. Grote (?ot i p. 15, 
note), • occupying _a great place in the mind. or the Greek philo-
sophers.' . 
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Domena. in respect of their likenesses and differences, 
which i~ the preparation for the discovery of their 
laws j and the process' of applying the hypotheses to 
the explanation of facts other than those Which had 
suggested them, was continually bringing into view 
fresh points of likeness and difference, and-laying the 
foundation for less imperfect hypotheses. The meta
physical theories, on the olher hand, which grounded 
their conception of the universe not on physical 
agencies, but on the largest and vaguest abstractions 
-.the One, the Same, .the Different, that which Is, 
that which Becomes-seem, to us, not ,so 'much 
erroneous as unmeaning: we find . it difficult to 
conceive what can have been in the thoughts of men 
who could offer matter like this as an explanation of 
anything. By we, must be understood the physicists, 
the experimentalists, the Baconians jsince the Germafi 
Transcendentalists find much more signification in 
th~se than in the physical hypotheses. For, indeed, 
their Ontology is essentially a return to this 'first stage 
of human specu1ation-a reproduction of the same 
methods, the same questions, and to a great degree the 
same answers, sometimes under a superficial varnish 
~f modern inductive philosophy. Hegel moves among 
the same vague abstractions as the earliest tyros in 
metaphysical thought j- his dialectics recall the Par
manides of Plato's dialogue, while. his substantive 
doctrines are in great part a reproduction of He
]·akleitus. If we turn back: to Anaximander, the 
earliest known speculative philosopher after his 
townsman Thales, we find already' the fU!1damental 
notions of Transcendentalism. • He adopted" as the 

• Grote, yolo i. p~ 5. 
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foundation of his hypothesis a substance 'which he 
called the Infinite or Indeterminate. Under this 
name he conceived Dody simply, without any positive 
or determinate properties, yet including the fuuda· 
mental contraries. Hot, Cold, Moist, Dry, &(1., in a 
potential or latent state, including further a sclf. 
changing and self.devcloping force, and being more· 
over immortal and indestructible. Dy this inherent 
force, and by the evolution of one or more of these 
dormant contrary qualities, were generated the 
various definite substances of nature-Air, Fire, 
'lVater,' &c.' 'Ve have here the fundamental anti· 
thesis of the Transcendentalists, Matter ana Form; 
while the cO.nception of an abstract ~dy, devoia of 

r properties, but with a potentiality of evolving them 
A from itself by an indwelling force, is the trantlcen

dental Noumenon, as contrasted with PLronomenon. 
Again, the Ens of Parmenides, Deing in General, 
• which is alwaYlJ, and cannot properly be called either 
past or future,' which is not • really generated or 
destroyed, but only in appearance to us, or relativdy 
to our apprehension,' which • is essentially One, and 
cannot be dh·ided,'· what is it (as Mr. Grote remarkst) 
but the Absolute of the modern Ontoloc;ists P a little 
in advance of them however, for the Eleatic pLiloso
pher left to his Absolute one quality cognisable by 
man, that of Extension, but the Transcendentalists 
refuse it even that, and yet maintain (some of them 
at least) that it is knowable. Even the almost Asiatic 
mysticism of Pythagoras respecting Number, has, as 
:Mr. Grote points out,: its exact equivalent in German 
nineteenth·century philosophy. 'Vhen numbers, mere 

• Grot8, ,.u1. 1. p. 2L t ILi.!. p. 22. : Ibid. Po 10, ... N. 
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abstract properties of things, are mistaken for actual 
things, they are soon supposed to exert powers, 
and have as good a chance as anything else of finding 
a philosoph!r to instal them as the ruling power of 
the universe. 

Doth these veins of speculation-the physical and 
the metaphysical-were temporarily thrown into the 
shade by the new tum given to the philosophic mind 
by Sokrates: but for a short time only j for the ambi
tious striving for a theory of the universe reappears 
in its most metaphysical form in the later productions 
of his greatest disciple, Plato. The originality of 
Sokrates, which was of the highest order, consisted 
chiefly in his method. Yet his principal instrument 
had been in part prepared f13r him by the pupil of Par
men ides, Zeno of Elea, who· stands announced on 
the authority of Aristotle as the inventor of dialectic; 
that is, as the ,first person, of whose skill in the art of 
cross-examination and refutation conspicuous illus
trative tlpecimens were preserved.' The speciality of 
Zeno consisted in bringing prominently forward the 
difficulties and objections to which a theory was liable: 
not in the modern manner. by producing facts incon-

. sis tent with it, but rather by tracing its consequences. 
and reducing it to a logical contradiction; a mode of 
arguing which he more particularly employed against 
those who opposed his master's doctrine of the Abso
lute and Indivisible One. and maintained with Hera- ' 
kleitus that the universe is not One but Many. The 
celebrated paradoxes by which Zeno is best known, 
his arguments against the reality of Motion, Mr. 
Grote t considers neither as sceptical fanacies nor 

• Grote, vol. i. p. 96. t Ibi.L pp. 103, 1 (}1. 
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logical puzzles, but as bona fide arguments, not in
tended to disprove motion as a phenomenal fact, but 
to assert its relative character, as a state of our own 
consciousness-incapable of being, in any true and 
consistent meaning, predicated of the. Ens Unum, or 
Absol~te, which the Parmenidean doctrine regarded 
as immoveable. However this may be, these argu
ments were quite in keeping with the vocation of . 
Zeno for what Mr. Grote happily terms the negative 
arm of philosophy-that which tests the truth of 
theories by the difficulties which they are bound to 
meet; and if he often miRtook verbal difficulties for 
real, this wall inevitable at first, and Plato frequently 
did the same. . 

It Wall reserved for Sokrates, and for Plato, who, 
whether as the interpreter or continuator of Sokrates, 
can never be severed from him; to exalt this negative 
arm of philosophy to a perfection never since surpassed, 
and to provide it with its greateRt, most interesting, 
. and most indispensable. field of exercise, the gene
ralities relating to life and conduct. These great men 
originated the thought, that, like every other part of 
the practice of life, motals and politics are an affair of 
science, to b'e understood only -after severe study and 
special training; an indispensable part of which con
sists in acquiring the habit of considering, not merely 
·what can be said in favour of a doctrine, but what can 
be said against it; of sifting opinions, and never a~ 
cepting any until it has ·emerged victorious over every 
logical, still more than over every practical objection. 
These two principles-the necessity of a scientific 
basis and method for ethics and politics, and of rigo
rous negative dialectics as a part of that method, are 
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the greatest of the many les:rons to be learnt from 
Plato; and it is because the modern mind has in a 
great measure laid both these lessons, especially the 
latter of them, aside, that we regard the Platonic 
writings as among the most precious of the intellec
tual treasures bequeathed to us by antiquity. Mr. 
Grote is of the same opinion, and has rendered, by the 
work before us, an inappreciable service, in facilitat
ing the study to those who can read the original, and 
making the results accessible to those who cannot. 

He first relates the biography of Plato, as far as it 
can be constructed from the etant authorities. He 
then treats of the Platonic Canon; and after a com
parison and ponderation of evidence, equal in 'merit to 
any in his History, accepts as works of Plato the entire 
list recognised by the Alexandrian critics, and admitted, 
by all schohtrs until for the first time disputed by 
German editors and commentators in the present cen
tury. A chapter is next devoted to a general view 
of the Platonic writings j and the remainder of the· 
work (except the final chapters on the minor Sokratics), 
consists of a minute analysis and compte rendlt of each 
dialogue separately., In this analysis are compre
hended the following elements, which· are far from 
being kept as separate in fact as we must keep them 
in description. First. a complete abstract of the dia
logue. omitting no idea, and no important develop
ment. Attention is next drawn to the light which 
the dialogue throws on Plato's doctrine or method, 
and the bearing which it has npon the author's' gene
ral conception of Plato and his writings. TJast.ly. the 
thoughts on which the particular dialogue turns..or 
which are struck out in the course of it, are disen-
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tangled from the confext, and mtically examined. 
sometimes at considerable length, both from Plato', 
point of view and from the author's; and when the 
verdict is adverse. we are tihown the author's own 
view o(the same questions, and its justification. The 
book is thus a perfect treasury of instructive discus
sions on the most important questions of philosophy, 
speculative and practical; while at the same time it 

·is a quite complete account of Plato. Plato himself, 
not anybody's interpretation or"bim. is brought before 
us. Nothing needs be taken on trust. except the fide
lity of the abstract, pich is perfect. 'Ve lose. of 
course, Plato's dramatic power, his refined comedy, 
and the magic of his style, the reproduction of which 
(could anyone hope to succeed in it) would be the 
work, not of an expositor, but of a translator. Dut 
the thonghts are there, exactly as they are. and ex
acUy where they are, in the Platonic writings. The 
account of each .dialogue is thus a kind of complete 
work in itsf'lf-a plan necessarily involving much re
petition, as the same idea or Platonic peculiarity. being 
manifested in several dialogues. gives fresh occasion 
for the same line of remark. These repetitions have 
been censured by some critics from a. literary point of 
view. as signs of want of skill in composition; but this 
is to mistake the author's purpose. He does not lay 
llimself open to the reproach from carelessness or awk
wardness ; he altogether disregards and defies it. What 
would be imperfections in a picture of Plato addressed 
to the imagination, are merits in what ill meant to be 
an aid or substitute for the study of the philosopher 
in detail. Mr. Grote intended the reader to judge of 
Plato for himself-to find it) each chapter what he 

\ 
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would have found in the corresponding dialogue, to
gether with all that is necessary for understanding it 
and estimating its value. His own opinions on Plato 
and the Platonic topics tum up often, because every 

. dialogue contains fresh evidence bearing on them. 
The alternative was indeed open to him of using re
ferences instead of repetitions; and had he cared more 
for his lIterary reputation, and less for his subject, he 
would have adopted it. But those who read for in
struction will generally prefer that the things they 
need to be reminded of should be told over again in a 
form and language adapted ~o the special occasion, 
rather than be compelled to search for them in another 
chapter, where they are exhibited in a quite different 
framework of circumstances. Even in an artistic point 
of view, it is too narrow a conception of art, to exclude 

.that which produces its effect by an accumulation of 
small touches. Besides, many of Mr. Grote's views 
being contrary to received opinion, he was bound to 
give some idea of the mass of evidence on w~ich they 
rest. Those who find it tiresome to have this evi
dence noted en p088ant where it occurs; would have 
far more reason to complain if it had been culled out 
and laid ill a single heap, in which case we may sur
mise that few of them would have taken the trouble 
even to look at it. 

II) truth, there are few, if any, ancient authors con
cerning whose mind and purpose so many demo~
strably false opinions are cUlTent, as concerning Plato; 
and there is probably no writer, of merit comparable 
to his, and of whom so many writings survive, who 
lea.ves us in. so much real uncertainty l'especting his 
opinions. His works-except a few letters, which 
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(allowing them, with Mr. Grote, tQ be authentic) were 
written late in life, and have mostly a biob,,!aphic rather 

_ tha~ a philosophical interest-are exclusively in the 
form of dialogue; and he himself is never one of the 
interlocutors. Not one of the opinions contained in, 
them is presented',as his own, nor in any connexion 
with himself., There certainly is, in almost every 
dialogue, one principal Rpeaker, who either as confuter 
or instructor carries oft' the honoura of the discussion. 
But this chief speaker, in the great majority of cases, 
is not a fictitious or unknown person, who could only 
be looked on as the author's own spokesman, but a 
philosopher with a well.marke4 intellectual inJ.ivi. 
duality of his own. and regarded by Plato himself 
with the deepest reverence. The question arises, how 
far the opinions put in the mouth of Sokrates are 
those of the real Sokrates, or of Plato speaking in bi~ 
name? and if the former, whether Plato desired to 'be 
considered as adopting them? ,But, again, Sokrates, 
though generally the leading speaker, is not always 
so. In one dialogue, the Parmenidel!, he takes part 
in the discussion, but only to be powerfully confuted 
by that veteran philosopher. In the S6phistes and the 
Politikos he is a mere listener, while the place usually 
filled-by him is occupied by a. nameless stranger from 
Elea; though these two dialogues are an avowed con· 
tinuation of the Theretetus, in which Sokrates takes 
the leading part. In Timreus and Kritias, the per
sons bearing those names are the teachers, and So
hates an approving and admiring bearer. In the 
Leges and Epinomis he does not appear at all. Some 
reas~n there must have been for these diversities, but 
it neither shows itself in the dialogues, nor is known 
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by external evidence. All this would have been ot 
little consequence, if the dialogues· had exhibited a 
consistent system of opinions, always adhered to and 
always coming out victorious. But so far is this from 
being the case, that the result of a large proportion of, 
them is merely negative, many ~pinions in succession 
being tried and rejected, and the 'question finally left 
unsolved. When;tn opinion does seem to prevail, it 
almost always happens that in some other dialogue 
that same opinion is either refuted, or shown to in
volve difficulties which, though frequently passed 
over, are nev.er resolved. Some of the ancient critics 
were hence led to suipect that Plato had, as his master 
professed to have~ no positive opinions; a supposition 
for which plausible arguments might be drawn from 
many of the dialogues, but which i::l quite inconsistent 

.with the spirit,of others.' Besides, a philosopher who 
101' nearly forty years lectured in open school -to 
numerous audiences. must have had something positive 
-to teach them: mere negation and confutation raise 

, up imitators, but not disciples. 
To these various puzzles the German editors_ and 

critics add another-namely, which of the ~itings 
ascribed to Plato are really his own. They relieve 
their author from the-responsibility of contradictory 
opinions, by rejecting many dialogues as spurious, 
on account of something in them that is- ineon. 
sistent with wbat is said in some -other dialogue. or 
with what- the critic is of opinion that Plato must 
ha.~e thought, or on the mere ground of inferior merit 
as a composition; for of Plato alone among ·writers ' 
or artists it seems to be imagined that he cannot 
have produced any work not' equal to his finest, Mr. 

VOL: 111. V 
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Grote gains a trinmphant victory oTer th(,5e critics, 
by exhibiting the overwhelming strength of the ut~'r
nal testimony; ihowing that tbe rejections groundt"d 
on internal evidence proceed on an. ideal of Phto 
which is a mere imagination of the critic; and point
ing out that what are deemt"d evidences o! un3uth('n
ticity in the rejected dialogues, are equally fuund in 
those ~'hich no one rejects, or could rej('Ct, since th('y 
are the type i~elf. which the others are thrown out 
for not conforming to. If we could add to our know
ledge of what Plato's writings were, any authentic 
infomlation respecting the oNer in "'hich they were 
written. their inconsistencies might be fonnd to cor
respond with successh-e stages of the progress of hi5 
own minll Dut we have nothing on this sul~{'ct save 
conjectures, each founded on an anteceJent theory of 
the very matter which it is intended to clear up, TIle 
imperfect publicity which ancient writin~ oLt.unt"d 
at their first appearance, consUlting chit-fly in king 
read aloud by the author. or by some one whom he 
had allowed to take a copy. makes it impossiLle to fix 
the chronological succession of a writer's works, ~-hen 
they are at all numerous. Several dial0gues, by tLeir 
allusions to historical events. give indication of a date 
to which it is supposed that they must have bt.>en sub
sequent; but even this supposition is uncertain, siuCt", 
as we are inf~rmed by Dionysius, Plato retouched and 
corrected his writings up to the latest period of his 
life. When a dialogue professes to be a continuation 
of another dialogue. it was probably. though not eer-

-tainly. the latest composed of the two. There is a 
presumption that the dialogues of mere st'arch prt>
ceded those which expound and enforce some definite 
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doctrine; though, as one of the best German critics 
of Plato remarks,· this must be taken with a limita
tion, since he may have continued to produce dialegues 
of search after those of exposition began. Finally, 
direct testimony combines with internal probability in 
placing the Leges after the Republi<;, and near the 
end of Plato's career. This is nearly all the help 
which the works themselves give towards ascertaining 
the order of their composition; but we have a precious 
though limited item of information from Aristotle, re
specting some metaphysical doctrines taught by Plato 
in his latest lecture!!", varying considerably from those 
we read in any of the dialogues, but towards which 
the line of thought in several of them seems to be 
leading up. We may, therefore; place those particular 
dialogues among the last of his compositions, and in 
the order of their approach to what weare told of his 
final teachings. T~is indication, agreeing with other 
internal evidence, gives the following as the latest 
terms of the series :-Republic, Timreus (with its un
finished appendage Kritias),' Leges, with its supp]p,
ment the Epinomis-the first probably separated by' 
a considerable interval of time from the two last; and 
the Philebus, which we believe to be later than the 
Republic, probably coming in at some intermediate 
point. 

Such being the paucity of wrect evidence of Plato'~ 
opinions and purposes, there was no check to the 
latitude which readers and admirers might give them
selves in de clueing theories from the general tone of 
his wi·itings. Much, no doubt, may'be thence in
ferTed, but it requires more than a knowledge of 

•. Ueberweg. See Grote,.vol. i. p. 1s-i. 
U 2 
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Plato to distinguish what. Great men and great 
writers outlive the ideas and most of the mOlLUments 
of their time, and descend to posterity di~oined from 
the element in which they lived, and by which their 
thoughts ought to be interpreted. This is especially 
the case with great r~formers. How continually we 
'should misunderstand the deliverances of Luther, of 
Fichte, of Bentham, of Voltaire, of Rousseau, Fourier, 
Owen-may we add of Carlyle? if we knew 'nothing 
of their age, and of the men and things °they attacked, 
but what they themselves tell us. :Men who are in 
open quarrel with the whole body of their cotem
p.oraries, do not make the 'discriminations which 
posterity is bound to make i and their Nweeping de. 
nunciationsdo not imply, from them, what liuch 
~j;atements would mean from persons perhaps greatly 
their inferiors, but not standing so far off from the 
rest of the world as to efface all differences of distance. 
This caution has been disregarded and ignored in 
Plato's case; yet none of the great thinkers and 
writers who have come down to us require it more. 
When Plato says hard things of his countrymen, or 
of any class or profession among them, he is judtrng 
them .by their divergence from his. own standard, 
which was, no doubt, in many respects superior to 
theirs (though by no means so in all respects), but 
which he himself proclaimed to be a' new and original 

. one, and which certainly differed as widely from the 
modern European or English stalidard as from the 
Athenian. B.ut the denunciations whjch -he levels at 
them from his own point- of view, are almost always 
~terpreted as from ours, and we fancy that their 
conduct and feelings, if known to us in detail, would 
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a.ppear to us as blameable and contemptible as Plato 
deemed them; whereas we should find them, with a 
few superficial differences, very like our own; and it 
is most certain that Plato, if he returned to life, 
would be to the full as contemptuous 'of our states
men~ lawyers, clergy, professors, authors, and all 
others among us who lay- claim to mental superiority~ 
as he ever was of the corresponding classes at Athens; 
while they, on their part, would regard him very much 
as they - regard other freethinkers, socialists, and, 
visionary reformers of the world. 

The opinion which commonly prevails about Plato 
is something like the following. The Athenians, and 
the other Greeks, had 'become deeply demoralized by 
a set of impostors called Sophists-pretenders to 
universal knowledge, and adepts at disconcerting 
simple ininds by entangling them in a mesh of words 
-who corrup~ed young men or fortune, by denying 
moral distinctions, and teaching the art of misleading 
a popular assetubly. The iives and intellectual activity 
of Sokrates and Plato had for their chief object to 
counteract th.e doctrines and influence of- these men. 
They devoted themselves to vindicating the cause of 
virtue against immoral subtleties; but they came too 
late; the evil was too far advanced for cure, and the 
ruin of Gre:ce was ultimately the· consequence of 
the corruption engendered by the ·Sophists. In Phi
losophy proper, _ the speculations of Plato are sup
posed to have been guided by a similar purpose. He 
was the founder and chief of the Idealist or Spiritu~st 
school, against the Materialistic or Sensational, which 
under the auspices of the Sophists, ill asserted to have 
he en generally prevalent; and was the champion of 
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the intuitive or a priori character of moral truth, 
against what is regarded, by most of the Platonic 
critics, as the low and degrading doctrine of Utility. 

Readers of Mr. Grote's IIistory are acquainted 
with the strong case which is there made out again!>t 
this common theory. Mr. Grote disbelieves the 
31leged moral corruption as a fact; and denies posi
tiyely that the Sophists were the cause of it, or that 
the persons so called 'had any doctrines in common, 
much less the immoral ones imputed to them. IIe 
affirms that there is no evidence that anyone of them 
taught the opinions alleged, and full proof that some 
taught the reverse: That the Sophists were not a 
sect, but the general body of teachers by profession, 
and, as is everywhere the case with professional 
teachers as a class, the moral and prudential opinions 
they taught were the common and orthodox ones of 
their country: That 1;>1ato's quarrel was precisely with 
those common opinions, and his antagonism to the 
Sophists a mere. consequence of this; and his testi
mony, were it far stronger than it is, has no value 
.against them, unless we are willing to extend our 
condemnation, as he did. to the ways of- mankind in 
general. These views of :Mr. Grote, which we are 
'Satisfied are true to the letter, receive continual con
firmation from his survey of the Platonic writings; 
and we think it possible even to strengthen his argu
ment, by showing that the C?ase presented against the 
Sophists on Plato's authority. is contradicted by 
Plato's own representation of them. 

First, who were the Sophists? In the more lax 
use -of the ~ord, it was a name for speculative men in 
general. All the early philosophers whose theories 
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are preRented in ~fr. Grote's first two chapters, were 
called'Sophists in ordinary parlance j especially whe~, 
as was probably the case with all of them, they taught 
orally, and took money for their teaching. M. Boeckh 
says of one of Plato's cotemporaries, the famous 
mathematician Eudoxus, 'he lived as a. Sophist, which 
means, he taught and gave lectures.'· Against these 
men, as a. body, no accusation is brought, nor had 
Plato any hostility to them. But the Sophists, em
phatically so called, were those who speculated on 
human, as distinguished from cosmic, questions j who 
made profession of civil wisdom, and undertook to 
instruct men in the knowledge which qualifies for 
social or political life. As one whose whole time was 
passed in discussing these topics, Sokrates was co~nted 
among Sophists, both during his life and after his
death. 1Eschines, in the oration against Timarchus, 
gives him that title. Isokrates, himself called a 
Sophist in an oration of Demosthenes, t 'alludes dis
tinctly to Plato as being one.t A Sophist named 
Mikkus is introduced in the Platonic Lysis as a com
panion and eulogist (E1I'atlllT'I() of Sokrates. . But the 
mORt conspicuous Sophists cotemporary with Sokrates, 
the supposed chiefs of the immoral and corrupting 
teachers against whom he is said to have warred, 
were Protagoras, Prodikus, and Hippias. They are 
all three introduced into the great and many·sided 
Platonic composition called Protagoras, and are often 
referred to by name in·other dialogues, Hippias even 
having two to himself. Now, while there is an un-

• Grote, vol i, p. 123; nots. 
. t Contra Lacritum. Grote, vol. iii. p. 178, note.

l In IDa Oratio ad Philippum. See Grote, voL ~_p. 462. 
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disguised purpose on Plato's part to lower the reputa
tion of these men, and convict therp of not under
standing what they professed to teach. not a thought 
or a sentiment is ascribed to them of any immoral 
tendency, while they often appear in the character of 
serious and impressive exhorters to virtue. 

With regard to Protagoras in particular. the dis
course which he is made to deliver on the moral 
virtues is justly considered by Mr. Grote- as ' one of 
the best parts of the Platonic writings.' It springs 
out of a.' doubt raised. seriously or ironically, by 
Sokrates, w:hether virtue is teachable, on the ground 

. that there are no recognised teachers of it, as there 
are of other things. Prot agoras admits the fact, and 
says that the reason why there are no express ~achers 
of virtue is that all mankind teach it. Artistic or 
professional skill in any special department needs only 
be possessed by a few. for the benefit of the rest; but 
social and civic virtue, consisting in justice and self
restraint, is indispensable in every one; and as the 
welfare of each imperatively requires this virtue in 
others, e,.very one incliicates it on all. A highly phi
losophical as w~ll as eloquent .exposition follows, t · of 
the growth and propagation of common !IIense-the 
common, established. ethical and social sentiment 
among a· community; sentiment neither dictated' in 
the beginning by any scientific or artistic lawgiver; 
nor personified in any special guild of craftsmen apart 
from the remaining communJty; nor inculcated by 
any formal professional teachers;. nor tested by 
analysis; nor verified by comparison with any objec-

. tive ~tandard; but self-sown and self-asserting, 

• Grote. voL ii. p. 45. t Ibid. 
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stamped, multiplied, and kept in circulation by the 
unpremeditated. conspiracy of the general public~the 
omnip~esent agency of King Nomos· and his nume· 
rous volunteers.' This common standard of virtue 
Protagoras fully accepts. He takes it t • fOJ' granted 
that justice,.virtue, good, evil, &c., are known. indis
putable, determinate data, fully understood alld unani
m.ousry interpreted.' Ile pretends not to, i;et right 
the general opinion, but t c teaches in 'his eloquent ex
positions and interpretations the same morality, public 
and private, that everyone else teaches; while he 

_ can perform the work of teaching somewhat more 
effectively than they:' and ~ • what he pretends to do, 
beyond the general pl,lblic. he really can do.' Sokrates 
(or Plato under his name),not accepting this common 
standard. and not considering justice, virtue, good, 
and evil, as things understood, but as things wJ:tose 

'essence, and the proper meaning of the words, remain 
to be found out, of course .contests ·the point with 
Protagoras; and bringing to bear on him the whole 
power of the Sokratic cross-examination, convicts 
him of being unable to give any definition QI' theory 
of these· things; an incapacity which, in Platonio 
speech, goes by the name of not knowing w:hat they 
are. 'fhe ~ability of Protagoras to discuss, and of 

• No!"" IS trOJIT .... BaO'')'~S", an -expression of Pindar, cited by Hero
dotus (as well as by Plato himself in the Gorgias), and very happily 
applied, on . many occasions, by Mr. Grote. • The large sense of the 
word No!"'s, as received by Plhdar and Herodotus, must be 'kept in 
mind, comprising positive morality. religious ritual; consecrated habits, 
and local turns of sympathy and antipathy,' &c. (Grote, voL i p. 252, 
note.) No!",', thus undel'lltood, includes all that is enjoined by Jaw, 
cust.om,or the general sentiment, and all that is voluntarily accepted 
in reliance on these. 

t· Grote, voL ii. p. 4.7. : Ibid. p.44. § Ibid. p. 73. 
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his opinions to resist logical scrutiny, is driven home 
against the Sophist with great force. But it is re
markable that l?rotagoras, in answering the q;estions 
of Sokrates, whenever required to choose between 
two opinions, one of which is really or apparently the 
more moral or elevating, not only chooses the loftier 
doctrine,' but declares that no other choice would be
agreeabie to his past life, to which he repeateuly 
appeals as'not permitting him to conceue anything 
that would lower the claims or dignity of virtue i 
thus proving (as far as anything put into his mouth 
by Plato can prove it), not only that he had never 
taught other than virtuous doctrines, but that he had 
an established reputation both for virtuous teaching,' 
and for an exemplary and dignified life. Finally, it 
is Sonates who, in this dialogue, maintains the 
., degrading' doctrine of Utilitarianism-at least the 
part most odious to its impugners, the doctrine of 
Hedonism, that Pleasure and the absence of Pain are 
the ends of morality i in opposition to Protagoras, to 
whom that opinion is repugnant i a. reversal of the 
parts assigned to the two teachers by the German 
commentators, very embarrassing to some of them, 
who, rather than impute to Plato so ' low' a doctrine, 
resort to the absurd supposition ihat one. of the finest 
specimens of analysis in all his writings is ironical, 
intended to ridicule a Sophist who is not even repre
sented as agreeing with it. Let us add, that though 
at first sore under his confutltion by Sokrates, Pro
tagoras parts. with him on excelle~t terms, and pre
dicts for him, at the conclusion of the dialogue, great 
eminenee in wisdom. 

l'rodikus of Keios has no dialogue devoted to him-
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self, nor is Sokrates ever introduced as confuting him. 
Except a few touches of good-humoured ridic.ule on 
his subtle verbal distinctions, chiefly found in the Pro
tagora.~, and probably intended not so much for dis
paragement as to heighten the dramatic interest· of 
that eminently dramatic dialogue j and except that 
he comes in for his share of the raillery kept up 
against the Sophists generally about the money they 
took from their pupils, Prodik~s is treated by Plato 
with marked respect. Sonates not only confesses 
intellectual obligations to him, but speaks of him 
more than once, at least semi-seriously, as his teacher; 
and is made to say in the Theretetus, * that in con
versing with young men, he is apt at discerning those 
to whom he can be of no use, and judging by whom 
they will be benefited, and that he has handed over 
many to Prodikus-a sure proof that in Plato's 
opinion Prodikus was not only no corrupter of youth, 
but improving to them. As a matter of fact, we 
know that Prodikus was the author of the celebrate4 
mythe or apologue called • The Choice of Hercules,' 
one of the most impressive exhortations in ancient 
literature to a life of la.bour and self-denial in pre
ference to one of ease and pleasure. The . s~Dstance 
of this composition is preserved by Xenopholl; who. 
in his • Memorabilia,' introduces Sokrates repeating it 
to Aristippus, and declaring that it. was a favourite 
lecture of Prodikus, one of those which he oftenest 
delivered it and it bears a nearer resemblance than 
anything in Plato to the moral teachings ascribed by 
X~nophon to the real Sonates. Prodikus. therefore. 

• Plato, ThemtetU9, 151 B. 
t -01r'p ~'I ",,1 rr>...i.,.,....c brw • ...".,..a •• - Xen, Mem. lib. ii. cap. i. 
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is out of the question in any charge against the 
Sophists of immoral teaching or influence. 

Hippias, a man conspicuous among hili cotempora
ries for the rare variety of his accomplishments, is 
treated by Plato more disrespectfully. The two dia· 
logues called by his name not only exbiLit him as (like 
Protagoras) unable to cope with Sokrates in close 
discussion, or give a philosophic theory of the subjects 
on which he was accustomed to discourse, but load 
him with ridicule, of a less refined character tlian 
usual with Plato, for his naif vanity arid self':confi
dence. It is possible that the-re,al Hippias may have 
been open to ridicule on tbis account; but from any 
'\'estige of immoral or corrupt teaching the llippias of 
Plato is as clear as his Protagoras and his Prodikus. 
In the Second Hippias, that Sophist is introduced as 
having just finished delivering, with great applause, 
an encomiurq on the character of Achilles in the 
TIiad, as contrasted with Ulysses in tile Odyssey, 
asserting the great moral superiority of tbe former. 
Now, even tbe better Greeks did not usually give so 
marked a preference to the direct, frank, and out
spoken type of character, over one which aimed at 
good objects by skilful craft and dissimulation; so 
that Bippias stands represented by Plato as one ",hose 
moral standard, so far as it differed from the common 
one, wu exceptionally high and noble-as tbat of 
Sophokles is shown to have been by the character of 
Neoptolemus, contrasted with that of Ulysses in the 
• Philoktetes.' l'4e Sophist maintains this high esti
mate of veracity and ~iucerity throughout the dialogne; 
while the only ethical doctrine ",hich is male SOllanlJ is 
assigned to Sokrates himself, who, by a s.eries of argu-
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men~ which Hippi3.5 is toWly unabld to refute. con
tend3 that one who speaks filiehood boringly is 1':58 

baJ than one who speaks it unknowingly. and (as a 
general thesis) that· th~ who hurt ID3nkinJ. or cheat. 
or lie. or do wrong wilfully. are bt-tt.:r than those ..-ho 
do the S:1Ille nn.-illingly:· Yr. (!rote lO3y well say 
that • if this dialogue had come down to us with the 
parl.i inTert.:d. and with the reasoning of Svbaks 
&SS~-.uN to Hippias. most critics wowJ probah1r kue 
produced it as a tissue of sophh-try. justif) ing the 
harsh epithets which they bestow upon the Athenian 
Sophb-ts. a3 persons who considered truth and fhlse.. 
100.! to be on a par-subTerters of morality. and 
corrupters of the youth of .Athens. But as we re-.ld. 
it. all that which in the mouth of Hippias ..-ould hue 
p3sseJ for sophistry. is here put forward by Sobates ; 
while HiFPias not only resb-ts his conclusio~ and 
aJheres to the nceind ethical sentiment tenacio~ly. 
nen when he is unable to defend it. but hates the 
propositions forced upon him. prote.-ts ~~t the 
perrerse captiousness of Sobates. and requires much 
pressing to induce him to continue the debate:t It 
is obTions what adTant3ge Mel.!tu:S and..\nytas might 
h;n-e d.::riTN from this thesis of Sobates. if they haJ 
brought it up ~'"3inst him before the Dikasts; though 
it is merely a paradoric-.u fonn which. as we how 
from XenophoIla the real Sobates gaTe to one of his 
favourite opinions. adopted and strenuously mam
tame.! by Plato. that the root of all moral excellence 

. is holt"l~~ 
}Jeept these three distinguished meIla the only 

other Sophb~ in the more limited sense. who are 

• Grot.o. TIll. i. po. 390.. 
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shown up by Plato, or brought by him into collision with 
Sokrates, are the two brothers in the Euthydemus; who 
ar~ not represented as persons of any celebrity (though 
somebody of the name of Euthydemus is mentioned 
in the Kratylus in connexiou with If. philosophical 
paradox), but as old men who have passed their 
lives in ~eaching gymnastic and military exercises, 
together with rhetoric, and have only quite lately 
turned their attention to dialecticlf, or the art of discus
sion. We know nothing otherwise of these persons, who 
may have been entirely fictitious, and in any case the 
care taken to describe them as novices in their art pre
cludes the supposition of their being intended as 
representative men. The purpose of the dialogue iii 
obviously to rebut the accusation brought against 
Sokrates, and doubtless also against Plato, of being 
jugglers with words, and d~alers in logical puzzles; 
which is done by exhibiting, on the one hand, a cari
cature of the most absurd logical juggling in the per
sons of Euthydemus and Dionysodorus, and on the 
other, an illustrative specimen of Plato's ideal of the 
genuinely Sokratic process-real Dialectic, contrasted 
with Eristic; the one m~rely embarrassing and humi
liating an ingenuous student, by involving him through 
verbal ambiguities in obvious absurdities; the other; 
encouraging and stimulating him to vigorous exercise 
of his own ,mind in clearing his thoughts from confu
sion. Mr. Grote's comments on this dialogue, as on 
most of the others, are singularly interesting and 
valuable. It suffices here to observe that the purpose 
of the Euthydemus is not to discredit anybody, but 
to repel the attacks made on dialectic, by exhibiting 
the good form of it in marked opposition to the bad. 
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There is thus absolutely nothing in Plato's re-' 
presentation of particular Sophists that gives coun
tenance to the reproaches usually cast upon them. 
'There is, however, another class of teachers on whom 
he is more se"vere, and into whose mouth he does, 
though but in one instance, put immoral doctrines. 
1.'hese are the Rhetoricians, or teachers 'of oratory; a 
vocation sometimes combined with that of Sophist, but. 
carefully distinguished from it by Plato, in that one 
of his works in which rhetoric is m~st depreciated. 
The types exhibited of the class are Gorgias, Polus, 
and Thrasymachus, all of whom Sokrates is intro
duced as triumphantly confuting. As there is thus 
something more of foundation for the common inter
pretation,of Plato's attacks on the rhetoricians, than of 
those on the Sophists, it is worth showing how very 
little that something amounts to. 

Rhetoric, being the art of persuasion, is necessarily 
open to the reproach that it may be used indiffe~ently 
in behalf of wrong and right, and may avail to • make' 
the worse appear the better reason.' But so far was it 
in Greece from being taught or recommended for ,this 
purpose by its popular teacher!'!, that Gorgias, the 
most celebrated of them, in the dialogue bearing his 
name, and intended to lay rhetoric and the rhetoricians 
prostrate in the dust, is ~epresented as emphatically 
deprecating such a use of it. After extQlling, in mag
nificent terms, the value of his art, the general power 
it gives of attaining objects, and the ascendancy it -
confers in' the State, he proceeds' to say that, like all 
other powers, it should be used justly; and as gym
nastic .teachers ~re not blamed, or expelled from the 
city, if 'anyone trained by them abuses the bodily 
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strength he has acquired, by assaulting his parents or 
his friends, so the teachers of rhetoric are not in fault if 
their pupils make an unjust use of the valuahle talent 
-bestowed upon them; • for they (the teachers) be
stowed it to he rightly used, flgainst the enemies of 
the State and agaill~t evil-doers, not in aggression, but 
in ·defence.' Thus far Gorgias; who, even in this 
. most polemic dialogue, is treated with considerable 
respect, and has his dignity saved by being withdrawn 
from the Sokratic cross-examination when the conflict 
begins to grow serious. We may fairly presume that 
his teaching was as far above all moral reproach as 
that of Isokrates, the most famous and successful 
Grecian rhetorical teacher whose works have come 

-down °to us-:to whose earnest and impressive 
inculcation of the moral virtues it is sufficient tQ 
allude~ 

The dispute is taken up by Polus, another teacher 
of rhetoric, represented as a much younger and very 
petulant man, between whom and Sokratea there is a 
discussion of a very dramatic character, with much 
vehemence on one side, and sarcasm and irony on the 
other. S·okrates asserts that to do injustice is the 
greatest of evils-a far worse one than to be unjustly 
done by: while Polus maQ:ttains, on the contrary, that 
an unjust man who escapes punishment, and practises 
injustice on so great a scale as to achieve sif,"llal suc
cess-especially ~e who can make himself despot of his 

_city-_ is supremely enviable. Now this, w~ich seems 
to he evidence on the side of the common theory, 
is really a strong confirmation of Mr. Grote's; for 
no reader of Plato can be unaware that what Polw. 
here expre~ses (though disclaimed by the Platonic 
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Protagotas as a vulga.r prEtiudice·) was the -received 
opinion a.nd established sentiment of the Grecian 
world. Polus appeals to it, and says-' Ask any of 
the persons present :' to which Sokrates answers-' In
stead of refuting me.by. argument, you, like a pleadet 
in a court of justice, ovenvhelm me with witnesses. 
No doubt aU the testimony is on your side. If you' 
ask Nicias' (the mQst morally respected citizen and, 
politician of his time)~ 'or Aristokrates, or the whole 

. fa.mily of Pericles, or any family you think fit-in short, 
any Athenian or any foreigner, they will all assent; 
but I, one man, do not assent, and the only witness I 
will call is yourself; unlesi'! I can convince you that I 
am in the right, I shall consider myself to have done 
nothing.' Similar evidence of the universal opinion 
appears at every turn in the Platonic dialogues. 
Whether it is the ambitious aud unprincipled Alci
biades, or the youthful and inquiring Theages, or the 
two grave and reverend elders from Crete and Lacedre
mon ·who figure in the Leges, they all speak with the 
sa.me voice: the usurping despot, and everyone who 
is eminently successful in injustice, is a man to be 
envied-such a man (they usually ~d) as we, and all 
the world, and you yourself, Sokrates, if you· could, 
would wish to be. Sokrates claims complete orip
nality in the contrary opinion, ~hat injustice is an evil, 
.and the greatest that can befall any one-a doctrine 
which, through th~ teachings of .Plato himself, of the 
Stoics, and of some of the forms of Christianity, has 
grown so familiar to us, that it has become a truism. 
and even a cant; and moderns are ready to conclude 
offhand that not to profess it implies a denial of moral 

• l'la.to. l'rotagora.s, 333 C, D. and 859 E. 
VOL. IiI. X 
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obligation. But look at Polus himself in the dialogue. 
He is asked by Sokrates-' You' think it a worse 
thing (1(01(1011) 'to be injured than to injure. Do you also 
think it a baser, or more shameful thing (aicrXlcw) P' 
Polus acknowledges the reverse: and Sokrates goes 
on to prove (by a fallacious argument, hbwever), that 
whatever is more aicrxpull must be more 1(01(011. Now 

.this distinction of Polus is exactly that which the 
Greeks drew. Their opinion, that a wicked man 
would be happy if he could sucetled in his wickeJness, 
did not make them less abhor the bad man. lIe was 
to be restrained, punished, and, if need be, extirpateJ, 
not because his guilt was ,an evil to himself, but be
cause it was an evil to others. He was looked upon 
as one who sought, and, if successful, obtaineJ, gooo to 
himself by the damage and suffering of other people" 
and who was therefore not to be tolerated by them 
unless on comp~lsion. This is a different uoctrine 
from the common one of modern moralists, but not 
an immoral doctrine j and even if it were, the So
phists and rhetoricians did not invent it, but founJ it 
universal. The speeches of Glaukon and Adeimantus, 
in the Second Book of the Republic, set forth this 
view of the case. Both these speakers strenuously 
disapprove the unjust life, and are anxious to be cou
vinced that it is a calamity to tbe evil-doer. But. 
according to them, all mankind, eveu those who most 
inculcate justice, inculcate it as self-sacrifice, descri
bing the life of the just man as hard and difficult, 
that of the unjust as pleasant and easy. -The very 
best of them represent justice as personally desirable 
only ou account of the good reputation and lIocial 
consideratiou which atteud it, implying that one who 
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eould acquire the reputation and rewards of justice 
without the reality, wQuld be supremely fortunate, 
possessing the prize without the sacrifices, while he 
who had the reality, but missed the rewards, would 
be utterly miserable. Any man would be unjust if 
he possessed the ring of Gyges, which rendered the 
wearer invisible at pleasure. With this memorable 
testimony as to what was the general belief, it is mere 
ignomnce to throw the responsibility on the Sophists 
and rhetoricians. We may add that even Polus is so far 
from being put in an odious light, that his petulance 

,abates under the Sokratic cross-examination; he is 
not uncandid, does not obstinately resist conviction, 
and ends by confessing himself refuted. The speaker 
in this dialogue who really professes immoral doc
trines, who denies that injustice is a,axpol', and asserts 
thaL right and wrong are matters of convention, is 
Kallikles: neither a Sophist nor 'a rhetorician, but an. 
active and ambitious politi\:al man, who, though he 
frequents the rhetoricians, proclaims his contempt of 
the Sophists, and represents a type of character 
doubtless frequent among Grecian politicians, though 
we may doubt their having ever publicly professed 
the principles they acted on. 

The other rhetorical teacher shown up by Plato is 
Thrasymachus in the Republio: who is presented as 
rude, overbearing, even insolent in his manner of 
discussing, and who undoubtedly is made to profess, 
with a not very material difference, essentially the 
same immoral doctrine as Kallikles. He is accord
ingly confuted and put to shame; but even Thrl!oSy
machus ends better than he began, and though he 
takes no share in the long sequel of the" dialogue; 

" X 2' 
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joins with others in pressing Sokrate. to go on, and 
parts with him on friendly terms. This single uhi. 
bition of Thrasymachus, made, not by himself, but by 
Plato when he wants a spokesman for an immoral 
doctrine, is the solitary case that can be cited from 
Plato in support of the opinion which imputes 
immoral teaching to the Sophists; and Thrasymachus 
was not a Sophist, but a rhetorician. - " " 

Nevertheless, it neither needs nor can be denied, 
not only that Plato had an unfavourable opinion of 
the Sop~ists generally, but that his writings contain 
much evidence of their being looked upon," in Athenian 
society, with a widespread sentiment of aversion. 
Their unpopularity may be accounted for, without 

. supposing it to have been, in a moral point of view, 
deserved. In the first place, the disapprobation was 

"far from bein~ unanimous. Thou~h tl1e name 
Sophist was already a term of reproach, it was also 
one"of praise: Plato "himselft speaks of 'the genuine 
Sophistic art' (i, -ylllEl -YEllllala flotlflTI"~) as a thing 
which he cannot completely distinguish from some
thing laudable, and asks, • Have we not, in s~eking 
for the Sophist, unexpectedly found the Philosopher?'; 
In -another place, when speaking of the skilful adapts. 

• In the Leges, certain persons are mentioned, ill a style or invec
tive, as maintaining the doctrines put into the mouths of Kalliklea and 
~Ta8ymachus; but they are nowhere called Sopbiats, and seem to be 
identified with the physical inquirers who denied the mn, moon, and 
planets to be gods, and alleged them to be ri' .a' AUlw, (Legg. 88~, D) . 

. As the person most notorious for asserting this was Anaxagoras. who 
has obtained from 8ubsequent ages about the highest moral Bnd reli
gious reputation of all these early inquirers, we regard tLiI denun
ciation by Plato as merely a specimen or that oaw.m. tAeolo1U:um. 
which was a 8tranger to his »etter days, but comes out forcibly in the 
Leges, his late8t production. . 

t Plato, Sop~istes, 231 B. : Ibid. 253 C. 
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tions of Creative Power, he says thai the gods are 
admira1Jle Sophists. The term, when applied to any 
one, was an insult or a compliment according to the 
person who used it; like metaphysician, or political 
economist, or Malthusian, in our own day. And 
this double tradition was prolonged into the latest 
period of Grecian culture. It last"ed even after the 
word philosopher had come into use as the designation 
which 'all kinds of speculAtive men tOQk to them
selves; when this name might'have been expected to 
engross all the favourable, associations, leaving only 
the unfavourable to the word sophist. I~ one of the 
dialogues of Lucian, who was cotemporary with 
Marcus Aurelius, the sophist is identified with the 
philosopher, and described as the chosen and profes
sional inculcator and guardian of virtue.· 'rhose 
who are chiefly brought forward by Plato as thinking 
ill of the Sophists, are either practical politicians, 
whose contem'pt for theorists is nO rare or abnormal 
phenomenon in any age, or elderly and resI,ectable 
fathers of families, ,who had passed through life with 
credit and success without the acquirements which 
they now found the younger generation running after. 
'1'he char~cter in Plato, who exhibits the strongest 
example of mingled hatred and, contempt for the 
Sophists, is Anytus, in the Menon. This man, a 

• Tho! supposed speaker is Solon, and he is ~lebrating· to Ana
charsis, in a strain like that of Pericles in his' funeral oration. the 
excellence of the Athenia.n oustoms: ·Pu6f1lCo,..",w" .T~ 'Y"&'J.IO·s awo.,. 
(of the Y0\l.th). "OflOlJS T. TOUS "ollloilr, l"a,aQuIColIT£s, 01 a'lf'OUUl ... oial 

trp&lII:fl.".a, a"ay",~alt"., 1U)'000U' "Ypa".POlT&J1 ll.p.a ulltryE"Ypap.p.EJIOI, It.E"AEVovrF, 
a .... Xpq tro .. ,,,, ,,01 &" o. .... x.u8a&. leal o.'la8.,,, o."ap;;'" O1Ivo.lU,"~ • ... ap' &. 
MY.'" ro aiollTG fKJ.'Ov8awuu" «al ,rpun-.", TO almw, ao, ." TOU IUOV 

dU.Jj~o&S' a1JI',"OA'TEVEU8w.. lea, p.q '¢lfu8cu ,";;,., aluXpiw, lCallJpEyEu8a • .,.c;,. 
aBAci",. fJiaw" af fI'Ili." ... 0 .. "', 01 & w-ap.s O~O" UO</UO'Ta', ICal t/>V.OUOtpo, 
,,-pos ?JAo." clVOJACl'OIlTOI.-(.Luc. de G]jm1laBii8,) -
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politician of influence. and repute: no sooner hears 
. them mentioned than he bursts into a torrent of 
abuse, calling them people whom it is madness to 
have anything to do with, and whose preRence no city 
ought to tolerate; though he admits, when questioned, 
that he has never conversed with any of them, nor 
has any personal 'knowledge of w hat they taught, but 
does not the less indignantly denounce them as 'cor
rupters of youth,' the charge on which afterwards, in 
conjunction with Mel~tus, he indicted Sokrates, with 
what result we all know. It is worth mentioning, 
that Xenophon* relates, on the authority of Sokrates 
himself. the origin of the offence which Anytus had 
taken against him: it was because he criticized the 
education which Anytus was giving to his son, saying 
that a man who sought for himRelf the greau-st 
honours of the state ought to have brought up this 
promising youth to a higher occupation than his own 
business of a tanner. This is probably a fair example 
of the feeling which indisposed respectable elderly 
Athenians towards 'Sokrates the Sophist,' and 
towards the other Sophists. When the charge of 
corrupting youth comes to be particularized, it always 
ref:olves itself into making them think themselves" 
wiser than the laws, and fail in proper respect to their 
fathers and their seniors. And this is a true charge: 
only it ought. to. fall, not on the Sophists, but on in
tellectual culture generally. Whatever encourages 
young men to think for themselves, does lead them to 
criticize the laws of their country-does shake their 
faith in the infallibility of their fath~rs and their 
elders, and make. theIIl think their own speculations 

.. Xen. ApoL Soa. 
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preferable. It is beyond doubt that the teaching of 
Sokrates, and of Plato after him, produced these 
effects in an extraordinary degree. Accordingly, we 
learn from Xenophon that the youths of rich families 
who frequented Sokrates, did so, for the most part, 
against the severe disapprobation of their relatives. 
In every age and state of society, fathers and the 
elder citizens have been. suspicious and jealous or 
all freedom of thought and all intellectual cultivation 
(not strictly professional) in their sons and juniors, 
unless they can get it controlled and regulated by 
some civil or ecclesia.stical authority in which they 
have confidence. But it had not occurred to Athenian 
legisl!1tors to have an established Sophistical Church, 
or State Universities. The teaching of the Sophists 
was all on th~ voluntary principle; and the dislike of 
it was of the same nature with the outcry against 
'godless colleges,' or the. objection of most of our 
higher and middle classes to any schools but denomi
national ones. They disapproved of any teaching, 
unless they could be certain that all their own opinions 
would be taught. It mattered not that the instruc
tors taught no heresy j the mere fact that they ac
customed the mind to ask questions, and require 
other reasons than use and wont, ~ufficed at Athens, 
as it does in most other places, to make the teaching 
dangerous in the eyes of self-satisfied respectability. 
Accordingly, respectability, as Plato himself tells us. 
looked with at least as evil.an ·eye on Philosophers as 
on Sophists. Sokrates. in the Apologia, speaks of the 
reproach of atheism, of making the worse appear the 
better cause, and so forth, as the charges always at 
hand to be flung at those who philosophize; "G nT'cI 
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tra"~faI" ~w., +1~O"OfOUl'f'flllI "pJXflpG nii~a. Xenopbon 
alSO· calls the teaching of an art of words • tile 
common reproach of the multitude against philolio
phen.' . There is nothing in all Plato more iUlprc~siv8 
than his picture, in the Oorgias and tbe R('public. of 
the lIolitary and dcspised position of the philoSopb('f 
in every existing sociAty, and the universal impression 
against him, as at best an ulleleSi person, but more 
frequently an eminently wicked one ("aJA"o,,~pOV(; 
«aKOU( «a •• 11 Kula.,). lle take. pains to point out tue 
causes which gave to this unfavourable opinion of 
philosophtlrs a colour of truth, and admits that it wu 
not unfrequently justified by the conduct of thoRe 
who were so called; which i. more tban he ever say. 
of the Sophists. 

Plato's own dislike of the Sophist. was probably 
quite as intense All that to which °he testifiel on the 
part of the Athenian public: but was it of the .arue 
nature P Did he regard them &II corruptors of youth? 
Not if the Sokrate. of the Republic expresscs Plato', 
opinions. In one of the most weighty pal8ages of 
that majestio dialogue, Sokrate. is made to say
People fancy that it is Sophists and such people thil.t 
are corruptors of youth; but this i. a mistake. The 
real corruptor of .the young is society itself; their 
families, tueir associates, all whom they lee and con
verse with, the applauses and hootings of the publio 
assembly, the sentences of the court of justice. These 
are what pervert young men, by holding up to them -
a false standard of good and evil, And giving' an en
tirely wrong direction to their deliireli. A. for the 
Sophilits, they merely repeat the people'l own opinions. 

• XeD. Memor. i. 2, 3L 
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• Do you imagine (he asks)-, like the many, \~'lt 
young men ar~ corrupted by Sophists-that there are 
private Sophists who. corrupt them in any degree 
worth talking about (ur. KO: ,t~o" Ao)'oll)? Are not 
the very men who assert this, themselves the greatest 
Sophists, educating and training in the most thorough 
manner both young and old, men and women, to be 
such as they wish them to be P Those fee-taking 
individuals whom they call Sophists. and regard as 
their rivals. teach nothing but these very opinions of 
the IJlwtltude. and call them wisdom: And 'it is 
these false opinions of the multitude, as he proceeds 
to show, which corrupt so many minds originally well 
titted for philosophy, and divert them to'the paths of 
vulgar ambition. If there is a class from whom he 
deems the multitude to have imbibed these false 
opinions. ~nd whom he consequently makes account. 
able for them. it is the poets. who, in the religion of 
Hellas. were also the theologians. 
. Why. then. is Plato so merciless in running down 
the Sophists P The reasons are plain enough in many 
parts of his writings: let us look for them where we 
may be sure of finding them, in the dialogue devoted 
to defining what a Sophist is. The Sophistes is an 
elaborate investigation into the Sophist's nature and 
essence. and,' besides its direct purpose. is intended 8$ 

an example of the most thorough mode of conducting 
such investigations. From a succession of different 
points of view, Plato arrives at several definitions of 
the Sophist, some of which want so little of being 
complimentary. that he confesses.a difficulty in dis· 
tinguishing the Sophist from the Dialectician. Others 

• l'lato. Rep. book Y. P. 49'2 .A. and 493 A. 
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are condemnatory, but the grounds of condemnation 
which emerge are limited to two; the same which 
compose the definition by his pupil Aristotle, of a 
Sophist in the unfavourable sense": xpl1paTlflTij(; ~7rO 
tpalvop.EVI1C aO!Jllac an' oi", o~aI1C' The first and prin
cipal topic of disparagement (which recurs in almost 
every dialogue where they are mentioned) is that 
they took soney for their teaching. And everything 
proves that whatever antipathy he had to the Sophists 
specially, as di!!tinguished from other influential 
classes in Greece, was grounded on that circumstance 
alone. This will perhaps be hardly credible to many 
readers. In modern times, when everybody takes 
pay for everything (legislators and county magistrates 
alone excepted), and it is thought quite natural and 
creditable that men should be paid in money even for 
saving souls, it is difficutt to realize the point of view 
from which Plato and Sokrateslooked on this subject. 
Sokrates, we are told by Xenophon, compare~ those 
who sell the!r wisdom to those who sell their caresses,· 
and maintained that both alike ought only to be 
given in exchange for love. Nor is this inconsistent 
with the fact that Plato certainly, and Sokrates pro
bably, though they took no fees, accepted presents 
from their admirers: for to minister to the needs of a 
friend was a duty of friendship.. and the Platonic 
Sokratest expresses his whole lIentiment on the ques
tion by saying, that the teachers of any special art 
may consistently and reasonably demand payment for 

. their instructions, because they profess to make 

• Kal,-qp uocp;"" ;"uaVr(JJf mr ,up dpyvplov rtf {JmiAo,u1Kf' "(JJAoiivra., 
• u<4lurar, C,/T1rEP rrOP/IOIJf, d".""a).oiiuIP.-(Xtm.lCemor. i. 6. 13). 

t Plato, Gorgias, p. 519 C. 
" . 
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people good artists or artificers, not good men; but 
that it is the height of in~onsitltency in a professed 
teacher of virtue to grumble because those whom he 
hat pretended to instruct do not pay him sufficiently, 
since his complaint of their injustice is the- clearest 
proof that the instruction has been of no usa. • Nor 
is it difficult to find arguments, tenable even from the 
modern point of view, which might be, and have 
been, brought to prove. the mischief of erecting the 
_commerce of ideas into a money· getting trade. .In 
the brilliant dialogue entitled Gorgias, in which the 
hardest' things are said that are to be found in all 
Plato both against the sophistic and the rhetorical 
profession, he classes them as two branches of one 
comprehensitE(, not art but knack, that of adulation 
(/Co~a/cE{a). T~attain their purposes, he affirms, 
not by making p oplewiser or better, but by con
forming to their 0 inions, pandering to their existin~ 
desires, and making them bEltter pleased with them
selves and with their errors and vices than they were 
before. A.nd is not this the really formidable temp
tation of all popular teaching and all literature? 
necessarily aggravated when these are practised for 
their pecuniary fruits:\ We may picture to ourselves 
Plato, judging from t~is point of view the teachers 
of the present day. Ah established clergy, he might 
say. are directly bribed to profess an existing set 

• It is worth noting ~hat the most rllnowned of the Sophists, Pro·' 
tagoras, aocording to Plato's representation of him, had anticipated 
this censure, and taken eare that it should not be applicable to himself. 
For he is made to say that if anyone to whom he had given instruo
tion disputed its price, he made him go to a temple and declare on 
oath what he himself considered the instruction to be worth, and 
make payment Qn that valuation.-Plato, Protagora.s, p. 328 B. 
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of opinions, wh~ther they believe them or not, anll 
however remote ·they may be from truth. The 
millisters of. every non· established sect are no less 
bound by their pecuniary interest to preach, not ~lat 
ill true. but what their flocks already believe. br 
lawyers it is unnec~ssary to speak, who must eitl;er 
give up their profession, or accept a brief without 
scruple from what they know to be the wrong tiiulj. 
Schoolmasters. and the teachers and governors of uni· 
versities, must, on every subject on which opinions dill'er, 
provide'the teaching which will bA acceptable to those 
who can give them pupils. not that which ;. ··really 
the best. Statesmen. he might say, have renounced 
even the pretence that anything ought to be requirt!d 
from them but to give to the public, not what is belit 
for it, but what it wishes to have. The press. espe
cialJythc most influential part of it, the newspapers 
and periodicals~by what incessant evidence does it 
prove that it considers. as its business to be of the 
Ilame mind with the public; to court, assent to, 
adulate, P"ublic Opinion, and instead or disagreeable 
truths. ply it with the things it likes to hear. There 
is so much grouudW01'k of teality for a representation 
like this.· that some in ou~ own day draw the same 
practical inference with Pla'o, and think there "hould 
be no law of copyright, that writers may no longer 

. be tempted to prepare opinions for the market, and no 
one may write aught but .what he feels impelled to 
put forth from pure zeal for his convictions. We 
think this opinion wrong, not because nothing can be 
said for it, but because "there is much more to be said 
on the opposite side. - -It is, however. a substantially 
correct expression of Plato's sentiments, and showl 
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that his bitterness against the Sophists for being paid 
teachers was far from being'the mere sentimentality 
which we might be apt to think it. 

The other ground of disapproval of the Sophists 
which comes. out in the Sophis~5 and wherever else 
Plato discusses them, is, that the doctrines in which 
they dealt were apparent, not real wisdom; Opinion 
only, and not Knowledge. Whoever is aware of 
what Plato meant by ·knowledge, and of the attitude 
which he and his master assumed towards what 
passed for euch among their cotemporaries, will admit 
that what is here said of the Sophists was true; but 
not truer of them than of aU other persons in that 
age. If there is one thing more than another which 
Plato represents Sokrates as maintaining, it is that 
knowledge, on the subjects most important to man, 
did not yet exist, though everybody was living-under 
the false persuasion ·of possessing it. He, Sokrates, 
did not pretend to know anything, except his own 
ignorance; but inasmuch as other people did not 
know even that, ~okrates, who did, deserved the palm 
of wisdom assigned to him by the Delphian Oracle. 
In the Apologia, which is either· the real speech of 
Sokrates, or Plato's idealization of his life and cha
racter, he represents himself as driven by a religious 
obligation to cross-examine all men, and discover if 
any of them had attained that real knowledge which 
he himself was consciqus of not possessing. For 
this purpose, as he flays, he sought the conversation 
of those who seemed, or were considered, wise; be
ginning with the politicians, all of whom he found to 
be in a state of gross ignorance, and in general more 
profoundly 80 in proportion to their reputation, but 
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puffed up in the extreme by a false opinion of their 
own knowledge. He next tested the poets, but found 
that though they compo~ed splendid things, doubtless 
by a divine a.lJlatu8, they were unable to give any 
rational account of the works which. or of the subjects 
on which, they composea. Last, he tried the artificers. 
and these, he found. did possess real knowledge, each 
concerning his special art j but fell into the error 

. of imagining that they knew other things besides, 
which false opinion put them on the whole in a worse 
condition tlian his own conscious ignorance. It is 
noticeable that he does not here mention the Sophists 
among those whom he had cross-examined, and con
victed of not knowing what they pretended to know. 
It is evident, however, that one who had this opinion 
concerning- all the world, would come first and most 
into collision with the teachers. Those who not only 
fancied that they knew what they knew not, but pro
fessed to teach it. would be the very first persons 
whom it would fall in his way to convict of ignorance j 
and this is the exact position of Plato with regard to 
the Sophists. He attacks them not as the peryerters 
of society, but as marked representatives of society 
itself, and compelled, by the law of their existence as 
its paid instructors, to sum up in themselves all that 
is bad in its tendencies. 

The enemy against whom Plato really fought, and 
the warfare against whom was the incessant occupa.
tion of the greater part of his life and writings, was 

. not Sophistry, either in the ancient or the modern 
sense of the term, but Commonplace. It was the ac
ceptance of traditional opinions and current sentiments 
as an ultimate fact; and bandying of the abstract 
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terms which expr~ss approbation and disapprobation, 
desire and aversion, admiration and disgust, as if they 
had a meaning thoroughly understood and universally 
assented to. The men of his day (like those of ours) 
thought that they knew what Good and Evil, Just 
and Unjust, Honourable and Shameful, were, because 
they could use the words glibly, and affirm· them of 
this and of that, in agreement with existing custom. 
But what _ the property was, which these several in
stances possessed in common, justifying the applica
tion of the term, nobody had ~onsidered; neither the 
Sophists, nor the rhetoricians, -nor the statesmen, nor 
any of those who lIet themselves up or were set up 
by others as wise. Yet whoever. could not answer 
this question -was wandering in. da.rkness; had no 
standard by which his judgments were regulated, and 
which kept. them consistent with one another; no rule 
which he knew, alld could stand by, for the guidan.ce 
of his life. Not knowing what Justice and Virtue 
are, it was impossible to be just and virtuous; not 
knowing what Good is, we not only fail to reach it, 
but are. certain to embrace Evil instead. Such a con
dition, to anyone capable of thought, made life not 
worth having. The grand business of human intel. 
lect ought to consist in subjecting these general terms 
to the most rigorous scrutiny, and bringing to light 
the ideas that lie at the bottom of them. Ev-en if this 
cannot be done, and-real knowledge be attained, it is 
already no small benefit to expel the false opinion of 
knowledge; to make men conscious of their ignorance 
of the things most needful to be known, fill them with. 
shame and uneasiness at their own state, and rouse a 
pungent internal stimulus, summoning up all their 
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tnental energies -to attack t~ese greatest of all pro-
blems, and never rest until, as far as possible, the true 
solutions are reached. . 'fhis is Plato's notion of the 
condition of the hllman mind in his time. and of ""hat 
philosophy could do to help it; and anyone who dOt'S 
not think the description applicable, with fllight modi
fications, to the majority even of educatf'd minds in 
our own and in all times known to ns, certainly has 
not brought either ·the teachers or the practical men 
of any time to the Platonic test. * 

The sole means by which, in Plato's opinion. the 
minds of men can be delivered from this intolerable 
state, and put in the way of obtaining the real know
ledge which. has power to make them wise and vir
tuous, is what he terms Dialectics; and the philoso
pher, as conceived by him, ig almost synonymous 

. with the Dialectician. What Plato understood by 
this name consisted of two parts. One is, the testing 
every opin.ion by a ~egative scrutiny. eliciting every 
objection or difficulty that could be raised against it, 
and demanding, before it .was adopted. that they 
should be successfully met. This could only be Jone 
effectually by v.ray of oral discussion; pressing the 

•• Such terms as Nature, Law, Freedom, Neeeasity, Body, Sno
stance, Matter, Church. State, Revelation. Inspiration, Knowledge, 
'Belief, are totured about in the wars of wOTd ... if ~erybod,lrnll't 
what the,. meant, and all if everybody used them exactly in the eallMl 

8eDse; whereas most pl'Ople, and particularly thOll4l, who l"el'reeent 
public opinion. pick up these complicated terms as children. beginning 
'lfith the vaguest conceptions, adding to them (rom time to time, peP
haps c.>rrecting likewise at haphazard some of their involuntary 
errors, but never taking stock, never either inquiring into the bistory 
of the terms which they handle 80 freel,., or realising the (ubi_ 
of their meaning according to the strict rule .. of logical defioition.·
M~ Muller, LectUTeB (m tke ScietwJ of LangU01J8j Second Sene., pp. 
526,527. 
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respondent by questions, to which he Was generally 
unable to make replies that were not in contradiction 
either to admitted' fact, or to his own original hypo
thesis. This cross-examination is "the Sokratic Elen
chus j which, wielded by a m~'lter such as Sok~at~s 
was, and as we can ourselves appreciate in Plato, no 
mere appearance of knowledge without the reality was 
able to resist. Its pressure was 'certain, in an honest 
mind, to dissipate the false opinion of knowledge, and 
make the confuted respondent sensible of his own 
ignor~nc~, whiie it at once helped and stimulated him 
to the mental effort by which alone that· ignorance 
could be exchanged for knowledge. Dialectics, thus 
understood, is one branch of an art which is a: main 
portion of the Art of Hving-that of not. believing 
except on sufficient evidence j its function being that 
of compelling a man to' put' his belief intQ precise 
terms, and take a defensible position against all the 

"objections that can be made to it. The other, or 
positiye arm of Plato's dialectics, of which he and 
Sokrates may be regarded as the originators, is the 
direct search for the common feature of things that 
are classed together, or, in other wordR, for the mean
ing of the class-name. It comprehends the logical 
processes of Definition a.nd Division or Classification j 
the theory and systematic employment of which were 
a new thing in Plato's day: indeed Aristotle says that 
the former of the. operations was' first introduced by 
Sobates. 'rheyare indissolubly connected, Division 
being, as Plato inculcates, the only road to Definition. 
To find what a thing is, it is necessary to set out 
from Being in general, or from some large and£knQWD 
Kind which includes the thing s~~ght-t? dismember 

VOl •• 111. Y 
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the kind into its component parts, and 'these into 
others, each division being, if possible, only into two 
members (an anticipation of Ramus and Bentham), 
marking at each stage the di~tinctive feature which 
~erentiates one member from the other. By the 
time we have divided down to the thing of whieh we 
are in quest, we have )'emarked its points of agree
ment With all the things to which it is allied, and tlle 
points that constitut~ its differences, from them; and 
are thus enabled to produce a definition of it, which 
is a compendium of its whole nature. This mode or 
arriving at a definition is elaborately exemplified, first 
on an insignificant subject, then on a great and diffi
cult one, in, the Sophistes and Politikos j two or the 
most important of the Platonic dialogues, because in 
both of them the conception of this part of' the process 
of philosophizing is purely Baconian, unincumbered 
by the ontological tlieory which Plato in oUler writings 
superinduces on his pUre logic.· Without this theory, 
however, a very insufficient conception would be 
formed of the Platonic philosophy. The bond of 
union among the- particulars comprised in a. class, as 
understood by Plato, is not a mental Concept, framed 
by abstraction, and having no existence ,outside the 
mind. but a Form or Idea. existing by itself, belong
ing to another world than ours-with which Form or 
Idea, concre~e objects have a communion or participa
tion of nature, and in the likeness of which (though a. 

. very imperfect likeness) they have been made. When 
this moue of conceiving the process of generalization 

• The transition in Plato'. mind from the Bimp1e to the traDSCf'll_ 
dental doctrine iB represented in a tolerably intelligt"ble mallDer in hie 
Seventh Epistle, of which an abstract iB given by Mr. Grote. .. oL i. 
p. 223, et .eq. 
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had been received into 'plato's mind, he was led to 
think that the Ideas were the real existences,.which 
were alone permanent, alone the object of knowledge. 
Individual objects, if they could he said to be know
able at all, were only knowable through, the Ideas, 
which, therefore, it was the characteristic function of 
the philosopher to cognise j .thus exalting the philo
sopher to a region above nature and the earth, and 

, making him of kin to the gods, who, being the pos
sessors of supreme wisdom, must live, in the perpetual 
contemplation of these glorious and superterrene ex
istences. We have here reached the mystical and 
poetical side of Plato's philosophy; and the dialectic 
process being, the only I road by which an earthly 
nature can approach these divine essences (for he by 
no means regarded their app'rehension as intuitive), we 

'begin to understand how that process acquires the 
poetical and religious halo which surrounds it 'in his 
mind j how the dialectician becomes a kind of divine 
person-the nearest approach possible fo~ man to the 
celestial nature. 

The real merits. however, of the Platonic dialectics 
are not dependent on this religious and metaphysical 
superstructure;, and before we follow Plato farther on 

, that slippery ground, we must dwell a little on the' 
debt mankind owe to him for this, incomparably his 
greatest gift. ' 

The larger half of the Platonic compositions. is 
directly devoted to the exemplification and application 
of the dialectic art;' the investigation, in conversation 
between two persons, of the definition of some term 
in general use, connecte<i with emotional sentiments 
and practical impulses and restraints. Sometimes the 

. y 2 
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inquiry takes the shape of <;onfntati~n of an opinion 
maintained by lIome admired teacher, or self-confident 
dogmatist: sometimes the interlocutor iii a friend 
or companion, usually an ingenuous youth, who is 
encouraged to attempt a definition, and as the defini
tions he hazards are successively shown to be insuffi
cient, looks out for another, free from the particular 
fault which haS been pointed out. An iJea of the 
variety of topics embraced by these inquiries may be 
conveyed to those unacquainted with Plato, by the 
following catalogue :-

Euf"!lpltron. - What is Holiness? 
Laches. -What is Courage P 
Cltar1JliJes. -What is Temperance (or self-re-

L!lsis• 

straint, or moderation, or order
liness, or sobriety) P 

-What is Friendship (or affection, 
or liking, or attacllment, or at
traction, or preference)? Or 
rather, what is the natural ob-

o ject of this sentiment? 
Hippias .Major.-What is the Beautiful (or the Ho

nourable, or the Fine, or the 
Admirable) ? 

Eraafa. -What is Philosophy? 
Hipparcll.1u. -"nat is 7'0 tV.OICfpt:t; (meanness, 

sordidness, graspingness, greed 

Minos. 
JIenon. 
Thea/ellUl. 
Bophi.8tes. 
Polilikos. 

of gain)? 
-What is a Law? 
-What is Virtue P 
-What is Knowledge ? 
-What is a Sophist? 
-What is a Statesman ? 
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All these dialogues have for their sole object the 
investigation of Definitions, either in the way of con
futation or of simple search. Ifwe add those of which 
an important part is directed to this purpose, though 
the dialogue has other objects besides, we include the 
four greatest masterpieces of Plato's genius :-

Prota!Jora8.-A manifold and magnifioent display of 
the Sokratic and Platonic mind, a great part d which 
consists of an inquiry 'into the definitions of the car
dinal virtues, and especially of Courage . 
. Pha>tlru8.-;-Equally multifarious; part of which. is 
a discussion respecting the nature and definition of 
Rhetoric. 

Gor!Jias.-What is Rhetoric? With this inquiry 
tlie dialogue sets out, but leads' through it into an 
ethical controver8Y· on the sU'periority of the just 
over the unjust life. 

Republic.-The inquiry, What is Justice? is the 
starting point of this great work, which widens out 
into a complete treatise on the Platonic ethics, and on 
the constitution of a perfect commonwealth. 

A series of investigations worthy to be attributed to 
the philosopher who, as we hear from Xenophon,* 
r never ceased considering, along with his companions, 
what each existing thing is: being of opinion r that 
those who know what each thing is, are able to exhibit 
it to other people; but when men know i,t no~, it is 
no wonder that they themselves go astray, and mislead 
others.' 

In casting our eyes over this list, we are forcibly 
, reminded what a curious thing Mixed Modes are; it 

we may venture to borrow from the Lockian psycho-

• Memor. iv. 61. 
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logy a phrase which has fallen into undeserved disuse, 
signifying those complex ideas which the mind makes 
up for itself, not by directly copying an original in 
nature, but by combination of elements more or less 
arbitrarily selected from experience. Of this kind are 
the various concepts connected with praise and blame, 
which, 'Qeing· mostly compounded of elements having 
little to hold them together except a common emotion, 
are differently composed in different ages and countries, 
and the words which represent them in one language 
have no synonyms in another. We found it impos
sible to express the subjects of. several of Plato', 
dialogues in English, except by heaping together a 
number of names, no one of which is an exact equiva
lent of the Greek word, and which even in combina.
tion are only an approximate expression of the same 
collection of attributes. The subject of the Lysis is 
tp,).ia, translated Frien4ship; and the inquiry into the 
nature oftp,)'la has to give an acc'ount of friendship; .. 
but it has also to give an account of a man's tp,).ia for 
horses, and dogs, and wine, "of the tp,)'la of a sick body 
for health and medicine, that of a philosopher for 
wi~dom, even the imaginary attraction of Dry for 
Moist, Cold for I;Iot, Bitter for Sweet, Empty for Full, 
and contraries in general for one another. ~wtpP(}t1""'" 
the subject of the Charmides, is one of the most diffi
cult words to translate in the whole Greek language. 
The 'common rendering, Temperance, corresponds to a 
part of the meaning, but is ridiculously inadequate to 
the whole. Continence, Modesty, Moderation, are all 
short of the mark. Self-Restraint and Self-Control 
are better, but imply.the coercion of the character by 
the~, while what is required is rather a character not 
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needing coercion. There. is also in the Greek word an 
implied idea of order, of measure, and, as may be 
seen from this very dialogue, of deliberateness, which 
are wanting in the nearest English equivalents. Un
obtrusiveness, too, is an essential part of the concept ; 
and there is a connotation besides of Judgment or 
Intelligence (let us say Reasonableness); otherwise 
Plato could not, as he does in the Protagoras. found ~n 
apparent argument on the antithesis between flwfpoa:"", 
and afpoa''''''' Sobriety, a word used several times in this 
connexion by Mr. Grote, perhaps comes nearest to the 
Greek word in its variety of applications; but even this 

• hardly admits of being substituted for it in discourse, 
without a. perpetual running comment. A still more 
illustrative case, interesting as an example of the re
lation between national language and national cha
racter, is the Greek employment of the words which 
we translate by Beautiful and Ugly: lCa~ol' and 
a;ax,p0l'. These terms, derived from purely physical 
characteristics, and never ceasing to carry that mean
ing, became the symbols"both in speculation a.nd in 

-daily life, of the resthetic or artistic view of hum3:n 
actions and qnalities, as distinguished from the useful 
and the simply dutiful; an aspect prominent, and even 
predominant, in the susceptible Grecian, mind, b~t 
which, to our exclusively practical turn of thought, con
firmed -by monachism and puritanism, is scarcely in
telligible, and our' translators bungle with their 
• honourable· and «shameful' in a vain attempt to ex
press the complicated sentiment of the Greeks on 
matters of conduct and character, or to understand 
what their writers meant. The French, whose ethical 
sentiment retains more of the resthetic element, some-. 
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times indeed out of due proportion to the prudential 
and .the dutiful, realize better the Hellenic feeling. 
and can often. even in moral discussion, translate 
ri 1[(l"0" by 'Ie beau jt though there is no similar 
Correlation of 'Ie laid' with .~axpo.,.· 

In spite, however, of these divergences between 
Plato's world and our own in the compo:;ition of the 
complex ideas to which emotions are attached, who
ever haS a due value for the lIethod will often learn 
as much from these cases, as from the more frequent 
ones in which the subject of inquiry is a Mixed lIode 
identical or very similar to one familiar to ourselves j 
as Virtue. Justice, Courage. Knowledge, Law. 

In many of these investigations. the person ques
tioned does not at first exactly know what is expected 
from him, and instead of a genuine definition. replies 
by specimens of particular things commonly included 
under the name j the pretentious and practised teacher 
Hippias~ as represented in the dialogue. being as un
familiar with the sort of investigation intended. and 
more ine"xpert and clumsy when he attempts it. than 
the respectable and competent man of action Laches. 
the opulent Thessalian patrician lIenon. or the youth 
Theretetus. Sokrates labours, by a profusion of illus
trative examples (showing how ~tt]e familiar the 
notion then was). to make them understand that what 

• We do not pretend that 11M .... uy more thu ita Frmch equi
valent, was always used in a distinctly _thebe meaniDg. .A.s com
monly happens. the fine ed,,"'11 of ita ~cation was bll1DW by 1UIe. 

and it was often little more than an omameatal expreaaiou for.,..,...,. 
as when we speak in English of • a fine thing" 80 thai Sokratee, in a 
convenI&tion recorded by Xeoophon (llemor. iii. 8) and referred to by 
Mr. Grote (TOl. iii. p. MO), conl.! maintain that everything is ->..>. 
which is well adapted to ita parpoee., aDd thai a well-maJe manure
basket is "as trnly lIMa. as Virtue. 
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is wanted is not any particular cases of the beautiful, 
or of virtue. or of knowledge. but what Beauty. or 
Virtue. or Knowledge. in themselves are. The re
spondent is then encouraged, or. if in an antagonistic 
position. compelled. to point out some feature or cir
cumstance which is always present along with the 
notion or predicate into the meaning of which they 
are inqumng. Th~ part of Sokrates is. to show either 
that this feature or circumstance is not present in all 
the cases. or. more frequently. that it is present in 
many more than the cases. to which the word is appli
cable j thus obliging the respondent either to with
draw .his definition and try another. or to limit the 
first by some circumstance. intended to exclude the 
particulars which had been unguardedly left within 
the boundary. Many definitions are tried. and shown 
to be untenable. and the dialogue often concludes
without any result bu~ the confession of ignorance. 
Even when one of the definitions examined seems -to 
be accepted in one dialogue. it is often contested. and 
apparently refuted. in another j so that the result. on 
the whole. is ra.ther one of method than of doctrine j 
though striking fragments of truth come to the sur
face. in the general turning up of the subject which 
the' process il.lvolves. The confutations. too. though 
of marvellons ingenuity, are frequently. to us, obvious 
fallacies. Yet the process is the true and only mode 
of acquiring abstract notions which are both clear. 
and correspond to points of identity among real facts j 

and the manifold and masterly exemplification of it in 
_ the Platonic dialogues is a discipline in precise think
ing, to which there' is even now nothing 8-imile aut 
Becundu,n -in philosophy. To suppose that- ,dialectic 
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training only trains dialecticians, is great ignorance or 
its power and virtue. Such training is an indispen
sable education for dogmatio thinkers: and it is quite 
in the course of nature that Plato should have been 
the master of Aristotle. Dut the many first-rate minds 
which have owed much of their clearness and vigour 
to the Platonio dialectic, have shown what it had done 
for them by the fruits it brought forth in themselves, 
rather than by creating any fresh models of it. The 
dialogues, therefore, are the' still unrivalled types or 
the dialectio process; made. captivating by all the 
grace and felicity ·of· execution which gave to the 
author the title of. t~· Attic Bee; and afford an 
example, once in all literature, of the union between 
an eminent genius for philosophy and the most con
summate skill and feeling of the artist. 

Much, however, as the modern world. owes to the 
Platonio dialectics, it is' seldom duly sensible of the 
obligation. .The testing and cross-examining process 
is ·never popular. 

'In the natural process of growth in the human mind, 
belief does not follow proof, but springs up apart from and 
independent of it j an immature intelligence believes first, 
and ~roves (if indeed it ever seeks proof) afterwards. This 
mental tendency ~ further confirmed by the pressure and 
authority of King Nomos j who is peremptOry in exacting 
belief. but neither furnishes nor requires proo£ The com
mUI!ity,· themselves deeply persua.4ed, will not hear with 
calmness the voice of a solitary reasoner, adverse to opinions 
ihus established j nor do they like to be required to explain, 
analyse, or reconcile those opinions. . They dilapprove espe
cially that dialectic debate which gives free play and effica
cious prominence to the negative arm.'* 

, N othingt can be more repugnant to an ordinary 

• Grote, voL j. p.258. t Ibid. voL ii p. 12. 
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mind than the thorough sifting of deep-seated, long 
familiarized notions.' Scarcely 8:ny modern would 
endure to submit himself to the Sokratic .interroga
tion, which, to Plato's apprehension, was so empha
tically the only sufficient Elenchus' or -test, that he 
entertained a very poor opinion of the value either Qf 
long speeches, or of written" discourse, where the dis
courser was not at hand to be questioned and to 
question~,8ova, lCa: UXfa(Ju, >'0lov. Even such 
approach· to the Sokratic method as written compo
sition admits of, the coqfutation of adversaries behind 
their backs, is seldom. regarded with much favour; 
even those who agree with the writer caring little for 
it, beyond what pleasure th~y may take in seeing 
their opponents humiliated. For themselves, they are 
con~ent to be convinced by their own reasons, without 
troubling themselves about counter-arguments which 
they are sure must be fallacious. Yl't truth, in every. 
thing but mathematics, is not a single but a double 
'question; not what can be said for an opinion, but 
whether more can be said for. it than against it. 
There is no knowledge, and no assurance of right 
belief, but with him who can both confute the oppo
site opinion, and successfully defend his own against 
confutation. But" this, the principal lesson of Plato's 
writings, the world and many of its admired teachers 
have very imperfectly learned. We have to thank 
our frtle Parliament, and the pUbllcitj of our courts of 
justice, for whatever feeling we have C?f the value of 
debate. The Athenians, who were incessantly en-

. gaged in hearing both sides of every deliberative and 
judicial question, bad a far stronger sense of it. 

The other, or positive half of the Platonic dialectic, 
is equally far fr~m being appreciated; that, namely, 
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whereby the vague generalities which serve as the 
standard of censure Qr appla.use in common discourse, 
are put on the logical rack, and compelled to declare 
what definite signification lies in them. This two
fold obligation, to be able to maintain our opinions 
against the criticism of opponents and refute theirs, 
and never to use a term tn serious discourse without 
a precise meaning, has always been odious to the 
classes who compose nearly the whole of mankind; 
dogmatists of aU persuasions, and merely practical. 

-people. Hence it is that hJlman intellect improves 
so slowly, and, even in acquiring more and more of 
the results of wisdom, grows so little wiser. In things 
that depend on natural sagacity, which is about equally 
abundant at all times, we are not inferior to our fore
fathers; in knowledge of observed facts we are far 
beyond them; but we cast off particular errors w~th-. 
out extirpating the causes of error; the Idols of the 
Tribe, and even of the Den, infest us almost as much 
as formerly; the discipline which purges the intellect 
itself, protecting it from false generalization, incon
clusive inference, and simple nonsense, on subjects 
which it imperfectly knows, is still absent from all 
but a few minds. We have been'disabused of many 
false and pernicious opinions by the evidence of fact, 
but not by correcting. the mental habits which en
gender them; and we are almost as ready as ever to 
receive new errors, when our senses and memory do 
not s'Upply us with truths which those particular 
erroneous opinions' would contradict. . 

It is singular that Plato himself did not fully profit 
by the principal lesson of his own teaching. 1.'his is 
one of the inconsistencies by which he is such a 
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puzzle to posterity. No one can read many of the 
works of Plato, and doubt that he had positivp. 
opinions. But he does not bring his own opinions 
to the test which he applies tQ others. • It depends on 
the act.ual argumentative purpose which Plato has in 
hand, whether he chooses to multiply.objections and 
give them effect, or to ignore them altogether:· '1:'he 
affirmative Sokrates only stands his ground because 
no negative Sokrates is allowed to attack' him.'t Or, 
what is worse, Plato applies the test, and disregards 
its indications; states clearly and strongly the objec
tions to the opinion he favours, and goes on his way 
as if they did not exist. If there is a doctrine which 
is the guide of his deepest speculations, which he 
invests with all the plausibility that his wonderful 
power of illustration can give,· and clothes in the 
most brilliant colours of his poetic imagination, it ia 
the' theory of Self-Existent Ideas""':'the essential 
groundwork of some of his grandest dialogues, espe
cially the Phredrus, the Ph'redon, and an important 
portion of the Republic .. Yet there is in his writings 
no specimen of logical confutation more remarkable 
than that by which Parmenides, in the dialogue so 
called. ove'rthrows this very doctrine, put into the 
mouth of the youthful Sokrates. Some ofthe Platonic 
critics consequently decide the Parmenides not to be 
a work of Plato. but one directed against Plato, by a 
dIsciple of the Eleatic school; forgetting that P;r-

. menides, in the dialogue, gives an equally peremptory 
refiltation of his own principal doctrine, the Unity of 
Being, and' moreover winds up his refutation of the 
theory of Ideas by saying that. liable as it is to these 

• Grote, 'VoL ii. p. 108. t Ibid. voL i. p. 323. 
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great difficulties, philosophy and dialectics would be 
impossible nnless it were admitted. • .. One would 
expect that so important a theory would not be left 
in this predicament, suspended between opposite rea
sons deemed equally irresistible. We should have 
supposed that the great master of dialectics, since he 

. accepted the doctrine, would have held himself Lound 
to refute its seeming refutation. Yet he never does 
this, and, we venture to think, could not have done 
i't. The objections are repeated, in a more abridged 
form, in the Philebus, and are equally left unan-

. swered, Sokrates merely remarking, that the subject 
will probably always continue to be a theme for the 
ingenuity of young dialecticians. t The dogmatic 
Plato seems a different person from the elenctic 
Plato:-

'Thet two current. of his speculation, t~e affirmative and' 
the negative,lI.re distinct and independent of each other. 
Where the affirmative is especially present (as in TimleU8) 
the negative altogether disappears. Timle\18 is made to pro
claim the most sweeping theories, not one of which the real 
Sokrates would have suffered to pass without abundant croas
examination; but the Platonic. Sokrates hears them with 

. respectful silence, and commends afterwards. When Plato 
comes forward to affirm, his dogmas are altogether a priori ; 
they enunciate preconceptions' or hypotheses, which derive 
their hold upon his belief hot from any aptitude for lolving 
the-- objections which. he has raised, but from deep and 
solemn sentiment of some kind or other-religious, ethical, 
resthetical, poetical, &c., the worship of numerical symmetry 
or exactness, &c. The dogmas are enunciations of BOrne 
grand sentiment of the divine, good, just, beautiful, sym
metrical, &c., which Plato follows out into corollaries. But 

• Plato, Parmenides, p. 155 B. t Plato, P~bl1ll, p. 15 D. 
. : Grote, vol i. p. 270. 
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this is a process of itself: and while he is performing it, the 
doubts previously raised are not called up to be solved, but 
ilre forgotten or kept out of sight! ' Plato* was sceptic, 
dogmatist, religious mystic and inquisitor, mathematician,
philosopher, poet (erotic as well as satirical), rhetor, artist, 
all in one, or, at least, all in succession, throughout the fifty 
years of his philosophical life, At one time his exuberant 
dialectical impulse claims satisfaction, manifesting itself in a 
string of ingenious doubts and unsolved contradictiol!s; at 
another time he is full of theological an'tipathy against those 
who libel Helios and Selene, or who deny the universal pro-' 
vidence'ofthe gods: here we have unqualified confessions of 
iguorance, and protestations against the false persuasion of 
knowledge, as alike wide-spread and deplorable; there we 
find a description of the process of building up the Kosmos 
from the beginning, as if the author had been privy to the 
inmost purposes of the Demiurgus. In ~)De dialogue the 
erotic fever is in the ascendant, distributed between beautiful 
youths and philosophical concepts, and confounded with a 
religious inspiration and furor which supersedes and tran
scends human sobriety (Phredrus); in another, all vehement 
impulses of the soul are stigmatized and repudiated, no 
honourable scope being left for anything but the calm and 
passionless Nous (Pbilebus, Phredon). Satire is exchanged 
for dithyramb and my the, and one ethical point of view for 
another (Protagora.~, Gorgias). The all-sufficient drama-. 
tizing power of the master gives full effect to each of these 
multifarious tendencies. On the whole-to use a comparison 
of Plato himself-:fhe Platonic sulli total Somewhat resem
bles those fanciful combinations of animals imagined in the 
Hellenic mythology-an aggregate of distinct and disp-arate 
individuals, which look like one because they are packed in 
the same external wrapper! ' 

The most il!lportant. though not the whole. of 
these varieties of tone and sentiment. seem to us to be 

• , Grote, ToL i pp. 214, 215. 
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explained by the philosopher's advance in years, and 
growth in positive convictions. The first alone will 
account for much. There needs little argument to 
prove that the warfar.e against the intenser pleasures. 
and condemnation of all mental perturbations, of the 
Philebus, the Leges, and even the Republic. belong 
to a later time of life than the amatory enthusiasm of 
the Phredrus and the Symposion. Again, the works 

• which bear the strongest marks of having been 
written iI?- Plato's later years, show a great moditica
tion in his estimation of the Elenctic pl'ocess. He 
had apparently met the not unfrequent fate of great 
reformers, so strikingly exemplified in the career of 
Luther, who, precisely because he had succeeded be
yond all reasonable expectation in his original pur
p~se, had to expend his plincipal energies during the 
latter part of his life in. driving back followers who 
had outrun their leader. In the dialogueij of .mere 
Search, which were probably written by Plato while 
the ~nfluence of Sokrates over his mind was still pre
dominant, there is nothing he oftener repeats, in the 
person of his hero, than that the mere awakening 

. of a sense of ignorance, the mere destruction of the 
false persuasion of knowledge which is universal 
among mankind, is in itself, though nothing further' 
come of it, a highly valuable result of Dialectics. 
But as he advanced in life, and acquired a persuasion 
of knowledge of his own; when, to use a metaphor 
of Mr. Grote's, he ceased to be leader of opposition. 
and passed over to the minil:lterial benches, he came 
to thi~k that the Sokratic cross-examination is a 
dangerous edge-tool. Already in the Republic we 
find him dwelliIl.g on the mischiefs of a purely nega-
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tive state of mind, and complaining that Dialectics 
are placed too early in the course of education, and 
are taken up by • immature youths,· who abuse"' the 
licence of interrogation, find ~l their home-grown 
opinions uncertain, and end by losing all positive con
victions: In the Platonic commonwealth, this pur. 
suit only commences at the age of thirty" in order 
that Plato's own dogmatic opinions may have a long 

I • 

start before bemg exposed to the dangers of the 
elenctic test. Dialectic, ;with its logical cross-exami
nation, ·is still, however, the grand instrument of 
philosophi~ing, and those trained in it are alone con
sidered fit to rule. But as Plato advanced still further 
in years and in dogmatism, he seems to have lost his 
relish and value for Dialectic altogether. In his 
second imaginary common wealth-that of the. Leges 
-it is no longer mentioned; it forms no part of the 
education either of the rulers or of the ruled, hut in 
lieu of it is substituted a rigid and immutable ortho
doxy of Plato's own making, any disloyalty to which, 
or any dream of trying it by the Elenchus, is re:' 
pressed with Torquemada.like severity. With regard 
to his omission to forti(y his opinions in his own 

_ mind, against the difficulti~s raised by himself, our 
suspicion is, that he had come to despair of the effi
cacy of the' dialectic process as a means of discnmi
natiI.:1g truth; that his inability to solve his own 
objections had bl'ought him to the persuasion that 
objections insoluble by dialectics -could be made 
aga~nst all truths i ~nd, the ethical and political ten
dencies of his mind becoming predominant over the 
purely speculative, he came .to think that the doc-

• Grote, vol. iii. p. 103. 
.VOL. W. z 
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trines which had the best ethical tendency should be 
taught, with little or no regard to whether they could. 
be proved true, and even at the risk of their being 
false. ' 

There are thus, independently of minor discrepan
cies, two complete Platos in Plato-tbe Sokratist and 
the Dogmatist-of whom thf! former is by far the 
more valuable to mankind, but the latter has oLtained 
from them much the greater honour. Anll no won
der; for the one was capable of being a useful prop 
to many a man's moral and religious dogmas, wbile 
the other could only clear and invigorate the human 
understanding. . 

There is, indeed, ample justification for tbe homage 
which all cultivated ages have rendered to l"lJuto 
simply as, a moralist-as one of the most powerful 
masters of virtue who have appeared among mankind. 
Amid all his changes, there is one thing to which he 
is ever constant-the transcendent worth of virtue 
and wisdom (which he invariably identifies), and the 
infinitely superior eligibility of the just life, even if 
calumniated and persecuted, over the unjust, however 
honoured by men, and by whatever power and gran
deur surrounded. And what lie t~U9 feels, no one 
ever had & power superior to hilt of making felt by 
his readers. If is this element which completes in 
bim the character of a Great Teacher. . Others can 
instru~t, but Plato is of those who form great men, 
by the combination of moral enthusia.<;m and logical 
discipline. • Aristo~le: says Mr. Grote, - • in one of 
his lost -dialogues, made honourable mention of a 
Corinthian cultivator, who in reading the Platonic 

• Grote. voL ii. p. 90. 
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Gorgias, was smitten with such vehement admiration, 
that he abandoned his fields and his vines, came to 
Athens forthwith. --and committed himself to the 
tuition of Plato.' It was not, we may be assured, by 
its arguments, that the Gorgias produced this striking 
manifestation of psychagogic efficacy; for. they are 
nearly all of th~m fallacies. and could not have re
sisted the first touch of the cross-examining Elenchus, 
so unspa·ringly applied to their impugners. Tbis 
great dialogue, full of just thoughts and fine obser
vations on human .~ture. is; in mere argument, one 
of the weakest of Plato's works. It i~ not by its 
logic. but by its ~804:. that it produces its effects; not 
by instructing the understanding, but by working on 
the feelings and imagination. N or is this strange; 
for the disinterested love of virtue is an affair of 
feeling. It is impossible to prove to anyone Plato's 
thesis, that justice is supreme happiness, ullless he 
can be made to feel it as such. The external induce
ments which recommend it . he may be taught to 
appreciate; the favourable regards and· good offices 
-of other people, and the rewards of another life. 
These considerations, however,though Plato has re-

-course to them in ~ther places, are not available in 
the Gorgias. The posthumous recompense he- only 
ventures to introduce in the. form of a my the; and 
the earthly one is opposed to the whole scheme of 
the dialogue. which represents the virtuous and wise 
man as, in every existing society, a solitary being, 
Dlisjudged, persecuted. and having no more chance 
with the Many against their adulators, than (to use 
Plato's comparison) a physician would have, if in
dicted before a jury of children by a confectioner for 

z2 
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giving them nauseous drugs instead of delicious' 
sweetmeats. It is precisely this .picture of the motal 
hero, still tena.1: propositi' against the hostility and 
contempt of the world, which makes the splendour 
and power of the Gorgias. The Sokrates of the dia.
.logue makes us feel all other evils to be more to)e
rable than injustice in the soul, not by proving it, 
but by the sympathy he calls forth with his own in
tense feeling of it. He inspires beroism, because be 
shows himself a hero. And his failures in logic do 
not prevent the step marked hy the Gorgias from 
being one of the greatest ever made in' moral culture 
-the cultivation of a disinterested preference of duty 
for its own sake, as, a higher state than that of sacri
ficing selfish preferences to a more distant self
interest. 

In the Republic, the excellence and inherent felicity 
of tbe just life are as impressively insisted on, and 
enforced by arguments of greater substance. Dut, as 
Mr. Grote justly remarks, those arguments, even if 
conclusive, are addressed to the wrong point; for the 
life they suppose is not that of the simply just man, 
but of the philosopher. They are not applicable to 
the typical just man-to such a person as Aristeides, 
who is no dialectician, soars to no speculative heights, 
and is no nearer than Qther people to a vision of tLe 
Self-Existent Ideas, but who, at every personal sacri
fice, persistently acts up to the rules of virtue acknow
l~dged by the worthiest of his counrrymen. It is 
not obvious what place there was for Aristeides in the 
Platonic theory of virtue, nor how he was to be ad
justed to the doctrine of Plato and of the historical 
Sokrates; that virtue is a branch of knowledge, and 
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that no one is .unjust willingly. Aristeides probably 
had the same notio~s of justice as bis cotemporaries, 
and. could as' little as any of them have answered 
Sokratic interrogatories by a definition of it which 
would have been proof against all objections. The 
conformity of his will to it, the never being unjust 
willingly, was probably the chief moral difference be
tween him and ordinary men. Plato might ind.eed 
11 ave said that Aristeides had'the most indispensable 
point of knowledge-he knew that the just man must 
be the happiest. But Aristeides was not the kind of 
man of whom Plato has, more or less successfully, 
proved this; and the true Platonio doctrine is that it 
is impossible to be just, without knowing (ill' the 
high Platonic meaning of knowledge) what justice 
is.· 

• The historical Sokrates of the Memorabilia (iv. 4,), being chal
lenged by the SOl!hi~t Hippias to give liver merely tormenting othere, 
and commit himsclf to a positive opinion abont justice, replies by a 
definition which would have included Arlsteides, bot not the PJatonic 
rul"r or philosopher: Justice, he says, is Tc\ .,o"'I"'JJ-Conformity to the 
laws of the country. This definition, which I'xactly s~e~ the nnide~ 
and practical Xenophon, does Dot satisfy the SOp~8t, who is here 
again represented as contending for a higher law. He objecte, that 
the laws cannot be the standard of virtue, since the communities which 
enact them often change their mind, and abrogate the laws they have 
made. To which Sokrates makes the ingeniolls, and not nn-Sokratic, 
answer, that communities also make war, and again peace, yet we do 
not di9parage a good tactician or soldier beclluse peaCe may come. ·'l'he 
only work of Plato in which the vein of sentiment corresponds with 
this, is the Kriton, in which Sokrates, after his condemnation, refuses 
to accept an olfer made to co.ntrive his escape. He here insists 
powerfully on the duties which a man owes to his country and its 
laws, even when these are unjustly applied against himself, and per
Bonifies the Laws liS reproaching him, if he flies from his doom, for 
ingrtLtitude, in accepting through life all the benefits they gave, and 
now refusing to submit to their obligations. Judged by Plato's 
standard in other places, the answer of the Xenophontic Sokrates to 
the qucstion of Hippias is very un-P~tonic i yet we suspect that Plato 
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When we try Plato, as a moralist, by this test or 
his own; when, Ir.om the inspired apostle of virtue, 
we pass to the philosophic teacher of it, and ask for 
his criterion of virtue, we find it different in different 
works. In the Protagoras, it is completely utilitarian, 
in all that is stigmatized by some people as f low' and 
f degrading;' though justly condemned by Mr. Grote 
from the utilitarian point of view, because destitute 
of the unselfish element. According to the Sokrates 
of the Protagoras, there is nothing good as au end 
except pleasure and the absence of pain; all other 
good things are lmt means to these. Virtue is an 
affair of calculation, and the sole elements of the cal
culation are pains and pleasures. But the elements 
computed are the agent's own pains and pleasures, 
omitting those of other people, and of mankind. The 
system is thus a selfish one; though only theoreti
cally so, since its propounder would have held fast to 
the doctrine that the just is the only happy life. i.e. 
(according to th~ theory of this dialogue) the one 
which affords to the agent himself the greate8t excess 
of pleasure over pain. The standard of the Protagoras 
agrees with that of the historical Sokrates. who 

woUld have given' the Bame answer to BOme persons and in BOme cir
cumstances; that King Nomos was in hill mind the 8nfliciomt and 
proper mIer for the generality of mankind; that laws, together with 
established cnstoms (the /IypatPo • .01'" of the same XenoI,hontic con
versation, those cornmon to all mankind) "ere bis real role of jUl!tice 
for the citizen, thoogh the legislator and the philosopher required a 
more scientific standard. Among many passages pointing to this con
clusion, we may rerer to two in TberetetUB (172 A and 177 D), and 
Leges (i. 637-8), wbere the point of Tiew of the private citizen, taking 
the laws of hill own country for the test of Tirtue, ill distinguished 
from that of the philosopher; as represented by the characten in the 
dialogue, who are investigating what constitutes the virtue or the 
legislators themselves. 
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throughout the Memorabilia inculcates the ordinary 
duties of life on hedonistic grounds, and recommends 
them by the ordinary hedonistic inducements, the 
good opinion and praise of fellow-citizens, reciprocity 
of good treatment, and the favour of benevolent 
deities. Even in the Leges; PlatQ affirms that people 
will never be persuaded to prefer virtue unless con. 
vinced of its being the"path of ' greatest pleasure, and 
that whether it is so or not (t.hough he fully believes 
that it is), they must not only be taught to believe 
this, but no approach to a doubt, of ,it must be tole
rated within the country. - The Sokrates of the 
Gorgias, however, dissents" both from the Sokrates of 
the Protagoras and from the real Sokra~es. Good is, 
with him, no longer synonymous with Pleasurable, 
nor Evil with Painful. To constitute anything a 
Good, it must be either pleasurable or beneficial 
(Wp;~II-'OI')' and Justice belongs to the category of 
B~eficial j but beneficial to what end, is. not ex
plained, except that the end certainly is not Pleasure. 
Justice is assimilat~d to the health pf the soul, in
justice to a disease: and since the health of t\le body, 
is its greatest good, and disease its 'greatest evil, the 
same estimate i~ extended by analogy to the mind. 
There is no attempt, i~ the Gorgias, to define Justice. 
In th~ Republic, which has th~s definition for its 
express purpose, and travels through the whole process 
of constructing an ideal commonwealth to arrive 'at 
"it~ the result is brought out, that Just~ce is synony
, mous ,with the ~omplete supremacy of Reason in the 
soul. The human mind is analysed into the celebrated 
three 'elements, Reason: Spirit or Passion (T'; (JupOEI~I~, 
another troublesome Mixed Mode) and Appetite. The 
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just mind is that in which each of the three keeps 
its proper place; in which Reason governs, Passion 
makes itself the aid and instrument of Rea.son, anJ 
the two comhined keep Appetite in a state of willing 
subjection. In the Philebus, which is professedly 
De Bono (or rather De Summo Bono), the subject i. 
more. discriminatingly scrutinized. After a long ,dis
cussion, in which those who uphold Pleasure, anJ 
those who contend for wisdom or intelligence (~pOlllJal'), 
as the ultimate end, are both confuted; Good, or tha.t 
which is worthy of being desired, is found to consist 
of five things, desirable in unequal degrees. 'Ve 
shall not quote the whole list, as, from the vagueness 
of some of the conceptions, and the extremely abstract 
natnre of the phraseology, even Mr. Grote confesses 
how hard it is to be understood. The first four, how
ever, have exclusive ,reference to the rational elements 
of the mind, while the fifth, placed far below the 
others, consists of the few pleasures which are gentle 
and unmixed with pain; all others, and especially the 
intenser pleasures, having been eliminateJ, as belong
ing to a distempered mental condition. All these 
theories lay themselves open to Mr. Grote's criticism, 
by defining virtue with reference to t?e good only of 
the agent himself; even justice, pre-eminently the 
social virtue, being resolved into the supremacy of 
reason within our own minds: in disregard of the fact 
that the idea and sentiment of virtue have their foun
dation not exclusively in the self-regarding, but also, 
and even more directly, in the I!,ocial feelings: a truth 
first fully accepted by the Stoics, who ~ave the glory 
of being the earliest thinkers who grounded the obli
gation of morals on the brotherhood, the IJII-nl"IIG, of 
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the whole human race. The grand defect of Plato's 
ethical conceptions (excellently discussed in Mr. 
Grote's remarks on the Republic) was in overlooking, 
what was completely ,seized by Aristotle-that the 
essential pa,rt of the- virtue of justice is the recognition 
and observance of therigbts of other people.· 

I~ is noticeable that even in the Republic, the goy-ern. 
ing and controlling principle of the mind, which we 
have translated Reason, and whose unresisted autho. 
rity constitutes the essence of virtue, is TO "O,),laTIICOJl 

-literally the calculating principle ("O,),IIJ"TIICQ being 
used by Plato himself, in the Gorgias, to denote a 
portion of Arithmetic). This .is the very doctrine of 
the Protagoras, except that the elements to be calcu
lated are different. And, through the whole series of 
the dialogues, a Measuring Art, f&ETP'lTIIC~' TEXII'I, as a 
means of distinguishing the truth of things from 
their superficial appearance, is everywhere desiderated 

. as the great requisite both of wisdom and of virtue. 
'Vhen, however, the test of Pain and Pleasure is 
abandoned, no other elements are E:hown to us which 
the Measudng Art is to be employed to measure. Of 
co~se it has to measure our minds and actions them
selves j but we II!.easure anything, to make it conform 
to, or agree with, the dimensions of something else; 
and Plato does not teU us of what else. Our life is 

• Grote, vol. iii. pp. 133-159. The only vestige we find in Plato of 
the conception of morality which refers to the general happiness, is 
when, in answering the remark that the guardians of his ideal re
pnblio, being denied all the interests to which human life is generally 
devoted, would have a poor and undesirable existence, he says, • Per
haps it may turn ont that theirs would be the happiest of all i but 
even if what yon say is true, our object is' not that one portion of the 
community may be as happy as possible~ but that the whole commu
nity may be SQ.' 
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to ·be regulated, .but we are not told whttt it is to 
be regulated by. The measuring process is sup
posed tc;> have a vi~ue in itself. The analogy used is 
that of the untrue magnitudes and proportions of 
objects as seen by the eye, and their rectification 
by measureIJIent; Plato overlooking that it is not the 
act of measuring which rectifies them, but the per
ceptions of touch which the measuring only ascertaiIJ8. 
Thejdea of Measure as a good in itself, independent 
of any end beyond it, seems to have grown upon 
Plato as he advanced in life. Mere conformity to 
a fixed rule, especially if accompanied by regularity 
of numerical proportioI,l. became his principal standard 
of excellence. This answered to a powerful senti
ment in the Hellenic mind. which. combining with 
vehement impulses a high sense of personal dignity, 
demanded harmonious proportion in mind and de-

. portment as much as in architecture. and to which 
anything inordinate, dissonant, unrhythmical, even in 
voice or demeanour. was hot only distasteful,· but 
seemed an indication of an ill-regulated mind j as it 
is expressly affirmed to be by Plato in the Republic. t 
In Plato's own mind we know that Measure and 
~egularity were the very footprints of divinity; 

• Tennyson, in one of his 'finest poems, the Eleanore, baa entered 
well into this peculiarity of Grecian feeling:-

'For in thee 
Is nothing sudden, nothing single. 
Like two streams of incense (ree 
From one censer, in one.shrine 
Thought and motion mingle, 
Mingle ever. Motion. flow 
To one another, even ae though 
They were modulated 80 

To an unheard melody.' 

t Plato, Rep. iii. pp. 400-402, and Grote, vol iii. pp. 58 ,59. 
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that they, and only tIley. were the marks of design 
in the Kosmos, and where they ceased, the share of 
Deity ended too; the Kosmos altogether being but a. 
compromise with aIlGYK" or Necessity; which, by an 
inver,;,ion of the modern idea, stood for the capricious 
portion of the agencies in Nature-those in which 
the same consequent did not invariably follow the 
same antecedent. * In the Philebus, Measure and 
the Measured, lAETpOII Kal TO lAETPIOII Kal Kalp'o,;, stand as 
tIle first elements of Good, even. Intelligenc~ being 
only the third, and Pleasure (limited to the unexcit
ing pleasures) the fifth an4 hindmost. In Plato's 
later speculations, from the Republic to the Epinomis. 
th~ sciences of measure and proportion, Arithmetic, 
Geometry, and Astronomy, gradually take the place 
of Dialectics as the proper education of a ruler and 
philosopher. 'we, learn from Aristotle that this was 
even more emphatically the case 'in his lectures, 
during the latter years of his life. Those which he 
delivered on the Ipsum Bonum, or Idea of Good,' to 
the surprise of hearers, turned on transcendental pro
perties of numbers. Number was resolved into two 
elementary factors-The One, and the Dyad or Two, 
this last being identified with the Indeterminate; and 
the Good was affirmed to be identical with the One, 
while Evil was the Unbounded or Undetermined, 
aOplITTOII and ci'7TE1pOII.t Thus did the noble light of 
philosophy in Plato go out in a. fog of mystical 
Pythagoreanism. 

In this Pythagorean morass, as we learn from the 
same authority, the brilliant doctrine of Ideas was 
submerged and quenched. Yet that doctrine stands, 

• See the TimIflUS, throughout.. t G~te, voT. i. pp. 217, 218. 
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and will stand to posterity, as the purest type of the 
Platonic metaphysics. It is true or Plato, as of all 
his cou!ltrymen with the partial exception of Aris
totle, . that while their moral and political thoughts 
abound in a wisdom both practical and of pel"Illanent. 
application, their metltphysical speculations are only 
interesting as the first efforts of original and inventive 
minds to let in light on a dark su~ject. The Platonic 
Ideas are nothing more; but, of all theories which 
have arisen in ingenio'us minds from an imperft!ct 
conception of the processes of abstraction and genera
lIzation, they are surely among the most plausible as 
well as beautiful. Men already ab~tracted an~ ge
~eralized before Plato wrote, or ~hey would not have 
been human beings; but they did so by an unconscious 
working of the laws of association, which resembled 
an instinct: no theory of those operations was in exis
tence till Plato formed one, and the mere direction of 
consciousness upon the processes themselves was a 
new thing, which, as we see in many of the dialogues, 
'even an intelligent pupil required to be assisted to do 
by a great prodigality of illustration. Now a con-

. templative mind soon perceived that all the objects of 
sense, whether substances, attributes, 'or events-and 
the noblest objects most-aJe that which they are, in 
only an imperfect manner, and suggest to the mind a 
type of what they are, far more perfect than them
selves; a' something far more' deeply interfused,' 
which eye has not seen nor ear heard, but of which 
that which can be seen or heard is an imperfect, and 
often very distant, resemblance. Psychology in its 
infancy did not yet enable men to perceive that the 
mind itself creates this mo~e perfect tIpe, by compa-
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rison and abstraction from the imperfect materials of 
its experience; but they perceived that the types em
bodied the unattainable perfection of all other things, 
and were the models which Nature itself seemed to 
strive to approach.' What, then, could be more 
natural than'to regard the types as real objects, 'con
cealed from sense, but cognisable directly by the mind 
-which, once conceived as external to us, seemed 
more teal than anything else, all other things re
sembling imperfect attempts to' copy them? The 
-Self-Beautiful, the Self-Good, which not only were to 
all beautiful and good things as the ideal is to the 
actual, but united in themselves, the separate perfec
tions of all the various kinds of beauty and goodness 
-these forms· or essences, from a participation in 
which all concrete things derive what they possess of 
goodness and beauty, but paled and disfigured by the 
turbid element in which they are immersed-these 
existences, so vastly more splendid than their feeble 
earthly representatives, and not, like them, subject to 
injury or slecay-must not they be Realities in a far 
higher sense than the particulars which are within 
sensible cognisance? particulars which indeed are not 
realities: for there is no particular good or beautiful 
or just thing, which is not, in some case that may be 
supposed, Ulljust, evil, and unbealltiful. Was it not 
then to be presumed that the part of onr nature which 
apprehends these Real Existences would perceive them 
far more clearly, but for the veil of sense interposed; 
and that itis only when the veil is removed, that we 
pass out of the world of images and likenesses into 
that of the Things themselves, and contemplate the 
splendid vision in all its brightnes~? But even in 
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this world or shadows, the mind of the philosopher, 
trained hy the dialectic process to see • the One in the 
Many." can achieve, by arauous labour, such a percep
tion of the Ideal Forms, as qualifies him for admission 
to a nearer and more satisfactory view of them in a 
life after death. 

The mode .in which Plato was led, by the same 
train of thought. to another of his opinions, the 
famous doctrine of Reminiscence. is not leO; for us to 
divine. It is shown to us in the Menon, in which 
more that is characteristic of Plato is brought together 
in a smaller space tflan in any other dialogue: if the 
Phredon and the Gorgias are noble statues, the Menon 
is a gem. '1'hy is it, asks Sokrates, that wh~n we 
seek for something we do not know. we yet know 
what we are seeking P and how comes it that we are 
able to recognise it when found P This, it seems, had 
been one of the puzzles of these early thinkers, re
sembling others of which great notice is taken in tLe 
Platonic writings: not quibbles of captious sophists, 
as commentators and historians of philosophy pretend, 
but difficulties really embarrassing to those who y;ere 
trying to understand their own mental operations. 
"Why. asks Sokrales, does truth -{so hard to find) when 
found. approve" itself to. us. often instantaneously, 
as truth P He can think of no explanation, but tLat 
we had known it in a former life, and need only to 
be reminded of our knowledge. Modern thinkers who 
have stopped short at Plato's point of view. res.)lve the 
difficulty by pronounciD~ the knowledge to be in
tuitive. But Plato could not put up with this expla
nation; he knew too well how slowly, painfully, and 
at last imperfectly, the knowledge is acquired. The 
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whole process of philosophizing was conceived by h~m 
as a laborious effort to call former knowledge back to 
mind. His doctrine is related to that of Words
worth's ode, erroneonsly called Platonic, not as iden
tical but as opposite: wit~- Wordsworth our life here 

. is • a sleep and a forgetting,' with Plato it is a re
collecting. We at once perceive the snpport which 
this doctrine gives to Plato's conception of the process 
of instruction (a conception supremely important in 
Lis own and in all time) that • teaching and learning 
are words without meaning j'. that knowledge is '~ 
be evolved out of the mind, not poured into it from 
without.'t The intimate coimexion between the 
doctrine of Reminiscence and that of· Ideas, even 
were i~ not obviom!, wonld be shown by the Phredon, 
in which the Reminiscence theory is maintained on 
the express ground that every exi~ting thing, in itself 
incomplete, brings to mind a type of its own nature 
more perfect than itself j and as we can only be re; 
minded of that which we onee knew, we must ·have' 
known the type in a former life. The two doctrines· 
are inseparably blended in the poetic my the delivered 
by Sokrates in the Phredrus; and when in Plato's 
later years the one doctrine drops out of his specula.
tions, so does the other. 

The doctrine of Pre-existence is naturally connected 
with that of Immortality; and in the Phredon the 
arguments for the latter are mostly grounded on the 
former. That wonderful dialogue, which divides 
with- perllaps the Gorgias alone, the honour of being 
the'most finished and consummate prose composition 
ill Plato, if not in all literatur~which cQmbines in 

• Grote, voL ii. p. 18. t Ibid .. vol. i. p. 230, tIOte. 
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itself more' sources of the grandest interest, more ar
tistically fused together, than any other of Plato's 
~orks--contains not one argument which is not a. 
fallacy, ·or which could convince anyone not anxiously 
desirous to be convinced. Plato himself, when he 
approaches the subject in other dialogues, resorts to 
quite different arguments, more resembling those on 
which recent schools of metaphysics have grounded 
.the doctrines of Spiritualism. For instanc:e, in the 
Leges, he argues th~t Mind or Soul, the principle of 
Life, is the only thing which originates motion
inanimate· objects only carrying on and transmitting 
force communicated to them from elsewhere; that 
Mind, therefore, rules Matter, and must be anterior 
to it (7TpEC1{3vnpoII), and not 8ubj~ct to its laws. This 
argument, though adduced only as proof of' a Divine 
government, is available for the other purpose, and 
though we are far from thinking it conclusive, is 
worth all those of the 1?hred.on put together. As Mr. 
Grote \ remarks, though the personal incidents of the 
Phredon are Sokratic, and are probably those which 
really happened, its doctrines and arguments are ex
clusively Platonic~ Sokrates, it is well known, pro
fessed no dogmatic certainty about another life. It 
is all the more worthy of note, that Plato had not yet 
abandoned the Sokratic canon of belief-viz. that it 
ought to be the genuine, unbiassed, un tampered with, 
conviction ~f the individual reason, after giving 
an impartial hearing to every argument that can be 
thought pf. As the Gorgias proclaims, with an 
energy and solemnity never surpassed, the rights of 
the individual hlteHect, and the obligation on every 
one, though the whole world should be on the contrary 
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side. to stand firm. he alone. in asserting what re
commends jtself to his own rea."Ion; so in the Phredon. 
as Mr. Grote observes in one of his many valuable 
remarks on that dialogue :--

I Freedom of debate and fulness of search. the paramo~nt 
value of " reasoned truth II -the necessity of keeping up the 
force of individual reason by constant argumentative exercise 
-and the right ~f independent judgment for hearer as well 

. as speaker-stand emphatically proclaimed in these last 
words of the dying philosopher. He does not announce the 
immortality of the soul as a dogma of imperative orthodoxy; 
which men, whether satisfied with the proofs or not. must 
believe, or make profession of believing, on pain of being 
shunned as a moral pestilence, and disqualified from giving 
testimony in a court of justice. He r,ets forth his own con
viction, with tlie grounds on which he adopts it. But he 
expressly recognises the existence of 'dissentient opinions; 
he invites his companions to bring ~orward every objection; 
he disclaims all special purpose of impressing his own con
clusions upon their minds; nay, he expressly warns them not 
to be biassed by their personal sympathies, then wound up 
to the highest pitch, towards himself. He entreats them to 
preserve themselves from being tinged with milJology, or the 
hatred of free argumentative discussion, and he ascribes this 
mental vice to the early habit of ~asy, nninquiring, implicit 
belief; since a man thus ready of faith, embracing opinions 
without any discriminating test, presently finds himself 
driven to abandon one opinion after another, until at last he 
mistrusts' all opinions; and hates the process of discussing 
them, laying the blame on philosophy instead of upon his 
own intellect. • • • Sokrates is depicted as having not only 
an affirmative opinion, but even strong conviction, on a sub
ject of great moment J which conviction, moreover, he is 
specially desirous of preserving unimpaired .. during his few 
remaining hours of life. Yet even here he manifests no 

• Grote. vol. n. pp. 155, 156. 
VOL. nl. AA 
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anxiety to get that conviction into the minds ot hie friends, 
except as a result oftheir own independent ecr'!tiny and lelf. 
working reason. Not only he does not attempt to terrify 
them into believing, by menace of evil consequences if they 
do not, but he repudiates pointedly even thp. gentler machi. 
nery of conversion, which might work on their mind. 
through attachment to himself and reverence for his autho
rity. His devotion is to II reasoned truth j" be challengee 
his friends to the fullest scrutiny by their own independent 
reasonj be recognises the sentence that they pronounce afler
wards as valid for them, whether concurrent with bimselC or 
adverse. Their reason is for them what his reason i. for him j 
-requiring, both alike (as Sokrates here proclaims) to be 
stimulated as well as controlled by all-searching debate, but 
postulating equal liberty of final decision for each one of the 
debaters.' • 

One of the things for which Plato has heen most 
applauded by those modern schools which pique them
selves on counting him among their precursors, is the 
warfare which he is supposed to have made on a scep
tical philosophy, attributed, totally without evidence, 
to the Sophists generally, and considered as one of 
the means by which they demoralized the Greeks. 
The doctrines meant are two. One is the special tenet 
of Herakleitus (who was not a Sophist, except in the 
loose sense· in which all speculative thinkers were 80 

called); that th~ universe is in a state of perpetual 
flux, in which nothing is, but all things become (f!va., 
-r;",vEa8a.; 'the Hegelian Seyn and Werden). The 
other is the doctrine of Protagorl1s, that' Manis the 
measure of all things: of things which are, that they 
are, and of things which are not, that they are not. 
As things appear to me, so they are to me: as they 
appear to you, such they really are to you.' In other 
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wordll, the doctrine of the Subjective nature of truth: 
which is a. .scandal to philosophers, as seeming to 
make all opinions equally true, and truth' that which 
each man troweth.' 

Now, what the Herakleitean doctrine affirms of all 
things, is what Plato himself believed of the pheno. 
menal world-of things cognisable by sense. The 
only thing which he regarded as -really existing ro 

ollrw( 011, was the Intelligible World, the world of Self. 
existent Forms j the extramundane prototypes of that, 
in the visible universe, which seems, but is not, T~al 
existence, and which is considered by him as some
thing intermediate between Ens and N on·Ens.· Hera. 
kleitus did not. believe in these Forms, and that was 
the amount of difference between him and Plato. 
When they both refused to the world of sense what 
they called Real Existenc.e, they did not mean to deny 
what we understand by the term,·but only what the an· 
cient thinkers understood by it .. What they denied of 

• Such, at least, is the thesis maintained ia most 01 the dialogues 
by the speaker who appears to be Plato's representative, and poeti
oo.lly symbolized in the famous simile of the Cave. But in one of the 
most important passages of his works, the parenthetical discussion in 
the Sophistes, the Eleatio Stranger directly impugns this doctrine. 
maintaining against certain thinkers wao are caJled 'the friends of . 
Forms,' that the Forms are not the only real existences; . are not _ 
eternally and unchangeably the same, there being formli of change 
itself; and that the objects of Perception 8.a well a.a Conception really 
exist; Existence being here defined as consisting in Power. To e~, 
is to have a power of any kind-to be capable of acting. or even of being 
acted upon. Aiyo> bq Tc\ .. 01 o...O}......v1' 1t.'~iW'OI' bul1Ol"P, .tT' ,1r TO 
... 0 ..... IT_poP .w'Oll. ....c/>lIJ(O~. .TT· .l~ ,.0 ... a8iu, 01 UJWCPlirOToP wo TOii 
c/>allAOTaTOlI, .. tIl' d ,..s~o.. dcra ... oE-tra.. TOWO Il.,..o>~ ,1 ... ,' Tie.,..,., ylJp 
(;pol' op1' .... Tel &..-.., o.r leTT'" GUIt. .t\A0 T' ,..>,qll 8vllap.'~' 

We regard this as one of the most remarkable anticipations of the 
latest and best results of modern thought, to be found in all ancient 
philosophy. It is one of the most memorable of. the striking apeTf"" 
which. abo~d in Plat<). 

.A..A2 
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the visible universe, was Existence in a transcendent 
sense-the Existence per8e which Plato aseribed to his 
Ideas, and Xenophanes and Parmenides to their Ens 
Unum. In modern phrase, Herakleitus denied the Ab
solute j though his d09trine of a really existent Prin
ciple of Change, and his other tenet of an U ni versal 
Reason apart from individual minds, a doctrine much 
in favour with some modem Transcendentalists, rein
troduced an Absolute of another kind. Now it may 
safely be affirmed that no scepticism, limited to the 
Absolute, ever did anybody harm, or made the smal
lest practical difference to any human being. The 
doctrine of Protagorall requires a little more con
sideration. Though we may reasonably suppose that 
Plato, in the Theretetus, gives it in that Sophist's 
words, we are ignorant by what reasons Protagoral 
defended it, or in what !lense he explained it. Sir 
William Hamilton considered it to mean his own 
doctrine of the Relativity of human knowledge, and 
placed Protagoras at the head of his list of early 
authorities in support of that doctrine. Mr. Grote 
interprets the maxim Homo .i.lleTllJura in the same 
sense, but includes also in its meaning the autonomy 
of the individual intellect. That everything is true 
to me, which appears so to me, he understands to 
mean. that my reception of it as truth depends, and 
ought to depend, on the impression which the evi. 
dence makes upon my own mind. Mr. Grote, there
fore, defends the Protagorean doctrine against the 
Sokrates of the Theretetus j but his defence, though 
useful and instructive, does not satisfy us, and is the 
only important point in the whole work on which we 
find ourselves differing from Mr. Grote. For tbe 
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truth of an opinion, even to myself, is a different 
thing from my reception of it as true, since it implies 
reference to an external standard. My mind. on the 
evidence before it, may accept as truth that I am 'five 
miles from London; but when I set out to walk the 
distance, and find it ten. the ten miles were all along 
as true for me as for other people. Proiagoras cannot 
well have intended to deny this. but he cannot be ac
quitted of an incorrect and misleading mode of ex
pression. His proposition is valid as to our present 
feelings or states of coru;ciousness. the truth of which 
has no meaning except that we are actually feeling 
them; and this is probably the reason why Plato 
(erroneously in Mr. Grote's opinion) identifies it with 
the doctrine that knowledge is sensible perception 
(ataO"al(). the truth of the one doctrine being coex
tensive with the sphere of the other. But' it is not 
true of the past. the future, the ~bsent, or anyth.iDg 
present. except the feeling in our mind. It is invalid 
as to all that are cal.led m~tters of belief or opinion: for 
a beuef or opinion is relative not only to the believing 
mind. but lo something else-namely. ,the matter of 
fact which the belief is about. The troth of the 
belief is its agreement with that fact. Mr. Grote 

.says:* 'To say that all men recog'l!-ise one and the 
same objective distinction between truth and false
hood. would be to contradict palpable facts. Each 
man has a standard, an ideal of truth in his own 
mind; but different men have different standards." 
Of the proof of truth. yes: but not. we apprehend. of 
truth itself. No one- means anything by truth. but 
the ~OTeement of a belief with the fact which it pur-

• Grote, Tot ii p. 5l2. . 
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ports to represent. We -grant that, according to the 
philosophy which we hold in common with Mr. 
Grote, the fact itself, if knowable by us, is relative to 
our perceptions-to our senses or our internal con. 
sciousness; and our opinion about the fact is so too; 
but the truth of the opinion is a question of relation be~ 
tween these two relatives, one CJf which is an objective 
standard for the other. Justice is not done to Plato's 
attack on • Homo Mensura • without considering thi, 
aspect of the matter; the rather as he himself brings 
forward these very arguments. Sokrate's asks, Since 
man is the measure of all things, and has the criterion 
of truth in himself. wb:i.tever he thinks or perceives 
being true to him, will the criterion serve for things 
yet to come P If he thinks he shall catch a fever and 

, feel hot, and a physician thinks the contrary, will be 
be feverish and hot to himself. but not to the physi. 
cian P A fair reductio ad abaurdum, and a just criticism 
on 'Protagoras, though, i.e Mr. Grote IS right in his in. 
terpretation of the Protagorean dictum, the error is in 
language, n~t in thought. . But in philosophy, e!lpe. 
cially where it touches the ultimate foundations of our 
reason, wrong language is as misleading as a wrong 
opiniQu. 
-This dialogue, the Theretetus, though it ends with. 
out any conclusion, le~ving the question proposed in it 
unanswered, is one of the most suggestive in all Plato 
by the number of points of view it brings forward; and 
is among _ the finest examples in his writings of genuine 
honest Search, in which the confutation of anyone, 
even when it falls in his way, is only incidental, and 

. even then the greatest pains are taken toput,in the most 
forcible manner. whatever the confuted person could 
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"ay. tn argui~g against Protagoras (who is treat~d 
with a respect in marked contrast with the manner in 
which the Herakleiteans, and some materialistic philo
sophers, supposed to be the school of Demokritus, are 
referred to), Sokrates laments the necessity of dispu
ting his opinion when he is not present nor even alive 
to defend it; says that as he and his friends are not 
here to help their doctrine. the obligatio~ lies on their 
adversaries to do it j and fulfils that obligation by a 
discourse of some length, which, like those of Glaokon 
and Adeimantus in the Republic, is a monument of 
the essential fairness of Plato's mind. The Theretetus 
contains some of Plato's acutest e~amin:ations of cer
tain speculative questions which ofteIl recur in other 
dialogues: among others the difference between· Know
ledge and True OpinioD, opO;' or a~IJO'I~ 80~4. This dis
tinction gave Plato great trouble. and the whole subjecl; 
of the truth and falsity of opinions was full of intri
cacy and logical embarrassment to him and to his co
temporaries. Among other points, it appears to have 
been a lIerious puzzle to them. in what manner false 
opinions could be pORsible j how we can think that 
which is not-.:..a. non-entity-any more than we can 
touch, or eat. or drink that which is not •. It is sur
prising how often Plato returns to this perplexity. 
More than half the Sophistes is devoted to the dis
cussion of it, merely in a parenthesis. As a specimen 
of the stumbling-blocks which the early metaphysical 

. inquirers found in their path. as well as a striking 
example of the diversity of the points of view of 
different dialogues, we will quote ~ passage from Mr. 
Grote on this subject:*-

~ Grote, 1'01. ii. pp. 548-S51. 
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t How is' a false proposition possible? :Many held that a 
false proposition and a false name were impopsible, that you 
could not speak the thing that is not, or Non.Ens (TO}l~ il,,): 
that such' a proposition would be an empty sound, without 
meaning or signification; that speech may be significant or 
insignificant, but could not be false, except in the seUle of 
being unmeaning. Now this doctrine is dealt with in the 
TheretetuI, Sophist~s, and Kratylus. In th~ Thell!tetus, 
'Sokrates examines it at great length, and proposes several 
different hypotheses to explain how a false proposition might 
be possible; but ends in pronouncing them all inadmissible. 
He declares himself incompetent, and passes on to something 
else. Again, in the Sophistes, the same point is taken up, 
and discussed there also very copiously. The Eleate in that 
.dialogue ends by finding a solution which satisfies him-(viz. 
that TO }l~ ilv = Tb ~TEpOV TOU &"TO(). But what is remark· 
able is, that the solution does not meet any of the difficultil's 
pr~pounded in the Theretetus; nOT are these difficultie. at 
all adverted 1 to in the Sophist~s. Finally in the KratylulI, 
we have the very same doctri~e, that false affirmations are 
impossible,-which both in the Theretetus and in the 
Sophistes is enunciated, not as the decided opinion of the 
speaker, but as a problem which embarrasses him-we have 
this same doctrine averred nnequivoc;ally by Kratylus as his 
own full conviction. And Sokrates finds that a very short 
argument, and a very simple comparison, suffice to refute him. 
The supposed "aggressive cross-examiner," who presses 
Sokrates so hard in the Theretetus, is' not allowed to put his 
puzzling questions in the Kratylus. • 

• How are we to explain these three different modes of 
handfuig the same question by the same philosopher? If 
the question about Non·Ens can be disposed of in the sum· 
mary way which we read in the Kratylus, what is gained by 
the string of unsolved puzzles in the Theretetu8, or by the long 
discursive argument in the Sophist~s, nshering in a new 
solution no way satisfactory? If, on the contrary, the diffi. 
culties which are unsolved in the Thea:tetWl~ and imperfectly 
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lolved in the Sophistes, are real and pertirient,-how are we 
to explain the proceeding of Plato in the Kratylus, when 
he puts into the mouth of Kratylus a distinct averment of 
the opinion about Non-Ens, yet without allowing him, when 
it is impugned by Sok1'at~s, to urge any of these pertinent 
arguments in defence of it? If the peculiar solution given 
in the Sophist~8 be the really genuine and.. triumphant solu
tion, why is it left unnoticed both in the Kratylus and the 
Theret~tus, and why is it contradicted in other dialogues? 
Which of the three dialogues represents Plato's real opinion 
on the question? 

I To taese questions, and to many others of like 
bearing, connected with the Platonic writings, I see no satis
factory reply, if we are to consider Plato as a positive philo
sopher, with a scheme and edifice of methodized opinions in 
his ,mind i and as composing aU'his dialogues .with a set 
purpose, either of inculcating these opinions on the reader, 
or of refuting the opinions opposed to them. This suppo
sition is what most Platonic critics have in their minds, even 
when professedly modifying it. Their admiration for Plato 
is not satisfied unless they conceive.him in the professorial 
chair as a teacher, surrounded by a crowd of .learners, aU 
under the obligation (incumbent on leamer& generally) to 
believe 'what they hear. Reasoning upon such a-basis, the 
Platonic dialogues present themselves to me as a mystery. 
They exhibit neither identity of the teacher, nor identity of 
the matter taught: the composer (to use various Platonic 
comparisons) is Many, and not One-he is more complex 
than TyphOs/ 

There is a similar discrepancy in the view taken by 
Plato, in different dialogues, of the distinction between 
True Opinion and, Knowledge. In the Menon, it 
would seem as if the two were much'the same, except 
that Opinion· is • evanescent, and will not stay in the 
mind, while Knowledge is permanent and ineffaceable.' 

• Grote,. voL ii. p. 10. 
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True Opinion is converted into Knowledge. when 
bound down (8t8fpIJlol') • by a chain of causal reasoning' 
(airta( ).0"11ap,,:). This einding process, it is adJed, ill 
';JlOPJl'la1f:, or reminding. and can only be accomplished 
by questioning. sufficiently repeated and diversified. 
What the ';JlapJI'Iac( does is rather differently defined 
in the Phredrus; it there generates the apprehension 
of the general Concept.· which in that dialogue means 
the Self·existent Idea. In other dialoguE's the view 
taken is very similar, minus the idea of Reminigcence. 
KnowleJge is that of which a rational explanation can 
be given j that which is gua.ranteed by both arms of 
the dialectic process, being able to resist all confuta. 
tion, and having been arrivEld at by a correct use of 
the logical process of Division. 8ca:pftlC( «Gr' .,8", ter
mina.ting in an unimpeachabl~ Definition. Anything 
shorl of this is only Opinion. 'Ve here have what is 
rightly .regarded as the characteristically Platonic 
view of the subject j but it is remarkable that this 
very definition of knowledge. ';).'I9~c 8~!1I ptra ).0'Y0II, 
is one of ~ose propounded by 'l'heretetus, and, a.fter a 
long discussion between him and Sokrates, abandoned. 
The most elaborate, but the obscurest exposition we 
find of t.his subject. is in the sixth and seventh books 
of the nepublic. 'Ve cannot gh'e it at length. but 
its lending point is, that knowledge is of Forms or 
Ideas, while Opinion relates to the world of sense, 
composed of mere images of those Forms. t Dut the 
knowledge of Forms is only to. be acquired by Dia·' 
lectics·t 

• Z\IIII'- aar' .:& .. ).~,...-, ;". trOll •• lei. al~ .l, I. ).or"'"" 
E""".,.";,-oao.-(Plato, Phttdnu, p. 249.) 

t Grote, vol. iii. p~ Si-93. : Ibid. pp. 101, 102. 
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Among views so contradictory, and in which no 
common cOll\·iction. or purpose appears, what worth, 
it may be asked, is there to us in the investigations P 
Besides the worth of their Method, they have, though 
in unequal degrees, a value in their substauce; • not* 
in the conclusion, but in the premises for and against 
it. In this sense all the dialogues have value, and all 
the flame sort of value, though not all equal in amount-. 
In different dialogues, the subject is set before you in 
different ways; with remarks and illustrations some
times tending towards one theory, sometimes towards 
another. ' It is for you to compare and balance them, 
and to elicit such result as your reason approves. The 
Platonic dialogues require, in order to produce their 
effect, a supplementary responsive force, and a strong 
effective reaction, from the individual reason of the 
reader: they require moreover that he .shall have a 
genuine interest in the process of dialectic scrutiny 
(TU fc).ol'a9~t;, fc).o).o)'OI1), which will enable him to 
perceive beauties in what would be tiresome to others.' 

As regards Plato himself, the probability is that 
th!'lre was a period in his life when he was, on merely 
speculative points, a real Seeker, testing every opinion, 
and bringing prominently fOf\vard the difficulties 
which adhere to them all; and that during this period 
many of his principal dialogues were written, fro~ 
points of ,"iew extremely various, embodying in each 
the latest trains of thought which had passed through 
his mind ·on the particular subject. That the diffi. 
culties of his own suggesting, even after he had defi. 
nitively identified himself with the opinions to which 
they apply, are hardly ev·er solved, seems onlyexpli-

• Grote, voL ii p. SSI. 
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cable on the supposition that he had ceased to care 
about solv.ing them, having come to think that inso
luble difficulties were always to be expected. He cer
tainly, if w.e trust his Seventh Epistle, was then of 
opinion that no verbal definition of anything can pre
cisely hit the mark, and that the knowledge of what 
a thing is, though not attainable till after a long and 
varied course of dialectic debate, is never the direct 
result of discussion, but come~ out at last (and only 
in the happier natures) by a sort of instantaneous 
flash. He probably became indifferent to speculation 
for its own sake, ceased to expect that any theoretical 
position would be found unassailable, and no longer 
cared for anything but practical results. In his latest 
composition.s there is no abatement of ethical earnest
ness, but 'the· love of dialectic, and the taste for 
enunciating difficulties even when he could not clear 
them up, died out within him.' He almost became 
infected with the misology so impressively deprecated 
in his own Phredon, and an example among many 
that this misology is not always, as there represented, 
the road to scepticism, but still oftener to the most 
intolerant affirmative dogmatism. 

The ethical· and political doctrines of Plato are 
really the only ones which can be regarded as serious 
aiId deeply-rooted convictions. At the head of these, 
or only second after 4is faith in the exclusive eligi
bility of the just life, must be placed the opinion 
·common to him with Sokrates, that Virtne is a branch 
of Intelligence, or Knowledge. His best argument 
for this opinion is, that not only all the ~xternal things 
we value, such as health, strength, and pecuniary 

.. Grote, voL ii. p. 394. 
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means, but all tha.t we regard as virtues--courage. 
temperance, and the rest-may be so used as to do 
harm instead of good: they all require a discrimina
ting faculty to ·decide when they ought to be employed 
and when not; and this, which is the distinctive ~le
ment of virtue, is a part of Knowledge. Though .the 
premises of this argumen.t are profoundly true, they 
only prove that the knowledge in· questi(ln is one of 
the condition~ of virtue, but . not that it . is virtue 
itself j something else besides the knowledge of what is 
right being necessary to induce us to practise it. We 
know what would have been Plato's answer to this 
objection. He would have said, that the further con
dition required is also a knowledge, the knowledge 
that to do right is good j no one desires evil knowing 
it to be evil j it is desired because it is believed to be 
good. But even if Plato had proved, as completely 
as he thought he had, that to do wrong is the greatest 
evil which can befall the wrong-doer, it would. have 
remained a question whether the habitually vicious 
man is capable of having this belief impressed upon 
him j whether the evidence that happin,ess is to be 
found in virtue alone, can reach a mind not prepared 
for it by already possessing the virtues of courage, 
temperance, &c., not to mention justice, the most fun
damental of all. 

This exaltation of Knowledge-not Intellect, or 
mere mental ability, of which there is no idolatry at 
all in Plato, but scientific knowledge, and scientifi
cally-acquired craftsmanship, as the one thing needful 
in every concern of life, and pre-eminently in govern
ment-is the pervading idea in Plato's practical 
doctrines. He derived it from Sokrates, who·· (says 
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Xenophon·) 'considered as kings and rulera not those 
who wield the sceptre, or those, who have been chosen 
by the incompetent (ti7f~ 1';;11 1'lIXGII1'CllII), nor those who 
have drawn the successful lot, or who by force or 
deceit have got into the highest place, but those who 
know !tow to rule.' What constitutes the man who 
~nows how to rule, is the subject of an important 
dialogue, the Politikos. We there learn that he is 
one of the rarest of human beings; that the greatest 
concern ot a. State is to obtain such a man, and pla.ce 
,him at the head of it; that when so placed, his power 
cannot be too absolute; to limit him by laws, even of 
llis own making, being" as abtlurd as if a scientific 
physician were required never to devia.te from his own 
prescriptions. 'l'his exclusive right of the most ca
pable person to rule-a principle IItrenuously asserted 
by Plato agains~ the theory and practice of all govern
"ments (modern as well as ancient); and the doctrine 
that when this Capable Person has been obtained, the 
rest of the community have nothing to do but to obey 
him-form a theory of government which must be 

" quite to the taste of Mr. Carlyle; but he is probably 
less .pleased with the further proposition added by 
Plato, that the depositary of this divine right is not 
found, but made, and that his qualificatiol:l is Science; 
a philosophic and reasoned knowledge of human affairs 
-of what is best for mankind. "When this is pos
sessed, it is It far surer guide than laws, which cannot 
possibly be adapted to all individual cases; but when 
this scientific wisdom' cannot be had, laws are better 
t.han any mere counterfeit of it :-

'Thet true government of mankind i. the .cientiiic or 
• Memor. ii. 9, 10. t Grote,.oI. ii. pp. 483-6. " 
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artistic; whether it be carried on by one, or a feW', or many 
-whether by poor or rich, by force or con~ent-whether 
,according to law, or witbout law.' But 'tru~ science or art 
is not attainable by many perllOns, whether rich or poor; 
Icarcely even by a few, and probably by One alone; since 
the science or art of governing men is more difficult than 
any other science or art. But the government of this One 
is the only true and right irovernment, whether he proclaims 
law or governs without law, whether he employs severity or 
mildness-provided only he adheres to his art, and achieves 
its purpose, the good and improvement of the governed. He 
is like the true physician, who cuts and burns patients, when 
his art commands, for the purpose of curing them. He will . 
Dot be disposed to fetter himself by fixed general laws; for 
the variety of situations and the fluctuation of circumstances 
is 80 perpetual, that no law can p,ossibly fit all cases. He will 
recognise no other law but his art. Hbe lays down.ny general 
formula or law, it will only be from necessity, because he 
cannot be always at hand to ,:atch and direct each individual 
case; but he will not hesitate to depart from his own formula 
whenever Art enjoins it. That alone is base, evil, unjust, 
wh.ich he with his political science or art declares to be so. 
IC in any particular case he departs from his own declaration, 
and orders such a thing to be done, the public have no right 
to complain that he does injustice. No patient can complain 
of his physician if the latter, acting upon the, counsels of 
his art, disregards a therapeutic formula. All the acts of 
the true Governor are right, whether according OJ' contrary 
to law, 80 long as he conducts himseU' with,art and intel. 
Iigence--aiming exclusively to preserve the people, and-to 
render them ,better instead of worse. HoW' mischievous 

___ would it be .•• if we prescribed by fixea laws b,ow the phy. 
sicianand the ,steersman should practise their respective 
arts; ,if we held them bound to peremptory rules, punishing 
them whenever they departed from tho~e rules, and making 
them accountable before the Dikastery, whenever anyone 
accused them of doing so-if we consecrated these rules and 
dogmas, forbiddin~ all criticism or censure npoll them, and 
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putting to death the free inquirer all a dreaming, prosy 
Sophist, corrupting the youth and inciting lawless discon
tent I How absurd, if we pretended that every citizen did 
know, or might Of ought to know, these two arts j became 
the matters concerning them were enrolled in the lawl, and 
because no one. ought to be wiser than the laws I Who 
would think of imposing any lIuch fetters on other arta, luch 
as those of the general, the painter, the husbandman, the 
carpenter, the prophet, the cattle-dealer? To impose them 
would be to render life, hard all it is even now, altogether 
intolerable. Yet these are tbe trammels under which in 
actual cities the political Art is exercised. 

• Such are the mischiefs inseparable, in greater or lesl 
degree, from fixed and peremptory laws., ·Yet grave as these 
mischiefs are, there are others yet graver, which such laws 
tend to obviate. It the Magistrate appointed to guard and 
enforce the laws, ventures to break or contravene them, 
simulating, but not really possessing, the Art or science of 
the genuine Ruler, he will make matters far worse. The 
laws at any rate are such as the citizenll have been accus
tomed to, and such as give 'a certain measure of satisfaction. 

, But the arbitrary rule of this violent and unscientific Gover
nor is a tyranny, which is greatly worse than the lawi. 
Fixed laws are thus;. second best; assJIming tbat you can
not obtain a true scientific, artistic Governor. If such a 
man could be obtained, men wonld be delighted to live 
under him. But they despair of ever seeing such a cba
racter, and they therefore cling to fixed laws, in spite of the 
numerous concomitant mischiefs. These mischief. are in
deed so serious, that when we look at actual cities, we are 
astonished how they get" on under such a system j and we 
cannot but feel how firm and deeply-rooted a city naturally 
is. We see therefore •.. that there is no true polity-

. nothing which deserves the name of a genuine political 
society--except the government of one chief, scientific or 
artistic. With him laws are superfluous, and even inconve
nient. All other politiell are counterfeits j factions and 
cabals rather. than governments, delusioWl carried' on by 
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tricksters and conjurors. But among these other polities 
or sham-polities, there is a material difference as to greater 
or less badness; and the difference tnrns upon the presence 
or absence of good laws. Thus, the single-headed govern
ment, called monarchy (assuming the Prince not to be a man 
of science or art) is the best of all the sham~polities, if the 
Prince rules along with and in o'bservance of known, good 
lawe j but it ie the woret of them all, if he rules without 
such laws, as a despot or tyrant. Oligarchy, or the govern
ment of a few, if \lnder good lawe, ie less good than that of 
the Prince under the same circum'stances--if without such 
laws, is less bad than that of the despot. Lastly, the govern
ment of the many ~s'legs good under the one supposition, 
and less bad under the other. It is less effective, either for 
good or for evil. it is in fact less of a government j the 
administrative force being lostbi dissipation among many 
hauds for short intervals j and more free play being thus 

. left to individuals •. Accordingly, assuming the absenc~ of 
laws, democracy is the least bad or most tolerable of the six 
varieties of sham· polity •.• Assuming the presence of lawlI, it 
is the worst of them.' 

The ideal of government expressed in this passage, 
,though expanded and minutely applied in other works, 
is never materially varied.. Of the two detailed 
treatises on Government, in the dialogue form, which 
we have from Plato. the Republio and the Leges, the 
former is a. dalineation of the best form of society, 
under the u,nrestricted authority of one of a. v~ry 
small number. ·scientifically trained and fitted for the 
function of rulers. " The Leges :must be understood 
(and thafis its best excuse) as a. set of directions for 
the construction and preservation of his secong-best 
State, in which. the scientific ruler not being forth
coming. an imperfect substitute is provided in the 
form of la'Ys, which he seems to,have thought would 

VOL. III. BB 
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only answer the purpose by being not only inviolable 
but unalterable. Accordingly, in the ideal common
wealth of the Republic, there is no responsibility of 
any kind-no provision for written laws or courts of 
justice; the wisdom of the scientific rulers being 
wholly trusted to, for doing without such things, or 
providing them as far as required. The whole energy 
of Plato's constructive intellect is concentrated on 
the means of sifting the most gifted natures out of the' 
body of citizens, and educating them from the earliest 
infancy to the age of fifty, by which time, and not 
before, it is expected that a very few, or at least one, 
competent scientific governor may be met with among 
them. This, and the intellectual and emotional training 
of the remainder of die people, so that they shall 
willingly obey and second these rightful chiefs, com
pose 'the whole machinery ofth~ Republic. In Leges, 
on the contrary, where no such scientific rulers are 
looked for, there is an elaborate and minute system 
of positive laws, carrying legal regula.tion down to 
the details of common life, and accompanied by all 
the ordinary apparatus of courts, of jllstice; magis
trates of various kinds chosen for short periods, by' 
processes from which even the democratic Lot is nut 

, wholly excluded-and systematic accountability of 
all persons in office. in the Athenian manner, after 
the expiration of their term, to an authority in which 
the whole body of citizens have a'qualified jarticipa
tion. The author does not disguise that his govern
ment is not the abstractedly best j and records his 
persistence, on some principal points, in. tbose doc
trines of the Republic which are put in a.beyance in 
the Leg~s, where the community ostensibly contem
plated is an actultl Cretan colony~ 
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While Pla.to has thus two independent plans for 
the constitution of a political society, his notion of 
the end to be aimed at never varies. The business of 
rulers is to make the people whom they govern wise 
and virtuous. No political object but this is worth 
consideration. With respect to the other things usually 
desired by men and communities,- he does not indeed 
always maintain the scornful tone assumed in the 
Gorgias, where all the statesmen of Athens, even the 
eminent ones of old-Miltiades, Themistokles, Kimon, 
Perikles-are reproached for having • filled the city 
with harbours, and docks, and fortificatiQns, and 

. tributes, and similar rubbish' (.p"vap,w~), ·instead of 
improving their desires, • the only business of a good 
citizen.'· In other places (as In the Second Alcibiades, 
Euthydemus, Menon, Leges,) he contents himself 
with saying, that it is better not to have such things 
at all, than to have them, if devoid of the wisdom 
without which they cannot profit the. possessor; or, 
with Sokrates in the Apologia, that wealth does 
not produce virtue, but virtue wealth, and _ all other 
things that are desirable. But, either as the sole 
desirable thing, or as the nieans of o'btaining all 
others, the wisdom and virtue of the citizens (con
sidered as identical, are the only- proper end of 
government. ' 

In the political theory thus conceived by Plato
~~nfininp ourselves to his scheme of the ideally best, 
and neglecting his compromise with existing obstacles 
in the comparatively tame production of his decline- -
there are two things specially deserving of remark. 
First, the vigorous assertion of a truth, of trans-

• Plato, Gorgias, pp. 511 C, 519 A. -
B'B 2 
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cendent importance .and universal application-that 
the work of government is a Skilled Employment; 
that governing is not a thing which can be done at 
odd times, or by the way, in conjunction with a 
hundred other pursuits, nor to which a person can be 
competent without a Jarge and liooral general edu. 
cation, followed by special and professional study, 
Ill'borious and of long duration, directed to acquiring, 
not mere practical dexterity, but a scientific mastery 
of the subject. This is the strong side oC the Platonic 
theory. Its weak side is,· that it postulates infalli
bility, or something near it, in rulers thus prepared; 
or else ascribes such a depth of comparative imbecility 
to the rest of mankind, as to unfit them for any voice 
whate~er in their own government, or any power of 
calling their scientific ruler to account. The error of 
Plato, like most of the errors of profound thinkers, 
consisted in seeing only one half or the truth; and 
(as is also usual with such tllinkers) the half which 
he asserted, was that whi~h he found neglected and 
left in thlt background by the institutions and customs 
of his country. His doctriue was an exaggerated 
protest against the notion that any mal\. is qt for any 
duty; a phrase which is the extreme formula of that 
indifference to special qualificalions.and to the supe
riorityof one mind over another, to which there is 
more or less tendency in all popular governments, and 
doubtless at Athens, as well as in the United State$ 
and in Great Britain, though it would be -a "mistake 
to regard it in any of them as either nniversal or 
incUTclLle. 
. But though Plato had no hesitation in allowing· 
absolute powe~ to the scientific ruler when he had got 
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one, the superiority of his genius is displayed in his 
clear perception of the difficulties with. which this 
scheme of government was beset .. and in. the boldness 
with which he grappled with the problem; daring 
all things, however opposed to the common notions 
of his time (and of ours), if he could see his way to 
removing the rocks and shoals which threatened 
to be fatal to his -commonwealth. The mentalsupe
riority which. gives the divine right to rule. did not, 
in his opinion, consist in .being able forcibly to seize 
the powers of government, and retain them by sternly 
repressing' all active opposition and silencing every 
disapproving voice. This was a common enough phe
nomenon in Plato's time, not quite unknown in ours; 
but the superiority which Plato required in his ruler 
was of a very different kind. According to him, it 
was precisely the young m.en most gifted. by nature, 
and most-capable of being trained to the character of 
genuine rulers, that when perverted by the false 
standard of good and evil prevailing in existing' 
society; and delivering themselves up to selfish and 
lawless ambition, fall into the deep-dyed iniquity of 
the Tytannus. In that combination of profound philo
sophy with sublime eloquence and rich poetic imagi
nation which composes.the later books of the Republic, 
there is a moving picture of the mode in which society, 
by its temptations and its wrongly:placed applauses and 
condemnations, cortupts these originally fine natures: 
and the portraiture of the full-blown Tyrannus, in the 
'consummation of his guilt.· his hatefulness to gods 
and men, the depth of his _ inward misery. and the 
retribution that awaits him, generally in this me, but 
certainls in a world to come, is one of the best knowD, 
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and .most impressive passages in Plato. The Platonic 
ruler or rulers, as already remarked. are not found, 
but made; and the problem of making them was 'Con
ceived by him in all its magnitude and difficulty. It 
could only be achieved by centering upon them, and 
upon the class from whom they were to be selected, 
every kind of tuition and training, intellectua1, emo
tional, and practical, that could help to form the charac
ter required, and by withdrawing them utterly from 
the influence of those conditions of ordinary life, whicli 
give rise to inclinations and to a type of character 
disqualifying for the pure and noble use of irrespon
sible power. 

'1'0 this purpose belongs the proscription of all such 
tale I! and legends of the gods (legends as sacred to the 
Greeks as the narratives of the Old and New Testa~ 
meJ;l.ts to the ordinary Christian) as represented them 
to be the authors of any evil, or imputed to them un
just commands, or human weaknesses, or ascribed to 
them, -or their descendants the Heroes, any acts which 
would be wicked or disrep~table if done by ordinary 
human beings. These stories, Plato affirms, are not 
true; but were they so, they should not be suffered to 
be repeated and believed. Other legends, of a moral . 
and elevating character, should be composed (a thing 
considered by him quite within the competence of 
Government), and the people brought up in the belief 
of them from their first childhood. To the same head 
belongs the exclusion from the Republic, not (as is 
lo~etimes asserted) of all poets, but of those who will 
not consent to the expurgation from their poems of all 
sentiments and opinions which the philosophic rulers 
deem iniurious: for instance. that death. or .the life 
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after death, is fearful and. horrible; 'apd especially that 
most pernicious opinion, that there can be happiness 
without virtue, or that virtue is not itself the summit 
of happiness. Certain kinds of poetry however, the 
epic and dramatic, are ab~olutely banished, in common 
with all other indiscriminately mimetic or imitative 
arts. Art ought not to represent, either to the senses 
or to the mind, the likeness of anything but what is 
good and noble; nor ought the citizens to recite, or 
read, or hear recited,' an imitation of the thoughts, 
feelings, or conduct, of bad, or degraded, or weak and 
foolish persons. The same severe restrictions were 
placed on music. a most important agent of good or 
evil in the estimation of Greeks, whose popular educa
tion (except the gymnastic anq military elemeQts) 
was chiefly emotional. No tunes or measures were 
tolerated in the Republic, but such as were licensed 
by the authorities, by whom all that were of a. wailing, 
a relaxing, or a. voluptuous character must be forbid:
den, those only being retained which soothe and miti. 
gate the violent 'emotions, or which inspire active 
energy. To the same educational purpose belong the 
peculiar institutions of Plato respecting property and 
marriage, which have given some scandal to posterity, 
and would probably have given much more, if Plato 
had been suspected of a penchant for scepticism and 
materialism, instead of being admired as their chief 
enemy. The explallation of this portion,of his scheme 
is very simple. It was not intended for the citizens 
'kenerally, but for the ~lJ"aICEt;: or milit.ary profession. 
from whom the prince or the ruling elders were selected. 
and who were the executors of their orders and the 
iJ,lstruments of their governm~nt. . This a~med body 
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having the rema~ning citizens entirely at their merey, 
.u was~ost if they preferred their private interest t() 
.that of the 'public; and Plato well knew, even with 
the mQst perfect education he could give them, how 
littJe chance they had of escaping this perversion. 
Since it did not consort with hi. idea of seientific go
vernment to ·give the unscientific multitude even a 
joint authority in their own affairs. there was only 
one mode ()f protection left; thOle in command must 
have.no private interests of their own to care for. The 
other citizens have each their family and property, but 
the guardians must have nothing which they can call 
their own. Their maintenance must be temperately 
provided at a common table by the State; they must 
have no pri~ate possessions, and must not .know their. 
own children., The object i. that which the Catholic 
Church see~s to obtain by the celibacy of its clergy. 
and the communism of its monastic orders; exclusive 
c;tevotion to' the purposes of their institution. What· 
ever else may be justly said ag~iDst this ;Platonic con· 
ception, it deserves any name rather than that of a tole
ration of licentiousness j for it leaves less to individual 
inclination than any existing practice, the pub1ic autho
ritie!l deciding (within the age appointed for • pro. 
ducingchildreh for the city') who should be united 
with whom, Mr. Grote truly remarks, that with the 
customs of the Platonic commonwea1,th, and the PIa-. 
tonic physical and mental education common to both 
sexes, the passion betw~t:n them would be likely to 
be reduced to its very lowest degree of power; a result 
decidedly intended and calculated on by Plato in the 
Leges. 

Though Dot expressly remarked, it is contiIluallr 
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visible in lIr. Grote's book, as'well as in the works 
themselves, how strong a. hold,. the idea of the Division 
of Labour had ·taken on Plato's mind. ~He pro
po~ds it as explicitly as Adam Sm~th,at th~ begin
ning of his delineation of the natural constitution and 
growth of a State i 'and it governs all 'the mange
ments of his ideal Republic. . To use his own phrase, 
there shall be na. double or triple men in the 
commonw('alth; each.does one ~ing, and o.ne only; 
in order that every, one may l1Jve that to do for 
whicli he has grea~st natural ~itude, &nd that each 
thing may be 'done by the.JPerson who has most 
studied and practised it. . ~vil justice in a common •. 
wealth, which furnishe¢'him with the type and 
illustrative, exemplar ofljustice in an indivi,dual mind, 
consists ill every p~on's doing his own appointed 
bUsiness, and not, fueddling with that Qf another.
An artificer must ,hot usurp the occupation of another 
artificer i rulers alone must rule, guardians alone 
fight, producer$ alone produce and ha.ve the owner
ship of the produce. When these limits are observed. 
and no one (interferes in the legitimate business of 
some one else, the' community is prosperous and 
harmonious; if not, everybody has something which 
concerns him mf)re nearly than the true qischargeof 

• It must be noted lIB one more of the contradictions between dif
ferent dialogues, that when this same requisi~, the exclusive attention 
of every person to the thing which he knows, is suggested in the Char
mides 811 the essence 01' definition of _.ppo"v"'l. Sokrllotes not only 
objects to it lIB snch, but' doubts whether this restriction is of any 
great benefit, since it does not bestow that which is the real condition' 
and constituent of well·beiug, the knowled.,ge of good and eviL (See 
Grote, vol. i. p. 489.) 

Mr. Grote's Remarks on the Platonic Republic are perhaps the most 
striJdng and admirable part of his whole work-full of important 
matter for study. -
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his'own function; the energies of the different classes 
are distracted by cOlltefots for power, and the State 
declines into some one of the successive gradations of 
bad government, which a considerable portion of the' 
Republic is employed in characterizing. The demand 
for a. Sdentific Governor, not responsible for ani part 
of his conduct to his unscientific fellow-citizens, is 
part of this general conception of Division of Labour, 
and errs only by a. yo exclusive clinging to that one 
principle. : 

It is necessary to bonclude; though volumes might 
easily be occupied with, the topics on which Plato's 
compositions throw light" either by the truths he has 
reaphed, by the mode of Me reaching them, or by his 
often equally instructive errors. We would gladly 
also have quoted more copiou~ly from Mr. Grote; 
having said little or nothing of\t.he important dis
cussions, on all the principal topics of Plato, which 
he has, in this work, incidentally contributed to the 
philosophy of the age from the stores of his ril!hly en
dowed;nind. The point of view from wHch thes~fopics 
are treated, as all acquaintea with :Mr. Grote's writings 
would expect, is that of the Experience philosophy, as 
'distinguished from the Intuitive or Transcendental; 
and readers will esteem the discussions more or less 
highly, .according to their estimati~n of that philo
sophy; but few, we think; will dispute that Mr. 
Grote, by this work, has placed himself in a distin
guished rank among its defenders, in an age in which 
it has been more powerfully and discriminatingly 
defended .than at any former time. For further 
knowle,ilge we musi refer to the work itself, which 
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will not only.be the inseparable companion of Plato's 
writings, but which no student, 9f whatever school of 
thought, can read without instruction, and no one 
who knows anything of philosophy or the history of 
philosophy, without admiration and gratitude. 

THE END. 
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